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Worth the wait: Antti Raanta makes statement in Hurricanes Stanley Cup Playoff debut 

By Luke DeCock  

Antti Raanta is the very rare hockey player who has spent a 
day with the Stanley Cup without being able to point to his 
name on it. At 32, thanks to a combination of first youth and 
then misfortune — injuries, bad teams — he had played 
some or all of eight seasons in the NHL without starting a 
playoff game before Monday night. 

That’s an extraordinarily long wait for a goalie of Raanta’s 
pedigree, the end of a winding and circuitous road that led 
him here, to leading the Carolina Hurricanes onto the ice for 
the first playoff game of 2022. This was more than one game 
for Raanta, the elder statesman of the Hurricanes’ flock of 
Finns. It was the completion of a goal long delayed. 

And how far he had come to get to this 35-save performance 
in a 5-1 win over the Boston Bruins to open the postseason. 
His first year in the NHL, he backed up Corey Crawford for 
the Chicago Blackhawks’ first playoff game in St. Louis, 
overwhelmed and wide-eyed – anything but the calm and 
poised veteran who had known for days this start was 
coming, with his name on it. 

“At that time I was just like, I couldn’t be there, that’s way too 
loud and way too physical,” Raanta said. “But as the years 
go by, you’ve been able to be in those situations as a 
backup. You see what it takes. And obviously I’ve got a 
couple games under my belt, just haven’t gotten the start. It’s 
a big thing, to get that first one.” 

Raanta won the Cup with the Blackhawks in 2015, but 
without appearing in a playoff game or enough regular-
season games to join the list of championship players. (The 
goalie ahead of him on the depth chart, who did play: The 
infamous Scott Darling.) That earned Raanta a day with the 
trophy and a ring, but not the engraving to go with it. At other 
stops, with the New York Rangers and Arizona Coyotes, he 
appeared in five postseason games but only in relief, always 
the second option. 

That’s been the case to a certain extent with the Hurricanes 
this season. Of the two goalies brought in last summer, 
Frederik Andersen claimed the net early and never really let 
go. He’s the Vezina Trophy candidate. He’s been the 
workhorse. He’s also injured to start the playoffs, probably a 
week away at the least from returning. 

So after all these years, Raanta’s time finally arrived. He got 
some help Monday night, with Ian Cole and Brendan Smith 
diving behind him to knock loose pucks off the goal line, but 
he was also more than up to the task when the Hurricanes 
needed him. 

That was especially true in the opening 10 minutes, when the 
Hurricanes were the more physical team but the Bruins the 
more effective. By the end of the second period, the 

Hurricanes had started to wear Boston down. Raanta held off 
the Bruins long enough for his teammates to find their legs 
and their game and neither they nor he ever looked back. 

“Little butterflies, here and there,” Raanta said. “But as you 
come on the ice, it was crazy in here, to hear the crowd, you 
just started to get the energy from them. When the game 
started, it was just focusing on one puck at a time, one shot 
at a time. The first shot was obviously tricky, almost sneaking 
in from the short side, but after that it just felt really 
comfortable. It was an awesome, awesome feeling to play 
and get the win.” 

It was a resounding start to the postseason, the kind of 
series-opening win that can not only hold serve but set a 
tone going forward, exactly what the Hurricanes wanted even 
if the manner of it left some room for improvement. 

And the biggest question going into the series — how the 
Hurricanes would fare with Andersen out — turned out to 
have an easy answer. Andersen’s absence seemed like a 
big deal to people who hadn’t been paying attention to 
Raanta, but suddenly all the goaltending concerns are going 
the other direction. Linus Ullmark gave up four goals, 
including Vincent Trocheck’s short-side, tight-angle 
backhand — a hybrid, if you will — to make it 4-1. 

“We brought (Raanta) in here for that reason,” Hurricanes 
coach Rod Brind’Amour said. “You’ve got to have two guys. 
Obviously the situation is what it is. That’s why we brought 
him in here. Good for him. He had a great first game and 
we’re going to need more of it.” 

It’s not unusual for there to be goaltending issues in a 
Carolina-Boston series; it’s slightly unusual for the Bruins to 
have them. With Andersen hurt and Tuukka Rask retired, 
neither team has a clear No. 1; it won’t be surprising if 
Boston goes with rookie Jeremy Swayman in Game 2, just 
as it wouldn’t have been surprising if the Hurricanes had 
turned to Pyotr Kochetov if Raanta faltered. But Raanta did 
not falter. 

“He was awesome tonight,” said rookie Seth Jarvis, another 
playoff debutant. “He was really good. But we expect that 
from him. He’s an incredible goaltender. I didn’t know it was 
his first playoff (start). That’s awesome for him, and what 
more can you ask for?” 

Raata grasped his moment, long delayed, in the spotlight 
and never looked back. In the seconds before the 
celebration, as his teammates skated toward him, arms 
raised, he bent over and scooped the puck off the ice. Often, 
other players will make sure to claim an important milestone 
puck for a teammate. Raanta made sure to take care of it 
himself. 
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How the Carolina Hurricanes smothered Boston Bruins in Game 1 of Stanley Cup Playoffs 

By Chip Alexander 

A few weeks ago, Seth Jarvis of the Carolina Hurricanes was 
asked what the Stanley Cup playoffs might be like for him. 
After all, he is a rookie. 

“I don’t know,” Jarvis said. “You tell me, dude.” 

It went like this Monday for Jarvis and the Canes: 

The Hurricanes took on the Boston Bruins in Game 1 of their 
first-round series, winning 5-1 behind the 35 saves of 
goaltender Antti Raanta, some stout penalty killing and more 
than enough scoring. 

Before the game, the parking lots were filled with tailgaters 
thoroughly enjoying themselves. Once inside PNC Arena, 
they were at full throat and waving white towels. 

“To see the fans, that building is insane,” Jarvis said. 
“Everyone was saying it’s going to be crazy but you can only 
believe so much. But that was awesome. That building was 
electric.” 

When the puck went down, the hitting and checking began. 
Bruins coach Bruce Cassidy said there would be animosity in 
the series, and it crept into it early. 

And wouldn’t you know it, it was the rookie, Jarvis, who had 
the first goal of the series. 

There would be more. Nino Niederreiter quickly pushed the 
Canes lead to 2-0 in the second, and Teuvo Teravainen 
made it 3-1 in the third after the Bruins had broken through 
against Raanta on a Taylor Hall goal. 

When Vincent Trocheck backhanded the puck past goalie 
Linus Ullmark, it was 4-1 and Andrei Svechnikov’s late 
empty-netter made it 5-1. Trocheck and Jarvis each finished 
with a goal and assist and Trocheck was named the game’s 
first star. 

The Bruins outshot the Canes 36-25, making for an active 
night for Raanta, who was making his first career playoff 
start. Raanta had Canes fans gasping on some of his 
scrambling stops and chanting his name after others. 

“He was really good,” Jarvis said. “We expect that from him. 
What more can you ask from him?” 

The Canes will need more from him with goalie Frederik 
Andersen injured and sidelined. Game 2 is Wednesday and 
Raanta again should be in net. 

The Bruins, in beating the Canes in the 2019 and 2020 
playoffs, were relentlessly good on the power play. But 
Carolina killed off an early penalty by defenseman Brady 
Skjei, then penalties in the second and third periods, clearing 
the puck, winning draws in their zone, making the right plays. 

Canes score in bunches 

The two teams had gone at it for more than 36 minutes, 
through a scoreless first period and into the second before 
Jarvis’ goal. Dfenseman Jaccob Slavin got off a shot from 
the point. Jarvis tipped the puck down and through Ullmark’s 
pads and the place was very loud. 

Then, it got louder. After some smart puck movement by the 
Canes, Niederreiter ripped off a shot from the top of the left 
circle with Jordan Staal and Martin Necas screening Ullmark. 
Make it two goals in two minutes and 10 seconds. 

“They were good at the start and we weren’t as good,” 
Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour said of the Bruins. “(Raanta) 
played really well and made some big saves and we got our 
game going a little bit.” 

The Bruins used some hard work behind the Canes net to 
score early in the third, Erik Haula getting the puck out to 
Hall for a shot from the slot. 

But the Canes struck on a rush into the Bruins zone. 
Trocheck and Teravainen had a two-on-one rush and 
Teravainen beat Ullmark with a top-shelf bullet. 

“Huge. That Teravainen goal was really big,” Brind’Amour 
said. “We didn’t have much action going on and they were 
kind of coming. We had a couple of opportunities and were 
able to cash in.” 

Staal’s line does its job 

A game within the game was the work of Staal’s line against 
the Bruins’ top line centered by Patrice Bergeron. While 
Bergeron had five shots, winger Brad Marchand was limited 
to two and had a minus-3 rating for the game. 

“That line was good but everybody played hard, for both 
teams,” Brind’Amour said. “Nobody left anything out there 
and I’m sure you’re going to see more of that.” 

▪ Game 2: Carolina vs Boston, 7 p.m. Wednesday (ESPN) 
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How Hurricanes’ ‘ultimate leader,’ keeps team on a winning path 

By Chip Alexander 

Jordan Staal was 20 years old when he held up the Stanley 
Cup in victory, letting out a big howl, a blondish playoff beard 
making him look older. 

Then again, it might have been the strain of winning the Cup, 
the grueling pursuit, that made him look older. 

It can do that. 

Staal, wearing No. 11 for the Pittsburgh Penguins, and was 
on the ice in the final seconds of Game 7 against the Detroit 
Red Wings as the Pens refused to give up a tying goal. 
When the final horn sounded at Joe Louis Arena in Detroit, 
the guy the Pens called “Gronk” quickly put a bear hug on 
goalie Marc-Andre Fleury. 

“I’ve been playing a lot of Game 7s in the Stanley Cup finals 
and I used to always score the game-winner,” a beaming 
Staal said of his boyhood dream during a postgame TV 
interview. “But I’ll take the win.” 

That was in 2009. The years have passed, and quickly. Staal 
is 33. He still wears No. 11, though now for the Carolina 
Hurricanes. 

His grownup dream: win the Cup again. He’d take that. 

Staal and the Canes have another chance. They opened the 
2022 Stanley Cup playoffs Monday against an old playoff 
nemesis, the Boston Bruins, after a regular season in which 
the Canes won the Metropolitan Division and more games 
and any team in franchise history. 

Any team, including the Canes’ 2006 Stanley Cup 
champions. 

“We’re forever trying to get better and I think we have done 
that,” Staal said Saturday. “We’ve got a team I’m sure most 
teams don’t want to play, and that’s what you want.” 

Follower to ‘ultimate leader’ 

In 2009, Staal was in his third NHL season. The Pens, led by 
Sidney Crosby, was the kind of team that few wanted to play. 
But they had to prove themselves against the Red Wings, 
the Cup champions in 2008, and they did. 

Traded to the Hurricanes in June 2012, Staal hoped to join 
Eric Staal, his oldest brother, in winning a Cup together. Eric 
won with the Canes in 2006 but was denied a shot at another 
in 2009 when Carolina was swept by the Penguins in the 
Eastern Conference finals. 

Talk about a difficult-to-manage handshake line. It was a 
case of tough brotherly love as the Staal brothers passed. 

Once with the Canes, Jordan Staal had a broken leg one 
year. He saw his brother traded and their Cup dream end. it 
wasn’t until 2019 that Jordan Staal was a part of a playoff 
team again, one coached by Rod Brind’Amour and led by 
captain Justin Williams that reached the Eastern Conference 
final -- and lost to the Bruins. 

Staal now has the “C” on his sweater. He’s the one others 
can look to — the “ultimate leader,” Canes center Sebastian 

Aho said — when things become turbulent, as they always 
do in the cauldron of the Stanley Cup playoffs. 

“There are times in the playoffs I’ll probably be more vocal or 
do different things than I would have in the past,” Staal said. 
“It’s not going to be a smooth road. There’s going to bumps 
and hard times.” 

The Boston Bruins look to their captain, center Patrice 
Bergeron. Championship-caliber teams always tend to have 
strong team captains. Bergeron is one. 

“He’s every similar to Jordan, for me,” Brind’Amour said 
Saturday. “He’s their leader. Over his career he has just 
done it right all the time. They’re similar, obviously play the 
same position. I think their value to the team is the same.” 

Brind’Amour, a former center, was the Canes captain in 
2006. He sees a lot of himself in Staal, whose value to the 
team can’t be measured in mere goals or points. He wins the 
big faceoffs and board battles, forces turnovers, screens 
goalies with his 6-foot-4, 220-pound frame, kills penalties. 

More than anything, he sets the example for others to follow. 

“Jordan is a humble, team-first person who does everything 
right day to day,” Eric Staal said in an N&O interview. 

‘Emotionally invested’ 

Jordan Staal has centered the Canes’ most consistent line 
this season, joining wingers Nino Niederreiter and Jesper 
Fast in providing an aggressive forecheck. Playing heavy 
minutes, Staal and his line gave the Canes some much-
needed heavy play that should continue in the playoffs. 

“He doesn’t give you a shift off, ever,” said brother Marc 
Staal, a Red Wings defenseman. “He’s emotionally invested 
in every game.” 

For much of this season, Staal couldn’t find the net. Then, 
almost in a flash, he did. He scored nine goals in a seven-
game stretch in April, including a hat trick against Anaheim 
that was his first in almost 14 years. 

“Look at our record, look at where we are, it starts with him,” 
Brind’Amour said. “Any great team has to have good 
leadership. He’s got good guys around him but it’s because 
of him.” 

Brind’Amour, as head coach, created a new team 
designation — “C5 Hurricane.” It goes to the the player who 
best represents what Brind’Amour, in setting a higher 
standard for his team, calls the five C’s: Compete, Care, 
Consistent, Culture, Championship. 

Staal is the only one to be named a C5 Hurricane twice. 

“He’s led the way for a while now and continues every day, 
which makes him so good,” BrindAmour said. “What he’s 
doing for the next generation of captains is very, very 
important.” 

Playing for something greater 

To win this year, with this team, would have extra meaning 
for Staal, but for more than the hockey. 
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“It would be different,” he said. “Obviously my life is a lot 
different than when I was 20 years old. I’d have my family 
there and my kids. Everything we’ve been through already, 
to be able to pull that off, would be different for me personally 
and just for my career.” 

In 2009, Staal was hugged on the ice after the Cup clincher 
by his parents, Henry and Linda Staal. They raised Jordan 
and his three brothers on the sod farm in Thunder Bay, 
Ontario, the ultimate hockey parents, and wanted to 
celebrate with their son. 

Jordan’s now the father of three kids — daughters Abigail 
and Lilah, and a son, Henry. Their hugs would be different. 

Staal and his wife, Heather, went through the pain of having 
an infant daughter die in February 2018. Hannah, who had a 
rare but terminal birth defect, was stillborn. 

Staal never told most of his teammates any of that until after 
Hannah’s death, continuing to play and do his best amid the 
heartbreak. The respect level the Canes had for their 
teammate grew even more, and Brind’Amour named him 
captain before the 2019-20 season. 

Staal said he has his Penguins championship ring stored 
away — somewhere. He said he’s not “big into that stuff,” 
that it’s more about the memories that come with winning. 

“There’s no better feeling than to accomplish your lifelong 
dream with guys you love battling with,” he said. 

Staal did that in 2009. He’d love to do again, even if his 
playoff beard might have a gray hair or two 
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‘Experience is overrated’: Seth Jarvis and Antti Raanta challenge narratives in Hurricanes’ 
Game 1 win 

By Sara Civian 

Hurricanes rookie Seth Jarvis, who turned 20 on Feb. 1, 
couldn’t even conceptualize the Stanley Cup playoff 
experience a few weeks ago. He was asked what he thought 
it might be like in the midst of his season-ending seven-game 
point streak. 

“I don’t know,” he said with a genuine laugh. “You tell me, 
dude.” 

That was the perfect response if you asked head coach Rod 
Brind’Amour. For weeks, Brind’Amour has been telling the 
media to ease up on the narrative that playoff experience is 
the end-all-be-all for a long Cup run. 

“I think experience helps, for sure, but I think it’s a little bit 
overrated in the playoffs sometimes,” he told us one more 
time after morning skate Monday. “I think the young guys 
don’t know any better, they don’t even understand how big 
the moment is. Sometimes when you’ve been through it 
enough, it can be overwhelming at times because you know 
how important it is, whereas the young guys just go out and 
play. I guess it depends on how you want to look at it.” 

And listen, the veterans helped tremendously on the way to 
the Hurricanes’ 5-1 win at PNC Arena Monday. Both 
unsavory penalties aside, you saw exactly why they acquired 
Brendan Smith and Ian Cole when it came to the big hits, the 
blocked shots and the fishing of the would-be goals out of 
the net. 

But when we look back at this game, we’ll think of young 
Jarvis and all his unknowing glory. No moment has been too 
big for the kid who forced himself onto an already stacked 
roster out of training camp. 

“I don’t want to say it was a ‘wow’ factor, but it was ‘this kid is 
not a kid,'” Brind’Amour said when I asked about his first 
impression of his new first-line staple. “There was something 
more there than I guess what we thought. We didn’t pencil 
him in, and then when we first see him compete with our 
guys at this level, you’re like, ‘Wait a minute, there’s 
something there. Let’s not push him aside here. Let’s make 
sure we give him a chance.’ We did, and he earned his spot 
here. I think that’s been a pretty smart decision.” 

The Canes started Game 1 shaky with a 9-1 then 14-4 shot 
deficit, but after the first half of the first period, they settled 
down. Then, they started to build something — in came a 
Sebastian Aho breakaway chance on the Canes’ trademark 
penalty kill, then Jesperi Kotkaniemi walked a few guys. 
They almost looked like a team that could run away with 
Game 1. 

And Jarvis didn’t know any better, so he scored Goal 1 of 
Game 1 16:28 into the second period. 

“It just kind of made me reminisce on the beginning of the 
year, where I was and what my mentality was,” he said 
postgame. “To be here, I’ve been very blessed and I’m 
honored to be in this position and to be able to have success 
early.” 

“The kid looked fine,” Brind’Amour added, smiling. 

It was like the Canes spent the first period and a half asking 
permission to be the great team they’re capable of being, 
and the Jarvis goal granted it. Nino Niederreiter made the 
second goal of the game look easy two minutes later, and 
there was a newfound sense of authority that’s been elusive 
in recent postseason meetings with the Bruins. 

Nothing was more important than establishing that authority 
if the Hurricanes are to finally conquer the Bruins, and it 
started with the other Hurricane making his first playoff start: 
32-year-old goalie Antti Raanta. Raanta, who refers to 
himself as the father of the Hurricanes’ “Finnish mafia,” is 
hardly a rookie in his ninth NHL season. He’d provided relief 
in five previous playoff games, but they were all 
irredeemable disasters long before he touched the ice. 

With Freddie Andersen out for Game 1, Raanta finally had 
the opportunity to start a playoff game and play it his way 
from start to finish. 

“I still remember my first year in Chicago. We went to St. 
Louis in the first playoff game, and I was backing up (Corey) 
Crawford, and at the time I was like ‘I couldn’t be there. 
That’s way too loud and way too physical,'” he said 
postgame. “But as the years go by and you’ve been able to 
be in those situations as a backup, you see what it takes. 
Obviously, I got a couple games under my belt, just haven’t 
gotten the start. It’s a big thing to get that first one. … It was 
awesome.” 

Raanta made 35 saves and survived three penalty kills, but 
his standout feat was keeping the Hurricanes alive and 
unscathed enough to build a win through that first period and 
making sure they held on during ugly parts of the third. 

According to Natural Stat Trick, the Bruins held an overall 
53.85 percent edge in Corsi at five-on-five, dominating puck 
possession in the beginning of the first period and much of 
the third. They also held a 36-25 shot advantage. There was 
no way around it — Raanta had to be great to win this game 
and to win a deeper-seeded trust that he can be the guy. 

“He was definitely huge for us,” Niederreiter said. “They had 
a lot of shots on net, and there’s obviously things that we can 
get a lot better at. Obviously, he stood on his head, which 
helped us get the win.” 

I’m not saying the Hurricanes delivered a perfect 
performance — a careless clear and some dilly-dallying 
behind the net led to a Taylor Hall goal early in the third. 
Lack of possession, especially early on, will be wildly 
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problematic if it becomes a habit. The power play went 0-for-
3. 

But one Hurricanes playoff rookie is writing the beginning of 
an enticing story, and the other is realizing he has a say in 
the way his ends. 

 

 

Antti Raanta, Seth Jarvis shine, Hurricanes top Bruins 5-1 in Game 1 

The Carolina goalie made 35 saves in his first career playoff 
start 

By Cory Lavalette  

RALEIGH — Despite winning a franchise-record 53 games in 
the regular season, the Carolina Hurricanes had questions 
entering their first round series with the Boston Bruins. 

Could Antti Raanta be the No. 1 goalie Carolina needed 
while Frederik Andersen is injured? Was rookie Seth Jarvis, 
age 20, ready for the increased intensity of the postseason? 
Can Nino Niederreiter become a playoff performer? Would 
the Hurricanes’ penalty kill slow the buzzsaw that is the 
Bruins’ power play? 

For one game, those questions were answered. 

Raanta, making his first playoff start, survived a fast start by 
the Bruins and stopped 35 shots, while Jarvis and 
Niederreiter scored 130 seconds apart late in the second 
period to lead the Hurricanes to a 5-1 win in Game 1 of their 
series with the Bruins in front of a sellout crowd Monday at 
PNC Arena. 

“The young guy looked fine, certainly didn’t look out of 
place,” Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour said of Jarvis, 
“and Rants looked great. So check the box there, for sure.” 

The Bruins were particularly dominant in the first 10 minutes, 
outshooting the Hurricanes 12-4 and creating chance after 
chance on Raanta. 

“That was big for me — a lot of shots, a lot of action,” Raanta 
said of the Bruins’ fast start. “There was not enough time to 
think too much. So I just went out there and started to play.” 

The Hurricanes’ penalty kill also got to work early, nullifying a 
delay of game call on Brady Skjei three minutes into the 
game to ease the fears of the home crowd. 

“A big key. I think we killed a couple there,” Brind’Amour 
said. “It changes the game if you give up one there.” 

Raanta and Boston goalie Linus Ullmark (20 saves) kept the 
game 0-0 with several good stops in the first half of the 
game. Carolina finally got to its cycling game in the latter part 
of the second period and took the lead. 

A long shift in the Boston end by the Hurricanes’ top line 
resulted in the game’s first goal when Jarvis got to the front 
of the net and redirected a Jaccob Slavin point shot at 16:28 
of the middle frame to make it 1-0. 

“It’s just kind of embedded in me from a young age just to not 
be scared out there,” Jarvis, in his playoff debut, said. “And I 
think when you play scared is when you kind of make 
mistakes, and that’s when your game kind of falls apart.” 

Carolina built on the lead just a couple shifts later when 
Niederreiter’s shot from the left circle and beat Ullmark to 
double the Hurricanes’ lead. 

“It was a lot of net-front going on with Jordan,” Niederreiter 
said of linemate Jordan Staal screening Ullmark on his goal. 
“And it’s tough — when the big man’s in front, nobody sees 
anything. So I was just trying to get the puck to the net and 
luckily it went in.” 

Brind’Amour also credited “the big man” with shutting down 
the Bruins’ top line of Patrice Bergeron, Brad Marchand and 
Jake DeBrusk, keeping the trio without a point in Game 1. 

Boston got back within one when Taylor Hall scored 2:53 into 
the third period, but the Hurricanes responded when Vincent 
Trocheck set up Teuvo Teravainen to restore Carolina’s two-
goal lead. 

“That Teravainen goal was really big,” Brind’Amour said. “I 
don’t think we had much action going on and they were kind 
of coming. That settled it down a little bit the rest of the way.” 

Trocheck added an insurance goal at 16:59 on a bad-angle 
shot, and Andrei Svechnikov put the icing on the cake with 
an empty-net goal with 2:01 left. 

Now Carolina waits for Game 2. 

“It’s only one game, one win,” Raanta said. “Now it’s just the 
regrouping and getting ready for Wednesday.” 

Notes: Brendan Smith’s seven hits were the second most in 
any game of his career, only behind the nine hits he had 
against the Hurricanes in Carolina’s qualifying round-
clinching Game 3 win over the Rangers on Aug. 4, 2020. … 
Teravainen now has 17 career playoff goals compared to 16 
career playoff assists. 
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Hurricanes’ Cup dreams start with Game 1 vs. Boston 

By Cory Lavalette  

RALEIGH — The Hurricanes and Bruins have played just 
three times, all this season since late August 2020. 

That doesn’t mean the two teams are unfamiliar with each 
other. 

Carolina and Boston will kick off their first-round Stanley Cup 
Playoffs series Monday at PNC Arena, renewing a rivalry 
that started in the 2019 Eastern Conference Final and 
resumed this season with the Hurricanes dominating the 
Bruins in their regular season meetings. 

Those results — 3-0, 7-1 and 6-0 Carolina wins — won’t 
mean anything when the puck drops between teams with a 
long history. 

It goes back to well before Rod Brind’Amour took over as 
Hurricanes coach and even before there was NHL hockey in 
Raleigh, back when the Whalers served as New England’s 
younger brother to the Original Six Bruins. 

But none of that past — not Boston’s six Stanley Cups, the 
Bruins’ two recent eliminations of Carolina in the postseason 
nor the three games the Hurricanes won this season — 
should factor into what happens when the puck drops 
Monday night at PNC Arena. 

“I’m not sure the past really matters all that much when you 
talk about it,” Brind’Amour said over the weekend. “I think it 
helps our group just because we’ve had — whether they 
were the teams that have knocked us out or not— we didn’t 
get to where we wanted to get to. 

“And I think the experience of that (matters) more than 
actually who you were playing. But I’m sure there’s a little 
more incentive there knowing that those guys ended our 
season twice.” 

Forward Andrei Svechnikov, who was part of the Bruins’ 
2019 sweep and injured during the 2020 series, does think 
facing Boston can add a bit more juice to the series. 

“For sure. We lost against them a couple of times, and 
obviously it’s kind of extra motivation,” Svechnikov said. 

But the fact is, these Bruins aren’t clones of the teams that 
eliminated Carolina in 2019 and 2020. 

Many of the key pieces are still in Boston: Patrice Bergeron, 
Brad Marchand, David Pastrnak and Charlie McAvoy all 
remain. 

But a lot are gone too, most noticeably Zdeno Chara. 

A look back at Game 1 of the 2019 Eastern Conference Final 
shows a Boston roster that, like many in the league, has 
turned over quite a bit in the last three years. 

David Backes has been replaced with a different veteran 
forward in Nick Foligno. Defenseman Torey Krug is gone, but 
Hampus Lindholm — a trade deadline acquisition — now 
slots on the top pair with McAvoy. 

Former Hurricanes forward Joakim Nordstrom and depth 
players Danton Heinen and Sean Kuraly are elsewhere, 

replaced in part by players like Curtis Lazar and Trent 
Frederic. 

Then there’s David Krejci, the most unheralded player from 
this era’s Bruins, who retired from the NHL to play back 
home in Czechia. In his place is another former Carolina 
player, Erik Haula. 

And don’t forget former Hart Trophy winner Taylor Hall and 
sneaky depth scorer Craig Smith. Either could make a 
difference in a tight series. 

The biggest absence, of course, is Tuukka Rask. The 
Finnish goalie attempted a Justin Williams-like midseason 
comeback for one final run, but four lackluster appearances 
in January — including one at home against Carolina that 
saw him pulled after allowing five goals in the first period — 
put an end to his efforts. 

That leaves Boston with Linus Ullmark, their Game 1 starter, 
and rookie Jeremy Swayman. Carolina counters with Antti 
Raanta in net Monday with their own rookie, Pyotr 
Kochetkov, backing up. 

None of the four have started a playoff game before. 

“That’s odd, isn’t it?” Bruins coach Bruce Cassidy said after 
Monday’s morning skate. “We have an experienced playoff 
team and so does Carolina, yet none of the goalies are — 
maybe the most important position in the playoffs.” 

“So they’re gonna have to get into it, right? I think the goalie 
that adjusts to whatever they’re going through the quickest 
will probably be better tonight. Doesn’t mean they will be the 
next night.” 

Outside of the goaltending, the key to the series — and really 
any series — will be special teams. 

The Hurricanes finished the regular season with a league-
best 88% penalty kill and 13th-ranked power play (22.0%). 

The Bruins ranked 15th on the power play (21.2%) and ninth 
on the PK (81.3%). 

Boston’s power play famously dismantled Carolina in 2019, 
scoring seven times in 15 opportunities, and followed that up 
with five goals in 19 chances in 2020 — a combined 35.3% 
success rate. It was more of the same last season when 
Tampa Bay went 7 of 16 in eliminating the Hurricanes in five 
games. 

The Hurricanes scored just three times in 29 power play 
chances (10.3%) in those two series against Boston and 
were nearly as bad against the Lightning (2 of 14, 14.2%). 

So while the power play will need to be better to beat the 
Bruins, it’s the penalty kill that needs to show it can come 
through against Boston’s veteran group. 

“If you really look back at it, if you want to go back, that’s why 
we didn’t advance,” Brind’Amour said. “It’s as simple as that. 
Their power play took over and we took too many penalties. 
So hopefully that doesn’t happen, taking penalties, and it’s a 
little more evenly matched that way and then we’ll see.” 
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The Hurricanes overhauled their roster in the offseason and 
had a record-breaking regular season. But that will all be 
forgotten if the result is an early playoff exit. 

A team that won 54 of its 82 games now needs 16 more 
victories to reach its ultimate objective. 

“There’s the one goal at the end of this, and you gotta go 
through any team that’s in it to get there,” forward Jordan 
Martinook said Monday. “So it doesn’t really matter who’s in 
front of us.” 

 

Recap: Canes Take Game One Over Boston 

By Walt Ruff  

RALEIGH, NC. - Carolina Hurricanes netminder Antti Raanta 
made 35 saves in his first career postseason start Monday, 
backstopping the club to a 5-1 victory.  

Three Things 

1) Fantastic Father Finn 

Boston came out of the gate the hotter team, taking an early 
14-4 shots advantage. Antti Raanta was tested, but he was 
up to the task on each effort. It turned out the early amount 
of rubber faced allowed the first-year Hurricane to get into a 
groove, carrying his team to the second scoreless. 

In the second the Canes offense got going and found the 
back of the net, taking control of the game from there. 

While the Bruins were able to ruin Raanta's shutout bid early 
in the third period, it was the only one that got by him all 
night and it was an easy decision for whom the game's first 
star should be. 

 2) The PDX Express 

Rookie Seth Jarvis recorded his first career Stanley Cup 
Playoffs goal in his first postseason game, getting Carolina 
the first lead of the night. After finishing the regular season 
with points in seven straight games (3-4--7), the 20-year-old 
kept it rolling, redirecting a Jaccob Slavin shot from the point. 

Then, 2:10 later, fellow former Portland Winterhawk Nino 
Niederreiter was able to beat Linus Ullmark with a shot from 
the blocker-side circle, quickly doubling Portland's lead. 

The rapid momentum swing was one of, if not the most 
pivotal moment of the night, putting the home side in the 
driver's seat comfortably. 

 3) A Total Team Effort 

While Raanta made 35 saves when all was said and done, 
both Brendan Smith and Ian Cole also deserve credit for one 
each on the evening. 

During the first period a Craig Smith shot from the slot 
squeaked through Raanta, but Smith was there with some 
last second stick work to keep the puck from crossing the 
line. 

Then, in the third period, Raanta was out of position after 
making an initial save, but Cole was there to swoop in and 
keep a second effort out with his hand. The full commitment 

by the two defenders were two strong testaments to the 
team's willingness to leave it all on the line.  

They Said It 

Rod Brind'Amour's assessment of the game and the 
importance of Raanta... 

"It was a good game. It was kind of what we expected would 
happen. Two evenly matched teams. They were good at the 
start, we weren't as good. Rants played really well, made 
some big saves and then we got our game going a little bit in 
the second. Obviously in the third we came out not as well, 
but the Teravainen goal was big. We didn't have a whole lot 
of action going, but that settled it down a little bit for the rest 
of the game." 

Antti Raanta on the environment for his first career Stanley 
Cup Playoffs start... 

"It was something else. Every time the fans started going, 
your ears were ringing a bit. When we scored our first goal, I 
was like 'what is happening?' Everyone says it's the loudest 
building, but I couldn't imagine it getting this loud. I can't wait 
until Wednesday to hear them again. It's a huge energy for 
us and you really don't want to disappoint the fans when they 
are putting everything on the line. It's an awesome feeling 
and an awesome experience for me, for sure." 

Seth Jarvis expressing his thoughts on what his first NHL 
postseason game was like... 

"Way more intense [than the regular season]. The fans, that 
building is insane. Everyone was going to say it was going to 
be crazy, but you can only believe so much. That was 
awesome. As for the game itself, physical. I took a lot more 
hits. [The officials] were letting us play more, which was nice, 
but that building was electric." 

What's Next? 

The Canes will hold a limited practice Tuesday. Game Two is 
set for Wednesday night at 7 p.m. at PNC Arena. 

Bonus Notes 

 Vincent Trocheck and Andrei Svechnikov (ENG) 
capped off the effort with goals of their own in the 
third period. 

 Every Canes player was credited with at least one 
hit tonight. Brendan Smith led the way with seven.
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Canes Recall LaFontaine From Chicago 

By Walt Ruff  

RALEIGH, NC - Don Waddell, President and General 
Manager of the National Hockey League's Carolina 
Hurricanes, today announced that the team has recalled 
goaltender Jack LaFontaine from the Chicago Wolves of the 
American Hockey League (AHL). 

LaFontaine, 24, has played two NHL games with Carolina in 
2021-22, earning a 0-1-0 record, 7.20 goals-against average 
and .780 save percentage. He began the season at 
Minnesota, where he posted a 12-8-0 record, 2.69 goals-
against average, .900 save percentage and one shutout in 
20 NCAA games before signing a one-year, entry-level 

contract with the Hurricanes on Jan. 9. LaFontaine finished 
his collegiate career with a 48-35-7 record in 96 games with 
Michigan and Minnesota and received Mike Richter Award, 
Big Ten Goaltender of the Year and Big Ten Tournament 
Most Outstanding Player honors in 2020-21. The 6'2", 204-
pound goaltender has also spent time in both the AHL and 
ECHL this season, registering a 4-3-4 record, 2.89 goals-
against average, .885 save percentage and one shutout in 
13 appearances with Chicago and a 1-0-1 record, 3.49 
goals-against average and .922 save percentage in two 
games with Norfolk. LaFontaine was selected by Carolina in 
the third round, 75th overall, of the 2016 NHL Draft. 

 

Preview: Game One vs. Boston 

By Walt Ruff  

RALEIGH, NC. - Exactly 200 days after beginning their 
regular season journey, the Carolina Hurricanes start their 
postseason run Monday.  

Canes Regular Season Record: 54-20-8 (#1 Seed - 
Metropolitan Division) 

Canes Last Regular Season Game: 6-3 Win over the New 
Jersey Devils on Thursday, April 28. 

Bruins Regular Season Record: 51-26-5 (#1 Wild Card) 

Bruins Last Regular Season Game: 5-2 Loss to the Toronto 
Maple Leafs on Friday, April 29. 

Head-To-Head Regular Season Meetings: 

 Thursday, October 28: Frederik Andersen records 
his first shutout as a member of the Canes, Carolina 
advances to 6-0-0. 

 Tuesday, January 18: Carolina scores five in the 
first period, guiding their way to a 7-1 victory. 

 Tuesday, February 10: Andersen records another 
shutout as the Canes complete the season sweep 
of the Bruins, 6-0. 

THE QUICK HITS: 

Comin' In Hot: The Canes won their last six regular season 
games, surging into postseason play. Perhaps what makes it 
most impressive is that they haven't had their ace netminder, 
Frederik Andersen, for any of the six. 

Andersen Update: Andersen was ruled out for Game One of 
the series on Sunday by head coach Rod Brind'Amour. The 
reigning Jack Adams Award winner said that the goaltender 
did touch the ice, a significant step forward after being out of 
action since Saturday, April 16, when he left the game vs. 
Colorado in the third period with a lower-body injury. 

Opportunity Knocks: With Andersen out, one of either Antti 
Raanta or Pyotr Kochetkov will start in net tonight for 
Carolina. While Raanta has played in five playoff games over 
the course of his career, he did not start any of them. As for 

Kochetkov, he has three total games of NHL experience to 
his name, all coming within the last 10 days. 

Making A First Impression: Rookie Seth Jarvis enters his first 
Stanley Cup Playoffs on a career-long seven-game point 
streak. With three goals and four assists dating back to April 
16, the right-handed forward has taken his play to a new 
level since coming back from a stint of being healthy 
scratched in March. No first-year player in the NHL has more 
points since March 6 than Jarvis, who has 21 points in 24 
games. 

Brady's Bunch: Jarvis isn't the only Canes player to end the 
regular season scorching, as Brady Skjei also had six points 
in six games to round out the 82-game schedule. One of just 
two players to play in all 82 for Carolina, the defenseman has 
been one of the best point-producing defenseman in the NHL 
since the calendar flipped to 2022. Starting January 1, only 
Roman Josi and Cale Makar have more even strength points 
(32) than Skjei. 

Playing The Full 60: The Canes finished the regular season 
with a league-best +45 goal differential in the third period. 

Get The First One: Boston scored the game-opening goal in 
49 of their 82 games this year. They won 37 of them. One of 
only three teams better than them? Carolina, who also 
scored first in 49/82, winning 39 

A Look At The Other Side: Since the last two teams met on 
February 10, Boston has accumulated 52 points, fifth best in 
the entire National Hockey League. Prior to Friday's loss in 
Toronto in which the team sat the majority of their star 
players, the Bruins had won four in a row, including wins 
over Florida and the New York Rangers. The usual suspects 
have gotten hot for Boston, with Patrice Bergeron having 
nine points in his last three games, Brad Marchand having 
seven points in his last four games and David Pastrnak 
having six points in his last three games. 

ADDITIONAL NOTES: 

More Milestones: Jaccob Slavin is just two points shy of 
passing Dave Babych for the most points by a defenseman 
in franchise postseason history. 
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Raanta, Hurricanes defeat Bruins in Game 1 of Eastern First Round 

By Kurt Dusterberg 

RALEIGH, N.C. -- Antti Raanta made 35 saves in his first 
Stanley Cup Playoff start, and the Carolina Hurricanes 
defeated the Boston Bruins 5-1 in Game 1 of the Eastern 
Conference First Round at PNC Arena on Monday. 

"For me, it was obviously the first start in the playoffs in the 
NHL," Raanta said. "I was just trying to focus on the things 
that have (allowed me) to be successful. It was working 
nicely. But it's only one game, one win, and now it's just 
regrouping and getting ready for Wednesday." 

Game 2 will be played here on Wednesday. 

Raanta got the start in place of Frederik Andersen, who 
played 52 regular-season games (51 starts) for the 
Hurricanes but missed the final six with a lower-body injury 
and was ruled out on Sunday. Raanta entered the game with 
five career relief appearances in the postseason, two with 
the Arizona Coyotes in 2020 and three with the New York 
Rangers in 2016. 

"'Rants' played really well, made some big save," Hurricanes 
coach Rod Brind'Amour said. "Then we got our game going 
a little bit in the second." 

Vincent Trocheck and Seth Jarvis each had a goal and an 
assist, and Nino Niederreiter, Teuvo Teravainen and Andrei 
Svechnikov scored for Carolina, the No. 1 seed in the 
Metropolitan Division. 

Taylor Hall scored for Boston, the first wild card in the 
East. Linus Ullmark made 20 saves in his playoff debut. 

The Bruins outshot the Hurricanes 9-1 in the first six minutes. 
Carolina defenseman Brendan Smith cleared a puck from 
the goal line after Craig Smith's shot at 5:03 trickled behind 
Raanta, who then stopped consecutive shots 32 seconds 
later against Derek Forbort and Charlie Coyle to keep the 
game scoreless. 

"Their goalie made saves, and there's some pucks around 
the front of the net we just couldn't locate or take the right 
path to, but they were there," Bruins coach Bruce Cassidy 
said. "[Raanta] is paid to play, too, and he did a good job and 
he held them in the game early on. ... We were ready to play, 
just couldn't put anything in the net early on." 

Jarvis, a 20-year-old rookie, gave Carolina a 1-0 lead at 
16:28 of the second period when he tipped Jaccob Slavin's 
one-timer from the right point. 

Niederreiter extended it to 2-0 at 18:38 on a wrist shot from 
above the left face-off circle through a screen by Jordan 
Staal. 

"There was a lot of net-front going on with Jordan," 
Niederreiter said. "When he's the big man in front, nobody 
sees anything. I was just trying to get the puck to the net and 
luckily it went in. It was definitely a big goal." 

Hall cut the lead to 2-1 at 2:53 of the third period with a one-
timer from between the circles off a pass from Erik Haula, 
who was behind the net, but Teravainen made it 3-1 at 7:02 
when he took a pass from Trocheck on a 2-on-1 and shot 
under the crossbar. 

"The Teravainen goal was really big," Brind'Amour said. "I 
don't think we had much action going on, and they were kind 
of coming. That settled it down a little bit for the rest of the 
game." 

Trocheck then extended it to 4-1 at 16:59, banking a 
backhand shot off Ullmark's mask from the goal line. 

"The (fourth) goal wouldn't have mattered, short side," 
Cassidy said. "[Ullmark] is going to tell you it's not a great 
goal to give up, but by then it's 4-1, so we're not going to put 
anything on Ullmark. Whatever goalie is in there for us, you 
got to fight to find pucks in this series." 

Svechnikov scored an empty-net goal with 2:01 left for the 5-
1 final. 

"They do play a really good playoff-style of hockey, and I'm 
sure that they're really looking forward to trying to beat the 
Bruins," Hall said. "It's been a couple series now that that 
hasn't gone their way, and they play playoff hockey, so it's 
going to be a long series no matter what happened tonight." 

The teams are meeting in the playoffs for the third time in 
four seasons. Boston swept Carolina in the 2018-19 Eastern 
Conference Final and won in five games in the first round in 
2019-20. 

NOTES: Bruins defenseman Charlie McAvoy had an assist 
and played a game-high 24:08. … Jarvis finished the regular 
season on a seven-game point streak (three goals, four 
assists) . ... Slavin has 20 points (two goals, 18 assists) in his 
playoff career, tying Dave Babych for the most by a 
defenseman in Hurricanes/Hartford Whalers history. ... 
Raanta is the third goalie in NHL history to make five playoff 
appearances in relief before starting a game, joining Peter 
Budaj (five games) and Juuse Saros (seven games).  
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Trocheck cashes in with ridiculous sharp-angle goal off helmet 

Hurricanes forward pads lead with incredible shot in third 
period 

By Lauren Merola  

The bank was open on Monday and checks were cashed. 
Tro-checks, that is. 

Carolina Hurricanes forward Vincent Trocheck scored a 
ridiculous, highlight-reel, backhanded goal from near the goal 
line extended during Game 1 of the Eastern Conference First 
Round against the Boston Bruins. 

Oh, and he just happened to bank it in off the helmet of 
Bruins goalie Linus Ullmark. 

Trocheck beat Bruins forward David Pastrnak wide past the 
blue line and flicked the puck past Pastrnak and Bruins 
defenseman Charlie McAvoy to give the Hurricanes a 4-1 
lead in the third period. 

You could even say Trocheck put the Bruins in checkmate. 

 

 

 

 

Raanta makes pair of stunning saves, gets help from Smith, Cole 

By Lauren Merola  

Antti Raanta didn't just make 35 saves in his first-ever 
Stanley Cup Playoff start, he made a pair of ridiculous ones. 

The Carolina Hurricanes goalie got off to a good start just 
five minutes into the first period. Raanta showcased his 
athleticism with a reach-back save on a wrist shot from 
Bruins forward Craig Smith that trickled past him and headed 
toward the goal line. Raanta got a little help from Hurricanes 
defenseman Brendan Smith on the play. 

"[Raanta] really kept us in it in the first. They were all over us 
so having him back there to be our backbone and keep us in 

the game early was huge," forward Vincent Trocheck said in 
a postgame interview. 

"He's been great for us," forward Nino Niederreiter told Bally 
Sports after the second period. "We try to help him as much 
as we can. He's been good for us, that's all we need." 

With just over 12 minutes left in the first, Raanta made 
another great save on a Patrice Bergeron rebound that also 
seemed ticketed for the net. He capped it off in the third 
period with a two-save combination while getting another 
helping hand from defenseman Ian Cole, who jumped in 
behind a diving Raanta to stop a puck with his glove. 

 

 

 

 

 

Hurricanes call on 'Mr. Game 7' Williams to ring siren for Game 1 

By Dan O'Leary  

The Carolina Hurricanes were looking for some good Stanley 
Cup Playoff mojo, so why not call on "Mr. Game 7?" 

Former Hurricanes forward Justin Williams, now an advisor 
for the team, rang the siren prior to Game 1 of the Eastern 
Conference First Round against the Boston Bruins. 

Williams, who has the fourth most playoff goals (12) and 
points (26) in Hurricanes history, played in a Game 7 nine 

times in his career, putting up seven goals and 15 points. His 
teams were 8-1 in those games, earning him the nickname 
"Mr. Game 7." 

Williams retired after the 2019-20 season. He played 19 NHL 
seasons with the Hurricanes, Los Angeles Kings, 
Philadelphia Flyers and Washington Capitals. 

He helped lead the Hurricanes to the Stanley Cup in 2006 
and won two more with the Kings in 2012 and 2014. 
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3 Keys: Bruins at Hurricanes, Game 1 of Eastern First Round 

By Kurt Dusterberg  

(1M) Hurricanes vs. (WC1) Bruins 

Eastern Conference First Round, Game 1 

7 p.m. ET; ESPN, SN360, TVAS2, BSSO, NESN 

The Boston Bruins and Carolina Hurricanes will make 
familiar opponents for Game 1 of the Eastern Conference 
First Round when they play each other in the Stanley Cup 
Playoffs for the third time in four seasons. The Bruins swept 
the Hurricanes in the 2019 Eastern Conference Final and 
eliminated them from the 2020 first round in five games. 

The Hurricanes (54-20-8) won the Metropolitan Division, 
setting Carolina/Hartford Whalers records for wins and points 
(116). The Bruins (51-26-5) earned the first wild card into the 
playoffs from the East. Carolina won all three games in the 
regular-season series, outscoring Boston 16-1.  

"Obviously, they had their way with us this year," Bruins 
coach Bruce Cassidy said. "Some of that was a while ago, 
and I think our team is in a much better place than when we 
played them earlier in the year. So we're not going to take 
too much stock in that." 

Carolina goalie Antti Raanta will make his first NHL 
postseason start in place of Frederik Andersen, who missed 
the final six games of the regular season with a lower-body 
injury. Raanta has five playoff appearances. 

"That's pretty much the goal when you play hockey, you want 
to play these (playoff) games," Raanta said. "It's going to be 
exciting. I think the whole team is excited. At the same time, 
you just try to focus on the right things. It's more about 
preparing like it's a hockey game, not that special." 

Raanta was 15-5-4 with a 2.45 goals-against average, .912 
save percentage and two shutouts in the regular season. 

"I actually think it's a positive in a lot of ways because of the 
excitement level," Hurricanes coach Rod Brind'Amour said. 
"For 'Rants,' he's been around for a long time and I'm sure 
he's been really hungry to have this opportunity." 

Pyotr Kochetkov will back up Raanta for Game 1. The 22-
year-old made his NHL debut April 23 and went 3-0-0 with a 
2.42 GAA and .902 save percentage in three games (two 
starts). 

Teams that win Game 1 are 499-228 (68.8 percent) winning 
a best-of-7 NHL playoff series, including 6-2 in the first round 
last season. 

Here are 3 keys for Game 1: 

1. THE POWER PLAY 

Each team finished in the middle of the pack, but neither 
finished with much momentum. The Hurricanes were 22.0 
percent, 13th in the NHL, but struggled on the man-
advantage down the stretch, going 4-for-44 in their last 17 
games. 

The Bruins were 21.2 percent, tied with the Buffalo Sabres 
for 15th, but 0-for-39 before David Pastrnak scored in a 5-0 
win against the Sabres on April 28. 

2. ULLMARK'S DEBUT 

Linus Ullmark will make his first playoff start after 158 
regular-season games. The 28-year-old goalie was 26-10-2 
with a 2.45 GAA, .917 save percentage and one shutout in 
41 games (39 starts) this season, his first with the Bruins 
after playing six seasons for the Sabres.  

3. CAROLINA'S CHECKING LINE 

Nino Niederreiter, Jordan Staal and Jesper Fast played 
together throughout the season, providing a formidable 
shutdown line for Carolina, but also adding a reliable scoring 
touch. Niederreiter had 44 points (24 goals, 20 assists), his 
best totals in four seasons with the Hurricanes. 

Staal rebounded after scoring two goals in his first 42 games 
with 15 in his last 36. Fast scored NHL career highs in goals 
(14) and points (34). 

BRUINS PROJECTED LINEUP 

Brad Marchand -- Patrice Bergeron -- Jake DeBrusk 

Taylor Hall -- Erik Haula -- David Pastrnak 

Trent Frederic -- Charlie Coyle -- Craig Smith 

Nick Foligno -- Tomas Nosek -- Curtis Lazar 

Hampus Lindholm -- Charlie McAvoy 

Matt Grzelcyk -- Brandon Carlo 

Derek Forbort -- Connor Clifton 

Linus Ullmark 

Jeremy Swayman 

Scratched: Anton Blidh, Chris Wagner, Mike Reilly, Josh 
Brown, Mike Reilly 

Injured: None 

HURRICANES PROJECTED LINEUP 

Andrei Svechnikov -- Sebastian Aho -- Seth Jarvis 

Max Domi -- Vincent Trocheck -- Teuvo Teravainen 

Nino Niederreiter -- Jordan Staal -- Jesper Fast 

Jordan Martinook - Jesperi Kotkaniemi -- Martin Necas 

Jaccob Slavin -- Tony DeAngelo 

Brady Skjei -- Brett Pesce 

Brendan Smith -- Ian Cole 

Antti Raanta 

Pyotr Kochetkov 

Scratched: Ethan Bear, Steven Lorentz, Derek Stepan, Jack 
LaFontaine  

Injured: Frederik Andersen (lower body) 
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Raanta, Hurricanes beat Bruins 5-1 in playoff series opener 

By Aaron Beard 

RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) — Even a nine-year NHL veteran like 
Antti Raanta couldn’t help but feel anxious before his first 
playoff start. 

“Obviously a little butterflies here and there,” Raanta said. 

The good news for the Carolina Hurricanes was no one 
could tell, not with how the 32-year-old netminder patrolled 
the crease from post to post and stopped nearly everything. 

Raanta had 35 saves while Seth Jarvis and Nino Niederreiter 
scored a pair of quick second-period goals, helping the 
Hurricanes beat the Boston Bruins 5-1 on Monday night in 
Game 1 of their first-round playoff series. 

It was a promising start, both for Raanta and for a Hurricanes 
team that has been unable to get past the Bruins in two of 
the past three playoffs. In fact, Carolina never led in either of 
those first two series in 2019 and 2020. 

This time, they’re starting with a series lead.  

“I think the longer the game went on, the better we got 
going,” Niederreiter said. 

Teuvo Teravainen and Vincent Trocheck added third-period 
goals, which helped Carolina maintain control in this best-of-
seven series opener. Andrei Svechnikov punctuated the win 
with an empty-net goal at 17:59. 

Yet it started with Raanta, whose playoff experience 
consisted of five relief appearances before Monday. But he 
earned the nod with No. 1 goaltender Frederik Andersen still 
out with an injury suffered in the final weeks of the regular 
season, with coach Rod Brind’Amour saying simply: “That’s 
why we brought him in.” 

Raanta rewarded that belief, particularly as the Bruins 
buzzed around the net and carried the action with 12 shots in 
the opening 10 minutes.  

“For me, I was just trying to focus on the things, how I’ve 
been able to be successful and what I’ve been doing to get 
to this point,” Raanta said. “It was working nicely, but it’s only 
one game, one win.” 

He also got help from Carolina’s defensemen, too. In the first 
period, there was Brendan Smith reaching in with his stick to 
stop a loose rebound from crossing the goal line behind 
Raanta. And in the third, Ian Cole jumped in to stop a puck 
from squeaking between a diving Raanta and the left post. 

That type of effort, along with a 3-for-3 showing by the 
league’s No. 1 penalty kill, helped Carolina negate Boston’s 
36-25 shot advantage. 

Taylor Hall scored for Boston early in the third to cut the 
deficit to 2-1, beating Raanta between the circles after a feed 

from Erik Haula from a battle behind the net. He almost tied it 
minutes later when he pinged the left post. But those turned 
out to be the only real mistakes for Raanta. 

Linus Ullmark had 20 saves for Boston in his first playoff 
appearance. Both of the second-period goals came with 
heavy traffic at the crease, while Teravainen’s goal came on 
a perfectly executed 2-on-1 rush with Trocheck. 

Trocheck’s goal came on a charge up the left side that ended 
with him bouncing the puck off the left side of Ullmark’s 
helmet to make it 4-1. 

“We’re not going to put anything on Ullmark,” Bruins coach 
Bruce Cassidy said. “Whatever goalie’s in there for us, 
you’ve got to fight to find pucks in this series. I thought it was 
the same at the other end early on.  

“Raanta was fighting to find them, there were some rebounds 
there, we just didn’t capitalize.” 

JARVIS’ DEBUT 

Jarvis, a 20-year-old rookie, ended the regular season on a 
seven-game point streak and now has his first playoff goal. 

It came when Jaccob Slavin one-timed the puck into traffic. 
Jarvis extended his stick to tip the puck, sending it bouncing 
to the ice and slipping past Ullmark at 16:28. 

“I just don’t know how much (experience) matters at this time 
of year sometimes,” Brind’Amour said. “The young guy 
looked fine, certainly didn’t look out of place. And Raants 
looked great. So check the box there, for sure.” 

ONE-SIDED SWINGS 

History favors the Bruins after they swept the Hurricanes in 
the Eastern Conference Finals in 2019 followed by a five-
game win in the first round of the Toronto bubble a year later. 

This year, the Metropolitan Division champion Hurricanes 
have won all four meetings by a combined score of 21-2. 

CHECKING IN 

NHL Commissioner Gary Bettman was in attendance, 
laughing and offering a wave while hearing hearty boos while 
being shown on the videoboard during a second-period 
stoppage. 

SIREN SOUNDERS 

Retired Hurricanes captain Justin Williams cranked the 
pregame storm-warning siren for the team to take the ice, 
followed by Kim and Penn Holderness – a Raleigh family 
who recently won CBS’ “The Amazing Race” reality 
competition show – for the second period. 
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North Carolina men’s basketball coach Hubert Davis was the 
siren sounder for the third. The first-year coach led the Tar 
Heels to the NCAA championship game and heard plenty of 
cheers in the arena the Hurricanes share with UNC rival 
North Carolina State. 

UP NEXT 

Game 2 is Wednesday in Raleigh. 

 

 

 

Hurricanes host the Bruins to begin the NHL Playoffs 

Boston Bruins (51-26-5, fourth in the Atlantic Division) vs. 
Carolina Hurricanes (54-20-8, first in the Metropolitan 
Division) 

Raleigh, North Carolina; Wednesday, 7 p.m. EDT 

FANDUEL SPORTSBOOK LINE: Hurricanes -122, Bruins 
+102; over/under is 5.5 

NHL PLAYOFFS FIRST ROUND: Hurricanes host series 
opener 

BOTTOM LINE: The Carolina Hurricanes host the Boston 
Bruins to open the Eastern Conference first round. The 
teams meet Monday for the sixth time this season. The 
Hurricanes went 5-0 against the Bruins in the regular 
season. In their last regular season matchup on May 2, the 
Hurricanes won 5-1. 

Carolina is 54-20-8 overall and 27-8-4 at home. The 
Hurricanes have gone 14-7-2 in games they serve fewer 
penalty minutes than their opponents. 

Boston is 24-11-3 on the road and 51-26-5 overall. The 
Bruins have gone 13-7-0 in games they have fewer penalties 
than their opponent. 

TOP PERFORMERS: Sebastian Aho has 37 goals and 44 
assists for the Hurricanes. Brady Skjei has one goal and 
eight assists over the last 10 games. 

Patrice Bergeron has scored 25 goals with 39 assists for the 
Bruins. Taylor Hall has five goals and three assists over the 
last 10 games. 

LAST 10 GAMES: Hurricanes: 8-2-0, averaging four goals, 
6.7 assists, 3.8 penalties and 8.7 penalty minutes while 
giving up 2.8 goals per game. 

Bruins: 6-4-0, averaging 2.7 goals, 4.3 assists, four penalties 
and nine penalty minutes while giving up 2.3 goals per game. 

INJURIES: Hurricanes: Frederik Andersen: day to day 
(undisclosed), Jake Gardiner: out (hip/back). 

Bruins: Jakub Zboril: out (lower body). 
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NHL rank: Top 50 players in the Stanley Cup playoffs 

The Stanley Cup playoffs are when the spotlight shines the 
brightest on the NHL. Not coincidentally, they're also when 
hockey's star players shine the brightest, too. 

Every preseason, we publish the ESPN NHL Rank, which 
rates the top 100 players based on how good they're 
expected to be in the upcoming season -- predicting potential 
greatness rather than relying on past performances or 
positional value. It's time to do the same for the postseason. 

Here's the playoff edition of ESPN NHL Rank, which seeks 
to identify the top forwards, defensemen and goaltenders in 
the upcoming Stanley Cup playoffs. Dozens of voters 
participated, choosing one winner in a series of head-to-head 
voting matchups created from the players on the 16 
postseason qualifiers. 

The following list features NHL award winners, previous 
Stanley Cup champions and stars that are seeking 
postseason glory. As you'll see, our voters made some 
interesting calls at the top regarding which players they 
believe are the best of the best in the 2022 NHL postseason. 

1. Auston Matthews, C, Toronto Maple Leafs 

2021-22 stats: 60 G | 46 A | 106 PTS 
Preseason rank: 3 

Matthews has ascended to a new level this season. His 60-
goal season was the first in the NHL since Steven Stamkos' 
in 2011-12, and the first ever for an American-born player. 
He set a new Maple Leafs record for single-season goals -- 
no small feat for a franchise that entered the league in 1917. 
His growth as a defensive center has made him one of the 
most potent total packages the NHL has seen in recent 
memory. 

Matthews has 17 points in his last 19 playoff games, atoning 
for an invisible performance in 2018 that still defines him. 
That's because Matthews has yet to carry the Leafs to a 
playoff series victory. Based on what he accomplished in the 
regular season, this could be the year -- for a dominant 
Matthews playoff performance, and potentially, a Toronto 
Stanley Cup win. -- Greg Wyshynski 

2. Cale Makar, D, Colorado Avalanche 

2021-22 stats: 22 G | 58 A | 86 PTS 
Preseason rank: 5 

Makar is the kind of defenseman who can make a crowd 
gasp with a puck dangle or a dance along the blue line on a 
power play. No defenseman has a higher points-per-game 
average than Makar in the last three seasons (1.01). But 
assume the Avalanche defenseman is one-dimensional at 
your own risk. Makar is a well-above-average defender 
despite drawing the toughest assignments for the Avalanche. 

He's been a consistent playoff performer, with 31 points in 35 
career games, with 12 on the power play and 19 at even 
strength. That latter stat is key given how playoff officiating 

can sometimes be stingy with the penalty calls. An essential 
ingredient to the Avs' Cup recipe. -- Wyshynski 

3. Nathan MacKinnon, C, Colorado Avalanche 

2021-22 stats: 32 G | 56 A | 88 PTS 
Preseason rank: 2 

MacKinnon is much more than the guy with the notoriously 
austere diet and the sullen postseason news conferences. 
Watching him skate with the puck is like watching a freight 
train perform ballet. He's so strong, such a powerful skater, 
and he has a terrific shot. Attempts to take the puck from him 
are bound to fail. 

But having taken his cues from friend and mentor Sidney 
Crosby, MacKinnon has worked hard to develop the 
defensive part of his game through the years. He's never 
played in a championship playoff round, but it's not for lack of 
trying: MacKinnon has 69 points in 50 career playoff games. 
-- Wyshynski 

4. Aleksander Barkov, C, Florida Panthers 

2021-22 stats: 39 G | 49 A | 88 PTS 
Preseason rank: 4 

No less an authority than ESPN's John Tortorella believes 
Barkov is the superior player to Connor McDavid, and 
perhaps the best player in the entire NHL. Few players can 
boast the kind of two-way play that the Panthers center 
possesses, with 304 points since 2018-19 (12th in the NHL) 
and last season's Selke Trophy as the best defensive 
forward in the league. 

Barkov has won faceoffs and put up points (14 in 16 games) 
during his NHL playoff career, but he's also skated to a 
minus-10, which is uncharacteristic for a player that's been a 
regular-season minus just once since 2015-16. -- Wyshynski 

5. Connor McDavid, C, Edmonton Oilers 

2021-22 stats: 44 G | 79 A | 123 PTS 
Preseason rank: 1 

The greatest evidence that McDavid is a gamebreaker 
comes from his peers. In the NHLPA's recent Players Poll, 
McDavid was the overwhelming choice (42.4%) for the 
skater that most players would want on their team if they 
needed a victory. Considering how many games McDavid 
has won seemingly on his own in Edmonton, you can 
understand why. 

The 25-year-old center won his fourth scoring title this 
season with a career-best 123 points, including 44 goals. 
The Oilers will need that kind of production to win in the 
playoffs, where McDavid is "only" a point-per-game player 
(22 points in 21 career playoff games). -- Wyshynski 
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6. Andrei Vasilevskiy, G, Tampa Bay Lightning 

2021-22 stats: 39-18-5 | 2.49 GAA | .916 SV% 
Preseason rank: 10 

Only four goalies in NHL history have a better playoff save 
percentage than Vasilevskiy's (.924) in at least 60 
postseason games. His numbers in Tampa Bay's back-to-
back Stanley Cup wins: 34-14, .932 save percentage, 1.90 
goals-against average and six shutouts -- five of them 
coming in his last five elimination games. 

At 27 years old, he's got plenty of career ahead of him and 
the Big Cat is well on his way to being one of the most 
dominant playoff goalies in history. -- Wyshynski 

7. Jonathan Huberdeau, LW, Florida Panthers 

2021-22 stats: 30 G | 85 A | 115 PTS 
Preseason rank: 42 

The Panthers had never had a player with more than 100 
points or 70 assists in a season. Then Huberdeau hit the ice 
in 2021-22 and rewrote the record book. The left wing tallied 
115 points thanks to 85 assists, many of them primary 
helpers. He scored in every situation, including five 
shorthanded points that tied him for second in the NHL. 

Huberdeau has been a point-per-game player in his playoff 
career. He'll need to drive even more offense for the 
Panthers to win the Cup. -- Wyshynski 

8. Nikita Kucherov, RW, Tampa Bay Lightning 

2021-22 stats: 25 G | 44 A | 69 PTS 
Preseason rank: 17 

What's your lasting vision of Nikita Kucherov? The shirtless 
guy hoisting beverages in a press conference after winning a 
second straight Stanley Cup? Probably. But it's worth 
recalling how the Lightning ended up winning those two 
championships. Kucherov had 66 points in 48 games for 
Tampa Bay in those two Cup runs, to lead the team and all 
NHL scorers. He's fifth among active players with 83 playoff 
assists. 

An elite playmaker and difference-maker for the potentially 
dynastic Lightning. -- Wyshynski 

9. Roman Josi, D, Nashville Predators 

2021-22 stats: 23 G | 73 A | 96 PTS 
Preseason rank: 24 

Josi was let loose as an offensive threat in 2021-22 and 
responded with one of the best scoring seasons for a 
defenseman in the last 30 years. His 96 points ranks third in 
that span, and is the most since the 1992-93 season when 
Winnipeg Jets (the original version) D-man Phil Housley had 
97 points. Josi became the eighth defenseman in NHL 
history to record at least 96 points. 

His even-strength defense was down a bit, and he didn't get 
the toughest assignments during the season, but his turbo-
charged offense will be essential to Nashville in the playoffs. 
-- Wyshynski 

10. Sebastian Aho, C, Carolina Hurricanes 

2021-22 stats: 37 G | 44 A | 81 PTS 
Preseason rank: 29 

The term "hockey IQ" is used a lot in the NHL, and it's never 
more applicable than when discussing Aho. The smooth two-
way center had 81 points in 79 games this season and was 
an asset on the Carolina penalty kill as well. 

Aho has been a point-per-game player for the Hurricanes in 
his 34 career playoff games. They'll need him to lead the 
way as the anchor of a dominant line for a championship 
push, but they're also confident that Aho won't be the reason 
if they fall short. -- Wyshynski 

11. Leon Draisaitl, C/LW, Edmonton Oilers 

2021-22 stats: 55 G | 55 A | 110 PTS 
Preseason rank: 6 

There's a challenge in separating how spectacular Draisaitl 
is individually from the Oilers' dismal playoff results in recent 
years. Draisaitl made a 55-goal regular season look easy. 
He's been a solid statistical playoff performer the last two 
seasons as well, notching five goals and 11 points in 
consecutive first-round exits for Edmonton. 

What the Oilers truly need from Draisaitl though is playoff 
impact. That's a big-time goal, a key assist, a moment that 
moves the needle in Edmonton's favor. The Oilers battled 
hard to get back on track and into the postseason at all. This 
is where Draisaitl must channel his game-changing regular 
season abilities into difference-making playoff outcomes. -- 
Kristen Shilton 

12. Mitch Marner, RW, Toronto Maple Leafs 

2021-22 stats: 35 G | 62 A | 97 PTS 
Preseason rank: 14 

Let's get this out of the way: Mitch Marner hasn't scored a 
playoff goal since April 11, 2019. In the Leafs' next 18 
postseason contests, Marner tallied 10 assists. The Leafs' 
top-flight winger was a ghost when it mattered most in the 
first round against Montreal last season. But a 97-point 
regular season bodes well for what Marner can do this time 
around. 

His chemistry with linemates Matthews and newcomer 
Michael Bunting is electric, he's equally dangerous at 5-on-5 
as he is shorthanded, and there's a hunger in Marner to put 
the past behind him that's burned all season. There's no time 
like the present for the Leafs' most famous local product to 
start crafting a new narrative around his postseason 
capabilities. -- Shilton 

13. Kirill Kaprizov, LW, Minnesota Wild 

2021-22 stats: 47 G | 61 A | 108 PTS 
Preseason rank: 20 

It's possible Kaprizov has had the most underhyped 46-goal 
season ever. Be that as it may, no one will be able to ignore 
him come playoff time. The Wild are rolling as a team, and 
Kaprizov's game has only gotten stronger. His next step is 
channeling that same success in the postseason. 
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Kaprizov's only NHL playoff experience came last season 
where he netted only two points in seven outings. That's a 
far cry from the impact he projects to have this time around. 
Minnesota is poised for a long run. All eyes will (rightly) be 
on Kaprizov. -- Shilton 

14. Mikko Rantanen, RW, Colorado Avalanche 

2021-22 stats: 36 G | 56 A | 92 PTS 
Preseason rank: 12 

Some players struggle to maintain their offensive excellence 
in the playoffs. Rantanen is not most players. Colorado's top-
line force has been excellent in the Avs' last three 
postseason appearances -- as in, 18 goals and 48 points in 
37 games excellent. 

Rantanen's way of rising to the occasion will be a real X 
factor, even with the rest of Colorado's high-octane lineup. 
It's the little things Rantanen can do so seamlessly, like 
creating space and turning a play back up the ice so quickly, 
that should really make him shine this postseason. -- Shilton 

15. Steven Stamkos, C, Tampa Bay Lightning 

2021-22 stats: 42 G | 64 A | 106 PTS 
Preseason rank: 55 

Stamkos had never notched a 100-point season until this 
one. Will that carry over into playoff dominance as well? 
Tampa can only hope. 

The Lightning captain was limited to just one playoff game 
during the 2020 Cup run, and made up for it with a strong 
showing in last season's two-peat. Yet Stamkos seems to be 
getting better with age, becoming even more savvy in 
leveraging his chances. Tampa may have stumbled down 
the regular season stretch a bit, but Stamkos will play a key 
role in picking them back up in the first round -- and beyond? 
-- Shilton 

16. Mika Zibanejad, C, New York Rangers 

2021-22 stats: 29 G | 52 A | 81 PTS 
Preseason rank: 30 

This is Zibanejad's 10th NHL season. It will be only the fourth 
time he's reached the playoffs. Talk about a disconnect. 
Zibanejad is an elite offensive threat who happens to be 
having a career-best season. 

That tracks well -- for him and the Rangers -- into this 
postseason. The veteran is capable of filling any role and 
elevating every linemate. Zibanejad is the type of player 
every team covets this time of year: smart, versatile, 
dangerous. Watch out. -- Shilton 

17. Brayden Point, C, Tampa Bay Lightning 

2021-22 stats: 28 G | 30 A | 58 PTS 
Preseason rank: 19 

If you want to know what Point can do in the playoffs, direct 
your attention to Tampa's pair of back-to-back Stanley Cup 
banners. Point scored the Cup-clinching goal in 2020. He 
averaged a point-per-game or better during both that run and 
the one in 2021. 

His numbers may have dwindled a bit down the stretch this 
season, but Point is as good a center as any team could ask 
for -- in the postseason or otherwise -- and his credentials 
are bound to be padded again this spring. -- Shilton 

18. Johnny Gaudreau, LW, Calgary Flames 

2021-22 stats: 40 G | 75 A | 115 PTS 
Preseason rank: NR 

Johnny Hockey showed up huge this season, and helped 
turn Calgary into a bonafide Cup contender. The superstar 
winger has some playoff pedigree -- 19 points in 30 
postseason tilts -- but he has been special this season. 
Why? His defensive game has caught up to the offensive 
prowess. Gaudreau never seems to be without the puck. 

That kind of two-way player, paired as he's been with Elias 
Lindholm and Matthew Tkachuk, will rocket the Flames 
further into the postseason. -- Shilton 

19. Sidney Crosby, C, Pittsburgh Penguins 

2021-22 stats: 31 G | 53 A | 84 PTS 
Preseason rank: 11 

So what if Crosby had a (relatively) poor start to the season? 
When the wins matters most -- like in the playoffs -- one 
does not bet against the league's best veteran. But, since 
Pittsburgh won back-to-back Stanley Cups in 2016 and 
2017, Crosby & Co. haven't advanced past the second 
round. 

Count on Crosby to give his all flipping that script this time 
around. The Penguins' window with this core is closing -- 
Evgeni Malkin and Kris Letang are among the pending free 
agents -- and Crosby has played out the end of this regular 
season like a man on a mission to prove he's still got it. -- 
Shilton 

20. Igor Shesterkin, G, New York Rangers 

2021-22 stats: 36-13-4 | 2.07 GAA | .935 SV% 
Preseason rank: 32 

Shesterkin has been New York's -- and arguably the entire 
NHL's -- regular-season MVP. Now we'll see what he can do 
in the playoffs. 

The 26-year-old has made only one prior postseason 
appearance, in a Rangers' loss during the league's COVID 
bubble tournament of 2020. That's all but irrelevant now. 
Shesterkin has since taken hold of the Rangers' reins, and 
will lead them on what projects to be a fruitful playoff run -- 
especially when it's Shesterkin shutting the door. -- Shilton 

21. Charlie McAvoy, D, Boston Bruins 

2021-22 stats: 10 G | 46 A | 56 PTS 
Preseason rank: 21 

22. Artemi Panarin, LW, New York Rangers 

2021-22 stats: 22 G | 74 A | 96 PTS 
Preseason rank: 13 

23. Matthew Tkachuk, LW, Calgary Flames 

2021-22 stats: 42 G | 62 A | 104 PTS 
Preseason rank: 49 
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24. Chris Kreider, LW, New York Rangers 

2021-22 stats: 52 G | 25 A | 77 PTS 
Preseason rank: Honorable mention 

25. Victor Hedman, D, Tampa Bay Lightning 

2021-22 stats: 20 G | 65 A | 85 PTS 
Preseason rank: 7 

26. Gabriel Landeskog, LW, Colorado Avalanche 

2021-22 stats: 30 G | 29 A | 59 PTS 
Preseason rank: 43 

27. Patrice Bergeron, C, Boston Bruins 

2021-22 stats: 25 G | 40 A | 65 PTS 
Preseason rank: 33 

28. Brad Marchand, LW, Boston Bruins 

2021-22 stats: 32 G | 48 A | 80 PTS 
Preseason rank: 9 

29. Alex Ovechkin, RW, Washington Capitals 

2021-22 stats: 50 G | 40 A | 90 PTS 
Preseason rank: 15 

30. Adam Fox, D, New York Rangers 

2021-22 stats: 11 G | 63 A | 74 PTS 
Preseason rank: 8 

31. John Tavares, C, Toronto Maple Leafs 

2021-22 stats: 27 G | 49 A | 76 PTS 
Preseason rank: 52 

32. Nazem Kadri, C, Colorado Avalanche 

2021-22 stats: 28 G | 59 A | 87 PTS 
Preseason rank: NR 

33. Filip Forsberg, LW, Nashville Predators 

2021-22 stats: 42 G | 42 A | 84 PTS 
Preseason rank: NR 

34. David Pastrnak, RW, Boston Bruins 

2021-22 stats: 40 G | 37 A | 77 PTS 
Preseason rank: 25 

35. Morgan Rielly, D, Toronto Maple Leafs 

2021-22 stats: 10 G | 58 A | 68 PTS 
Preseason rank: 73 

36. Jake Guentzel, LW, Pittsburgh Penguins 

2021-22 stats: 40 G | 44 A | 84 PTS 
Preseason rank: 79 

37. Sam Reinhart, C, Florida Panthers 

2021-22 stats: 33 G | 49 A | 82 PTS 
Preseason rank: NR 

38. Elias Lindholm, C, Calgary Flames 

2021-22 stats: 42 G | 40 A | 82 PTS 
Preseason rank: NR 

39. Robert Thomas, C, St. Louis Blues 

2021-22 stats: 20 G | 57 A | 77 PTS 
Preseason rank: NR 

40. Tom Wilson, RW, Washington Capitals 

2021-22 stats: 24 G | 28 A | 52 PTS 
Preseason rank: Honorable mention 

41. Ryan O'Reilly, C, St. Louis Blues 

2021-22 stats: 21 G | 37 A | 58 PTS 
Preseason rank: 47 

42. Sergei Bobrovsky, G, Florida Panthers 

2021-22 stats: 39-7-3 | 2.67 GAA | .913 SV% 
Preseason rank: NR 

43. Jacob Markstrom, G, Calgary Flames 

2021-22 stats: 37-15-9 | 2.22 GAA | .922 SV% 
Preseason rank: 58 

44. Darcy Kuemper, G, Colorado Avalanche 

2021-22 stats: 37-12-4 | 2.54 GAA | .921 SV% 
Preseason rank: 63 

45. Pavel Buchnevich, LW, St. Louis Blues 

2021-22 stats: 30 G | 46 A | 76 PTS 
Preseason rank: NR 

46. Jordan Kyrou, C, St. Louis Blues 

2021-22 stats: 27 G | 48 A | 75 PTS 
Preseason rank: NR 

47. Jason Robertson, LW, Dallas Stars 

2021-22 stats: 41 G | 38 A | 79 PTS 
Preseason rank: 99 

48. Marc-Andre Fleury, G, Minnesota Wild 

2021-22 stats: 28-23-5 | 2.90 GAA | .908 SV% 
Preseason rank: 83 

49. Devon Toews, D, Colorado Avalanche 

2021-22 stats: 13 G | 44 A | 57 PTS 
Preseason rank: NR 

50. Aaron Ekblad, D, Florida Panthers 

2021-22 stats: 15 G | 42 A | 57 PTS 
Preseason rank: 51 
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Stanley Cup Playoffs takeaways: Raanta steps up with Andersen out 

By Mike Johnston  

The Carolina Hurricanes now lead the Boston Bruins 21-2 on 
aggregate this season after a 5-1 victory on the opening 
night of the 2022 Stanley Cup Playoffs. 

The final score was not entirely indicative of the back-and-
forth nature of most of Monday’s Game 1, however it was 
ultimately more of the same in the fourth installment of this 
season series dominated by Rod Brind'Amour’s club. 

Carolina was backstopped by Frederik Andersen in all three 
regular-season wins over Boston. The team’s star netminder 
was unable to go Monday as he continues to recover from a 
lower-body injury, so it was backup Antti Raanta that got the 
call. 

Raanta went 15-5-4, won the William M. Jennings Trophy 
alongside Andersen this season and the Rauma, Finland 
native shone in his first career playoff start. Raanta had 
appeared in five previous post-season contests in relief; his 
teams had lost all of them. 

The 32-year-old stopped 35 shots against the Bruins, was 
named the game's No. 1 star, and needed to be sharp early 
with Boston jumping out to a 9-1 lead in shots within the first 
six minutes of the first period. 

If you’re going to nitpick any element of Raanta’s 
performance, you could perhaps point to his imperfect 
rebound control. Even that steadily improved throughout the 
game, though, and he stayed calm as the Bruins pressed in 
the third period. 

“Obviously a little butterflies here and there,” Raanta told 
reporters after the game. “For me, I was just trying to focus 
on the things, how I've been able to be successful and what 
I've been doing to get to this point. It was working nicely, but 
it's only one game, one win, and now it's just regrouping and 
getting ready for Wednesday.” 

Andersen didn’t participate in Monday’s morning skate, 
which means a Game 2 return is unlikely, but after how 
steady Raanta looked there is no immediate need for 
Carolina or its fan base to fret. 

Linus Ullmark got the nod ahead of Jeremy Swayman for 
Boston at the other end of the ice. Ullmark, 28, was also 
making his first playoff start and he matched Raanta save for 
save for more than 36 minutes before the Hurricanes got on 
the board and began pulling away. According to the 
broadcast, it was just the fifth time in the past 40 years where 
two goalies made their first playoff starts in the same game. 

Unfortunately for Ullmark, the four goals he allowed got 
progressively more regrettable as the action unfolded. 

Ullmark had no chance when rookie Seth Jarvis tipped home 
a Jaccob Slavin shot and two minutes later the goalie was 
unable to locate the puck through a sea of bodies on 
Carolina’s second of the game. 

Those two tallies were encouraging goals for Carolina 
because they’re exactly the types of goals teams come to 
rely on during deep playoff runs. 

The goal that made it 3-1 was a stoppable shot, although 
credit is due to Vincent Trocheck for settling down a rolling 
puck nicely on the fly and feeding Teuvo Teravainen, who 
wired it top shelf past Ullmark. 

The fourth is one Ullmark will want back considering 
Trocheck was behind the goal line when he released the 
puck.  

How can Boston bounce back from this? 

Game 2 of the best-of-seven series is scheduled for 
Wednesday in Raleigh, N.C., with Boston needing answers 
to a handful of questions such as… 

Can they get an early lead? Colorado was the only team with 
more wins when scoring first than Carolina this season so 
Boston can’t afford to keep giving up the first goal. The 
Hurricanes, according to the broadcast, improved to 43-1-0 
this season when leading by multiple goals so a two-goal 
lead means curtains. Bruins coach Bruce Cassidy 
acknowledged after the game that Carolina doesn’t play the 
same when it isn't leading. Easier said than done. 

Who’s going to provide that offence? Patrice Bergeron was 
the lone Bruin to score against the Hurricanes in the regular 
season and the captain led his team, along with David 
Pastrnak, with five shots on goal Monday. Brad Marchand 
had an uncharacteristically quiet night and finished with a 
minus-3 rating. Taylor Hall scored Boston’s lone goal and 
seemed to find an extra gear in the third period. Can he carry 
that momentum over to Wednesday? 

Can Boston turn up the physicality for Game 2? Boston 
ranked third in the NHL in hits this season. The Bruins were 
outhit 48-42 in Game 1. Carolina’s 48 hits were a season-
high for the Hurricanes. 

What can they do differently on the power play? Carolina’s 
No. 1-ranked penalty kill, which operated at a whopping 
88.0-per-cent success rate this year, remained in typical elite 
form in Game 1. It was tested early when Brady Skjei took a 
delay of game minor three minutes into the opening frame. 
That one was killed off mostly thanks to Raanta. 

Boston could barely enter Carolina’s zone and couldn’t 
establish any meaningful attack on its second opportunity 
and once Ian Cole’s tripping call was killed off, the crowd at 
PNC Arena was on its feet cheering. 

They put on another PK clinic and killed off a Brendan Smith 
interference call that happened midway through the third 
when the game was still within reach. 

Playoff cohesiveness a factor as Blues blank Wild 
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The other game not involving a Canadian team Monday saw 
the St. Louis Blues outclass the Minnesota Wild en route to a 
4-0 win. 

A majority of St. Louis’s 2019 Cup-winning roster remains 
intact while about half of Minnesota’s lineup suited up for 
their first playoff game with the Wild, one of the busiest clubs 
leading up to the trade deadline in March. 

It showed. The Blues looked like the more comfortable team 
and they became the first team all season to enter the Xcel 
Energy Center and hold the Wild off the scoresheet. 

It was the most lopsided win from either team in this season 
series and the Wild frustration began showing late in the 
third, highlighted by Jared Spurgeon’s cross-check on the 
ankle of Pavel Buchnevich. 

Perron, Husso both set personal and franchise milestones 

David Perron notched the first playoff hat trick of his career 
and set a new franchise record in the process, while Ville 
Husso did the same. 

Husso stopped all 37 shots he faced to become the first 
Blues goalie to earn a shutout in his playoff debut. 

All three of Perron’s goals, one scored in each period, 
occurred when St. Louis had the man advantage. He is the 
14th player in Blues franchise history to record a playoff hat 
trick and it is the first time in which all three goals were 
power-play markers. 

Perron added an assist on Ryan O’Reilly’s goal that made it 
2-0 in the first period. Torey Krug recorded an assist on all 
three of Perron’s goals, the 16th, 17th and 18th of his post-
season career. 
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NHL Rink Wrap: Playoffs begin with star power, Kings outlasting Oilers 

By James O'Brien  

• Despite a potentially devastating major penalty by Kyle 
Clifford, the Maple Leafs thumped the Lightning in Game 1. 

• Antti Raanta won his first career playoff start, helping the 
Hurricanes take care of business vs. the Bruins. 

• The two West road teams won their Game 1 matchups in 
different ways (Kings over Oilers by a goal; Blues shut out 
the Wild 4-0), but both got the job done. 

• Juuse Saros won’t be available for the Predators for at 
least the first two games of their First Round series vs. the 
Avalanche. 

Game 1: Hurricanes 5, Bruins 1 

After late-season injuries, it wasn’t clear if the Hurricanes 
would roll out a reliable, healthy goalie against the Bruins. 
Frederik Andersen missed Game 1, but Antti Raanta won his 
first career playoff game by making 35 saves against the 
Bruins. The 5-1 score is a bit misleading, as a Taylor Hall 
goal reduced Carolina’s lead to 2-1 about three minutes into 
the third period. 

The Hurricanes responded with two goals, then an empty-
netter, to remove any doubt. 

Game 1: Maple Leafs 5, Lightning 0 

Now, this Game 1 was as lopsided as the score indicates, as 
the Maple Leafs leveled the Lightning to a shocking degree. 
As mentioned in the bullet points, a Kyle Clifford major 
penalty could’ve been trouble for Toronto. Instead, they 
generated more scoring chances than the Bolts’ power play, 
and the Buds rarely looked back. 

Beyond winning, Auston Matthews and Mitch Marner 
enjoyed huge games, scoring three points apiece. Spoiler: 
Matthews and Marner will get some consideration for 
Monday’s 3 NHL Stars. 

Game 1: Blues 4, Wild 0 

Heading into this First Round series, there was some 
question if the Blues would start Ville Husso or Jordan 
Binnington vs. the Wild. On one hand, Husso put up elite 
goaltending during the regular season, while Binnington was 
up-and-down (at best). On the other, Binnington’s their 
bigger-money goalie, and has a Stanley Cup on his resume. 

Wisely, the Blues stuck with the hot hand, and Husso 
delivered a shutout in his first NHL playoff start. 

Husso wasn’t the only driving force of this Blues win, but he 
could be a big difference-maker against a Wild team that 

generated a greater volume of shots than St. Louis in Game 
1. 

On a side note, this could be a situation to watch. 

Game 1: Kings 4, Oilers 3 

When you watch this Connor McDavid goal, and realize it 
didn’t summarize the entire impact of McDavid and Leon 
Draisaitl, you might assume the Kings were in trouble on 
Monday. Really, you just need to watch that McDavid goal 
anyway. 

Instead of wilting in what was a frenetic Game 1, the Kings 
never trailed against the Oilers. The Kings routinely took 
advantage of a rough night for Mike Smith, culminating in the 
game-winning goal with 5:14 remaining in the third period. 

It seems like we can only go so long before it’s time to 
question the Oilers’ goaltending again. Could Mikko 
Koskinen be the guy in Game 2? 

Three Stars in NHL for Monday (first day of playoffs) 

1. David Perron, Blues 

When will we get to the point where David Perron is no 
longer underrated? Honestly, it would help if he stopped 
raising his ceiling. 

Perron was a huge factor in the Blues beating the Wild on 
the road in Game 1, notching a hat trick plus an assist. Since 
rejoining the Blues (again), he’s been a productive playoff 
performer. Perron generated 16 points in 26 games during 
their Stanley Cup run in 2018-19. He’s been even more 
prolific lately, generating nine points in as many playoff 
games in 2019-20, and then those four points in Game 1. 

To some, Ville Husso’s 37-save shutout is even more 
impressive than Perron’s four-point game. Either way, the 
Wild simply need to hope that one (or both) of them cool off 
quite a bit. 

2. Auston Matthews and Mitch Marner, Maple Leafs 

Let’s cheat and mush these two together. After a miserable 
series against the Canadiens last postseason, Auston 
Matthews and Mitch Marner wasted no time making an 
impact for the Maple Leafs in Game 1 vs. the Lightning. 

Each player collected three points. In Auston Matthews’ 
case, he scored two goals and one assist. Meanwhile, 
Marner generated two assists, and this goal: 
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3. Trevor Moore and Phillip Danault, Kings 

Carry over that Marner – Matthews spirit and consider this a 
combined award for the line of Trevor Moore (credited with a 
goal and two assists), Phillip Danault (1G, 1A, may have 
scored the game-winner), and Alex Iafallo (1G, 1A). 

During the regular season, Danault proved that he’s more 
than just a strong defensive forward. That carried over for the 
Kings in getting the edge over the Oilers in Game 1. 

At 5-on-5, that trio was on the ice for three goals for and zero 
against. That wasn’t just luck, either. Via Natural Stat Trick, 
Iafallo – Danault – Moore were on the ice for five high-
danger chances for, with just one against. 

Jay Woodcroft didn’t have Connor McDavid out there all that 
often against Danault (3:21 TOI), as McDavid primarily faced 
Anze Kopitar (7:58). As this series goes along, it will be 
interesting to see which matchups each coach tries to chase. 
Frankly, Game 1 didn’t provide a lot of easier answers for the 
Oilers against the Kings. 

Tuesday’s NHL Playoff Schedule 

Game 1: Penguins at Rangers, 7 p.m. ET – ESPN 
Game 1: Capitals at Panthers, 7:30 p.m. ET – ESPN2 
Game 1: Predators at Avalanche, 9:30 p.m. ET – ESPN 
Game 1: Stars at Flames, 9:30 p.m. ET – ESPN2 
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2022 NHL Playoffs: Predictions for the first round and Stanley Cup winner  

By Chris Bengel and Austin Nivison  

The 82-game NHL regular season is officially complete and 
now teams will shift their focus towards the ultimate prize in 
the Stanley Cup. 

The Florida Panthers enter the Stanley Cup Playoffs as the 
Presidents' Trophy winner thanks to their 122-point regular 
season. Meanwhile, the Colorado Avalanche will be the top 
seed in the Western Conference. 

The NHL postseason begins on Monday, May 2. In the first 
round, the lower-seeded wild card team faces off against the 
division winner with the best record. The other wild card 
team takes on the other division winner. The second and 
third place teams from the divisions battle it out in the other 
playoff matchups. In the opening two rounds of the Stanley 
Cup Playoffs, home ice advantage is given to the higher 
seed, which means that they had the better regular season 
record. 

With the playoffs set to get underway, our NHL experts 
revealed their first round predictions along with their Stanley 
Cup picks. 

Western Conference 

(1) Avalanche vs. (WC2) Predators 

Chris: The Avalanche were exceptional all season and were 
neck-and-neck with the Panthers for the Presidents' Trophy. 
That's not surprising given the amount of offensive weapons 
that Colorado possesses. Meanwhile, the Predators dropped 
their regular season finale as they blew a 4-1 lead to the 
Arizona Coyotes and fell into the second wild card spot in the 
process. If playing the Avalanche wasn't bad enough, they'll 
likely have to do it without star goaltender Juuse Saros, who 
is currently out of the lineup with a sprained ankle. With 
Saros expected to miss a few games, the Avalanche should 
cruise to the easy series win. Pick -- Avalanche beat 
Predators 4-0 

Austin: If these teams played this series 10 times, the 
Avalanche might win nine, and this won't be that one 
exception. The Predators would be a massive underdog in 
this series even if goaltender Saros was healthy, but starting 
David Rittich in goal makes this uphill battle even more 
daunting. With Saros out, Colorado is definitively better than 
Nashville at every position on the ice. The Preds have shown 
an ability to be a scrappy bunch this season, but grit and 
sandpaper won't be enough to pull off the upset against this 
Avalanche squad. Pick -- Avalanche beat Predators 4-1 

(2) Wild vs. (3) Blues 

Chris: Postseason wins haven't been prevalent throughout 
the Wild's history, but this could be the season that their 
fortunes change. Kirill Kaprizov blossomed into one of the 
league's most talented wingers in just his second NHL 

season. Fellow winger Kevin Fiala also had a career year 
and really helped stabilize Minnesota's second line. With the 
veteran presence of Marc-Andre Fleury in net, that could end 
up being the difference against a Blues teams that doesn't 
have a clear No. 1 netminder. Pick -- Wild beat Blues 4-2 

Austin: These two teams are very evenly matched, and any 
number of outcomes are possible. The Blues, led by Jordan 
Kyrou, Robert Thomas, Pavel Buchnevich, and Vladimir 
Tarasenko, have shown an ability to be lethal on the rush. 
For Minnesota, Kaprizov is the engine that powers a deep 
forward group that includes a nice balance of skill and 
defensive ability. Ultimately, this comes down to which blue 
line and goaltending situation I trust more. I both of those 
cases, the answer is Minnesota. The Wild come out of what 
will be a hard fought series. Pick -- Wild beat Blues 4-3 

(1) Flames vs. (WC1) Stars 

Chris: The Flames may have been one of the biggest 
surprise teams this season. For a team that didn't make a 
marquee addition in the offseason, Calgary relied on the star 
power that they already had in place to build a Stanley Cup 
contender. Hart Trophy candidate Johnny Gaudreau had the 
best season of his career for a team that had the second-
most points in the Western Conference. In addition, 
goaltender Jacob Markstrom was a brick wall at times and 
will be a huge asset throughout the postseason. In this 
particular series, the goaltending matchup between 
Markstrom and Jake Oettinger could end up taking center 
stage. However, I just don't think the Stars have enough 
offensive firepower to keep pace. Pick -- Flames beat Stars 
4-1 

Austin: If the Flames find a way to contain the line of Jason 
Robertson, Joe Pavelski, and Roope Hintz, then this series 
will be over very quickly. If Calgary struggles to keep those 
three off the board and Dallas gets strong goaltending from 
Jake Oettinger, then the Stars have a puncher's chance. I do 
think Darryl Sutter devises a plan to put a lid on Dallas' top 
line, and Calgary is the much deeper team in this series. 
Even if the Flames' dominant first line is canceled out, Tyler 
Toffoli, Andrew Mangiapane, and Dillon Dube can do some 
damage further down the lineup. Pick -- Flames beat Stars 4-
1 

(2) Oilers vs. (3) Kings 

Chris: The Oilers have had their fair share of postseason 
success throughout their history. However, since appearing 
in the Stanley Cup Final in 2006, the Oilers only made it out 
of the first round on one occasion. When Connor McDavid 
was tabbed as the savior of the franchise, it was to shine on 
stages such as this. McDavid led the league in points this 
season and he'll show why in this series. I just don't think the 
Kings will be able to score enough to keep up with the 
offensive juggernaut that is the Oilers. The combination of 
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McDavid and Leon Draisaitl should thrive. Pick -- Oilers beat 
Kings 4-2 

Austin: There will be a lot of pressure on the Oilers to make a 
run this postseason, but this is a very tricky first-round 
matchup for them. The Kings have been very good at five-
on-five this season, and Phillip Danault has been a brilliant 
two-way center for them. His services will be needed in this 
series as Los Angeles tries to limit Connor McDavid and 
Leon Draisaitl, if that is even really possible. There's no 
question that the Oilers have the edge when it comes to elite 
talent at the top of the lineup, and McDavid will get his, but I 
trust the Kings more as an overall team. Drew Doughty's 
season-ending injury makes this a much tougher decision, 
but Los Angeles will outlast Edmonton. Pick -- Kings beat 
Oilers 4-2 

Eastern Conference 

(1) Panthers vs. (WC2) Capitals 

Chris: My Stanley Cup pick is the Panthers and they'll 
showcase their dominance against the Capitals. It also 
doesn't help that Capitals star Alex Ovechkin is banged up 
entering the series after suffering an upper-body injury last 
week. Ovechkin is likely going to play in Game 1, but he's 
going to need to be superhuman for the Capitals to have a 
chance. The Panthers' offense is just too dangerous and 
have strong goaltending that should keep the Panthers at 
bay. Pick -- Panthers beat Capitals 4-1 

Austin: This series has the chance to be fun, even if it 
doesn't last very long. The Panthers have been the NHL's 
most entertaining team all season, and who doesn't love 
watching Alex Ovechkin in the playoffs? If the Capitals are 
going to pull off the upset, it will take a superb effort from 
Ovechkin as well as some miscues from Panthers goaltender 
Sergei Bobrovsky. Even then, the Panthers could still score 
their way out of trouble. There is not a better forward group 
in the league than Florida's. They can roll four lines for 60 
minutes and still burn out bulbs in the scoreboard. That is 
what will make the difference in this series. Pick -- Panthers 
beat Capitals 4-2 

(2) Maple Leafs) vs. (3) Lightning 

Chris: Insert your Maple Leafs not making it out of the first 
round joke here. This time around, it's going to be a different 
story for Toronto. This is the deepest roster that the Maple 
Leafs have had in quite some time. On top of that, they're 
paced by one of the biggest stars in the sport in Auston 
Matthews. Matthews is coming off an insane month and he's 
going to need that to carry over against the back-to-back 
champions. This isn't going to be easy by any stretch. If 
Maple Leafs goaltender Jack Campbell can carry over his 
recent strong play, I believe that the Maple Leafs can pull out 
this series, but don't be surprised if it goes seven games. 
Pick -- Maple Leafs beat Lightning 4-3 

Austin: The Maple Leafs have had trouble getting out of the 
first round for a while now, and this year they have to do it 
against the two-time defending Stanley Cup champions. So 
will be different about this year? To put it briefly, Auston 
Matthews. The Toronto superstar is on another level than 
everyone else this season and may very well be the MVP, 
and he doesn't have a bunch of slouches around him. The 

Lightning have been chugging along all year with Steven 
Stamkos carrying the torch, and Andrei Vasilevskiy is fully 
capable of winning a series on his own, but this is where 
Tampa's reign of terror comes to an end. Picking the Maple 
Leafs over the Lightning in the playoffs feels gross, but I'm 
going to trust what I saw from Toronto down the stretch. Pick 
-- Maple Leafs beat Lightning 4-3 

(1) Hurricanes vs. (WC2) Bruins 

Chris: This is the one series that I'm having the most trouble 
with. That's due in large part to the fact that it's anyone's 
guess as to whether Hurricanes goalie Frederik Andersen 
will play at any point in the series. Andersen is currently 
dealing with a lower-body injury and has been out since mid-
April. Andersen was a dark horse for the Vezina Trophy all 
season and was truly spectacular. While Antti Raanta is no 
slouch, Andersen will be missed. In addition, the Bruins have 
a ton of scoring depth in David Pastrnak, Brad Marchand, 
and Patrice Bergeron. It's a shame that Carolina's season 
may end due to something out of their control, but I think the 
Bruins will do enough defensively to take this series. Pick -- 
Bruins beat Hurricanes 4-3 

Austin: The Hurricanes and Bruins have met twice in recent 
postseasons, and Boston won both series with a combined 
record of 8-1. Will the third time be the charm for Carolina or 
will it just be more of the same? This could be a long series, 
but a couple of things have me leaning toward the Bruins. 
For starters, the Hurricanes take a high amount of point 
shots for a team with so much talent up front. If that 
continues in the postseason, the Bruins are well-equipped to 
deal with that and keep the Hurricanes off the scoreboard. 
Secondly, Patrice Bergeron is having an absurd defensive 
season, even by his standards. He will be up to the task of 
erasing Carolina's best playmakers. Pick -- Bruins beat 
Hurricanes 4-2 

(2) Rangers vs. (3) Penguins 

Chris: Similar to the Hurricanes/Bruins series, a goaltender 
injury is one of the biggest storylines to watch. Penguins 
netminder Tristan Jarry is currently dealing with a lower-body 
injury and has been out since April 14. Jarry will at least miss 
the first few games of this series. Backup Casey DeSmith 
has been strong at times, but was lit up for five goals against 
the Rangers earlier this season. I just can't bring myself to 
bet against the Vezina Trophy frontrunner on the other side 
in Rangers goalie Igor Shesterkin. The Rangers also have a 
stellar defense in front of Shesterkin as they only 
surrendered 2.49 goals-per-game during the regular season. 
This will be a long series, but the Rangers get the job done. 
Pick -- Rangers beat Penguins 4-3 

Austin: This is one of the toughest picks to make. There is a 
very compelling case to be made that Pittsburgh was the 
better team over an 82-game sample size. However, the 
Rangers really turned a corner over the last six weeks of the 
season, and their underlying process began to match their 
excellent results. The other thing working against the 
Penguins here is Tristan Jarry's injury. He won't play the first 
couple of games, and Igor Shesterkin vs. Casey DeSmith or 
Louis Domingue is a pretty one-sided goaltending matchup. 
Outside of the crease, the Penguins are the deeper of the 
two teams. Sidney Crosby is still one of the best players on 
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the planet, and Pittsburgh is rock solid behind him down the 
middle. That will make the difference in this series. Pick -- 
Penguins beat Rangers 4-2 

Stanley Cup winner 

Chris: There are several teams that are certainly capable of 
making a run at the Stanley Cup. Still, I've been on the 
Florida Panthers for the last several months and I'm not 
shying away from them now. Even before the acquisition 
of Claude Giroux, this was a group that could've hoisted the 
Cup, but that move truly put the Panthers over the top. 
Giroux's presence on the top line has been nothing short of 
sensational. The Panthers' offense, which features two of the 
most dynamic forwards in the sport in Jonathan 
Huberdeau and Aleksander Barkov, was the highest-scoring 
offense in the regular season and I believe that will carry 

over into the playoffs. Florida wins its first Stanley Cup in 
franchise history.  Pick -- Panthers beat Flames 4-2 

Austin: The Colorado Avalanche and Florida Panthers have 
been the top two teams in the NHL for a while now, so that 
would be the easy pick for the Stanley Cup Final. However, 
the NHL playoffs never go according to script. I do think the 
Avalanche will be able to get out of the Western Conference, 
but maybe not without a scare from the Calgary Flames. 
Colorado is just too talented at every position, and the team 
will be on a mission after last season's early exit. In the 
Eastern Conference, Auston Matthews will help the Maple 
Leafs win the Prince of Wales Trophy, but the franchise will 
have to wait a little longer for its first Stanley Cup since 1967. 
The Avalanche are just too much of a juggernaut to be 
stopped this year. Pick -- Avalanche beat Maple Leafs 4-2 
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2022 NHL Playoffs: Ranking every first-round series by entertainment value  

By Austin Nivison  

The 2022 NHL playoffs have arrived, but that presents 
hockey fans with some tough decisions. Which game should 
get the most attention on a night filled with thrilling 
postseason action? That's what we're going to work through 
today by ranking each series by entertainment value. 

All playoff hockey is beautiful and should be cherished, but 
not all of these first-round series are created equally. There 
are a few series that promise to be must-see TV every other 
night, but some lack the same level of intrigue for one reason 
or another. 

A number of different factors were considered when coming 
up with these rankings. How well the teams stack up to one 
another, the animosity between the two sides, the starpower, 
the potential for fireworks on the scoreboard, and the 
possibility of a lengthy series were all examined for each 
matchup. 

With non-stop playoff action beginning in a matter of hours, 
here is every first-round series ranked by entertainment 
value. 

8. Colorado Avalanche vs. Nashville Predators 

Earlier this season, Calgary Flames head coach Darryl 
Sutter said that landing in the second wild card spot and 
playing the Avalanche would be "a waste of eight days." 
When it comes to this matchup, he might be right. With star 
goaltender Juuse Saros sidelined for Nashville, this may be a 
brief series. Blink and you might miss it. Colorado is a 
machine, and this is the most lopsided matchup of the first 
round. As a result, it's tough to see this series providing any 
kind of intrigue. The most fascinating aspect of this one will 
be the battle between the top two Norris Trophy candidates, 
Roman Josi and Cale Makar. 

7. Calgary Flames vs. Dallas Stars 

This series has the potential to get very nasty, and that is 
certainly appealing. However, it just doesn't have as much 
juice as some others on this list. When the Flames' trio of 
Matthew Tkachuk, Johnny Gaudreau, and Elias Lindholm is 
on the ice against the Stars' top line of Jason Robertson, 
Roope Hintz, and Joe Pavelski, this will be must-watch 
television. The trouble is that Dallas doesn't offer much in the 
way of resistance further down the lineup, and the team isn't 
as fun when the No. 1 line is on the bench. The result might 
be a quick series that is largely controlled by the Flames as 
they roll to the second round. 

6. Edmonton Oilers vs. Los Angeles Kings 

Connor McDavid and Leon Draisaitl are reason enough to 
watch this series, but the Kings don't offer too much in the 
way of star power, with all due respect to the great Anze 
Kopitar. Normally, any series featuring the Oilers would offer 
the potential for some shootouts, but the Kings aren't really 
built for those high-scoring types of games. They finished the 
regular season 25th in goals scored at five-on-five. I do think 
the Kings could give the Oilers a run for their money and 
stretch this into six or seven games, but losing Drew Doughty 
to injury takes this one down a peg. 

5. New York Rangers vs. Pittsburgh Penguins 

If you like starpower, this series has plenty of it. Sidney 
Crosby, Evgeni Malkin, and Kris Letang going up against 
Artemi Panarin, Adam Fox, and Chris Kreider is very 
appealing. On top of that, it is incredibly tough to predict 
which way this series will go. It could be back and forth all 
the way to Game 7. If I do have one knock on this series, it's 
the health of Penguins goalie Tristan Jarry. He definitely 
won't play in the first two games, and Casey DeSmith makes 
this less of an even fight. 

4. Carolina Hurricanes vs. Boston Bruins 

These two teams are very familiar with one another. They 
have seen each other twice in recent postseasons, and the 
Bruins came out on top both times. As the Hurricanes 
attempt to change that, they will have to deal with their arch-
nemesis, Brad Marchand. His rivalry with the entire Carolina 
organization has been fun to watch, and it will only be 
amplified in the playoffs. Patrice Bergeron attempting to shut 
down the likes of Sebastian Aho and Andrei Svechnikov will 
make for good theater, and this series is fully capable of 
going the distance. 

3. Florida Panthers vs. Washington Capitals 

This series probably may not even go beyond five games. 
However, I cannot wait to watch this matchup for as long as 
it lasts. The Panthers are the most fun team to watch in the 
league, and on the other side is Alex Ovechkin, arguably the 
best goal-scorer in NHL history. The Capitals' goaltending 
has been inconsistent all season, and even though he was 
much improved this year, Sergei Bobrovsky has the potential 
to backslide a bit. That means we could see goals, and a lot 
of them. Short as this series might be, the entertainment 
potential will be through the roof every night. 

2. Minnesota Wild vs. St. Louis Blues 

These Central Division rivals are know one another very well, 
and they're not quite fond of each other either. This could be 
the meanest series of the first round, and I was tempted to 
place it at No. 1. The Wild and Blues played each other twice 
in the final month of the season, and both contests resulted 
in thrilling overtime action. They are very evenly matched, 
and Game 7 is absolutely on the table here. Minnesota 
forward Kirill Kaprizov provides some star power, and the 
emergence of Jordan Kyrou and Robert Thomas has made 
the Blues a blast to watch as well. 

1. Toronto Maple Leafs vs. Tampa Bay Lightning 

The two-time defending Stanley Cup champs are going 
head-to-head with a formidable foe that is looking to exorcize 
some postseason demons. Being able to watch Auston 
Matthews and Steven Stamkos, the two most recent 60-goal 
scorers in NHL history, fight it out will be a treat for hockey 
fans across North America. This series has everything you 
could possibly want. The big names, the high stakes, a 
couple of frenzied atmospheres, and the possibility of a 
Game 7 will make each game appointment viewing. On a 
night loaded with playoff games, this matchup should be the 
top priority. 
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Carolina’s offense breaks through, Canes take Game 1 

By Ryan Henkel  

It was a game won by four of the unlikeliest of heroes for the 
Carolina Hurricanes.  

Two players who were making their playoff debuts — one 
young, the other a bit greyer — and two players who have 
struggled to make their presence felt in the postseason.  

The Hurricanes put together a total team effort Monday night 
at PNC Arena, as Antti Raanta — making his first playoff 
start — stopped 35 shots against the Boston Bruins in Game 
One of their first-round series. 

Nino Niederreiter and Vincent Trocheck put the team on their 
back with monster performances and rookie Seth Jarvis got 
the ball rolling with his first playoff tally in his first playoff 
game. 

To start each period, the Canes battled to survive Boston’s 
onslaught. The Bruins pushed in waves every period, 
generating looks off of cycles and crisp passes, but Raanta 
looked like the seasoned veteran he is. 

Timely saves and even timelier sticks by his defense — both 
Brendan Smith and Ian Cole made goal line saves — kept 
the Bruins from getting on the scoreboard and the tenacious 
nature of the Hurricanes forecheck saw the ice tilt at the 
halfway point in each period.  

In the first period, the Hurricanes pushback didn’t lead to 
anything, but the end of the second period provided some 
much needed fireworks for the home team. 

In his playoff debut, Jarvis stepped right up to the plate. Not 
enough can be said of the kid’s spirit and tenacity and he 
found himself the beneficiary of his own determination 
providing the net-front and tip in front of Linus Ullmark for the 
series’ first goal. 

Many weren’t sure if the rookie was even going to make the 
cut to join the roster out of training camp, but after an early 
injury in the forward group, Jarvis jumped in and never 
looked back. Now he’s helping lead his team to Stanley Cup 
Playoff wins. 

From there, the momentum kept pushing in Carolina’s favor 
and the next shot, a seeing-eye bullet from Nino Niederreiter, 
found its way to the back of the net. 

Both goals showcased the quintessential rule of hockey: if 
you want to score goals, go to the front of the net. Jarvis’ 
goal, a tip out in front. Nino’s goal, a double layer of traffic to 
take away the goaltender’s eyes. 

The third period had the same exact flow, with the Bruins 
coming out of the gate pushing hard, however, this time 
Boston actually managed to break the shutout.  

Three Hurricanes got stuck behind the goal line trying to win 
the board battle, which left Taylor Hall open to receive and 
rip a shot from the top of the circles. The puck may have hit a 
Hurricanes on the way in, but the end result was the same. 
The lead had been halved. 

The game had reached a pivotal moment and soon after his 
goal, Hall rang the post. Carolina could feel the pressure 
coming. 

But then they found a release valve.  

Off of a bad Bruins pinch, Vincent Trocheck stole the puck 
away and went on a 2-on-1 rush with Teuvo Teravainen. 
Trocheck passed it across to Teravainen who lined up his 
shot and rifled it home  

With that goal, Teravainen now has more playoff goals (17) 
than assists (16), if you can believe that. 

But the Canes had found some breathing room.  

As the period wound down and it seemed like Boston would 
lift Ullmark any second to get the extra attacker, Carolina put 
the dagger in.  

Coming down the left side, Trocheck skated past the goal 
line and threw a backhander on net where it ricocheted off of 
Ullmark and in. 

The rout was on from there and Andrei Svechnikov would 
hammer home an empty net goal soon after to cap off the 
Hurricanes’ victory.  

There is still some work to be done, and play to be cleaned 
up, but all in all the team has to be happy with a statement 
win. 

The Hurricanes will be back on the ice at PNC Arena 
Wednesday for Game 2. 
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They Said It: Brind’Amour, Niederreiter, Jarvis, Raanta on Game One win over Bruins 

By Ryan Henkel and Alec Sawyer  

The Carolina Hurricanes got their Stanley Cup Playoffs 
journey started in commanding fashion Monday night in PNC 
Arena, beating the Boston Bruins 5-1 to take a 1-0 series 
lead.  

The story of the night for the Hurricanes was netminder Antti 
Raanta, who stopped 35 of 36 shots faced in his first playoff 
appearance. Rookie Seth Jarvis opened the scoring for the 
Canes in the second period, with Nino Niederreiter, Teuvo 
Teravainen, Vincent Trocheck and Andrei Svechnikov adding 
goals for the home team.  

It was a really tight game for the first half of the night, but 
things opened up especially in the third period as the 
Hurricanes were able to put their foot on the gas and take a 
nice advantage to open up the series.  

Following the game-one win, head coach Rod Brind’Amour, 
Niederreiter, Jarvis and Raanta spoke with members of the 
media.  

Here is what they had to say: 

Rod Brind’Amour 

On the game: It was a good game. It’s kind of what we 
expected would happen. Two teams and an evenly matched 
game, really. They were good at the start. We weren’t as 
good. [Raanta] played really well. He made some big saves. 
We got our game going a little bit in the second. And then we 
came out obviously in the third not so well. But we got a 
huge goal there from Teravainen. It was really big. I don’t 
think we had much action going on, and they were kind of 
coming. That settled it down a little bit for the rest of the 
game.  

On Jarvis and Raanta: We’ve talked about experience 
versus not experienced. I’m not sure how much it matters at 
this time of the year sometimes. The young guy looked fine. 
He certainly didn’t look out of place. And [Raanta] looked 
great. Checked the box there, for sure.  

On the penalty kill: Big key. We drew a couple there. It 
changes the game if you give up one there, obviously. They 
did a good job of killing ours, too. There wasn’t an advantage 
there tonight, so that was good honestly.  

On that setting the tone to improve on something that’s been 
a problem against Boston in the playoffs in the past: Yeah, 
you can go back two or three years. We know how big and 
important special teams are, so that’s huge.  

On limiting second-chance opportunities for Boston: They put 
more pucks than anybody on the net. They do it with 
authority. They get there. We knew coming in that was going 
to happen. We can do a better job of doing the same thing. 
We probably didn’t get to the net as well as we need to 
moving forward. But they didn’t have a ton of second 
chances, which is good. But yeah, we need to do a better job 
on the initial.  

On the Canes flipping the switch after the first period: Taking 
an early penalty didn’t help. That kind of put us on our heels 
a little bit. Thankfully we killed it, but probably midway 

through that period we got going a little bit to create some 
chances. The second period, I thought, was pretty solid. 
Obviously we got a couple goals and that allows you to take 
a little breather even though you’re not supposed to. That’s 
kind of what happened. It allowed us to get ahead. They 
have to chase the game. That’s what led to the third goal. 
They were being a little more aggressive than they probably 
normally would be, and we were able to take advantage of it.  

On limiting Boston’s top line: [Jordan Staal]. He was good, as 
he is every night. That line was good. Everyone played hard. 
Both teams. Nobody left anything out there. I’m sure you’re 
going to see more of that as this series goes on.  

On scoring goals with skill: You have to be able to take 
advantage of your opportunities because in the playoffs you 
don’t know when they are going to come. We had a couple of 
opportunities and were able to cash in. That’s huge. You’ve 
got to play the game in their end. It was pretty clear. They 
got it in our end and had opportunities. We got it in their end 
and had opportunities. Now it’s figuring out how to do that 
more.  

On if he said anything specific to Raanta before the game: 
Nope.  

On if he said anything specific to Jarvis before the game: 
Nope. It’s another game. It’s a big game. But their 
preparation and everything they do, they’ve done it all year. 
That’s the thing about our group. They’ve worked hard every 
night for the whole year so that nothing really has to change. 
Now, the stakes are bigger. The emotion gets bigger, but 
your game doesn’t really change. Or it shouldn’t.  

On Raanta getting a moment in the spotlight and taking 
advantage of it: Of course. That’s why we brought him in 
here. We brought him in for that reason. You’ve got to have 
two guys, and with the situation the way it is that’s why we 
brought him in here. Good for him. He had a great first game, 
and we’re going to need more of it.  

On if he saw any wide eyes when the team first stepped on 
the ice: No. Again, it was obviously pretty loud. But we’ve 
had good crowds all year. This building is very, very 
emotional. You feel it. Even in the regular season we had 
some real good energy. It was more for sure, but I don’t 
know that it’s going from nothing to that. But it’s great. The 
crowds are great in here. We love it.  

Nino Niederreiter 

On Raanta: Yeah, absolutely. He was definitely huge for us. 
They had a lot of shots on net, and there’s obviously things 
that we can get a lot better at. Obviously he stood on his 
head, which helped us get the win.  

On wearing Boston down: I think the longer the game went 
on, the better we got going. After the first we knew we had to 
get better. There were times where we played the way we 
wanted to play, and there were times where we had way too 
many turnovers. That cost us with the momentum, but overall 
it was a good first win.  

On scoring: Yeah, absolutely. It helps when you get on the 
sheet, but at the end of the day it’s a team game. You’ve got 
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to find a way to contribute in any kind of way that you can, 
and I was fortunate for it to go in.  

On everyone making plays and Ian Cole and Brendan Smith 
having goal-line saves: Getting the first win is always the 
hardest one. It took every single guy to make those 
desperation plays. You mentioned Cole and Smith who came 
up big tonight. And we need them to play big.  

On the penalty kill: They were terrific. They have been terrific 
all season. That’s something where we’ve got to make sure 
we stay out of the box to give us the advantage.  

On Jarvis: He’s a great player. He goes there where it hurts 
the most in the front of the net and gets some nice tips. He’s 
a great player for us.  

On his goal: That was first of all a lot of net front going on 
with Jordan [Staal]. It’s tough when he’s the big man in front, 
nobody sees everything. I was just trying to get the puck to 
the net, and I’m lucky it went in. It was definitely a good goal.  

Seth Jarvis 

On how the moment has felt scoring in his playoff debut: It’s 
awesome. Honestly, I saw Walt [Ruff] write something up 
about it today or yesterday. It just kind of made me reminisce 
on the beginning of the year, where I was and what my 
mentality was. To be here, I’ve been very blessed and I’m 
honored to be in this position and to be able to have success 
early. 

On what playoff hockey was like: Oh, way more [intense]. I 
think honestly the fans... that building is insane. Everyone 
was saying like, ‘oh, it’s going to be crazy,’ but you can only 
believe so much. But that was awesome. The game itself 
was obviously physical. Really physical. I felt like I took a lot 
more hits. I think they’re also letting us play a little more 
which is nice. That building is electric. 

On his fearless mentality: It just kind of was embedded in me 
from a young age. To just not be scared out there. I think 
when you play scared is when you make mistakes and that’s 
when your game kind of falls apart. It’s honestly, just about 
staying confident and obviously the help of my linemates. I’m 
playing with two of the best players in the NHL, so it’s pretty 
easy to stay confident. I just have to be fearless and 
hopefully things will go my way.  

On the confidence in Antti Raanta: He was awesome tonight. 
He was really good, but we expect that from him. He’s an 
incredible goaltender. For him to come out... I didn’t know it 
was his first playoff start, but that’s awesome for him. What 
more can you ask from him. 

Antti Raanta 

On his first playoff start: Obviously a little butterflies here and 
there. As we came on the ice, it was just crazy to get on the 
ice and hear the crowd. You just started to get the energy 
from them. Pretty much when the game started it was just 
focusing on one puck at a time, one shot at a time. The first 
shot was obviously tricky. It almost sneaked in from the short 
side, but after that I just felt really comfortable there. It was 
an awesome, awesome feeling to play and get the win.  

On if he knew he had it in him to play like this: Yeah, when 
you get to the playoffs I think it gets a little bit more physical. 

Every small detail matters when the playoffs start. For me it 
was the first start in the playoffs in the NHL, but I was just 
trying to focus on how I’ve been successful and what I’ve 
been able to do to get to this point. It was working nicely. It’s 
only one game, one win. Now it’s just regrouping and getting 
ready for Wednesday.  

On how it compared to what he expected: I still remember 
my first year in Chicago. We went to St. Louis in the first 
playoff game, and I was backing up [Corey] Crawford, and at 
the time I was like ‘I couldn’t be there. That’s way too loud 
and way too physical.’ But as the years go by and you’ve 
been able to be in those situations as a backup, you see 
what it takes. Obviously I got a couple games under my belt, 
just haven’t gotten the start. Obviously it’s a big thing to get 
that first one. When I came from Finland we went all the way 
in the Finnish league, so at least I have a little bit of 
something to bring from Finnish years to here. To have that 
playoff experience in the Finnish league, obviously it’s not 
the NHL, but I just try to memorize those things that I did at 
that time and just go in and enjoy the game. It was 
awesome.  

On getting a lot of action early in the game: Yeah, obviously 
that was big for me. A lot of shots, a lot of action. There was 
not time to think too much. I just went out there and started 
to play. As the game went on we started to get back to our 
game and get pucks deep. That’s kind of how we played the 
whole third period. We killed the penalties when we needed. 
I think it was a really good team effort to get those rebounds, 
blocking shots, big hits. It was a really big team effort.  

On guys selling out to block shots and make the saves 
behind him: It’s a big thing, obviously. At the same time, you 
obviously don’t want to give up too many easy rebounds. 
You want to cover the puck when you can and get the 
whistle when you can. But sometimes there’s a little tip or 
screen, so the only thing on your mind is to make a save 
whatever it takes. It’s huge when the guys are blocking and 
when there’s a rebound they’re putting their bodies on the 
line and clearing the puck. It helps your job a little bit, so it’s 
a big thing.  

On starting a playoff game being something he really wanted 
before he was done: Yeah, absolutely. Every year when you 
come to training camp and you start playing the regular 
season, obviously first is to get to the playoffs. But in the 
back of your mind you always want to get that playoff 
experience. This is the best time in a hockey player’s life. It’s 
spring and the weather is nice outside and games are getting 
tougher every night. Only wins matter, so that’s obviously 
huge motivation to go forward.  

On the atmosphere: It was something else. Every time when 
the fans started to go your ears were ringing a little bit. When 
we scored the first goal it was like ‘what’s happening?’ 
Everyone was saying that it’s the loudest building in the NHL, 
but I couldn’t imagine that it was going to get this loud. I can’t 
until Wednesday to hear them again. It’s huge energy for us. 
You really don’t want to disappoint the fans when they are 
putting everything on the line in there. It’s an awesome 
feeling and an awesome experience for me, for sure.  

On recovering for Wednesday: I think it’s the playoffs so you 
recover and play again. Tomorrow we’re probably going to 
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watch some tape and learn from a few things. Then it’s just 
getting back on track and starting to prepare for Wednesday. 
It’s obviously going to be a different one, for sure. Every 

game is so huge. Just try to prepare yourself to be ready 
when the puck drops. It’s a little bit of time to recover, so try 
to sleep some tonight and get ready for Wednesday.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hurricanes sign Alexander Pashin 

By Matthew Somma  

The Carolina Hurricanes added to their already impressive 
pool of prospects on Monday night, reportedly signing 
Alexander Pashin to his entry-level contract. Details were 
first reported on by CapFriendly. 

This was tweeted during the first period of Game One 
against the Bruins, so the team has yet to announce it. 
However, I’ll give my take on the signing. This is a fantastic 
move for the Hurricanes. Pashin was a seventh round pick 
but should have gone much higher, were it not for his size or 
the fact that he’s Russian. Rumors were that he would want 

to stay in Russia for a while, which may have caused the 
slip, but this signing only makes the Hurricanes look smarter.  

Pashin has legitimate top six upside and can be a real 
difference maker at the NHL level. He’ll take some time to 
adjust to the North American game, but he’ll thrive in a 
system like Ryan Warsofsky’s. I’m thrilled to see Pashin play 
with the Hurricanes organization. It was impressive that they 
were able to draft him so late in 2020 and I can’t wait to see 
him prove every other team wrong. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

First-Round Preview: Skaters 
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By Ryan Henkel  

The Carolina Hurricanes will be facing off against the Boston 
Bruins in the first round of the Stanley Cup Playoffs... again. 

It will be the third meeting in the last four seasons between 
these two clubs, with the Bruins having won the previous two 
series 4-0 in 2019 and 4-1 in 2020.  

This year, the Hurricanes have a deeper forward group than 
in any of their previous three playoff runs, so will this be the 
year that they finally defeat the Bruins? 

Projected Carolina Hurricanes Lineup 

Andrei Svechnikov - Sebastian Aho - Seth Jarvis 
Teuvo Teravainen - Vincent Trocheck - Max Domi 
Nino Niederreiter - Jordan Staal - Jesper Fast 
Jordan Martinook - Jesperi Kotkaniemi - Martin Necas 

Jaccob Slavin - Tony DeAngelo 
Brady Skjei - Brett Pesce 
Ian Cole - Ethan Bear 

Extras: Derek Stepan, Steven Lorentz, Brendan Smith 

Projected Boston Bruins Lineup 

Brad Marchand - Patrice Bergeron - Jake DeBrusk 
Taylor Hall - Erik Haula - David Pastrnak 
Trent Frederik - Charlie Coyle - Craig Smith 
Nick Foligno - Tomas Nosek - Curtis Lazar 

Charlie McAvoy - Hampus Lindholm 
Matt Grzelcyk - Brandon Carlo 
Derek Forbort - Connor Clifton 

Extras: Anton Blidh, Oskar Steen, Mike Reilly, Josh Brown 

Forwards 

Top-Six 

When it comes to the marquee matchup between the two 
teams, the Hurricanes’ top guys will have their work cut out 
for them against a proven pair of shutdown specialists.  

Even at 36, Patrice Bergeron is having one of his best 
statistical seasons in terms of overall impact and he is the 
current favorite for the Selkie trophy. Combine that with a 
proven track record and ample experience and you can see 
why the Bruins have been so successful for so long. 

Add in Brad Marchand, the league’s number one instigator, 
who is also a force on both sides of the puck and that duo 
can make any line boil over in frustration. To complement the 
pair, Jake DeBrusk has been chugging away since the new 
year, scoring 20 of his 25 goals in 2022 alone. 

For Carolina, Sebastian Aho is the dynamo in the middle that 
makes it all work. He’s produced at over a point per game in 
his playoff career and once again registered an 80-point 
season for the Hurricanes. 

Andrei Svechnikov hasn’t been able to put together a 
dominant postseason run for the Canes yet, but setting 
career highs in every category should be a good jumping off 
point for him to make an impact in this year’s postseason. 
Past those two franchise cornerstones, the top line will 

feature the rookie Seth Jarvis, who albeit having a good 
season, is still so young.  

In terms of overall experience, it’s a pretty lopsided matchup, 
but will it be the time for a new regime to rise? 

Past the top guys, the Bruins have a line that has heated up 
tremendously in April.  

Erik Haula, who the Canes will get to see as an agitator in 
the postseason once again, has found his scoring touch 
once again in the last two months, Taylor Hall has been 
chugging along at a steady pace and David Pastrnak, the 
Bruins’ best true goal scorer, is back from injury and finding 
chemistry outside the top line. 

A big reason why the Bruins were struggling to start the 
season was because of this lines lack of production, but now 
it seems that they have two potent scoring lines again. 

It also means that the Hurricanes are going to need a big 
performance from their second line in return. Vincent 
Trocheck has had a distinct lack of chemistry with anybody 
this season leading to a constant rotating cast of wingers. 

However, as of late, Carolina has found a spark with Teuvo 
Teravainen and Max Domi supporting Trocheck. The 
Hurricanes need this line to gain some momentum and 
produce if they want to topple the B’s.  

Bottom-Six 

The Jordan Staal line is going to feast. No doubt about it. 
The way that Staal, Nino Niederreiter and Jesper Fast have 
played all season should give Canes fans confidence 
heading into this series. 

The only potential holdup would be that Nino Niederreiter 
has had virtually no playoff impact for the Hurricanes since 
his arrival, but this is the best year for that to change. 

Boston has some interesting depth with Craig Smith playing 
in a third line role and with the bounce back season of 
Charlie Coyle, the pair could be a handful. They are 
supported by Trent Frederik, but he isn’t much more than 
another physical instigator. 

Boston’s fourth line doesn’t have much if any potential 
offense, but just like the rest of the Bruins lineup, they 
specialize in defense. 

In contrast, Carolina will have Jesperi Kotkaniemi on the 
fourth line who will be working alongside Martin Necas and 
more than likely Jordan Martinook. Kotkaniemi and Necas 
should be able to create some space and opportunities on 
Boston’s bottom guys and Martinook has the ability to create 
space for them with his physicality.  

These are the two lines that Carolina should be easily able to 
tilt the ice with. 

Defense 

Top Pair 

Jaccob Slavin and Charlie McAvoy showcase two of the best 
shutdown talents in the entirety of the NHL. McAvoy gets the 
edge on Slavin in terms of offensive production, but Tony 
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DeAngelo more than makes up for that gap with his elite 
offensive acumen.  

The biggest drop-off between the top pairs though is that 
Hampus Lindholm is a much better defender than DeAngelo 
is.  

McAvoy eats up minutes and alongside Lindholm, the pair 
will be entrusted to shutdown the Hurricanes’ top guys, 
protect leads and generally limit most high-danger chances. 

The same can’t be said for the Hurricanes’ top pair due to 
the drop-off in DeAngelo’s defensive awareness, but it isn’t 
like he’s a lost cause out there. He can hold his own, but the 
point is that the Bruins’ top pair has a definite edge. 

Second Pair 

In terms of actual defensive assignments, Carolina’s second 
pair usually gets the tougher matchups. The steady pair of 
Brett Pesce and Brady Skjei have been a staple for the 
Hurricanes’ defensive game. 

Skjei led the Hurricanes’ defense in even-strength points and 
also had one of the best even-strength scoring rates among 
NHL defensemen, and Pesce wasn’t too bad himself. 

This will be the pair that the Hurricanes lean the most on for 
killing penalties, protecting leads and also to chip in on 
offense. 

For the Bruins, they will more than likely be pairing one of 
their largest defenseman in Brandon Carlo with their smallest 
in Matt Grzelcyk. Both are capable defenders with Grzelcyk 

having more of an offensive upside than his partner. It will be 
yet another hard pair for the Hurricanes’ offense to try to get 
through though.  

Bottom Pair 

Ian Cole will be starting for the Hurricanes Game 1, but in 
terms of who will be beside him? That’s a toss up. That’s not 
to say that Brendan Smith has earned that honor, but more 
so to say that Ethan Bear has lost a bit of the trust of the 
coaching staff. 

Bear is a talented puck mover in transition and has a good 
shot and ability to get shots through traffic, but he panics 
under pressure and the mistakes seem to compound fast 
after the first one. 

The Canes have had a problem with getting rattled in their 
last few playoff runs, with multi-goal leads evaporating in 
mere minutes multiple times, so it would make sense if the 
Canes’ coaching staff is weary about that. 

On the other side, Boston will have Derek Forbort and 
Connor Clifton holding down the bottom pairing, with the 
chance for Mike Reilly to see action if the Bruins are needing 
a scoring boost.  

Again, Boston protects the middle of the ice really well and 
this duo is no different. Forbort is another big defenseman 
and Clifton is a bit undersized so maybe Carolina can try to 
work that to their advantage, but the drop-off between your 
top and bottom guys will always be apparent. 
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Raanta shines in Hurricanes’ series-opening win against Bruins in 2022 playoffs  

By Sam Overton  

The Carolina Hurricanes took care of business with a 5-1 win 
over the Boston Bruins at PNC Arena on Monday, May 2, 
kicking off their 2022 Stanley Cup Playoffs run win with a 
bang. 

The Canes (55-20-8) imposed their will on the Bruins (51-26-
5) on both ends of the ice, with defensive efforts being 
headlined by goaltender Antti Raanta in his first playoff start 
for Carolina. 

“It gets a little more physical — every small detail matters 
when the playoffs start,” Raanta said. “For me, I was just 
trying to focus on the things that would allow me to be 
successful and what I’ve been doing to get to this point. 
(...)  It was one win, now it’s time to regroup and get ready 
for Wednesday.” 

Despite what the final score suggests, Boston didn’t come to 
mess around at PNC Arena. The Canes may have outscored 
the Bruins 16-1 throughout the regular-season series, but 
Raanta experienced plenty of action within the first 10 
minutes of the postseason. Raanta made 10 saves in the 
first nine minutes, saving the Hurricanes from themselves as 
Boston nailed shot after shot on goal. 

Raanta was the biggest star on the ice for the majority of the 
first period. With a little over seven minutes left, he made an 
incredible rebound save from Boston’s Patrice Bergeron. 
Less than 20 seconds later, Carolina barely missed out on a 
goal that the refs deemed too close for comfort, but the near-
miss seemed to shake the team awake. 

By the end of the first period, the Canes had fired 10 shots 
on goal to nearly match Boston’s 14. Two penalties from the 
Bruins in the last half of the period gave Carolina two 
opportunities to break the scoreless game with a power play 
point, but it was all the team could do to hold its own against 
Boston’s defense. 

Raanta continued to save shots with ease through the 
beginning of the second period, but there’s no denying that 
Carolina’s offense stepped up. Boston’s Linus Ullmark saved 
a bullet from center Vincent Trocheck about five minutes into 
the period, and a penalty against defenseman Ian Cole didn’t 

deter the Canes from breaking through in the second half of 
the period. 

Center Seth Jarvis broke the ice with about three and a half 
minutes left in the second period, tapping the puck just over 
the line with the help of defensemen Jaccob Slavin and Cole. 
It’s hard to believe that a 20-year-old rookie would score the 
Canes’ first goal of the playoffs, but the Winnipeg native has 
seen oodles of progress since his NHL debut last October. 

Two minutes later, right-wing Nino Niedrreiter gave Carolina 
some extra security heading into the third period. With a 
bullet of a goal that soared right past Ullmark, Canes fans 
were up on their feet for the second time in less than three 
minutes. 

The Bruins were definitely jostled after the sudden 2-0 lead 
pulled by the Canes, and the team responded in turn with a 
powerful goal from left-wing Taylor Hall, assisted by fellow 
left-wing Erik Haula and defenseman Charlie McAvoy. Within 
five minutes, however, left-wing Teuvo Teräväinen gave 
Carolina some extra cushion. 

From there on out, the Canes were on fire offensively. 
Although Carolina never met Boston’s number of shots on 
goal, the team more than made up for it with two more goals 
to wrap up the 5-1 game in a neat, tidy bow: one from 
Trocheck and a narrow shot on an open net from right-wing 
Andrei Svechnikov to cement the Hurricanes’ victory in the 
first playoff game. 

Despite these crowd-rousing performances from Carolina, 
the real star of the ice throughout the team’s playoff debut 
was Raanta. Time and time again, the Finland native made 
save after nail-biting save. Out of 36 shots on goal from the 
Bruins, Raanta only allowed one to slip through in his first 
playoff game in Carolina, an impressive feat for the 32-year-
old. 

The Hurricanes will face the Bruins again on Wednesday, 
May 4 at PNC Arena for the second game in the first round 
of Stanley Cup Playoffs. Puck drops at 7 p.m. 

The Canes came to play in their series opener against 
Boston, downing the Bruins 5-1 inside PNC Arena behind 
sensational play in net and a late offensive barrage on 
Monday, May 2. 
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TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/spt-columns-blogs/luke-decock/article260982467.html 

https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article260999907.html 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article260954112.html 

https://theathletic.com/3289868/2022/05/03/hurricanes-jarvis-raanta-game-1-win/ 
https://nsjonline.com/article/2022/05/antti-raanta-seth-jarvis-shine-hurricanes-top-bruins-5-1-in-game-1/ 

https://nsjonline.com/article/2022/05/hurricanes-cup-dreams-start-with-game-1-vs-boston/ 
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/recap-canes-take-game-one-over-boston/c-333682436 

https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/canes-recall-lafontaine-from-chicago/c-333676402 
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/preview-game-one-versus-boston/c-333658278 

https://www.nhl.com/news/boston-bruins-carolina-hurricanes-game-1-recap/c-333640796 
https://www.nhl.com/news/vincent-trocheck-rips-backhand-below-goal-line-goal/c-333686098 

https://www.nhl.com/news/hurricanes-antti-raanta-makes-big-save-early-in-game-1/c-333682576 
https://www.nhl.com/news/justin-williams-cranks-hurricanes-siren-for-game-1/c-333684014 

https://apnews.com/article/nhl-sports-carolina-hurricanes-andrei-svechnikov-hockey-e95bcb5d4e617af49b32f6ce498ce34b 
https://apnews.com/article/nhl-sports-hockey-boston-north-carolina-0b407d332c8f4c6fa52ed773d7addc39 

https://www.espn.com/nhl/story/_/id/33842797/nhl-rank-top-50-players-stanley-cup-playoffs 
https://www.sportsnet.ca/nhl/article/stanley-cup-playoffs-takeaways-raanta-steps-up-with-andersen-out/ 

https://nhl.nbcsports.com/2022/05/03/nhl-rink-wrap-playoffs-begin-with-star-power-kings-outlasting-oilers/ 
https://www.cbssports.com/nhl/news/2022-nhl-playoffs-burning-questions-for-each-of-the-stanley-cup-contenders/ 

https://www.cbssports.com/nhl/news/2022-nhl-playoffs-ranking-every-first-round-series-by-entertainment-value/ 
https://www.canescountry.com/2022/5/3/23054502/carolina-hurricanes-nhl-alexander-pashin-prospect 

https://www.canescountry.com/2022/5/2/23054611/carolina-hurricanes-offense-breaks-through-take-game-1-against-boston-bruins-nhl-playoffs 
https://www.canescountry.com/2022/5/2/23054551/they-said-it-brindamour-niederreiter-jarvis-raanta-on-game-one-win-over-bruins 

https://www.canescountry.com/2022/5/2/23052697/first-round-preview-skaters-carolina-hurricanes-boston-bruins-nhl-playoffs 
https://www.technicianonline.com/sports/raanta-shines-in-hurricanes-series-opening-win-against-bruins-in-2022-playoffs/article_017eaaee-ca8d-

11ec-8c9c-e36fcd3e0ff6.html 
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How the Carolina Hurricanes smothered Boston Bruins in Game 1 of 
Stanley Cup Playoffs 

 

BY CHIP ALEXANDER UPDATED MAY 03, 2022 12:04 AM 

 

RALEIGH-A few weeks ago, Seth Jarvis of the Carolina Hurricanes was 
asked what the Stanley Cup playoffs might be like for him. After all, he is 
a rookie. 

“I don’t know,” Jarvis said. “You tell me, dude.” 

It went like this Monday for Jarvis and the Canes: 

The Hurricanes took on the Boston Bruins in Game 1 of their first-round 
series, winning 5-1 behind the 35 saves of goaltender Antti Raanta, some 
stout penalty killing and more than enough scoring. 

Before the game, the parking lots were filled with tailgaters thoroughly 
enjoying themselves. Once inside PNC Arena, they were at full throat 
and waving white towels. 

“To see the fans, that building is insane,” Jarvis said. “Everyone was 
saying it’s going to be crazy but you can only believe so much. But that 
was awesome. That building was electric.” 

Carolina Hurricanes’ Nino Niederreiter (21) checks Boston’s Charlie 
McAvoy (73) into the boards during the second period on Monday, May 
2, 2022 during game one of their Stanley Cup first round series at PNC 
Arena in Raleigh, N.C. Robert Willett rwillett@newsobserver.com 

When the puck went down, the hitting and checking began. Bruins coach 
Bruce Cassidy said there would be animosity in the series, and it crept 
into it early. 

And wouldn’t you know it, it was the rookie, Jarvis, who had the first goal 
of the series. 

There would be more. Nino Niederreiter quickly pushed the Canes lead 
to 2-0 in the second, and Teuvo Teravainen made it 3-1 in the third after 
the Bruins had broken through against Raanta on a Taylor Hall goal. 

When Vincent Trocheck backhanded the puck past goalie Linus Ullmark, 
it was 4-1 and Andrei Svechnikov’s late empty-netter made it 5-1. 
Trocheck and Jarvis each finished with a goal and assist and Trocheck 
was named the game’s first star. 
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Carolina Hurricanes’ Jordan Martinook (48) and Boston’s Connor Clifton 
(75) battles for control of the puck in the first period on Monday, May 2, 
2022 during game one of their Stanley Cup first round series at PNC 
Arena in Raleigh, N.C. Robert Willett rwillett@newsobserver.com 

The Bruins outshot the Canes 36-25, making for an active night for 
Raanta, who was making his first career playoff start. Raanta had Canes 
fans gasping on some of his scrambling stops and chanting his name 
after others. 

“He was really good,” Jarvis said. “We expect that from him. What more 
can you ask from him?” 

The Canes will need more from him with goalie Frederik Andersen 
injured and sidelined. Game 2 is Wednesday and Raanta again should 
be in net. 

The Bruins, in beating the Canes in the 2019 and 2020 playoffs, were 
relentlessly good on the power play. But Carolina killed off an early 
penalty by defenseman Brady Skjei, then penalties in the second and 
third periods, clearing the puck, winning draws in their zone, making the 
right plays. 

CANES SCORE IN BUNCHES 

The two teams had gone at it for more than 36 minutes, through a 
scoreless first period and into the second before Jarvis’ goal. Dfenseman 
Jaccob Slavin got off a shot from the point. Jarvis tipped the puck down 
and through Ullmark’s pads and the place was very loud. 

Then, it got louder. After some smart puck movement by the Canes, 
Niederreiter ripped off a shot from the top of the left circle with Jordan 
Staal and Martin Necas screening Ullmark. Make it two goals in two 
minutes and 10 seconds. 

“They were good at the start and we weren’t as good,” Canes coach Rod 
Brind’Amour said of the Bruins. “(Raanta) played really well and made 
some big saves and we got our game going a little bit.” 

The Bruins used some hard work behind the Canes net to score early in 
the third, Erik Haula getting the puck out to Hall for a shot from the slot. 

But the Canes struck on a rush into the Bruins zone. Trocheck and 
Teravainen had a two-on-one rush and Teravainen beat Ullmark with a 
top-shelf bullet. 

“Huge. That Teravainen goal was really big,” Brind’Amour said. “We 
didn’t have much action going on and they were kind of coming. We had 
a couple of opportunities and were able to cash in.” 

STAAL’S LINE DOES ITS JOB 

A game within the game was the work of Staal’s line against the Bruins’ 
top line centered by Patrice Bergeron. While Bergeron had five shots, 
winger Brad Marchand was limited to two and had a minus-3 rating for 
the game. 

“That line was good but everybody played hard, for both teams,” 
Brind’Amour said. “Nobody left anything out there and I’m sure you’re 
going to see more of that.” 

▪ Game 2: Carolina vs Boston, 7 p.m. Wednesday (ESPN) 
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How Jordan Staal, Carolina Hurricanes’ ‘ultimate leader,’ keeps team on 
a winning path 

 

BY CHIP ALEXANDER MAY 02, 2022 2:02 PM 

 

Jordan Staal was 20 years old when he held up the Stanley Cup in 
victory, letting out a big howl, a blondish playoff beard making him look 
older. 

Then again, it might have been the strain of winning the Cup, the grueling 
pursuit, that made him look older. 

It can do that. 

Staal, wearing No. 11 for the Pittsburgh Penguins, and was on the ice in 
the final seconds of Game 7 against the Detroit Red Wings as the Pens 
refused to give up a tying goal. When the final horn sounded at Joe Louis 
Arena in Detroit, the guy the Pens called “Gronk” quickly put a bear hug 
on goalie Marc-Andre Fleury. 

“I’ve been playing a lot of Game 7s in the Stanley Cup finals and I used 
to always score the game-winner,” a beaming Staal said of his boyhood 
dream during a postgame TV interview. “But I’ll take the win.” 

That was in 2009. The years have passed, and quickly. Staal is 33. He 
still wears No. 11, though now for the Carolina Hurricanes. 

His grownup dream: win the Cup again. He’d take that. 

Staal and the Canes have another chance. They opened the 2022 
Stanley Cup playoffs Monday against an old playoff nemesis, the Boston 
Bruins, after a regular season in which the Canes won the Metropolitan 
Division and more games and any team in franchise history. 

Any team, including the Canes’ 2006 Stanley Cup champions. 

“We’re forever trying to get better and I think we have done that,” Staal 
said Saturday. “We’ve got a team I’m sure most teams don’t want to play, 
and that’s what you want.” 

FOLLOWER TO ‘ULTIMATE LEADER’ 

In 2009, Staal was in his third NHL season. The Pens, led by Sidney 
Crosby, was the kind of team that few wanted to play. But they had to 
prove themselves against the Red Wings, the Cup champions in 2008, 
and they did. 

Traded to the Hurricanes in June 2012, Staal hoped to join Eric Staal, his 
oldest brother, in winning a Cup together. Eric won with the Canes in 
2006 but was denied a shot at another in 2009 when Carolina was swept 
by the Penguins in the Eastern Conference finals. 

Talk about a difficult-to-manage handshake line. It was a case of tough 
brotherly love as the Staal brothers passed. 

Once with the Canes, Jordan Staal had a broken leg one year. He saw 
his brother traded and their Cup dream end. it wasn’t until 2019 that 
Jordan Staal was a part of a playoff team again, one coached by Rod 
Brind’Amour and led by captain Justin Williams that reached the Eastern 
Conference final -- and lost to the Bruins. 

Staal now has the “C” on his sweater. He’s the one others can look to — 
the “ultimate leader,” Canes center Sebastian Aho said — when things 
become turbulent, as they always do in the cauldron of the Stanley Cup 
playoffs. 

“There are times in the playoffs I’ll probably be more vocal or do different 
things than I would have in the past,” Staal said. “It’s not going to be a 
smooth road. There’s going to bumps and hard times.” 

The Boston Bruins look to their captain, center Patrice Bergeron. 
Championship-caliber teams always tend to have strong team captains. 
Bergeron is one. 

“He’s every similar to Jordan, for me,” Brind’Amour said Saturday. “He’s 
their leader. Over his career he has just done it right all the time. They’re 
similar, obviously play the same position. I think their value to the team is 
the same.” 

Brind’Amour, a former center, was the Canes captain in 2006. He sees a 
lot of himself in Staal, whose value to the team can’t be measured in 
mere goals or points. He wins the big faceoffs and board battles, forces 
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turnovers, screens goalies with his 6-foot-4, 220-pound frame, kills 
penalties. 

More than anything, he sets the example for others to follow. 

“Jordan is a humble, team-first person who does everything right day to 
day,” Eric Staal said in an N&O interview. 

‘EMOTIONALLY INVESTED’ 

Jordan Staal has centered the Canes’ most consistent line this season, 
joining wingers Nino Niederreiter and Jesper Fast in providing an 
aggressive forecheck. Playing heavy minutes, Staal and his line gave the 
Canes some much-needed heavy play that should continue in the 
playoffs. 

“He doesn’t give you a shift off, ever,” said brother Marc Staal, a Red 
Wings defenseman. “He’s emotionally invested in every game.” 

For much of this season, Staal couldn’t find the net. Then, almost in a 
flash, he did. He scored nine goals in a seven-game stretch in April, 
including a hat trick against Anaheim that was his first in almost 14 years. 

“Look at our record, look at where we are, it starts with him,” Brind’Amour 
said. “Any great team has to have good leadership. He’s got good guys 
around him but it’s because of him.” 

Brind’Amour, as head coach, created a new team designation — “C5 
Hurricane.” It goes to the the player who best represents what 
Brind’Amour, in setting a higher standard for his team, calls the five C’s: 
Compete, Care, Consistent, Culture, Championship. 

Staal is the only one to be named a C5 Hurricane twice. 

“He’s led the way for a while now and continues every day, which makes 
him so good,” BrindAmour said. “What he’s doing for the next generation 
of captains is very, very important.” 

PLAYING FOR SOMETHING GREATER 

To win this year, with this team, would have extra meaning for Staal, but 
for more than the hockey. 

“It would be different,” he said. “Obviously my life is a lot different than 
when I was 20 years old. I’d have my family there and my kids. 
Everything we’ve been through already, to be able to pull that off, would 
be different for me personally and just for my career.” 

In 2009, Staal was hugged on the ice after the Cup clincher by his 
parents, Henry and Linda Staal. They raised Jordan and his three 
brothers on the sod farm in Thunder Bay, Ontario, the ultimate hockey 
parents, and wanted to celebrate with their son. 

Jordan’s now the father of three kids — daughters Abigail and Lilah, and 
a son, Henry. Their hugs would be different. 

Staal and his wife, Heather, went through the pain of having an infant 
daughter die in February 2018. Hannah, who had a rare but terminal birth 
defect, was stillborn. 

Staal never told most of his teammates any of that until after Hannah’s 
death, continuing to play and do his best amid the heartbreak. The 
respect level the Canes had for their teammate grew even more, and 
Brind’Amour named him captain before the 2019-20 season. 

Staal said he has his Penguins championship ring stored away — 
somewhere. He said he’s not “big into that stuff,” that it’s more about the 
memories that come with winning. 

“There’s no better feeling than to accomplish your lifelong dream with 
guys you love battling with,” he said. 

Staal did that in 2009. He’d love to do again, even if his playoff beard 
might have a gray hair or two. 
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Hurricanes-Bruins Stanley Cup Playoff series predictions: Here’s what 
people are saying 

 

BY JUSTIN PELLETIER, LUKE DECOCK, AND CHIP ALEXANDER 
UPDATED MAY 03, 2022 12:04 AM 

 

The Carolina Hurricanes and Boston Bruins will meet in the Stanley Cup 
Playoffs this week for the third time in four years. In those two previous 
meetings, the Bruins have been the end of the Hurricanes’ season. 

This year, the Bruins fell flat in the three games the teams played, with 
the Canes winning all three by a combined total of 16-1. Ouch. 

But, this is the postseason, and if Boston has proven anything in the past 
decade and a half, it’s that they always seem to find the energy for a run 
in the Stanley Cup Playoffs. 

Pundits and prognosticators from around the hockey world have started 
to weigh in on what they think might happen in this series. 

First, here’s what the books have to say: 

BETTING ODDS 

▪ According to DraftKings Sportsbook, the Carolina Hurricanes had the 
sixth-best odds to win the Stanley Cup at +1200. The Bruins were tied for 
seventh-best at +1400. The Avalanche lead that field at +350. 

▪ That same DraftKings Sportsbook shifted dramatically from the 
beginning of the season to the end — for some clubs. But the Avalanche 
were the favorite back on Oct. 12, as well, at +475. The Canes, before 
anyone played a game, were tied in 10th at +2500, while the Bruins 
came in fifth at +1300. 

▪ Carolina is favored to win the series by the slimmest of margins, with a 
betting line of -125 to Boston’s +105. 

Let’s turn now to people covering the Bruins — and hockey in general in 
the Northeast — on a regular basis. 

BOSTON/NEW ENGLAND MEDIA 

▪ Nick Goss, NBC Sports Boston 

In a story posted Saturday, Goss made the case that the Canes will be 
hampered by the injury to goalie Frederik Andersen. 

“The Bruins’ edge in scoring depth and slightly better defensive play 
should carry them to Round 2, especially if Andersen misses multiple 
games,” Goss wrote. Bruins in 6. 

▪ Nathan Fournier, Sun Journal hockey writer 

“With David Pastrnak and Hampus Lindholm back from injuries, the 
Boston Bruins have shown they are a well-balanced hockey team in the 
second half of the season. A key for the Bruins will be secondary scoring; 
Jake DeBrusk and Eric Haula have provided that lately. The Bruins have 
got solid goaltending from Linus UIllmark and Jeremy Swayman leading 
into the playoffs.” Bruins in 6. 

▪ Matt Vautour, MassLive.com sports columnist 

“If Frederik Andersen was healthy I’d probably be leaning toward 
something like Carolina in 6 given the regular season domination. 

“But the Bruins have gotten better since the earlier meetings, and the 
Hurricanes don’t have a goalie I’d trust. While I’m hesitant, I’m taking 
Bruins in 7.” 

▪ Evan Marinofsky, Bruins beat writer, CLNS Media Network 

I think this will end up being the closest, tightest series of the first round. 
As good as the Bruins have been in the second half, the Hurricanes are 
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deep and have been knocking on the door of postseason success for a 
while. 

It just feels like their year, especially given the Bruins have beaten them 
in two of the last three postseasons. They have to break through at some 
point, right? Hurricanes in 7. 

Next, let’s check out some national media predictions: 

NATIONAL OUTLETS 

▪ Greg Wyshynski, ESPN 

In his predictions, Wyshynski is effusive in his praise for the Canes. 
“They’re a better offensive team than Boston, full stop,” he wrote. 

But, he added, “they are not a better defensive team, and that’s where I 
think the series swings slightly in Boston’s favor. The Hurricanes 
generate a ton of shots. No one is better than the Bruins in limiting high-
danger shot attempts on Linus Ullmark and Jeremy Swayman. They’ll 
need one of them to be the best goalie on the ice in a couple of these 
games, and I don’t think that’s an outrageous ask. 

“I’ll take the Bruins here, as Marchand and Pastrnak — the fourth- and 
fifth-highest playoff scorers since 2015-16, incidentally — help prolong 
what might be pending free agent Patrice Bergeron’s last run in Boston. 
That said, this might be the biggest toss-up series in the first round.” 
Bruins in 7. 

▪ The Athletic 

Here, the outlet polled all of its hockey writers for their predictions, and 
gave readers the percentage of votes to win the series, and showed the 
percentage of writers who predicted which outcome, and by which game. 
Nearly 63 percent of their votes predicted a Hurricanes series win. A 
robust 37.5 percent said Canes in 6, with another 14 percent said Canes 
in 7. No one predicted a sweep, and of the 37.5 percent who picked 
Boston to win, none said five games, and most said it would go seven 
games. 

Carolina Hurricanes’ goalie Antii Raanta (32) hydrates during a time-out 
in the second period against New Jersey on Thursday, April 28, 2022 at 
PNC Arena in Raleigh, N.C. Robert Willett rwillett@newsobserver.com 

▪ NHL.com staff 

The staff at NHL.com has 16 writers who were tabbed to pick each series 
and their Cup winner. Of those polled, nine writers picked the Hurricanes 
to advance to Round 2, while seven picked Boston to win. 

Of those nine writers who picked Carolina to beat Boston, four — staff 
writers Tim Campbell, Tom Gulitti and Mike Zeisberger, and senior writer 
Dan Rosen — have the Canes advancing to the Stanley Cup Final. Only 
one, Gulitti, has the Canes hoisting the Cup. 

▪ Joe Pantorno, Tailgate Sports 

In his review for Tailgate Sports, Pantorno write: “Boston’s veteran top 
line will be combated by Carolina’s youthful attack, Pantorno wrote, 
headlined by Sebastian Aho (24) and Andrei Svechnikov (21), who 
combined for 67 goals and 150 points this season. In total, five 
Hurricanes skaters recorded at least 51 points. 

“Carolina is looking to take that next step as a legitimate Stanley Cup 
Final contender behind a defense and a penalty kill that has been the 
best in the NHL.” Hurricanes in 6. 

And finally, predictions closer to home: 

NEWS & OBSERVER JOURNALISTS 

▪ Chip Alexander, News & Observer beat writer 

While the injury to goalie Frederik Andersen is a concern, the Canes are 
the more balanced team and could be the hungrier team. 

Rod Brind’Amour keeps pushing the Canes higher and higher, and 
they’re determined to take the next step in the playoffs. Now, if they can 
just keep Brad Marchand from getting under their skin ... Hurricanes in 6. 

Carolina’s Hurricanes’ Jordan Staal (11) reacts with teammates Brett 
Pesce (22), Brady Skjei (76) and Nino Niederreiter (21) after scorIng a 
open net goal to secure a 4-2 victory over Winnipeg in the third period on 
Thursday, April 21, 2022 at PNC Arena in Raleigh, N.C. Robert Willett 
rwillett@newsobserver.com 

▪ Luke DeCock, News & Observer columnist 

My prediction on this series, were it to come about, was set in October. 
Even six games into the season, it was clear that whatever mojo the 
Bruins had over the Hurricanes was gone. 

Brad Marchand’s little automotive spat with Vincent Trocheck in January 
drove the point home: You don’t beef down. The once-ascendant Bruins 
knocked out the Hurricanes twice on the way up; the ascending 
Hurricanes will knock out the Bruins on their way down. Hurricanes in 5. 

▪ Justin Pelletier, Deputy Regional Sports Editor 

You’d think this was a hard one for me, being from New England, but a 
Carolina transplant. But my allegiance growing up was neither to the 
Bruins nor the eventual Hurricanes in Hartford. I like to think that gives 
me a more objective view here. 

The Hurricanes were, just by the eye test, among the best five teams in 
the NHL through what would have been the Olympic break. They 
retooled from a year ago, they’re fast, skilled, gritty when they need to be 
and have solid goaltending depth. 

But the past two months have been a bit more of a slog. The Bruins on 
the other hand have been streaky all season. They, too, are more than a 
one-line wonder, but I think their depth will have a hard time against the 
Canes’ four-line attack in the end. Also, even without Frederik Andersen, 
I think Raanta/Kochetkov > Ullmark/Swayman. It won’t be easy. Boston is 
dangerous and very capable of stealing this series. But I don’t think it 
does. Hurricanes in 6. 
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If Hurricanes truly have taken a step forward, Bruins a perfect playoff 
bellwether 

 

BY LUKE DECOCK UPDATED MAY 03, 2022 12:04 AM 

 

RALEIGH-Of course it had to be Boston, just like there was a time when 
it always had to be New Jersey — the Devils making springtime visits to 
North Carolina the way furniture buyers return to High Point. Hockey is a 
wild and weird and random game sometimes, but there are also these 
moments when history and rivalries seem to exert some weird cosmic 
gravity that keeps pulling teams back together. 

It just as easily could have been the Tampa Bay Lightning, and certainly 
there was a sense of inevitability there as well after the way things went 
last year. But there’s so much more baggage with the Bruins, it just feels 
right and just and proper that now that the Carolina Hurricanes are a 
regular playoff participant, they should be able to measure themselves 
against a regular playoff opponent. 

What’s different about this time around, Part III or Part IV or Part V or 
Part VII, depending on how deep your sense of historical perspective 
runs, is that just as the Hurricanes took a great leap forward this season, 
there’s no doubt the Bruins are dramatically different from the team that 
ended the Hurricanes’ playoff runs both longer (in 2019) and shorter (in 
2020) in recent years. 
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While the top line and the culture and the mentality are as strong as ever 
with the Bruins, there are fewer willing bodies even if the spirit is no less 
weak. Top players Patrice Bergeron, Brad Marchand and David 
Pasternak are as dangerous as ever, and the Hurricanes can assure 
disaster if they choose to observe the action from the penalty box, but 
Tuukka Rask and Zdeno Chara and David Krejci are gone, among 
others, and the Bruins are a skeleton of what they once were, albeit one 
still capable of posting triple-digit points in the Eastern Conference. 

There were already signs of that in the regular season. Normally, a 
statement like that would be followed by one like, “to the extent that 
matters,” but in this case it really does. Their first meeting, an 
authoritative shutout victory that saw them bounce Bruins around like 
bowling pins, felt like a message sent and a message received. 

At the least, it was the keystone of the strong start that set the tone for 
the 76 games still to follow. At the most, they turned the tables on the 
Bruins and their bullying. The Hurricanes never flinched in the face of the 
Bruins physically or mentally — or verbally, in the case of the automotive 
smack talk between Marchand and Vincent Trocheck. The Hurricanes 
had all the answers, on and off the ice. 

And they should: There’s nothing about the Bruins, at this point, that 
should be unfamiliar or intimidating. The Hurricanes are stronger, deeper 
and more experienced than this group has ever been entering a playoff 
series, especially with Sebastian Aho now firmly established as a 
postseason stalwart. Even whatever weird ex-spouse dynamic was going 
on with Dougie Hamilton and the Bruins is no longer an issue. 

Either opponent, Boston or Tampa, would have been a test. The 
Hurricanes should look at the Bruins as the perfect one. All of these 
dragons are going to have to be slain at some point for the Hurricanes to 
go farther than they have the past three years, and facing the Bruins right 
off the hop carries with it all that additional motivation and familiarity and 
history that makes playoff hockey great and creates the opportunity for 
good teams to prove they have become great. 

The Bruins taught the Hurricanes two lessons when it mattered. The 
Hurricanes finally hit back this regular season, when it did not. 

Now, it does again. 
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‘Experience is overrated’: Seth Jarvis and Antti Raanta challenge 
narratives in Hurricanes’ Game 1 win 

 

Sara Civian 03/05/2022 

 

Hurricanes rookie Seth Jarvis, who turned 20 on Feb. 1, couldn’t even 
conceptualize the Stanley Cup playoff experience a few weeks ago. He 
was asked what he thought it might be like in the midst of his season-
ending seven-game point streak. 

“I don’t know,” he said with a genuine laugh. “You tell me, dude.” 

That was the perfect response if you asked head coach Rod 
Brind’Amour. For weeks, Brind’Amour has been telling the media to ease 
up on the narrative that playoff experience is the end-all-be-all for a long 
Cup run. 

“I think experience helps, for sure, but I think it’s a little bit overrated in 
the playoffs sometimes,” he told us one more time after morning skate 
Monday. “I think the young guys don’t know any better, they don’t even 
understand how big the moment is. Sometimes when you’ve been 
through it enough, it can be overwhelming at times because you know 
how important it is, whereas the young guys just go out and play. I guess 
it depends on how you want to look at it.” 

And listen, the veterans helped tremendously on the way to the 
Hurricanes’ 5-1 win at PNC Arena Monday. Both unsavory penalties 
aside, you saw exactly why they acquired Brendan Smith and Ian Cole 
when it came to the big hits, the blocked shots and the fishing of the 
would-be goals out of the net. 

But when we look back at this game, we’ll think of young Jarvis and all 
his unknowing glory. No moment has been too big for the kid who forced 
himself onto an already stacked roster out of training camp. 

“I don’t want to say it was a ‘wow’ factor, but it was ‘this kid is not a kid,'” 
Brind’Amour said when I asked about his first impression of his new first-
line staple. “There was something more there than I guess what we 
thought. We didn’t pencil him in, and then when we first see him compete 
with our guys at this level, you’re like, ‘Wait a minute, there’s something 
there. Let’s not push him aside here. Let’s make sure we give him a 
chance.’ We did, and he earned his spot here. I think that’s been a pretty 
smart decision.” 

The Canes started Game 1 shaky with a 9-1 then 14-4 shot deficit, but 
after the first half of the first period, they settled down. Then, they started 
to build something — in came a Sebastian Aho breakaway chance on the 
Canes’ trademark penalty kill, then Jesperi Kotkaniemi walked a few 
guys. They almost looked like a team that could run away with Game 1. 

And Jarvis didn’t know any better, so he scored Goal 1 of Game 1 16:28 
into the second period. 

“It just kind of made me reminisce on the beginning of the year, where I 
was and what my mentality was,” he said postgame. “To be here, I’ve 
been very blessed and I’m honored to be in this position and to be able to 
have success early.” 

“The kid looked fine,” Brind’Amour added, smiling. 

It was like the Canes spent the first period and a half asking permission 
to be the great team they’re capable of being, and the Jarvis goal granted 
it. Nino Niederreiter made the second goal of the game look easy two 
minutes later, and there was a newfound sense of authority that’s been 
elusive in recent postseason meetings with the Bruins. 

Nothing was more important than establishing that authority if the 
Hurricanes are to finally conquer the Bruins, and it started with the other 
Hurricane making his first playoff start: 32-year-old goalie Antti Raanta. 
Raanta, who refers to himself as the father of the Hurricanes’ “Finnish 
mafia,” is hardly a rookie in his ninth NHL season. He’d provided relief in 
five previous playoff games, but they were all irredeemable disasters 
long before he touched the ice. 

With Freddie Andersen out for Game 1, Raanta finally had the 
opportunity to start a playoff game and play it his way from start to finish. 

“I still remember my first year in Chicago. We went to St. Louis in the first 
playoff game, and I was backing up (Corey) Crawford, and at the time I 
was like ‘I couldn’t be there. That’s way too loud and way too physical,'” 
he said postgame. “But as the years go by and you’ve been able to be in 
those situations as a backup, you see what it takes. Obviously, I got a 
couple games under my belt, just haven’t gotten the start. It’s a big thing 
to get that first one. … It was awesome.” 

Raanta made 35 saves and survived three penalty kills, but his standout 
feat was keeping the Hurricanes alive and unscathed enough to build a 
win through that first period and making sure they held on during ugly 
parts of the third. 

According to Natural Stat Trick, the Bruins held an overall 53.85 percent 
edge in Corsi at five-on-five, dominating puck possession in the 
beginning of the first period and much of the third. They also held a 36-25 
shot advantage. There was no way around it — Raanta had to be great 
to win this game and to win a deeper-seeded trust that he can be the 
guy. 

“He was definitely huge for us,” Niederreiter said. “They had a lot of shots 
on net, and there’s obviously things that we can get a lot better at. 
Obviously, he stood on his head, which helped us get the win.” 
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I’m not saying the Hurricanes delivered a perfect performance — a 
careless clear and some dilly-dallying behind the net led to a Taylor Hall 
goal early in the third. Lack of possession, especially early on, will be 
wildly problematic if it becomes a habit. The power play went 0-for-3. 

But one Hurricanes playoff rookie is writing the beginning of an enticing 
story, and the other is realizing he has a say in the way his ends. 
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Stanley Cup tiers: Anonymous GM, executives and scout rate every 
playoff team 

 

Sean Shapiro, Harman Dayal 02/05/2022 

 

There was a pretty clear divide between the haves and have-nots during 
the 2021-22 regular season. 

Sure, there was some drama for the wild card in the Western 
Conference, but across the NHL — especially in the East — there’s been 
a clear cut line for months of which teams would likely be planning for the 
postseason. 

“It was pretty straightforward,” one NHL executive said. “You could see in 
the East which eight teams it was from almost November. The West took 
longer, but really, you saw there were like eight or nine teams on a 
different level than the rest of the conference.” 

And now we get to separate those top 16 when the playoffs start next 
week. 

Speaking with five active NHL executives, four from teams in the playoffs 
and one with a team outside the playoffs, we asked them to separate the 
16 playoff teams into tiers from 1 to 5. With the 1s being the select teams 
that should be in “Stanley Cup or Bust” mode, down to the 5s, who 
should be just thrilled to get an invite to the dance. 

Let’s dive in. 

Tier 1 

Colorado Avalanche 

Average rating: 1 

Rating Colorado was one of the easiest exercises for our pollsters. 

“I feel like some teams you don’t need to even ask,” one NHL executive 
said. “And what else can be said about Colorado? They are the team to 
beat.” 

When it came time to nitpick, which we asked executives to do, they 
pointed at the goaltending, almost begrudgingly, as a reason the 
Avalanche might not have an advantage in a series. 

“I’m a Darcy Kuemper fan, but how many years has he been a starting 
goalie? Goaltending-wise they’re at a disadvantage against Minnesota, 
they’re at a disadvantage against Calgary, they’re at a disadvantage 
against Nashville, they’re at a disadvantage against L.A. The only team 
their goaltending is favoured against is Edmonton and Dallas. You could 
argue that Colorado is the best, most complete team in terms of forwards 
and D — they have superstars, grit, talent — and you can win without 
top-level goaltending but that’s the anomaly rather than the standard.” 

Another executive did point out that they were interested to see the 
mental fortitude of the Avalanche. 

“I’d pick them to win, they are picking themselves to win and they know 
what everyone else thinks about how easy it’ll be to paint this season as 

a failure if there isn’t a parade at the end of the season. That to me is a 
bigger piece of pressure than any opponent can put on Colorado.” 

Florida Panthers 

Average rating: 1 

The Panthers have proven themselves as the class of the league during 
the regular season, and were a unanimous Tier 1 selection for our 
panelists. 

“No doubt, one of the favorites,” one executive said. “Just such a deep 
team all around.” 

For the Panthers, the concerns from our panelists come with goaltending 
— which version of Sergei Bobrovsky will show up in the postseason? — 
and will the high-flying offensive showcase survive the more stifling 
postseason? 

“It’s going to come down to Bobrovsky, if he can do it, but they’re just so 
deep, they score so many goals. I think they’re a hungry team and they 
want to prove ‘We can win this thing’ and I think with the way they play, 
they definitely have the depth. The one area I would be concerned about 
is their defence. I’m not completely sold on their defence but it’s been 
solid all year — they’re not the big names — but they seem as a group to 
get the job done.” 

Florida pushed and battled with Tampa Bay last season, a series that 
one panelist marked as a learning moment the Panthers could use, and 
likely will use, as a building block heading into this postseason. 

“It’s hard to win until you’ve gotten close but that being said, they’re 
strong everywhere. Barkov’s as good as anybody in the fucking league, 
they add Giroux, they got Reinhart at the beginning of the year, 
Huberdeau. And then you look at Lundell as a rookie, Luostarinen on the 
fourth line. If Ekblad is back, they’re the favourite for me. If Ekblad isn’t 
that’s a pretty big hole, but I still think they’re good enough to be a Tier 
1.” 

Carolina Hurricanes 

Average rating: 1.2 

Our panelists love Carolina’s talent, speed and depth. Frederik 
Andersen’s status for the first round is unknown due to injury so that 
could throw a wrench into these ratings. 

“I love their coach, he gets the most out of every guy and they just play 
well as a five-man unit all the time,” said one executive. 

Another panelist said Carolina’s the most talented team he’s seen other 
than Colorado this year but that the Canes remind him a bit of Tampa 
Bay before they added size and heaviness that led them to the Cup. 

“Carolina’s problem — and it’s not quite the problem Toronto’s faced, 
maybe it’s the problem Tampa faced before they broke through — I’ve 
seen Carolina get pushed out of games this year. It took Tampa two 
years of not getting over the hump before they bring in Blake Coleman, 
Patrick Maroon, Zach Bogosian in a limited role. I don’t know why they 
wouldn’t have gone out and gotten a Nic Deslauriers. 

“This team’s going to be all about matchups, they need to avoid the right 
teams. If Carolina plays a motivated Boston team, I’d be worried. The 
Carolina dream matchups are Toronto, the Rangers and maybe 
Pittsburgh. They’re Tier 1 for me, but with an asterisk that the wrong 
matchup is a real problem.” 

Tampa Bay Lightning 

Average rating: 1.4 

The two-time defending champions are well respected, have the best 
goalie in the world, and even with some pieces moving on from 2021, the 
team is built to contend again. 
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“It’s a Tier 1 team, end of story,” one executive said. “I know they didn’t 
win the division or anything like that, but fuck, how can you pick against 
that team and the goaltending they have?” 

One thing that could hold up the Lightning, which multiple panelists 
mentioned specifically, is the fatigue of long playoff runs finally catching 
up to them. 

“Fatigue’s a factor and it’s already creeping up on them. They’ve got no 
real weaknesses — they’ve lost a couple of important guys — but it’s 
hard to overstate the fatigue. But Toronto’s a great matchup. They can 
just go there and skate and even though it’s a tough matchup talent and 
ability-wise, if they’re not getting involved in a (physical) war like the 
Florida series, that’s important.” 

“The only reason I’ve got them in Tier 2 is because I think they’re tired,” 
said another panelist. “They’ve played so much hockey over the last two 
years. Those guys they lost (Coleman, (Barclay) Goodrow, (Yanni) 
Gourde) were a big part of it. With that said, what if they say ‘we can do 
something special, catch a second wind and take off.’ I still think they’ve 
got the best goalie in the world because he’s proved it in the playoffs 
along with Hedman, and the core.” 

Tier 2 

Calgary Flames 

Average rating: 1.6 

Trading for Tyler Toffoli and getting it done earlier in the season, not 
waiting for the deadline, impressed some pollsters who believe the 
Flames have a real chance to break Canada’s long Cup drought. 

“Many times, teams make a big trade or add a guy at the deadline and 
have waited to do so,” one executive said. “Calgary said, ‘fuck it, we are 
going to set the bar,’ and they did with that trade. From that point on, you 
knew they would be a team to beat and with that division, I think the path 
is great.” 

Calgary also has facets that old coaches often love about with a potential 
Stanley Cup champion: size and grit. This only works well enough if the 
hulking defense corp is also quick enough. 

“Their defense is gigantic and that’s a huge positive. You look at that D, 
and you look at playoff hockey and how Tampa was built, you’ve got 
Hanifin, Gudbranson, Zadorov (as three huge bodies). But Gudbranson 
and Zadorov aren’t the most fleet of foot guys, it’ll be interesting to see 
them against a speed-based team.” 

Speaking of speed, there are some who look at Johnny Gaudreau as an 
X-factor. Will he fade against a heavier brand of hockey that inevitably 
starts in the postseason? 

Minnesota Wild 

Average rating: 1.8 

Trading for Marc-Andre Fleury boosted the Wild in the minds of NHL 
executives for multiple reasons. 

It was a statement type move, the one NHL GMs love to point to as an 
example of how they’ve gone “all in” for a group. And, of course, it was 
also an upgrade in goal to a goalie with championship and Vezina-
winning pedigree. 

“I liked them before the trade for Fleury, I wouldn’t put them in Tier 1, but 
I at least thought about it after seeing them with Fleury,” an NHL GM 
said. “That’s not a slight against Talbot, even though it might seem that 
way, but I think you need two goalies now to win.” 

Kirill Kaprizov drew rave reviews, in particular, for how unfazed he is by 
physical pressure. 

“Minnesota’s a team that’s grown on me. I didn’t realize how good 
Kaprizov was/ I have a new respect for how good he is. We tried to play 

him hard and he just doesn’t back away from that, he actually just plays 
better.” 

Tier 3 

Edmonton Oilers 

Average rating: 2.6 

This is a rating of teams, not players, but one executive quickly wanted to 
make it clear that having the best player in the world should make you a 
Stanley Cup contender and a Tier 1 for this exercise. 

“If I had the best player in the world, I’d better be one of the three or four 
teams that can win the cup every year … So the Oilers have to be a Tier 
1. That’s the expectation that comes with having Connor McDavid on 
your team.” 

Others don’t have nearly as lofty expectations for the team around 
McDavid. 

“This team’s really flawed. Their whole season rests on the fact that Mike 
Smith cannot be a 40-year-old for two months. Smith has shown the 
ability to get really, really hot in short sequences of the season when he 
hasn’t been hurt. So a) he has to stay healthy and b) those hot 
sequences have to be long, it can’t be like when he’s hot for four games 
and bad for four games because then playoffs are over for them. 

“Their D with Tyson Barrie, Darnell Nurse, Duncan Keith … I don’t see 
this team winning more than a round. McDavid and Draisaitl have not 
shown the willingness to play two-way hockey in their career yet. It took 
Tampa a long time to learn that and maybe this is the year they learn, but 
so far, McDavid and Draisaitl haven’t done what it takes to win in the 
playoffs.” 

There is an old narrative in the NHL that a team has to learn how to win, 
and one executive surmised that this is the postseason where McDavid 
and Draisaitl do just that — even if it doesn’t mean a championship this 
season. 

Toronto Maple Leafs 

Average rating: 2.8 

It might be surprising to see Toronto rated behind Edmonton — if only by 
the slimmest of margins — but this is where our panel weighed first-
round matchups heavily. Edmonton gets to play a Kings team with low 
expectations, while the Leafs will likely go toe-to-toe against the back-to-
back Stanley Cup champion Lightning. 

“It’s going to be the toughest road to make it, this is crazy,” said one 
executive. 

“I feel bad for Toronto. This year they could be great, lose in the first 
round and it’s not their fault,” added another panelist. 

In terms of the actual roster, there were pretty similar assessments 
across the board: an elite forward group, doubts about Jack Campbell 
and a question of whether Toronto’s two biggest stars can rise to the 
occasion. 

“They have so much talent up front, their goaltending’s a mess, bringing 
in (Mark) Giordano was good but they have a problem with toughness 
and heaviness. I don’t see how they get past Round 2 and they might not 
even get past round one with Tampa.” 

“I love Jack Campbell, but he’s not a playoff No. 1 for me,” said another 
executive. 

One panelist, who was most bullish on the Leafs, had a strong conviction 
that Auston Matthews and Mitch Marner are finally ready to be playoff 
stars. 

“They probably have the best player in the league right now in Auston 
Matthews. I feel like Matthews, Marner they’ve all taken a step in the 
physical side of their game and it’s not deterring these guys.” 
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New York Rangers 

Average rating: 2.8 

New York was just as divisive of a team as Edmonton. 

“That power play and goaltending is how you win playoffs,” said one 
executive who rated them in Tier 2. “Chris Kreider’s having an amazing 
year, Panarin’s as good as anybody in the league. You watch their 
power-play movement and they just score highlight goals every night and 
they just have a belief in themselves. If that power play can stay hot and 
Igor Shesterkin can continue playing this well, they’ve got a legit chance.” 

Some see the Rangers as a team with elite top-end talent and MVP-
calibre goaltender and think they can go on a real run. Others look at 
those same ingredients and see a team that’s far too dependent on 
Shesterkin, the Vezina favorite, and whose star players can be pushed 
around. 

“Fake. They’ve been leaning on that goalie all year. He was playing 
otherworldly, but when you’re stopping that many goals above 
expectation, it’s just not a sustainable model for success. To do that for 
28 games (for a full playoff run) — he’s got to do that four times out of 
seven in every series for them to have a chance. You can push Panarin 
out. You can push Zibanejad out. I think you can probably push Fox out. I 
think they can win a round but that’s it for me. I can’t see how they could 
beat Carolina, Toronto, Tampa and Florida.” 

St. Louis Blues 

Average rating: 2.8 

The Blues and Wild have been virtually locked into a first-round series for 
much of the season, and the Blues have had a decisive edge in the 
season series, but St. Louis doesn’t have nearly as many backers as the 
Wild when it comes to putting them into an echelon of a potential 
champion. 

“I haven’t loved their team as much this year. But they play well, they’re 
battle-tested, they have the guys that have won before. It’s going to come 
down to goaltending for me. I think with Jordan Binnington not going the 
way I thought, he might have lost the net, but the other guy (Ville Husso) 
has been outstanding.” 

Goaltending, either negative or positive, is the buzzword when it comes 
to polls like this. The other buzzword which GMs in particular love is 
experience or pedigree, and with a Stanley Cup championship banner 
raised in 2019 the Blues are always going to draw at least some respect. 

“They know how to win,” one GM said. “That can’t be overstated, they 
know how to win and they know how to win when they aren’t expected to 
win. That’s literally what happened in 2019. So while I see flaws with this 
team, I don’t see as many flaws as I saw in that 2019 team and that team 
won the whole thing.” 

Pittsburgh Penguins 

Average rating: 3 

The Penguins were close to a consensus when it came to tiers, with one 
pollster moving them up to Tier 2 and another dropping them to Tier 4. 

It’s a team with two generational players in Sidney Crosby and Evgeni 
Malkin, a goaltender that prompts some questions, and not enough depth 
to establish a ton of confidence. 

“For every reason you want to count them out you can also count them 
in,” one exec said, who had the Penguins as a third-tier team. “Do you 
want me to say a team with Crosby and Malkin won’t be in the mix? I 
have a hard time saying that, even if I think the East is too strong for 
them this season.” 

Another executive shared similar thoughts. 

“Tristan Jarry being the young goalie is going to be interesting, but it’s 
hard to count out Crosby, Malkin, Kris Letang. They still have that core 

group together and I love Bryan Rust. Jake Guentzel plays well. The road 
to get there for them is going to be a little more difficult. I’m just 
wondering if they have enough behind-the-top guys.” 

Boston Bruins 

Average rating: 3.2 

Our panel’s view of Boston followed a very similar narrative as 
Pittsburgh: Proven stars that nobody wants to count out (Patrice 
Bergeron, Brad Marchand, David Pastrnak), goaltending that has 
potential but gives pause and a roster that isn’t as deep as the East’s top 
contenders. 

“They’ve done so much better than I thought they were going to this 
year,” said one executive. “My question is after those guys (Bergeron, 
Pastrnak, Marchand), how does that group come through? I love 
McAvoy, I love Hampus Lindholm but it’s going to come down to Linus 
Ullmark and the supporting cast after the top guys.” 

Everybody agreed that Boston will be a tough out with legitimate upset 
potential. 

“They’re a hard team, they’re a heavy team. Their D is good, but a little 
small with someone like Matt Grzelcyk playing the minutes he is. Getting 
Lindholm was a big, big thing. I don’t think they can sustain it the whole 
playoffs but they can give teams fits for two rounds. If Swayman doesn’t 
let the pressure get to him like Jarry did a couple years ago, he’s a wild 
card. It’s a lot of pressure for a young guy like that, he’s handled it very 
well this year but if you’re facing Carolina, that’s tough.” 

Tier 4 

Nashville Predators 

Average rating: 3.6 

This is the tier where we get to older, experienced teams that have gone 
deep in the playoffs before but may not have the same oomph they once 
used to. Opinion was split on just how tough of a run they can give a 
contender in the first round. 

“Nashville’s a scary team, they can upset somebody. The goaltending is 
solid and they might have the best D core in the league,” said one 
executive — before Juuse Saros was injured on Tuesday and his playoff 
status became questionable. “And surprisingly their forwards have 
bounced back. With them, they could make some noise in the playoffs 
because they have great goaltending, they play good defense and their 
forwards have turned it around this year.” 

Others weren’t buying it. One of our panelists argued that Nashville 
doesn’t have the elite top tools to take games over that’s required to have 
success in the playoffs. 

“This team would be really lucky to win a round. I think they overachieved 
a little this year and I don’t know that they can find another gear once the 
playoffs start. You watch these teams that do really well in the playoffs 
and they raise their level of play once the playoffs start. I think Tanner 
Jeannot’s good but he’s topped out, I don’t know what more Mikael 
Granlund can do, what more Eeli Tolvanen can do, I don’t know what 
more Ryan Johansen or Colton Sissons can do. Matt Duchene is maybe 
the one who can raise his game the most. After Roman Josi, it’s just a 
solid, unspectacular D core.” 

Dallas Stars 

Average rating: 3.6 

Dallas is a divisive team when it comes to categorizing them. 

On one hand, the Stars are an incredibly top-heavy team offensively and 
have an unproven goalie situation. Two things that come up as red flags 
when it comes to slotting them in the playoff hierarchy. 

“What happens when the Joe Pavelski line gets checked out of a game? 
What happens when Jake Oettinger faces NHL playoff pressure for the 
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first time?” one exec said. “When that happens and I’ve just lost a lot of 
faith in Tyler Seguin and Jamie Benn. Will anyone else show up?” 

On the other hand, Dallas is a veteran team with a strong defensive 
corps. The roster was effectively built for playoff hockey as opposed to 
the regular season, which makes them a prime candidate to frustrate and 
potentially beat some of the top teams. 

“They are the only team in the West I think I would actually consider 
picking against Colorado. I’d still be picking Colorado, to be clear, but 
Dallas to me is the team style-wise and roster-wise that can knock off the 
Avalanche. If you can knock off No. 1 potentially you have to be taken 
seriously,” an exec said. 

Colorado and Dallas met in the playoffs in 2020 in the bubble in 
Edmonton, that past history, however, should be thrown out according to 
one pollster. The Stars won that series. 

“Dallas and Montreal — never in the history of hockey would either one 
of those teams have made the Final if COVID didn’t happen. They got 
lucky in a perfect storm of an incomplete season and a fake run to the 
playoffs. Kudos to Dallas for getting to the Stanley Cup Final, but it was a 
fluke, it was a one-off. You saw them last year, you saw them this year.” 

Washington Capitals 

Average rating: 4 

There wasn’t a lot of love for the Capitals. It’s not that our panel thinks 
Washington’s a bad team, it’s just that they look overmatched relative to 
the stacked field of contenders in the East. 

“Sometimes I watch them like, ‘Oh my god these guys are good, they just 
look like world-beaters.’ And then I’ll watch them the next week and go 
‘that doesn’t even look like the same team,'” said one executive. “They’ve 
got young goaltending (which is a concern). I feel like their year has been 
a bit of a roller coaster but they’ve still got Alex Ovechkin, Tom Wilson’s 
there so they can play that big, rugged style but I don’t like the matchups 
they’re going to have to play. Even in the last couple first rounds, I didn’t 
think they looked great.” 

One panelist, who rated Washington as Tier 3, said he had a good 
feeling about them but most felt the team is too inconsistent and loses 
too many positional battles on paper. 

“This feels like a throwaway year for Washington. They seem to have 
those years they just don’t seem to really care about the playoffs, and 
then use it as motivation in the next season.” 

Tier 5 

Los Angeles Kings 

Average rating: 5 

“Tier 5 should just be labeled the L.A. Kings Tier, right?” 

That pretty much sums up how our pollsters looked at the Kings, who 
surpassed nearly all expectations to be in the postseason in 2022. That 
includes internal goals — the Kings front office have been rather honest 
with themselves behind closed doors that competing for the postseason 
was a couple of seasons away with the expected timeline for the rebuild. 

It’s something that makes L.A. one of the most interesting teams in these 
tiers. They are by far the least expected to make any noise in the 
postseason, but also one of the most universally praised at the same 
time. 

“I didn’t think they were going to make the playoffs. I think it’s a huge 
accomplishment that they got in — I love Kopitar — I love some of the 
guys they have, but without Doughty, you just watch their D and they’re 
young, they’ve struggled down the stretch. The goaltending’s played 
really well this year but I just think on the back end they’re still young. 
And even up front, they had the one line with all the young kids so they 
have some young forwards that are still figuring it out. I just don’t think 
they have enough.” 

“All credit to them to even being in the spot that we are even talking 
about them, if anything I think it makes them even more dangerous. That 
team has zero playoff expectations, someone with nothing to lose, that 
can catch people off guard.” 
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List of Bruins fixes is short and simple after Game 1 rout: Scoring, 
scoring, scoring 

 

By Kevin Paul Dupont Globe Staff,Updated May 2, 2022, 11:50 p.m. 

 

RALEIGH, N.C. — The Bruins have some fixing to do, and in a hurry, 
after a 5-1 loss Monday night to the Hurricanes in their postseason First 
Night. 

Once again, much to the frustration of the Bruins, the Canes were faster, 
more opportunistic, and much better at figuring out the basic objective of 
the sport: Generating ways to put the puck in the net. 

Through four games this season, the Canes have outscored the Bruins, 
21-2. No one has had the Bruins’ number this season like them. 

The distant sons of the Hartford “Forever .500″ Whalers yet again scored 
first, and yet again never allowed the Bruins as much as one second of 
lead time. 

So, the quick, short list of “fix its” prior to Game 2 here on Wednesday: 
Better action around the offensive net. 

The list doesn’t end there, but it was clearly the No. 1 problem. The one 
they fix or go home. 

This is not a total shots issue. If that were the metric, the Bruins would be 
OK. They outshot the Canes, 36-25, but it did not translate to the 
scoreboard. 

In fact, with 12:36 gone in the first, the Bruins landed their 14th shot on 
Canes backup Antti Raanta, while the Canes had placed only four on 
Linus Ullmark. Had they been able to keep up that kind of attack, 
perhaps by just sheer volume of shots, the outcome might have been 
different. Perhaps. 

But the speedy Canes did not allow the Bruins another shot the 
remainder of the first. Then they struck for their two goals late in the 
second — 2:10 apart, by Seth Jarvis and Nino Niederreiter — with 
Ullmark having little chance of stopping either. 

Carolina's Seth Jarvis celebrates after scoring a second-period goal 
Monday night against the Bruins.GRANT HALVERSON/GETTY 

Jarvis made a tip near the right post on a Jaccob Slavin shot fired toward 
net from above the right-wing circle. Ullmark then didn’t get eyes on the 
Niederreiter shot from above the left-wing circle, with Jordan Staal and 
Martin Necas each parked near the top of the crease. 

As is so often the case at this time of year, they were not great scoring 
chances. But they turned into great goals — and a 1-0 advantage in the 
series. 

“If you’re standing in front, and the puck’s not arriving there, it’s pretty 
easy for them to push you out of the way,” said Taylor Hall, who had the 
lone Bruins goal. “So if we can get a guy there, and he gets pushed out 
of the way, and then another guy comes in and creates a hard setup for 
them to pick up in their D zone . . . it’s about hanging around there. I saw 
a lot of pucks that were really close to going in . . . can we get a guy 
there . . . can we get a guy that stays there?” 
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Long ago, in a boisterous league that no longer exists, the post-game 
talk for the Bruins would have been how to generate traffic by racing a 
forward or two, sometimes all three, into the crease and roughing up the 
goalie. 

If said goalie got knocked dizzy, well, too bad . . . but that was the plan. 
Games and series could turn on knocking the goalie for a loop. 

Such tactics in today’s NHL would lead to nothing other than power 
plays. Not to mention maybe a hearing with Player Safety and possible 
supplemental discipline. 

The Bruins have to figure an alternative method, which is to say they 
have to copy the Canes. They proved in Game 1, just by virtue of their 
total shots, they can get in there. Now, they have to find better ways to 
cash in those chances. 

It will means screens, tips, and better retrievals of the few rebounds that 
Raanta makes available. They need to be quicker, smarter, more 
calculated and efficient with their chances. 

“They’re like us,” noted coach Bruce Cassidy, encouraged by some of 
what he saw from his club. “Not many plays are going into the slot 
uncontested. We got Hall’s goal because we won the battle below the 
goal line [Charlie McAvoy and Erik Haula digging back there]. So we 
have to choose when to get pucks in there . . . when to funnel them, 
some action like that.” 

A good example, Cassidy noted, was a Nick Foligno attempt from the left 
half wall that ended up giving Tomas Nosek a short-range Grade A 
attempt with 14:25 gone in the second. If Nosek had cashed it, then the 
Bruins would have had the 1-0 lead. 

Only 2:03 later, Jarvis made the tip and the Bruins were back in familiar 
Canes country, plying uphill. 

“A good shot, we found the rebound,” mused Cassidy. “Bang-bang, it’s 
on net . . . he makes a good save . . . and we don’t finish.” 

The Canes grew more artful. After Hall’s goal cut it to 2-1 early in the 
third, Teuvo Teravainen put the win away when he finished a 2-on-1 
break against Brandon Carlo off a silken feed by Vinny Trocheck. The 
play generated out of the Canes end, off a shot by Hall from the right side 
that sailed over the net and rimmed around for a break up the right side. 

The Bruins also have to fix the power play. (This is a recording.) They 
looked awful with their final chance, the Canes denying them entry at the 
blue line at least four times. It was also the rare night when Patrice 
Bergeron was off at the faceoff dot. He won but 40 percent, while Staal 
pocketed 73. 

But above all, it’s scoring, scoring, scoring. They need it from anyone. 
They need it now. 

Or First Night could be the first step to a long summer. 
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Bruins start off on the wrong foot, lose playoff opener to Hurricanes 

 

By Julian Benbow Globe Staff,Updated May 2, 2022, 9:49 p.m. 

 

RALEIGH, N.C. — Bruins coach Bruce Cassidy believes he has a team 
that won’t overreact after one game. 

Playoff experience was on the Bruins’ side when they opened up their 
first-round series Monday night against the Hurricanes at PNC Arena. 

No matter how the scoreboard looked at the end of the night, they 
expected to be in for a long series. 

“I think you’re prepared to play the game and the adjustments come as 
you go along,” Cassidy said before his team suffered a 5-1 loss. “I think 
tonight at about 10:30, 11 o’clock, the coaching staffs on each side are 
going to be talking about, ‘OK, this is maybe the direction it’s going to go’, 
or it plays out like you think. But that’s when the tinkering starts. I think 
after each game you start thinking, ‘OK, they exposed us here, we didn’t 
see that coming. We’ve got to do something tomorrow.’ " 

The late-night film study for the coaching staff started as soon as the 
Bruins left the ice after the Game 1 loss. 

When Cassidy looks back, he’ll think about the opportunities the Bruins 
let slip away despite outshooting the Hurricanes, 36-25. Carolina goalie 
Antti Raanta, who had appeared in five playoff games, none as a starter, 
stopped 35 shots, including 14 in the first period. 

“Their goalie made saves,” Cassidy said. “And there’s some pucks 
around the front of the net we just couldn’t locate or take the right path to, 
but they were there. He’s paid to play, too, and he did a good job and he 
held them in the game early on.” 

In many ways, the Hurricanes played exactly how the Bruins expected — 
high-tempo, in-your-face, stick-on-puck. 

“They play a very particular brand of hockey and it’s been that way for a 
few years now and wasn’t anything that we didn’t expect,” said Taylor 
Hall, who scored the Bruins’ only goal. 

After a scoreless first period, the Bruins had a sense of control over the 
game. 

“That was the chatter on the bench in between the first and second, 
really solid road game against a team that plays well at home,” Hall said. 
“A lot of really good things. It was just can we create those second 
chances and can we hang around the net and get some bounces our 
way?” 

The Bruins got the scoring chances they wanted, outshooting Carolina, 
14-4, at one point in the first period and firing four shots on their first 
power play, but goals never materialized. 

“It just didn’t turn into anything,” Hall said. “And they kind of turned 
around on us.” 

The Bruins’ power play came up empty on three opportunities. 

“We can’t rely on our power play against the No. 1 PK,” Cassidy said. 
“But it does have to give us some juice.” 

Linus Ullmark gave up four goals for the first time since March 1. The 
insurance goal by Vincent Trocheck at the 16:59 mark in the third period 
added insult to injury when he fired a backhander from behind the goal 
line that ricocheted off Ullmark’s helmet and into the net for a 4-1 lead. 

Andrei Svechnikov had an empty-netter with 2:01 remaining. 

“I’m not faulting our goaltender for this,” Cassidy said. “We had some 
opportunities we need to finish as well like they did.” 

The third line of Trent Frederic, Charlie Coyle, and Craig Smith, which 
had been reliable for much of the Bruins’ surge since January, struggled. 

“That line had some chances but in general needs to be a little more 
connected,” Cassidy said. 

Smith appeared to be shaken up by two hits in the third period, going to 
the bench, but not the dressing room, and eventually returning to the 
game. 

The Hurricanes took control with a burst late in the second. 

The game was scoreless until 20-year-old rookie Seth Jarvis got them on 
the board with a deflection off a Jaccob Slavin one-timer at the 16:28 
mark. Jarvis, who scored 17 goals this season, got one in a 7-1 win in 
Boston in January. 

It didn’t take long for Carolina to extend the lead. 
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At the 18:38 mark, Tony DeAngelo found Nino Niederreiter at the top of 
the left circle. Niederreiter snapped a shot from 47 feet out past Ullmark 
to put the Bruins in a 2-0 hole. 

Hall cut the deficit in half, scoring from the slot off a pass from Erik Haula 
at the 2:53 mark of the third period. But Teuvo Teravainen made it a two-
goal game again a little over more than four minutes later. 

The Bruins have had recent success against Carolina in the postseason, 
knocking them out in 2019 and 2020, but the Hurricanes are a different 
team. Carolina swept the regular-season series and took Game 1 
convincingly. 

“I don’t think it was anything that we didn’t expect,” Hall said. “They do 
play a really good playoff style of hockey and I’m sure that they’re really 
looking forward to try and beat the Bruins. It’s been a couple of series 
now that hasn’t gone their way and they play playoff hockey. So it’s going 
to be a long series no matter what happened tonight.” 
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NHL puts emphasis on proper decorum when dealing with officials 

 

By Julian Benbow Globe Staff,Updated May 2, 2022, 7:40 p.m. 

 

RALEIGH, N.C. — It’s been nearly two years since Hurricanes coach 
Rod Brind’Amour was fined $25,000 by the league for criticism officials 
following a first-round playoff loss to the Bruins. 

The league also fined him a conditional $25,000 if he did it again. 

In November, Brind’Amour was fined $25,000 again for “inappropriate 
conduct” toward officials in a loss to the Capitals. 

The next month, agent Allan Walsh tweeted an excerpt from an NHL 
memo from October issued to general managers and coaches drawing a 
hard line on public comments about officials, making it clear that such 
behavior would result in an automatic $25,000 fine. 

NHL commissioner Gary Bettman said Monday that the emphasis on 
protecting officials has been effective. 

“There’s a line, and when you cross it, we hold you accountable,” 
Bettman said. 

Bettman said general managers and coaches in the playoffs were 
reminded of that message in a conference call over the weekend. 

“I reiterated that hockey operations, player safety, and the officials of the 
league are not supposed to be a punching bag — either because of the 
emotion of the moment, because you think something should have gone 
the other way, or you’re doing it for a strategic advantage. That’s not 
what it’s all about. 

“The game’s supposed to be played on the ice — and it is. Our officials 
do an incredible job. We have the best officials in the world in this sport. 
They have the hardest job and I promise you if we changed all 70 of our 
regular officials, the next 70 wouldn’t be as good.” 

Bettman said everyone should know the line. 

“You can obviously say you disagree with a call,” Bettman said. “We 
don’t have a problem with that. You can say I think he got it wrong. 
Beyond that that, you’re treading on waters that go beyond what’s 
appropriate.” 

Bettman was on hand at PNC Arena Monday night for Game 1 as the 
Hurricanes beat the Bruins, 5-1. He was booed by fans when shown on 
the video board. 

Starting off 

Sometimes series openers can be tone-setters. But in Bruins coach 
Bruce Cassidy’s experience, they’re normally the beginning of the 
feeling-out process. 

“I don’t think the tone gets set necessarily right away, personally,” 
Cassidy said. “I think it takes a while. There’s going to be physicality, but 
usually, a little bit of hatred develops as it goes along.” 

The Bruins are 57-51 all-time in the first games of best-of-seven playoff 
series. They’re 16-32 in Game 1s on the road. 

But since Cassidy became coach in 2017-18, they are 8-3 in series 
openers. 

“I can’t explain why we’ve been better in Game 1 than maybe the 
opponent,” Cassidy said. “I’d like to think we’re prepared, I’m sure 
[Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour] believes they’re prepared, and 
sometimes it’s just the way it works out. 

“Maybe that’s where experience does come in. We’ve been through it a 
little bit and guys don’t get too overworked about the result of Game 1.” 

The Bruins’ only road loss in a series opener under Cassidy was against 
Washington in overtime in 2021. Cassidy still remembers falling to 
Toronto, 4-1, in Game 1 of their 2019 first-round series. The Bruins won 
that series in seven games and went on to the Stanley Cup Final. 

“Our first game against Toronto, if I recall, was probably our worst game 
we’ve ever played in the playoffs,” Cassidy said. “So sometimes you 
don’t know. We were horrible at home. We lost I think it was 4-1, at 
home, and it wasn’t even that close.” 

Power restored 

The Bruins got out of their power-play rut just in time for the playoffs, and 
Cassidy considered it a relief. 

“It had gone on too long,” he said. 

The Bruins were 0 for 39 over a stretch of 12-plus games before David 
Pastrnak ended the drought in the third period of their win last week 
against Buffalo. Taylor Hall added another power-play goal for good 
measure. 

Some of the issues, Cassidy said, had to do with injuries and chemistry. 
But Cassidy said the power play needed to be better. 

Jake DeBrusk scored a power-play goal in the regular-season finale in 
Toronto, and Cassidy considered it a plus that both units were able to 
break out of the slump. 

“I think it certainly helped us, especially a run that we’ve never gone 
through here that long where we weren’t very good,” said the coach. “It 
wasn’t like it was bad luck the whole time. We really struggled to execute, 
but we picked it up.” 

The Bruins have bounced the Hurricanes from the playoffs twice in the 
past three seasons, and the power play has been a huge factor. They’re 
12 for 29 in nine games over the two series. 

This season, the Hurricanes allowed just 33 power-play goals, killing 88 
percent of the 276 power plays they allowed. 

“We’ve had success against Carolina in the playoffs over the years,” 
Cassidy said. “Will that continue? Who knows? But we know they have a 
great kill and you have to work hard to get pucks back.” 

Time to reset 

The empty-net goal that Brad Marchand scored in the last week against 
Florida allowed him to put an 11-game drought behind him. 

“It’s nice to get it,” Marchand said. “At the end of the day, it’s an empty-
netter. It’s not like it was a big goal or anything. But that’s how the 
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season goes sometimes where you could score 10 goals in 10 games or 
zero goals in 10 games. That’s why you play 82 games and not 10.” 

The slump didn’t bother him as much as it might have if he were younger 
and less established. 

“As long as the team’s winning, then you don’t feel that pressure,” he 
said. “It really doesn’t matter who’s scoring as long as you’re winning.” 

Marchand finished the season with 32 goals (his fifth season with at least 
30) despite the dry spell at the end of the season and also despite losing 
nine games between two suspensions. 

Cassidy was confident that Marchand wouldn’t carry anything from the 
regular season into the playoffs. 

“I think Brad will look at a season and there’ll be some highs and a few 
lows,” Cassidy said. “Offensively, didn’t end as well as he’d like to, but I 
don’t think that’ll bother him. 

“He knows that playoffs, everything sort of resets. It’s a different time of 
year. It’s a different animal. He’s been able to step up through his whole 
career, so I don’t imagine this will be any different. 

“I don’t think he’ll look back on this year and it’ll affect him one iota of 
going into the playoffs. He has to be one of our best players if we expect 
to win.” 
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Nick Foligno joined the Bruins for exactly this moment — the playoffs 

 

By Kevin Paul Dupont Globe Staff,Updated May 2, 2022, 7:14 p.m. 

 

RALEIGH, N.C. — The playoffs haven’t defined Nick Foligno’s career. 
His name isn’t on a Stanley Cup. Prior to Monday night here, in fact, the 
veteran forward’s name only appeared on 55 postseason game sheets. 

For a guy with 15 years in the NHL, and 1,021 regular-season games, 
the 34-year-old Foligno has barely dipped his toe into Cup play. Yet this 
time of year, when there are 16 games to win over two months, is why 
the Bruins hired on Foligno last summer as a free agent. 

When playing big games, it’s good to have as many gamers in the lineup 
as possible. 

“I believe in myself enough this time of year that, you know, when the 
details matter, when the game matters, that’s when I kind of rise to the 
occasion,” said Foligno, prior to the Bruins taking on the Hurricanes in 
Game 1 of the postseason. “I’m not going to put too much pressure on 
myself and say I’m some sort of playoff savior, but I like these games that 
mean something.” 

The Bruins knew they were not getting Foligno in his prime. He is not as 
fast afoot in the days he captained the Blue Jackets. He also isn’t the 
kind of top-six producer who can be asked, or expected, to put up 40 50, 
60 (or even a career-high 73) points a year. 

Truth be told, the Bruins thought they were getting more than the 2-11—
13 Foligno put up in the regular season. As the 82 games played out, 
though, he took up residence as a valued, dependable fourth-line left 
winger, paired with Tomas Nosek and Curtis Lazar, and the trio became 
a vital part of coach Bruce Cassidy’s attack. 

“I don’t want to look backwards,” Foligno said. “Obviously the regular 
season wasn’t great, but I still did a lot of things down the stretch that 
made me happy about my game — I think my game’s coming and I’m 
really about putting that game into the postseason. I’m healthy. I’m 

excited about that. And I believe a lot in this group, what we can do, and 
it’s just a matter of making sure I’m ready to do my role.” 

In a prior life, that would have meant Foligno delivering a big goal, pacing 
an offense, logging upward of 18-20 minutes or more among the top six 
forwards, filling a lead role on the power play. 

Not now. He is specialist, one with a pedigree for knowing what it takes 
to win at this time of year. The fourth line’s raison d’etre, especially vs. 
Carolina, is damage control, keeping the speedy forwards under control 
and off the scoresheet. 

Glamorous, no. Essential, yes, and a time of year when four losses over 
a two-week span will translate to going home for the summer. 

“He was physical, his puck possession on that line was good,” said 
Cassidy, noting how Foligno’s game improved late in the year on the 
fourth line. “In the playoffs, if you can have games like that, wear down 
their D, it has an effect over Game 1, Game 2, Game 3 … so that’s what 
we expect out of him, physicality, good puck management, O-zone 
possession time for the line … that would be ideal.” 

Voice matters, too. Foligno is not short of things to say, and that 
leadership, knowing the right thing to say and the right time to say it, also 
factored in the Bruins promising him $7.6 million over the two years of his 
contract. 

Captain Patrice Bergeron and his primo left winger, Brad Marchand, are 
the key voices in the room. They have the profile, the minutes and the 
points to fill that role. Foligno has pitched in, particularly during games, to 
relieve some of that pressure. 

“You would hope there are certain times in a game when he can help 
settle people down,” said Cassidy. “Or get them back in the right place. 
He’s been there and done it. Nick will have to do his part, especially if 
you’re not playing 17-18 minutes every night, then you want that add, 
that intangible. He’s done it all year for us and I would expect we’d hear 
more from him when we need to. " 

There will be only so many more playoff games, so many more chances 
for a Cup. Foligno had that top of mind when he considered contract 
offers over the summer. He liked the fit in Boston, even if he thought he’d 
be working higher in the order. 

The Bruins went to the Cup Final in ‘19, fell but one win short of a 
championship. Maybe, he thought, he could be a piece that helps 
complete the puzzle. 

“I think you have to,” said Foligno, asked if he’s allowed himself the 
luxury to think of what it would be like to end the season, both hands 
wrapped around the Cup. “Because I think it pushes you to doing 
whatever it takes to win. So you have to think about. That’s what drives 
me to get there. That’s why I wanted to be here. It’s a group I really 
believe in — we’ve given ourselves the chance now and it’s about doing 
whatever it takes to win. I really believe strongly in us.” 

The playoffs haven’t defined Nick Foligno’s career. After all this time, 
maybe now he can be part of the definition of the Bruins winning another 
Cup. 
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Carolina thumps Bruins in Game 1 

 

Steve Conroy 

 

RALEIGH, N.C. — When the Bruins beat the Carolina Hurricanes in the 
2019 and 2020 playoffs, the ‘Canes looked like a promising young team 
that just did not know how to win in the spring yet. 
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Carolina’s time may have arrived. 

The Bruins failed to capitalize on a dominant opening 10 minutes to the 
game and the Canes scored two late second-period goals to seize 
control of Game 1 of their first round playoff series, beating the Bruins 5-
1 and holding serve at PNC Arena on Monday. It was the B’s fourth loss 
in as many tries against the ‘Canes this year, with a whopping two goals 
to show for it. 

Seth Jarvis and Nino Niederreiter scored 2:10 apart late in the second to 
send the ‘Canes on their way while the B’s piled up shots — they held a 
36-25 shot advantage — but not enough second-chance opportunities. 
And those chances were there to be had, but the B’s just couldn’t get to 
them against the Carolina defense. 

“We always seem to outshoot teams, but what we can get away from us 
is getting people to the net and really making use of all those shots and 
creating seconds chances,” said Taylor Hall, the B’s lone goalscorer. 
“That’s going to be a focus for us.” 

In a scoreless first period, the Bruins were all over the ‘Canes in the early 
going, at one point holding a 13-4 shot advantage. They got an early 
power play when Brady Skjei shot the puck over the glass, and the B’s 
did have some chances but they could not beat Antti Raanta, starting his 
first playoff game after being thrust into action because of the lower body 
injury to Frederik Andersen. 

The best chance came when the PP was winding down and a Craig 
Smith shot trickled through Raanta’s pads, but Jake DeBrusk couldn’t get 
there to jam home the loose puck before it was pulled off the goal line by 
Carolina defenders and Raanta covered it. 

The Canes seemed ripe for the picking, especially with Raanta looking 
behind him on several shots. The opportunity, and perhaps the B’s best 
chance of winning, was squandered. 

“I don’t know if you could say we let them off the hook. Their goalie made 
saves, there were some pucks around the front of the net that we just 
couldn’t locate or take the right path to, but they were there. He’s paid to 
play, too, and he did a good job. He held them in the game early on,” 
said coach Bruce Cassidy. “(Carolina) is a team…that if you have the 
lead on, it’s an easier game for us if we get the lead. They play better 
when they have it. They’re made for that. They check well. It opens them 
up a little bit if they’re behind. It could have been an impact in the game 
for sure if we finish. We didn’t. It wasn’t from lack of effort. We were 
ready to play. We just couldn’t put anything in the net early on.” 

The B’s scored three power-play goals in their last two regular season 
games after going 0-for-39 on it. But it let them down again on Monday. 
They had three chances and they got progressively worse on each one. 

“We can’t rely on our power-play against the No. 1 PK, but it does have 
to give us some juice. I thought the first couple we did get some looks,” 
said Cassidy. “It’s been a challenge for us the last month on the power-
play. And those guys have to take a little more ownership of it. Those are 
out top guys. Hopefully they’ll be better at it Wednesday because we do 
have to get some life from it. Just because they’re the best PK doesn’t 
mean we can’t score on it. We’ve done it in the past in the playoffs and it 
certainly can be a weapon if we get it going.” 

After a couple of unsuccessfuil power-plays of their own in the first 
period, the Canes looked fully engaged in the second period. Ullmark 
had to come up with a terrific save when Teuvo Teravainen was alone in 
the slot for a hard snap shot. 

But the B’s were the first to blink when the game changed drastically late 
in the second. 

After Tomas Nosek (goal-less since January 2) was robbed by Raanta, 
the Canes got on the board with 3:32 left in the period, thanks to some 
productive grinding. After some great cycling by Andrei Svechnikov the 
puck eventually went out to Jaccob Slavin at the right point and he just 
snapped a shot toward the net that Seth Jarvis tipped past Ullmark. 

Then, the ‘Canes smelled blood. As the B’s were trying to change out 
their fourth line out for the first, Niederreiter used a Jordan Staal (whose 
line did an excellent job against the Patrice Bergeron) screen to beat 
Ullmark with a long wrist shot to give the ‘Canes a 2-0 lead with 1:22 left 
in the period. 

The B’s finally got on the board early in the third. Charlie McAvoy went in 
deep to win a puck behind the net. It squirted out to Erik Haula, who 
made a terrific pass out high to Hall for a one-timer that beat Raanta at 
2:53. And Hall nearly tied it on a wrister from the slot but he clanged the 
post to Raanta’s right. 

That was as close as the B’s could get. The ‘Canes regained their two-
goal lead at 7:02. Hall took a shot from the right side that missed the net 
and rimmed out on the other side. Matt Grzelcyk pinched down the left 
side side but could not get the puck and Vincent Trocheck took off on a 
2-on-1 with Teravainen against Brandon Carlo. Trocheck was able to get 
his pass past Carlo and Teravainen beat Ullmark with a high shortside 
wrister. 

Trocheck then snuffed out any faint hope of a comeback when he 
banked a bad angle backhander off the Ullmark’s helmet, a tough goal to 
allow. Svechnikov then added an empty-netter. 

Cassidy wasn’t ready to say who’d get the net for Game 2 but, while the 
fourth goal was a bad one, the coach at least sounded like he was 
leaning toward going back with Ullmark as opposed to Jeremy Swayman. 

“We’re not going to put anything on Ullmark. Whatever goalie’s in there, 
you’ve got to fight to find pucks and I think it was the same thing early on. 
Raanta was fighting to find them, there were some rebounds there, we 
just didn’t capitalize,” said Cassidy. “It could have went the other way if 
some of those have eyes early on. But they didn’t. Give them credit. 
That’s how they play. We’ll have to do a better job in lanes and Linus will 
have to work harder to find it as well. It’s the hand he’s going to be dealt. 
They’ve got some big bodies that camp themselves in front. That’s going 
to be the challenge for any goalie.” 

And whichever goalie is in net for Game 2, it would behoove the Bruins to 
give him more than one slim goal with which to work. 
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Bruins notebook: Brad Marchand turns page on regular season 

 

Steve Conroy 02/05/2022 

 

RALEIGH — Going into Monday’s Game 1, a long time had passed since 
Brad Marchand shot the puck past a goalie. 

Marchand did break an 11-game streak without a goal when the Bruins 
beat the Florida Panthers with he scored an empty-netter. That certainly 
helps, but he hasn’t scored a conventional goal since April 2 against 
Columbus, a stretch of 13 games. 

“It’s nice to get it. At the end of the day, it’s not like it was a big goal or 
anything. But that’s how the season goes sometimes, where you can 
score 10 goals in 10 games or zero goals in 10 games. But that’s why 
you have 82 and not 10,” said Marchand on Monday after the B’s 
morning skate. “But overall, as long as the team’s winning, you don’t feel 
that pressure. It really doesn’t matter who’s scoring as long as the team’s 
winning. Sometimes there are years when it may be a contract year or 
something when you might put more pressure on that stuff. But that’s not 
really how I feel any more about going through slumps and stuff. It 
happens and you’ve just got to work through it. So it was nice to get that 
one, but I wasn’t really concerned about it any point.” 
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While the goal-scoring hasn’t been there, Marchand’s game was coming 
on at the end of the season. He again led the team in scoring (32-48-80) 
and had points in his last four games (1-6-7). 

“I felt a lot better the last four or five games where I was,” said Marchand. 
“There’s a lot of stuff behind the scenes. You get picked apart with your 
game, but a lot of stuff going on behind the scenes and off the ice stuff 
that come into play with those things that you work though and work at. 
So come playoff time, when you’re playing for the Cup, you make sure all 
that stuff’s put aside and you’re focused on your job, which is what will 
happen here moving forward.” 

Marchand did not mention exactly what those behind-the-scenes 
distractions were but he and his wife do have a newborn at home. He 
also had to work his way back after sitting out for a six-game suspension 
in February. 

Coach Bruce Cassidy was not concerned about his alternate captain 
heading into the playoffs. 

“I think Brad will look at this season and there will be some highs and a 
few lows,” said Cassidy. “Offensively, it didn’t end as well as he’d have 
liked it to, but I don’t think that will bother him. He knows it’s playoffs and 
everything sort of resets, it’s a different time of year, a different animal, 
he’s been able to step up his whole career. I don’t imagine this will be 
any different, at least his mindset, whether it happens or not. Carolina’s 
going to have something to say about that. But I don’t think he’ll look 
back on this year and it will affect him one iota going into the playoffs 
other than he has to be one of our best players if we expect to win.” 

But Marchand had a rough night in the 5-1 Game 1 loss, as did everyone 
else on the top line. Marchand was minus-3 and four of his six shots 
were eihter blocked or missed the net. Patrice Bergeron, meanwhile, had 
a rough night in the circle, winning just 10 of 25 draws while being 
blanketed by Jordan Staal. Jake DeBrusk, meanwhile, could not get to a 
couple of loose pucks in the first period that, if he had, would have been 
goals. 

Wagner returns 

For a lot of Bruins fans, Chris Wagner was out of sight and out of mind 
after the scrappy winger was sent down to Providence at the end of the 
training camp. That’s where he’s been all season. But after delivering 11 
hits in 15 minutes of icetime the B’s regular season finale in Toronto, 
Wagner earned a spot on the B’s postseason roster. 

No one told him before the game that a promotion for the playoffs would 
be in the cards if he played well. But Wagner has been around long 
enough to know opportunities like that should not be squandered. 

“I thought I was just playing Game 82 and guys were resting and that 
was it,” said Wagner, one of four healthy scratches for Game 1. “But 
obviously in the back of my mind, I thought I might as well make an 
impression and not throw it away because you never know when you get 
to play another NHL game. And I definitely have a new appreciation for it 
after riding around on a bus for 70 games. I didn’t fully expect to be here 
today but I am and there must be a reason for it.” 

By all accounts, Wagner played the role of the good veteran soldier while 
he was in Providence. 

“I wasn’t going to go down and cause a scene or anything,” said Wagner. 
“Once I realized I was going to be down there for a while, I think I kind of 
embraced it and it helped me mentally get through it. Then I enjoyed 
hanging out with the younger guys and trying to teach them a few things. 
Some of the guys, they don’t listen so well. But overall, it was fun, great, 
and (Providence coach Ryan Mougenel), we’ve got a real good 
relationship.” 

While chatting in the hallway outside the visitor’s locker room at PNC 
Arena, it was hard not to think back to the night in which he may 
experienced a career high and an emotional low at the same time. Late 
in Game 4 of the Eastern Conference final, Wagner blocked a shot that 

broke his wrist. The B’s completed the sweep of the Hurricanes, but 
Wagner missed the Stanley Cup Finals. 

“Overall, that game was a good memory, aside from the last 10:37 or 
whatever when I blocked the shot. But it was still a great atmosphere and 
that whole year was something special,” said Wagner. 

High praise for Brind’Amour 

The B’s beat the Hurricanes in the playoffs in 2019 and ’20, but the 
Canes looked like a different animal this year in the regular season. 
Marchand gave high marks to the job coach Rod Brind’Amour has done. 

“Their coaching staff the last few years has started to implement a game 
and style that takes a few years to build and I think they finally got the 
personnel on board throughout their whole team to be able to play that 
way consistently each night,” said Marchand. “When you have a couple 
of guys who aren’t willing to do it, or don’t fit the system, then it takes 
time to replace them and you’re not going to be a dominant team until 
you can find them. That’s why good teams don’t always have the best 
players. It’s the best team. That’s what wins in playoffs. They started 
building that when Brind’Amour got in and with the work ethic piece and it 
takes years to build. I think this year was the year they got everyone on 
the team to be able to buy in and they got the right personnel. They 
compete. They enjoy competing. You can see they’re dialed in. I just 
think their depth now and the guys on the back end and all the way 
through their lineup. Not only are they skilled, but they’re competitive and 
they work. And they brought that work mentality to their group. This is the 
year they’re seeing the payoff.”… 

The B’s third line of Trent Frederic-Charlie Coyle-Craig Smith was not the 
presence that it was hoped to be, as it played much of the early going in 
its own end. Frederic in particular had trouble along the boards early on 
and, when they finally started to play a little bit in the offensive zone, they 
could not bury anything. Frederic and Smith had a 2-on-1 in the third 
period but Antti Raanta easily turned away Smith’s shot. 

“I thought they were too far apart most of the night,” said Cassidy. “When 
they had some good sequences, they were close together, supporting. 
We also had a 2-on-1 late with Smitty and Freddy. If we make the play 
they do (a Vincent Trocheck-to-Teuvo Teravainen goal that made it 3-1), 
who knows, right?” 
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Playoff matchups: Hurricane warning for Bruins 

 

Steve Conroy 02/05/2022 

 

If you ask any Bruin, they will tell you that what happened in the regular 
season doesn’t matter. The playoffs are a brand new season. Wipe the 
slate clean. 

They would say that, of course. In three meetings against the Carolina 
Hurricanes this year, the B’s went 0-3 and were outscored 16-1. 

But the talk of clean-slatin’ it from the B’s is not just wishful thinking. The 
Canes have not played the B’s as they are currently constituted. The last 
time they played, Brad Marchand was suspended and Patrice Bergeron 
was injured. And Hampus Lindholm was not yet a Bruin before the 
season series was concluded. The Canes will be seeing a much different 
Bruins team. 

On top of that, the status of the Canes’ Vezina Trophy candidate Frederik 
Andersen is up in the air. 
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Is all that enough to tip the scales all the way in the Bruins’ favor? Who 
knows. But those factors make this series a lot more interesting than the 
regular season would indicate. 

FORWARDS 

BRUINS 

Brad Marchand-Patrice Bergeron-Jake DeBrusk 

Taylor Hall-Erik Haula-David Pastrnak 

Trent Frederic-Charlie Coyle-Craig Smith 

Nick Foligno-Tomas Nosek-Curtis Lazar 

HURRICANES 

Andrei Svechnikov-Sebastian Aho-Seth Jarvis 

Max Domi-Vincent Trocheck-Teuvo Teravainen 

Nino Neiderreiter-Jordan Staal-Jesper Fast 

Jordan Martinook-Jesperi Kotkaniemi-Martin Necas 

THE SKINNY—The Bruins have improved their depth scoring. They’ve 
got nine players in double figures in goal-scoring, eight of whom are 
forwards. The B’s also have the best pure goal-scorer in the series in 
David Pastrnak. But the Canes take a back seat to no one in depth 
scoring. They have 11 players in double digits in scoring, 10 of whom are 
forwards. The B’s have done a pretty good job of bottling up Aho and 
Teravainen in the previous two playoff matchups but there are now 
weapons with which to be concerned. Svechnikov, now 22, is all grown 
up and can be a beast in the offensive zone. 

The B’s have created a physical third line that can control the puck in the 
offensive zone when it’s on. But the Staal line, which could draw the 
assignment against the Bergeron line, has been a very good two-way 
force and it also boasts a 24-goal scorer in Neiderreiter. The B’s have 
gotten solid checking out of their fourth line but not much offensive 
production. Kotkaniemi, pilfered from the Canadiens last summer, could 
be a wild card. 

THE EDGE — Carolina 

DEFENSE 

BRUINS 

Hampus Lindholm-Charlie McAvoy 

Matt Grzelcyk-Brandon Carlo 

Derek Forbort-Connor Clifton 

HURRICANES 

Jaccob Slavin-Tony DeAngelo 

Brady Skjei-Brett Pesce 

Ian Cole-Brendan Smith 

THE SKINNY—The Bruins not only have the best defenseman in the 
series, McAvoy may continue to get better before our eyes with what 
Lindholm can do for and with him. But it’s hard to ignore what the Canes 
have done defensively. They have the league’s lowest goals against 
average (2.44) and shots against average (28.2). The B’s finished fourth 
and third in those categories respectively. Slavin is one of best shutdown 
D-men while still contributing at the other end (38 assists). The offensive 
minded DeAngelo’s 51 points in 64 games is something few people are 
talking about. Skjei and Pesce are a formidable second pairing while 
Grzelcyk and Carlo, a little inconsistent as of late, can be very effective if 
they can get some positive momentum. Cole is a veteran of a couple Cup 
runs in Pittsburgh. In previous meetings this year, the Canes have done 
a good job of keeping the B’s out of the dirty areas of the ice, where 
playoff goals tend to be scored. 

THE EDGE — Carolina 

GOALIES 

BRUINS 

Linus Ullmark 

Jeremy Swayman 

HURRICANES 

Antti Raanta 

Pyotr Kochetkov 

Frederik Andersen 

THE SKINNY—This would have been a slam dunk category with the way 
Andersen played this year. He should be a Vezina finalist while the Bruin 
tandem of Linus Ullmark and Jeremy Swayman have zero playoff starts 
on their resumes. But Andersen suffered a leg injury on April 16 in 
Colorado and has not played since. Maybe he’ll make an appearance in 
this series, maybe he won’t. Raanta has looked fine in a back-up role 
(15-5-4, .912 save percentage, 2.45 GAA). But Linus Ullmark has made 
a marked improvement throughout the season, cutting down drastically 
on soft goals and giving the B’s a chance to win every night. 

THE EDGE — Bruins. Until further notice. 

SPECIAL TEAMS 

The Canes have this one locked up. They have the best power play in 
the league (88 percent) while the B’s have been good, not great at 9th 
(81.3%). On the power play, the B’s Sisyphean 0-for-39 skid dropped 
them to 15th in the league (21.2%) while the Canes are 13th (22%). We’ll 
see if the two PP goals the B’s scored in the home finale got them over 
the hump or not. 

THE EDGE — Carolina 

COACHES 

BRUINS — Bruce Cassidy 

HURRICANES — Rod Brind’Amour 

THE SKINNY—What Brind’Amour has built in Carolina is impressive. 
They’ve gotten better every year to the point where they are now a 
legitimate Stanley Cup contender. But Cassidy wins the scoreboard 
argument for now. They’ve faced each other twice and the B’s have won 
handily both times. 

THE EDGE—Bruins. 

THE PICK—Carolina in seven. B’s experience takes it to the brink, but 
home ice wins out in the end. 
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Bruins takeaways: Hurricanes jump on B's mistakes in 5-1 win in Game 1 

 

by Nick Goss 

 

The Hurricanes' dominance of the Bruins in the regular season spilled 
into the 2022 Stanley Cup Playoffs on Monday night when Carolina beat 
Boston 5-1 in Game 1 of its first-round series at PNC Arena. 

These teams were even for the first 35 minutes of the game before the 
Hurricanes scored twice in a 130-second span late in the second period. 
The Bruins never recovered, and it didn't help that their power play 
struggles from April showed up again. 
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Bruins goalie Linus Ullmark allowed four goals in his first career playoff 
start. He didn't play horribly, but the Hurricanes' fourth goal, scored by 
Vincent Trocheck, was a pretty bad one for Boston's netminder to give 
up. 

The B's are now 0-4-0 versus Carolina this season. They'll try to turn the 
tide and steal home ice advantage Wednesday night in Game 2. 

But first, here are three takeaways from Bruins-Hurricanes Game 1. 

1) Lack of finish 

The Bruins had plenty of good scoring chances in this game, they just 
couldn't finish.  

One of their best opportunities came early in the first period when 'Canes 
defenseman Brendan Smith got just enough of his stuck on the puck to 
push it off the goal line and prevent B's right winger Jake DeBrusk from 
scoring. 

Taylor Hall finally got the Bruins on the board early in the third period with 
a shot from the blue line that somehow found its way to the back of the 
net. 

Boston generated 29 scoring chances (24 at 5-on-5) and 15 high-danger 
chances (11 at 5-on-5). The B's also held a 36-25 edge in shots on net 
(30-19 at 5-on-5). They drove puck possession at a decent enough rate 
and created a good amount of chances, but that final effort was absent.  

The Bruins have now played four games versus the Hurricanes in 2021-
22, including the three-game regular season series. They've scored only 
two goals in those 240 minutes of action, and only one (Hall's tally) has 
come at 5-on-5. 

The Hurricanes are a great defensive team. They ranked No. 1 in shot 
attempts against, No. 4 in scoring chances against and No. 2 in goals 
against at 5-on-5 in the regular season. It's not going to be easy for the 
Bruins to score in this series, which is why power play improvement is so 
important for them (more on that below). 

2) Bad pinch ruins Boston's momentum 

Hall scored at 2:53 of the third period, and for the next five minutes, 
Boston had all the momentum as it pushed hard for a potential tying goal. 
Hall nearly evened the score himself after hitting the post on his next shot 
attempt. 

All of this momentum came to a screeching halt when a bad defensive 
mistake from Bruins defenseman Matt Grzelcyk sprung a 2-on-1 scoring 
chance for the Hurricanes. 

Grzelcyk made a bad pinch along the boards despite having no support 
behind him. The Hurricanes won possession of the puck and quickly 
went up ice toward Boston's net. Vincent Trocheck made a perfect pass 
to Teuvo Teravainen, who beat Linus Ullmark with a perfect of shot. 

These are the types of mistakes that absolutely ruin games in the 
playoffs. You cannot give a fast, highly skilled team like the Hurricanes 
Grade A scoring chances as the result of dumb mistakes in the attacking 
zone. 

3) Bruins power play still struggling 

The Bruins power play had an awful 0-for-39 slump in April that was 
ended in the penultimate game of the regular season against the Buffalo 
Sabres. 

Those issues with the man advantage re-surfaced in Game 1. The B's 
went 0-for-3 on the power play and tallied just six shots and five scoring 
chances. 

The Bruins went on the power play with 10 minutes left in the third period 
-- a great opportunity to get back in the game and/or build some much-
needed momentum. Instead, the Bruins had another dreadful power play 
during which they tallied zero shot attempts. Boston never even came 

close to getting a shot on goal during that two minutes. It was a deflating 
moment for the B's and pretty much sealed their fate. 

The Hurricanes, who had the No. 1 ranked penalty kill in the regular 
season at 88 percent, did a tremendous job preventing the Bruins from 
executing clean offensive zone entries. They also won the majority of the 
50-50 puck battles and broke up several B's pass attempts. At times it 
seemed like Carolina had five skaters on its penalty kill. 

Given how awesome the Hurricanes defend at 5-on-5, it's extra 
imperative that the Bruins cash in on some of these power play 
opportunities. 
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Bruins notes: Failing to score early cost B's in Game 1 loss to Hurricanes 

 

Nick Goss6 

 

The Boston Bruins had plenty of chances to score the first goal and 
dictate the way Game 1 of their first-round playoff series was going to be 
played, but they just couldn't put anything past Carolina Hurricanes 
goalie Antti Raanta on Monday night. 

The Bruins came out flying to start and nearly scored early in the first 
period when Jake DeBrusk tried to pounce on a loose puck inches from 
the goal line before Hurricanes defenseman Brendan Smith cleared the 
danger. 

The Bruins had a 9-1 advantage in shots on net to begin the game. 
Raanta looked a bit jittery in the early going and gave up a few juicy 
rebounds. The first goal was absolutely there for the taking, but the 
Bruins failed to capitalize on any of their 11 scoring chances in the 
opening period.  

Sooner or later, Raanta was going to get more comfortable and the 
Hurricanes were going to break through offensively, and the floodgates 
opened late in the second period when Seth Jarvis and Nino Niederreiter 
both scored on deflections in front of the net to give Carolina a 2-0 lead.  

The Hurricanes rode that momentum to a 5-1 victory in front of their fans 
at PNC Arena. 

"Their goalie made saves and there were some pucks around the net we 
couldn't locate or take the right path to, but they were there," Bruins head 
coach Bruce Cassidy said after his team's defeat. "(Raanta) is paid to 
play, too, and he did a good job. He kept them in the game early on. 

"They are a team, where if you have the lead on them, it's an easier 
game for us. they play better when they have (the lead). They're made 
for it -- they check well. It opens them up a bit if they're behind. It could 
have impacted the game, for sure, if we finish (in the first 10 minutes). 
We didn't, but it wasn't for a lack of effort. We were ready to play. We just 
couldn't put anything in the net early on." 

The best way to win on the road is scoring early and taking the crowd out 
of the game. If the Bruins buried any of their many scoring chances in the 
first period, the final score likely ends up being far different. 

Carolina went 29-2-4 when leading after one period and 34-1-3 when 
leading after two periods during the regular season. When the 'Canes 
have the lead, they smother teams with an aggressive forecheck and by 
pressuring shooters at the point. Their physical style of play makes it 
hard to overcome deficits. 

Game 1 was closer than the score would indicate. The Bruins played 
really well for long stretches. They will continue to generate scoring 
chances at a good rate, but they have to fight harder to get to the net and 
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score some greasy goals. It's not going to be a pretty series from a skill 
standpoint.  

Here are some other notes from Bruins-Hurricanes Game 1. 

-- Both of the Hurricanes' first two goals were scored off deflections in 
front of the net. The Bruins did a poor job clearing traffic from the low 
slot, and as a result, Linus Ullmark was unable to track the puck well as it 
came in from the point. Defensemen have to move bodies out of the way 
or block the shot, and the B's did neither on these goals. 

Seth Jarvis scored his first career playoff goal to get Carolina on the 
board in the second period. 

Nino Niederreiter scored on a tip in front for the Hurricanes' second tally. 
A pair of Carolina players skated right to the top of the crease and faced 
no resistance from the Bruins. 

It's tough to win games when the opponent spends so much time 
generating scoring chances in and around the net. Just look at the 5-on-5 
heat chart below: 

-- The Bruins power play was absolutely terrible in April and at one point 
was in an 0-for-39 drought. The bad habits that plagued the power play 
during that stretch -- poor zone entries, sloppy puck management, not 
enough shooting, etc. -- were problems again in Game 1 as the B's 
finished 0-for-3 with six shots and just three scoring chances. 

"We can't rely on our power play against the No. 1 penalty kill, but it does 
have to give us some juice," Cassidy said. "I thought the first couple 
power plays we did get some looks. ..." 

"The third one was disappointing. Our entries, when we did get in, we 
mishandled some pucks or didn't execute once we got it back. It's been a 
challenge for us the last month on the power play. Those guys have to 
take a little more ownership of it. Those are our top guys. Hopefully 
they're better Wednesday because we do have to get some life from it. 
Just because they have the best PK, doesn't mean we can't score on 
them. We've done it in years past in the playoffs. It can be a weapon if 
we get it going." 

-- The Bruins going into the second intermission trailing was a pretty bad 
sign given how dominant the Hurricanes have been in third periods. They 
finished the regular season with 108 goals scored and just 63 allowed 
(fewest in the league) in the third period. Carolina's plus-45 scoring 
differential in the third period was by far the best in the league. The 
'Canes already are plus-3 in this series. 

Closing Time 

'Canes 3rd period goal differential 

-- The Hurricanes had the advantage in the faceoff circle, winning 56.9 
percent of the draws (37-for-65). 

Bruins center Patrice Bergeron led the league in faceoff percentage and 
faceoff wins in the regular season, but he was just 10-for-25 (40 percent) 
in Game 1. Boston and Carolina ranked No. 3 and No. 4, respectively, in 
faceoff percentage during the regular season. 

-- Game 1 was just the fifth playoff matchup over the last 40 years in 
which both goalies made their first career postseason start. 

-- The Bruins entered Monday with a 9-2 record in Game 1 of a playoff 
series since Bruce Cassidy took over as head coach during the 2016-17 
season. The B's actually won the two previous series in which they lost 
the opening matchup (2019 first round vs. Toronto and 2021 first round 
vs. Washington). 
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Talking Points: Same Old Story In Game 1, Hurricanes Beat Bruins 5-1 

 

By Jimmy Murphy 

 

RALEIGH – The Boston Bruins lost to the Carolina Hurricanes. …again. 

So much for the Stanley Cup Playoffs being a new season because there 
wasn’t much difference from the regular season in Game 1 as the 
Hurricanes, after a slow start, just took over and blew the Bruins away in 
a 5-1 win Monday at a rocking PNC Arena. After going 0-3-0 against the 
Hurricanes and being outscored 16-1 in the regular season, the Bruins 
are now 0-4-0 and being outscored 22-2 in their last four games against 
Canes team that appears poised to surge through them. 

Despite the fact that it must have felt as if they were walking into the eye 
of the storm with a thunderous ovation constant decibel levels 
reminiscent of a Bruins-Whalers game at the Hartford Civic Center back 
in the day, the Bruins actually outplayed the Canes in the opening frame. 
The Bruins out-shot the Canes 14-10, but five of those Canes shots 
came in the final minutes of the period. However, they had to be kicking 
themselves that they were still knotted at zero with the Hurricanes and 
clearly the Canes took that gift and ran with it. 

Seth Jarvis (16:28) and Nino Niederreiter (18:38) scored two goals in 
2:10. Boston Bruins winger Taylor Hall did cut the lead to 2-1 Canes 2:53 
into the third period but Teuvo Teravainen made it 3-1 Canes just 4:09 
later and that was all she wrote for the Bruins in Game 1. Hurricanes 
forwards Vincent Trochek (16:59) and Andrei Svechnikov (17:59) scored 
a minute apart to make it 5-1. 

Hurricanes goalie Antti Raanta was superb for the Carolina Hurricanes 
stopping 35 of 36 Bruins shots. On the other end, while his teammates 
didn’t exactly do their job in front of him, Linus Ullmark didn’t make the 
big saves when the Bruins needed him to. Ullmark allowed four goals on 
24 shots. 

GOLD STAR: In his first start ever in the Stanley Cup Playoffs, Raanta 
shined. He held the Bruins at bay in the first period and continually 
stopped any momentum the Bruins gained when they were trying to 
come back later in the game. This was also the first time that Raanta had 
faced the Bruins in 2016.He looked calm, collected and poised and if the 
Bruins, like many fans and media thought he was going to be the Canes’ 
sore spot, think again. 

Antti Raanta made 35 saves to backstop the @Canes to a win in his first 
career #StanleyCup Playoffs start.#NHLStats: https://t.co/PQl5KU4IFH 
pic.twitter.com/fWQYz0HmMm 

— NHL Public Relations (@PR_NHL) May 3, 2022 

BLACK EYE: Don’t be surprised if Boston Bruins head coach Bruce 
Cassidy breaks up the Matt Gryzelcyk-Brandon Carlo pairing for Game 2. 
The combo had a night to forget and at times treated the puck like it was 
a hot potato. Grzelcyk was a minus 3 and Carlo a minus 2. As the game 
went on, it was clear that the Canes were targeting them down low and 
had no problem clearing them out for second chances. The problem is, if 
Cassidy breaks that pair up, does he need to break up the Charlie 
McAvoy-Hampus Lindholm pairing? 

Top-shelf Teuvo   pic.twitter.com/kC27Jsbq71 

— Carolina Hurricanes (@Canes) May 3, 2022 

TURNING POINT: There were arguably two turning points so let’s say an 
A and B? The two quick goals by Jarvis and Niederreiter in the second 
period definitely changed the tone of the game and almost blew the PNC 
Arena roof off. However, the Teravainen goal just 4:09 after Hall made it 
2-1 Canes was a backbreaker. 

Nino Niederreiter makes it a two-goal game late in the second. 

Tough D-Zone coverage from the #NHLBruins (Lazar) here. 

2-0 #LetsGoCanes: pic.twitter.com/pGoUTqFwQL 
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— Blake Thorne (@_BlakeThorne) May 3, 2022 

HONORABLE MENTION: I must admit, I haven’t seen Hurricanes rookie 
Seth Jarvis play a lot this season but man is this kid a spark plug! His 
speed and tenacity are clearly infectious and the Canes got a keeper. 
Jarvis opened the scoring and then assisted  on the final goal for the 
Canes. 

First #StanleyCup Playoffs goal? Yeah, Seth Jarvis (@jarvy44) isn't 
going to forget this one.   

 : @espn   https://t.co/yU4VHxH6Fr pic.twitter.com/GEQxTHRsdI 

— NHL (@NHL) May 3, 2022 

BY THE NUMBERS: 0-4 – The Boston Bruins record against the 
Hurricanes in the 2021-22 regular season and in the playoffs so far. 

QUOTE TO NOTE: This quote tweet by my partner-in-scribe pretty much 
sums up that first period frustration: 

Bruce Cassidy on Game 1 loss where the B's had the better of the play 
early in the game: "There's some good to take from it, but you've got to 
finish off some of those plays. It wasnt from a lack of effort. We were 
ready to play. We just couldn’t put anything in the net early on" 

— Joe Haggerty (@HackswithHaggs) May 3, 2022 

With 20 years of experience (SiriusXM NHL Network Radio, 
ESPNBoston, NESN, NHL.com, etc.) covering the Bruins, the NHL, 
NCAA and junior hockey and more, Jimmy Murphy’s hockey black book 
is full of Hall of Famers, current players, coaches, management, scouts 
and a wide array of hockey media personalities that have lived in and 
around this great game. For 17 of his 20 years as a hockey and sports 
reporter, Murph covered the Bruins on essentially a daily basis covering 
their victorious 2011 Stanley Cup run and their 2013 run to the Final as 
well. Murphy has hosted national and local radio shows and podcasts 
and also has experience in TV as well. 
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Murph's Bruins-Hurricanes Game 1 Picks: Perfect Storm For Canes 

 

By Jimmy Murphy 

 

The Boston Bruins and the Carolina Hurricanes kick off their 2022 
Stanley Cup Playoffs Eastern Conference Quarterfinals series in Raleigh, 
North Carolina tonight and the regular season is any indication, a red, 
black and white storm could pick up fast at PNC Arena. 

The Boston Bruins (51-26-5, 107 pts), and their fans would be sorely 
mistaken if they let recent playoff success against the Hurricanes have 
any bearing on who they think could win this upcoming series. The 
Hurricanes (54-20-8, 116 pts), finished the regular season with the 
second-best record in the Eastern Conference, six points behind the 
President’s Trophy-winning Florida Panthers, and had the third best 
record overall in the NHL. More importantly, the Hurricanes have 
absolutely dominated the Boston Bruins this season going 3-0-0 and 
outscoring the Bruins 16-1 with the last meeting ending in a 6-0 Carolina 
Hurricanes win. 

Boston Bruins head coach Bruce Cassidy didn’t seem to be pre-game 
and that’s how his players better be approaching this game. 

“I’m not sure we did anything well against this team in the regular season 
so we’re not going to go too far back on that; we just didn’t play well 
against them” Boston Bruins head coach Bruce Cassidy acknowledged 
following his team’s game-day skate Monday. 

My BHN partner-in-scribe picked the Boston Bruins in six games for the 
series and surprisingly he gave the edge on the blue line to the 
Hurricanes defensive corps. Love ya Haggs, but have you watched this 
Canes team closely this season? I have and their blue line is far superior 
to the one-trick pony that is the Charlie McAvoy-Hampus Lindholm 
pairing. The Hurricanes got 41 goals from their defensemen this season 
and 201 points. The Bruins meanwhile got 25 goals from their blue line 
and had 103 points, with 53 of those points from Charlie McAvoy. 

In addition to the Canes’ superiority on defense, they’re just as deep up 
front where they, like the Bruins can roll three forward lines. That being 
said and as Haggs pointed out the Bruins do have more high-end skill up 
front with the likes of Brad Marchand, David Pastrnak, Patrice Bergeron 
and Taylor Hall. 

This game though and this series just has the earmarks of a team that’s 
due in the Hurricanes here and that’s why they’re my pick in Game 1 and 
in the series. 

Before we dive into my bets and score prediction for Game 1 Boston 
Bruins vs Carolina Hurricanes, hockey fans still have time to get their 
bets in. BetMGM’s current promo for new users has been updated so for 
those who are wanting to get in a risk-free bet can look into claiming it for 
the first round of playoffs because it looks to be a close game. 

Bets: 

Hurricanes -1.5 (+215) 

Over 5.5 (-115) 

Tony DeAngelo Over 2.5 shots (+146) 

Tony Deangelo to score (+400) 

Jake DeBrusk to score (+225) 

Prediction Game 1: Hurricanes 5 Bruins 2 

Prediction Series: Canes in 5 

With 20 years of experience (SiriusXM NHL Network Radio, 
ESPNBoston, NESN, NHL.com, etc.) covering the Bruins, the NHL, 
NCAA and junior hockey and more, Jimmy Murphy’s hockey black book 
is full of Hall of Famers, current players, coaches, management, scouts 
and a wide array of hockey media personalities that have lived in and 
around this great game. For 17 of his 20 years as a hockey and sports 
reporter, Murph covered the Bruins on essentially a daily basis covering 
their victorious 2011 Stanley Cup run and their 2013 run to the Final as 
well. Murphy has hosted national and local radio shows and podcasts 
and also has experience in TV as well. 
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Bruins Trying Put 0-3 Record Vs Canes Behind Them In Game 1 - 
Boston Hockey Now 

 

By Jimmy Murphy 

 

The Boston Bruins weren’t running or hiding the fact that the Carolina 
Hurricanes absolutely owned them in the 2021-22 regular season as they 
prepared for Game 1 of their Eastern Conference Quarterfinals series in 
Raleigh. 

“I’m not sure we did anything well against this team in the regular season 
so we’re not going to go too far back on that; we just didn’t play well 
against them” Boston Bruins head coach Bruce Cassidy acknowledged 
following his team’s game-day skate Monday. 
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The Hurricanes went 3-0-0 against the Boston Bruins this season and 
outscored them 16-1. The Canes beat the Bruins 3-0 in Raleigh on 
October 28, and then 7-1 on Jan. 18 and 6-0 on Feb. 10 at TD Garden. 

“I thought the game up here we did, it was a good hockey game, I think it 
was 3-0, they scored a couple that went in off our guys and it could’ve 
gone either way,” Cassidy recalled. “The goaltending was good; it was 
physical. …games at home we just weren’t very good, they were. So 
what I’ll take from those games is what they did and less about what we 
did. We just have to be better or we have no chance with the way we 
played them earlier in the year. We feel we are a different team than 
some of those nights, so I think that’s gone from our guys now.” 

The Hurricanes (54-20-8, 116 pts), finished the regular season with the 
second-best record in the Eastern Conference, six points behind the 
President’s Trophy-winning Florida Panthers, and nine points ahead of 
the Bruins (51-26-5, 107 pts). They had the third best record overall in 
the NHL. 

“They don’t mess around in their own end,” Cassidy pointed out. “It’s on 
and off their d-stick if they’re not wheeling and they’re supporting it quick, 
and they’re winning board battles. To me, it’s not rocket science to be 
honest with you. The teams that win board battles tend to be good 
hockey teams because a lot of the game is played there. There’s 
certainly some open-ice plays that every team makes but when the ice 
and the room gets smaller and tighter, those teams that win puck battles 
– usually they take place in the corners and along the boards – they’ll 
have more puck possession and more success, and that’s what thy were 
able to do against us.” 

With 20 years of experience (SiriusXM NHL Network Radio, 
ESPNBoston, NESN, NHL.com, etc.) covering the Bruins, the NHL, 
NCAA and junior hockey and more, Jimmy Murphy’s hockey black book 
is full of Hall of Famers, current players, coaches, management, scouts 
and a wide array of hockey media personalities that have lived in and 
around this great game. For 17 of his 20 years as a hockey and sports 
reporter, Murph covered the Bruins on essentially a daily basis covering 
their victorious 2011 Stanley Cup run and their 2013 run to the Final as 
well. Murphy has hosted national and local radio shows and podcasts 
and also has experience in TV as well. 
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Boston Bruins @ Carolina Hurricanes Game 1 Lines, Preview 

 

By Joe Haggerty 

 

Here’s your Boston Hockey Now Boston Bruins Game Day Stanley Cup 
playoff preview: 

Boston Bruins (51-26-5, 107 pts) vs Carolina Hurricanes (54-20-8-116 
pts) in Game 1 of their first round series with things at 0-0. 

TIME: 7:00 PM ET 

TV: NESN, Bally Sports 

The Boston Bruins are in Carolina readying for the Monday night start to 
their first round playoff series with Game 1 set for the PNC Center. The 
Bruins and Carolina Hurricanes will have now faced each other three 
times in the last four postseasons when the series gets started on 
Monday night with the B’s advancing in each of the last two meetings. 

It could be a little different this time around, however, with the Metro 
Division champion Hurricanes standing as the favorite in the series, and 
the Boston Bruins serving as the underdogs after entering the 
postseason as a wild card team. 

It’s a Hurricanes team that outscored the Boston Bruins by a 16-1 margin 
in their three regular season meetings this year, but one that the B’s feel 
like they’ll be more ready for the next time around in the postseason. 
Certainly, the numbers bear out that it’s going to be a tight series for a 
pair of hockey teams in the Boston Bruins and Carolina Hurricanes that 
play good defensive, benefit from good goaltending and score just 
enough on offense to be considered dangerous in a playoff series. 

“Strong team, obviously. They had their way with us this year. Some of 
that was a while ago and our team is in a much better place than when 
we played them earlier in the year,” said Boston Bruins head coach 
Bruce Cassidy, referencing the fact that the Bruins and Hurricanes 
haven’t played each other since mid-February. “We’re not going to take 
too much stock in that. We have had some success against them in the 
playoffs recently. Two different teams, so you can’t take too much stock 
in that either other than it builds some experience for you. 

“I’ve said it no matter who we got, Carolina, Toronto, last week New York 
was in the mix or even Tampa, they’re all good teams and have certain 
strengths. We expect Carolina to be a difficult opponent. They press, 
they’re a great skating team and they check well. We feel we can do the 
same thing, so it should be a great series.” 

The Bruins have announced Linus Ullmark as their starter for Game 1 
after he finished up April with an incredibly strong closing effort. Ullmark 
ended the season by ripping off five wins in his last six games and 
posted a 1.41 goals against average and .950 save percentage in seven 
games during the month of April, and essentially won any head-to-head 
competition with rookie Jeremy Swayman for which goalie would get first 
crack at the postseason. 

The Carolina Hurricanes will be going with backup Antti Raanta (15-5-4, 
2.45 goals against average and .912 save percentage) in his first Stanley 
Cup playoff start with Freddie Andersen injured and out of the mix to start 
the series. 

Boston Bruins Notes 

-Here’s a fun video to get all the Boston Bruins fans out there pumped 
about the Stanley Cup playoffs starting tonight. Some great cameo 
appearances in this one. 

It’s all of us.#NHLBruins | @MassGenBrigham 
pic.twitter.com/F56supJOOA 

— Boston Bruins (@NHLBruins) May 2, 2022 

-The Boston Bruins have added veteran Chris Wagner to the NHL roster 
for the Stanley Cup playoff run now that the salary cap is no longer in 
play. Wagner “earned his spot” with a strong regular season finale where 
he posted 11 registered hits and played a strong, spirited game that 
showed what he could still bring in a fourth line role if called upon. It’s 
something the Boston Bruins were pretty happy about across the board 
after Wagner played the good soldier role while saddled in the AHL for 
the entirety of this season. 

“[Wagner] was patient about things. Not happy about things. But a really 
good soldier and leader, which was important for our organization. He 
just asking me that if he’s playing well and his game is at the top of it, is 
he a part of moving forward? I’ve always told him that ultimately, coach 
decides the lineup,” said Boston Bruins GM Don Sweeney. “But that 
being said, if you’re playing your best, he’s going to put in the players 
that are going to help him win. Especially as the intensity ramps up and 
Chris can provide what he does.” 

–The Boston Bruins got a flurry of power play goals in the last couple of 
games during the regular season, but it’s difficult to ignore the 0-for-39 
stretch that the B’s power play endured for nearly the whole month of 
April as they’ll up against the NHL’s best penalty kill with the Carolina 
Hurricanes. The Canes killed 88 percent of the power plays that they 
faced during the regular season, a pretty daunting number. 

-Boston Bruins defenseman Mike Reilly will be a healthy scratch, a 
situation that has unfolded for the veteran defenseman intermittently 
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since Hampus Lindholm was acquired from the Anaheim Ducks at the 
trade deadline. 

Carolina Hurricanes Notes 

-Carolina Hurricanes forward Sebastian Aho continues to be the resident 
Boston Bruins killer with 10 goals and 16 points in 13 career games 
against the Black and Gold. 

–Pyotr Kochetkov will sit behind Annti Raanta as the backup goaltender 
with Freddie Andersen remaining out due to a lower-body injury. The 
Hurricanes expect Andersen to return at some point in the series, but 
there’s still no clear timetable as to when that might happen. 

-Andrei Svechnikov (Illness) and Martin Necas (rest) were both given last 
weekend off by the Hurricanes, but both forwards are expected to be in 
the lineup and ready to go on Monday night. 

-Ethan Bear and Derek Stepan are expected to be healthy scratches for 
the Hurricanes when they start out the series against the Bruins. 

Boston Bruins Lineup: 

Forwards 

Brad Marchand – Patrice Bergeron– Jake DeBrusk 

Taylor Hall – Erik Haula – David Pastrnak 

Trent Frederic  – Charlie Coyle – Craig Smith 

Nick Foligno – Tomáš Nosek – Curtis Lazar 

Defense: 

Hampus Lindholm – Charlie McAvoy 

Matt Grzelcyk – Brandon Carlo 

Derek Forbort – Connor Clifton 

Goalies: 

Linus Ullmark 

Jeremy Swayman  

Carolina Hurricanes Lineup: 

Forwards: 

Andrei Svechnikov — Sebastian Aho — Seth Jarvis 

Max Domi — Vincent Trocheck — Teuvo Teravainen 

Nino Niederreiter — Derek Stepan — Jesper Fast 

Jordan Martinook — Jesperi Kotkaniemi — Martin Necas 

Defensemen: 

Jaccob Slavin — Tony DeAngelo 

Brady Skjei — Brett Pesce 

Ian Cole — Ethan Bear 

Goalies: 

Antti Raanta 
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Tale Of Tape For Boston Bruins, Carolina Hurricanes - Boston Hockey 
Now 

 

By Joe Haggerty 

 

If we all go by the regular season meetings between the Boston Bruins 
and Carolina Hurricanes, then this series is going to be over pretty 
quickly. But as has been discussed several times in the last few days, the 
Bruins and Hurricanes haven’t played each other since mid-February and 
things are different now for both hockey clubs. 

Certainly, they’re different for the Black and Gold, gelled in the second 
half of the season and added a big-time piece in top pair defenseman 
Hampus Lindholm at the NHL trade deadline. He’s a game-changer on 
the back end for the Boston Bruins and changes just how adeptly the B’s 
will be able to handle Carolina’s high-pressure attack. 

That’s something the Boston Bruins are well prepared for after being 
outscored by a 16-1margin by Carolina in the three meetings during the 
regular season. 

“I think it’s their aggressiveness,” said Bruins captain Patrice Bergeron on 
what sets Carolina apart. “They’re on the puck. They play tight defense 
and they’re a fast team. They’re very aggressive. Offensively, they have 
great players. A lot of skills. But at the same time, they take care of their 
defense as well. They have good back pressure. It’s a great team that 
we’re facing.” 

  Patrice Bergeron on facing the Hurricanes in the first round : “They’re 
on the puck, they play tight defense, and they’re a fast team. They’re 
very aggressive…a lot of skills but at the same time they take care of 
their defense. It’s a great team that we’re facing.” 
pic.twitter.com/9qtscmOzaK 

— Boston Bruins (@NHLBruins) May 1, 2022 

With Game 1 set for Monday night at the PNC Center, here’s a side-by-
side comparison of the two clubs and a series prediction: 

Forwards: Carolina has high-end skill with 30-goal scorers Sebastian Aho 
and Andrei Svechnikov and good secondary scoring with Nino 
Neiderreiter, Vinny Trocheck and Teuvo Teravainen, and experienced, 
gritty two-way players in Jordan Staal and Derek Stepan. There were 10 
Carolina players overall with double-digit goals this season and some 
young complementary players like Jesperi Kotkaniemi and Jesper Fast 
that could be real X-factors in the postseason. The Bruins have the 
higher level elite talent with Brad Marchand and Patrice Bergeron still 
deadly on the top line, and David Pastrnak popping 40 goals teamed with 
Taylor Hall on the second line this season. This may come down to which 
team wins the battle of third and fourth lines, and that may give the edge 
to a Hurricanes team that’s got a lot of depth up front. Edge: Hurricanes. 

Defensemen: There’s no doubt that the Carolina defense is stout based 
on their top ranking in the league this season with 2.44 goals allowed per 
game. Jaccob Slavin (42 points and a plus-35) is a strong, two-way D-
man that’s perhaps still a little underrated around the league, and Tony 
DeAngelo has bounced back with a strong season where he’s kept things 
quiet. Brady Skjei, Brett Pesce, Ian Cole and Ethan Bear round out a 
strong group. But the Boston Bruins have the best defenseman in the 
series in Charlie McAvoy and they might now have the second-best 
defenseman with Lindholm as well. There’s a drop-off afterward in Matt 
Grzelcyk, Brandon Carlo, Derek Forbort and Connor Clifton/Mike Reilly, 
but McAvoy and Lindholm have the ability to control half the game on the 
back end. Without Lindholm, there’s a good chance that Carolina could 
have overwhelmed Boston with speed and aggressiveness as they did 
earlier in the season. But that shouldn’t be the case now with the silky 
smooth Lindholm. That’s a huge weapon in a playoff series for a team 
that finished fourth in the NHL with 2.66 goals allowed per game. Edge: 
Bruins with a slight one. 

Goaltending: This has the makings of a difference-making category in the 
series. On the one side, Carolina is forced to go with Antti Raanta 
because stalwart netminder Freddie Andersen is still out with an injury. 
Andersen, in case you missed it, was 3-0-0 with a .990 save percentage 
against the Boston Bruins this season and has shown the ability to steal 
playoff games in the past when he’s healthy and fresh. On the other side, 
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Linus Ullmark gets the Game 1 start after a strong April kick to the 
regular season and could split some time with Jeremy Swayman. There 
is essentially zero playoff experience between the two young goalies, so 
it’s difficult to say how either one of them would react in the Stanley Cup 
playoffs. If Andersen comes back, the edge goes to Carolina but that isn’t 
how the series is going to start the Boston Bruins should take advantage. 
Edge: Even. 

Special Teams: The Hurricanes and Boston Bruins finished 13th and 
15th respectively in the NHL on the power play this season, though the 
Bruins had a rough month of April where they went nearly an entire 
monthlong period without a power play goal. On the other end, the 
Hurricanes had the best penalty kill in the NHL while killing 88 percent of 
the power plays that they faced during the regular season. The Boston 
Bruins finished ninth with 81.3 penalty kill percentage and were pretty 
strong in that area all season as well. This isn’t a wide margin between 
the two teams, but it’s worth noting that the Boston Bruins power play 
has not been consistently functioning as well this season as it has in the 
past. In fact, the Bruins have reversed their 5-on-5 and special teams 
numbers over the course of this season. Edge: Hurricanes. 

Intangibles/Coaching: The Carolina Hurricanes are a hockey team with a 
core group that’s been together for a while, and their time is now after 
getting eliminated in the first few rounds over the last few seasons. The 
Boston Bruins are an aging group trying to squeeze as much as they can 
out of a team with a Stanley Cup window that’s closing while reloading as 
players like David Krejci, Torey Krug and Tuukka Rask exit the Black and 
Gold fold. The experience edge definitely goes to the Bruins, who lineup 
behind one of the best leaders in pro sports with Patrice Bergeron as 
captain. Bruce Cassidy is an experienced, successful head coach that’s 
been to a Stanley Cup Final while Rod Brind’Amour has the Carolina 
Hurricanes playing to his personality of fast, intense and fully willing to 
outwork their opponent if they’ll let him. Both teams are extremely well-
coached, though it should be noted that Brind’Amour hasn’t been able to 
push the Hurricanes to that next level as of yet. Edge: Bruins. 

Prediction: I’m going with the Boston Bruins in six games provided 
Andersen is out. James Murphy predicts the Carolina Hurricanes in five 
games. In the end, Boston’s best players rise to the occasion for one last 
playoff hurrah even if it becomes a short-term victory before a defeat 
deeper into the playoff run. 
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Eight observations from the Bruins’ 5-1 Game 1 loss to the Hurricanes 

 

Fluto Shinzawa 

 

RALEIGH, N.C. — The Bruins played well in the first period. They 
pumped 14 pucks on Antti Raanta, who was making his first career 
postseason start. They had their chances, from Craig Smith off the rush 
to Derek Forbort in the high slot to four shots on an opening power play. 

None of them went in. The Bruins paid for that shortcoming. 

“It is a team that, if you have the lead on, it’s an easier game for us,” 
coach Bruce Cassidy said. “If they get the lead, they play better when 
they have it. They’re made for that. They check well. It opens them up a 
little bit if they’re behind. Could have been an impact for sure if we finish. 
We didn’t. But it wasn’t from lack of effort. We were ready to play. We 
just couldn’t put anything in the net early on.” 

Observations 

1. Seth Jarvis made a nice play to deflect Jaccob Slavin’s point shot past 
Linus Ullmark for the game’s first goal in the second period. The problem 
took place at the other end. 

Taylor Hall charged around the Carolina net and tried to connect with 
Erik Haula in the slot. Perhaps Carolina’s No. 1 strength is close-range 
defending. In this instance, Sebastian Aho did his job simply by 
occupying the slot. Aho broke up Hall’s pass, which allowed the 
Hurricanes to transition the puck out of trouble and into the other end. 
This led to an extended O-zone cycle against a tired second line. 

“We separate and try to make a play into the slot,” Cassidy said. “They’re 
like us that way. There’s not very many plays that are going into the slot 
uncontested. We got Hall’s goal late because of that, but we won the 
original battle below the goal line and got them out from the slot. So 
you’ve got to choose when to put pucks in there and when to funnel to 
get those second chances.” 

2. The Bruins play zone defense. Their emphasis is between the dots 
and in front of the net. As such, they are vulnerable to soft spots high in 
the zone where they’re not instructed to pursue aggressively. On Jarvis’ 
tip, Slavin had enough time to put a puck on net before Hall could fill the 
shooting lane. 

Prior to Carolina’s second goal, Curtis Lazar hesitated to hand off Tony 
DeAngelo to Brad Marchand. Then when DeAngelo passed to Nino 
Niederreiter, Jesper Fast got enough of Patrice Bergeron to slow down 
the center’s approach. By the time Niederreiter was in his windup, 
Bergeron had too much space to travel to close down the lane. 

3. The Hurricanes were excellent at getting bodies in front of Ullmark. 
Jarvis and Andrei Svechnikov outmanned Hampus Lindholm prior to the 
first goal. Jordan Staal was in Ullmark’s kitchen on the second goal. 
Ullmark had no chance. 

4. Conversely, the Bruins were late to arrive in Raanta’s face for screens 
and collecting loose change. Slavin and Brady Skjei, in particular, 
defended the front of the net stoutly to keep attackers on the perimeter. 

“We always seem to outshoot teams,” Hall said of the Bruins’ 36-24 
advantage. “But what can kind of get away from us is getting people to 
the net, really making use of all those shots and creating second 
chances.” 

5. Hall’s goal at 2:53 of the third made it a 2-1 game. The Bruins had 17-
plus minutes to tie the score. But their rally crumbled after Hall’s off-the-
rush snapper rattled off the glass and along the left-side wall. With 
Charlie Coyle and Smith caught below the puck, Matt Grzelcyk pinched 
down the boards in hopes of extending the cycle. But Max Domi sealed 
off the wall to give the Hurricanes a two-on-one rush against Brandon 
Carlo. Teuvo Teravainen received Vincent Trocheck’s feed and beat 
Ullmark before the goalie could slide from left to right. 

“We were playing a good brand of hockey and we had a lot of time to get 
that second goal,” Hall said. “Those are real spots in the game you want 
to control. You don’t want to sell the farm with 15 minutes left in the game 
to tie it up. It’s a long game and anything can happen.” 

6. Carolina had the league’s best penalty kill (88.0 percent) during the 
regular season. The Hurricanes looked like a top-flight PK group in Game 
1. 

The key to their kill is their four-man resistance at the blue line. Their 
aggressiveness discourages power plays from gaining clean entries. The 
Bruins (0-for-3, six shots) learned that the hard way. 

Even when they advanced over the blue line, the Hurricanes had 
negated enough of their speed. It was easy for the kill to shift their 
pressure to where the Bruins went next. 

“They’re really stiff at the blue line,” Hall said. “When I say that, they 
stand up. They make you put it in. They make you put it to spots. And 
then they pressure where they think you’re going to move the puck to 
next. For us, it’s kind of a five-on-five mentality. If we can hold onto it and 
shake a guy, their pressure is so hard that there’s going to be some 
holes that open up.” 
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7. Trent Frederic had a rough Game 1. The No. 3 left wing had one shot 
in 10:52 of play. He was credited with just one giveaway, a low sum 
considering how regularly he bobbled the puck. 

“I thought they were too far apart most of the night,” Cassidy said of 
Frederic and fellow third-liners Coyle and Smith. “When they had some 
good sequences, they were close together, supporting. We had a two-on-
one late — Smitty and Freddy. Maybe if we make the play they do, who 
knows, right? It wasn’t a monumental difference in the teams. They made 
the plays when they needed to. So there’s some good stuff we’ll take 
from this game. That line had some chances. But in general, it needs to 
be a little more connected.” 

8. Ullmark (20 saves) made his best stop on a Teravainen one-timer in 
the second. He should be ready to go again in Game 2. 

“I’m not faulting our goaltender for this,” Cassidy said. “We had some 
opportunities. We need to finish as well as they did.” 
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Bruins’ Chris Wagner is back in the NHL and delighted about it: ‘I’m 
happy to be here’ 

 

Fluto Shinzawa 

 

RALEIGH, N.C. — Chris Wagner waited 81 games for his NHL 
opportunity. As Karson Kuhlman, Oskar Steen, Jesper Froden and Marc 
McLaughlin all received right-wing rides ahead of him, the 30-year-old 
veteran worried it was not meant to be this season. 

But on April 28, prior to the Bruins’ final home game of the regular 
season, the Walpole native learned he was needed the following night in 
Toronto. Wagner saw several of his teammates while taking a pre-flight 
COVID-19 test. The rest of his friends gave him a cheery welcome when 
he boarded the plane the following day. 

Patrice Bergeron, Taylor Hall, Erik Haula, Hampus Lindholm, Brad 
Marchand, Charlie McAvoy and David Pastrnak were not onboard, 
having been given the day off. The Maple Leafs kept Mitch Marner, 
Auston Matthews and John Tavares out of uniform. 

None of this mattered to Wagner. He was grateful for an opportunity he 
was not expecting. In 15:57 of ice time, Wagner recorded two shots and 
a game-high 11 hits.  

“Like my dad always says, just play hard, play your game, don’t try to 
think too much,” Wagner said of his intentions against Toronto. “I was 
more mentally prepared to do that on Friday instead of what I would have 
been from November or October. Just enjoy it, have fun. It was cool, 
walking in and playing at Scotiabank (Arena) instead of down at the Civic 
for a changeup.” 

After the game, management and the coaching staff had a decision. It 
wasn’t one they had always anticipated making. 

But the answer was clear. Wagner had seen an open door. He kicked it 
off its hinges. 

Buried for the year 

Wagner spent last summer as Jack Studnicka’s mentor and training 
partner. They worked out together at Foxborough’s Elite Performance 
Systems. They skated together at Warrior Ice Arena. They shared post-
skate meals at nearby restaurants. 

Wagner and Studnicka prepared to extend their partnership into the 
regular season. To their disappointment, they spent most of it in 
Providence. 

Wagner had experienced anxiety the previous year. The unexpected 
demotion took its toll.  

Wagner thought he might get a chance when Curtis Lazar, his fourth-line 
replacement, went down early with an arm injury. The call never came. 
Wagner was not on top of his game the first few months in the AHL. As 
the months rolled on, it became clear a promotion was not coming.  

So Wagner adjusted his thinking. He prioritized being a good example to 
Studnicka and the rest of the Providence youngsters. 

“I had to reset my mindset,” Wagner said. “Just focus on being down 
there and being present down there. Because the more you try to play 
games in your head and start thinking about what’s going to happen, 
that’s when you get into trouble. You get down on yourself or get down 
on the situation. It was around December, I was like, ‘All right, just focus 
on being down here and playing your game.’ I started playing way 
better.” 

The whole time, Wagner stayed in contact with Don Sweeney. The 
general manager explained the situation. The Bruins had better and less 
expensive options. They were saving $1.125 million by burying Wagner 
in Providence. 

“I consider us to have really good, open lines of communication,” 
Sweeney said. “He can ask me really anything. He knows I won’t go 
sideways with any of our conversations. He was patient about things. Not 
happy about things. But a really good soldier and leader, which was 
important for our organization. He just asking me that if he’s playing well 
and his game is at the top of it, is he a part of moving forward? I’ve 
always told him that ultimately, coach decides the lineup. But that being 
said, if you’re playing your best, he’s going to put in the players that are 
going to help him win. Especially as the intensity ramps up and Chris can 
provide what he does.” 

Opportunity arises 

In 62 games, Wagner scored 15 goals, third-most after Zach Senyshyn 
and Froden. By the end, Wagner was riding with Georgii Merkulov, the 
21-year-old signed as a free agent out of Ohio State. 

The whole time, Wagner thought of himself as more than a babysitter. In 
2020, he had zero goals and one assist in five games against Carolina in 
the first round. The year before, Wagner stepped in front of a Justin 
Faulk slap shot in the Eastern Conference finals. He still has the scar on 
his right wrist from the surgery he required to fix the break — a procedure 
that kept him out of uniform for the Stanley Cup Final.  

Other players may have treated Game No. 82 as nothing. It was 
everything for Wagner. 

At 5:06 of the first, Wagner snapped a shot on goal. Two seconds later, 
he wiped out Ilya Lyubushkin for the first of his 11 smacks. He played 
with the degree of desperation you would expect from a player with only 
one NHL chance to make an impression. 

“I was trying to show that on Friday by playing hard and doing the little 
things,” Wagner said. “If you’re down there for that long, you don’t really 
know if you’re going to get another shot. So you want to make the most 
of it.” 

Wagner will be a healthy scratch for Game 1. An injury may have to 
happen for him to get in uniform. He has at least placed himself in the 
conversation. 

“I’m happy to be here,” said Wagner. “Obviously I want to play. But at the 
moment, I’m happy to be part of the group and get to travel on a plane 
instead of a bus, which is nice too. Kind of forgot what that was like. I’m 
just grateful to be here and with these guys.” 
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Bruins’ Charlie McAvoy is optimized for an offensive explosion in the 
playoffs 

 

Fluto Shinzawa 

 

Bruce Cassidy values Charlie McAvoy for many reasons. Tops among 
them, perhaps, is McAvoy’s commitment to defense first, regardless of 
how many points his blue-line peers are scoring. 

As such, on April 23 against the Rangers, McAvoy was precisely where 
he needed to be when Hampus Lindholm curled back for a puck. McAvoy 
was below his left-side partner as the last defensive fortification between 
Linus Ullmark and a chasing Artemi Panarin. 

Before Mika Zibanejad or Frank Vatrano, the second forechecker and F3 
in the Rangers’ setup, could seal off Lindholm’s escape route, the 
defenseman released an outlet pass to Brad Marchand. McAvoy mashed 
the accelerator. Lindholm’s solo breakout freed up McAvoy to fly. 

“Charlie now knows he can get in a better position — attack mode — as 
opposed to supporting to beat the next two guys,” Cassidy said. “Now 
Hampus is skating right at the next two. Throws it up the left side. 
Charlie’s gone. We’ve got a four-on-two on one play. That’s what it does 
for Charlie, in my estimation.” 

By the time Marchand broke into the offensive zone, McAvoy was right 
behind the left wing as the fourth attacker. His arrival, puck reception and 
handoff to David Pastrnak allowed the Bruins to score a rush goal. 

“We come over the blue line,” Cassidy said. “Marshy hits Charlie. He hits 
Pasta. Easy open-net goal. That’s the difference that Hampus brings.” 

McAvoy has enjoyed complementary postseason partners in the past. 
Matt Grzelcyk helped express McAvoy’s offensive game. Zdeno Chara 
and McAvoy formed a muscleman duo. 

But Lindholm is the most complete three-zone partner McAvoy has had. 
It could help McAvoy explore the outer reaches of his 200-foot powers as 
Round 1 begins on Monday against the Hurricanes. 

“Certainly from Day 1, I thought it was really good,” McAvoy said of his 
collaboration with Lindholm. “As far as now, it’s more lingo on the ice. 
Certain things, whether it’s plays or calls or communication, where we’ve 
already grown a ton and we’ll continue to get better. I don’t even know 
how many games we’ve played — maybe five or six. It’s hard to say five 
or six games is a finished product, right? We’ve got a long ways to go. 
I’m just really excited for it all.” 

Previous partnerships 

McAvoy is designed for the playoffs. That much has always been clear. 
In 2017, the 19-year-old transformed from Boston University sophomore 
to NHL first-round kingpin in less than one month. It did not hurt that the 
biggest man in NHL history was holding his hand. 

McAvoy could not have had a better break-in mentor than Chara. The 
former captain reinforced McAvoy’s defense-first foundation. Chara and 
McAvoy served together for four postseasons. They compiled a 47.17 
percent goals-for share at five-on-five, according to Natural Stat Trick. It 
was a respectable sum given their mandate to stare down every top line. 

Their defense-first mission, naturally, suppressed McAvoy’s offense. In 
54 playoff games, McAvoy scored two goals and six assists during five-
on-five play. In comparison, Shea Theodore appeared in 61 playoff 
games for Anaheim and Vegas from 2017 to 2020. Theodore scored nine 
goals and 19 assists at five-on-five.  

Last year, with his old partner in Washington, McAvoy played mostly with 
Grzelcyk in the playoffs. They recorded a 54.55 GF% in 156:52 of shared 
five-on-five time. It was a significant plunge from their regular-season 
dominance of 74.07 GF%. 

McAvoy scored one goal and three assists in 11 games. It was his 
highest five-on-five total of his five postseasons. Grzelcyk’s puck-moving 
briskness may have contributed to this sum. 

Grzelcyk, however, is simply not equipped for positive outcomes against 
broad-shouldered opposition. The Islanders emphasized dump-and-
hammer repetition against Grzelcyk and his fellow left-siders. Also, 
Grzelcyk is not designed to shrug off a close-contact forechecker to 
initiate breakouts. 

Sprinkles of Chara’s and Grzelcyk’s strengths appear in Lindholm’s 
game. The ex-Duck skates well, wields an accurate stick and flexes his 
muscles when necessary in the defensive zone. He moves the puck, 
activates the rush and supports the attack. 

“Grizz has some of that,” Cassidy said of the puck-moving skill. “But 
doesn’t have the size and stature of what Hampus can do to shake that 
first guy. I think that’s the noticeable difference for Charlie, the offensive-
side attacks, where he’s not doing all the heavy lifting on the first touch 
on the breakout.” 

For McAvoy, this could mean his most offense yet. 

Babysitting is over 

Jamie Drysdale should be a very good NHL defenseman. The Ducks 
would not have taken him sixth overall in 2020 otherwise. 

But Drysdale was 19 years old for most of 2021-22. Part of Lindholm’s 
job in Anaheim was to make life as manageable as possible for his 
teenage partner. Running with a primetime horse like the 24-year-old 
McAvoy is something entirely new. In that way, McAvoy is getting a more 
complete version of Lindholm. 

“You definitely have to play a little different with someone who’s in their 
first year,” said Lindholm. “You have to maybe be a little more cautious 
and help him out a little more. Charlie’s a self-going train. He just does 
his own thing out there. All I have to do is focus on me and play to my 
best ability. We usually feed off each other pretty well.” 

The Bruins traded a 2022 first-round pick, second-rounders in 2023 and 
2024 and Urho Vaakanainen to Anaheim, primarily, for what could come 
starting Monday. Lindholm and McAvoy played together for 10 games. It 
would have been more had it not been for Lindholm’s lower-body injury. 

But 131:22 of shared five-on-five ice time indicates that their chemistry 
has been excellent despite limited reps. The Bruins outscored their 
opposition by a 12-3 margin (80.00 GF%) with Lindholm and McAvoy on 
the ice.  

“He wants to have the puck,” McAvoy said. “He wants to make plays 
when he’s breaking it out. He can be a one-man breakout. That allows 
me to certainly support on the other side of the ice when I have the 
chance to join.” 

One reason the pair is optimized for breakouts is both defenders’ closing 
ability. McAvoy likes to blast opponents off the puck. Lindholm is subtler 
but just as effective in puck separation.  

The trick will be for Lindholm and McAvoy to determine, at times, who 
stays and who goes after the puck. But once one or the other recovers 
the puck in the defensive zone, it does not take them long to hatch their 
escape. 

“I think you’ll see Hampus being a lot more assertive on trying to keep 
pucks alive than maybe Z was,” said Cassidy. “Z would more let the play 
come to him. Grizz is a little 50-50 there. So they’re going to have to 
figure that part out. Because Charlie likes to be aggressive too. You can’t 
have both of them staying up at the same time. It can lead to some risky 
situations.” 

It is not easy for opponents to disrupt McAvoy when he’s in full flight. The 
6-foot-1, 211-pounder is like a charging rhinoceros. Now, with Lindholm 
handling pucks, the light rarely turns red for McAvoy. 
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Lindholm has seen this before. In international play, the smooth-moving 
Swede has skated with dynamic right-siders like Erik Karlsson and John 
Klingberg. Neither has often declined opportunities to go on the attack.  

“It’s fun to play with a creative guy that wants to play,” Lindholm said. “I 
think it fits my game well. I like to play that way as well. Maybe a little 
more two-way and I can help out there. Maybe I like to break the puck 
out, take a guy on me and try to open up space for my partner and the 
other guys. I think it’s been working out well so far.” 

In the 2017 playoffs, Karlsson led all defensemen with 13 five-on-five 
points in 19 games. There is no reason McAvoy cannot approach a 
similar threshold. Everything points toward his best postseason output 
yet. 
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NHL Playoffs viewing guide: Where and how to watch playoff hockey on 
TV and streaming platforms in the U.S. 

 

Sean Shapiro 02/05/2022 

 

I’m gonna start this story with a simple plea. 

Please don’t shoot the messenger. I don’t work for Turner, Disney, or the 
respective regional sports network that covers your local team. I have 
zero control over NHL or TV scheduling. 

Ok, now that we’ve established that fact, let’s get into your main 
question, “How and where do I watch NHL playoff games this year in the 
United States?” 

For a refresher, this is the first season of a new national deal in the 
United States with ESPN and Turner replacing NBC as the television 
home of the Stanley Cup Playoffs. It turned into a good deal for the NHL; 
viewership numbers were up, and both Turner and ESPN were rather 
happy with the advertising interest driven by the sport. The NHL also 
experimented with a TV deal that was heavy on the streaming element, 
where exclusive games were streamed only on ESPN+ and Hulu, which 
led to mixed reviews from viewers depending on their level of tech-
savviness. 

While we tried to tackle some questions before the season started, the 
questions persisted throughout the season via email and social media, so 
with the playoffs starting Monday night, it’s best to prepare you for playoff 
viewing. And like I said back in September, be sure to bookmark this 
story to tweet at others when they can’t find the game. 

Which networks do I need? 

If you want to watch every playoff game you’re going to need a television 
package that includes ABC, ESPN, ESPN2, TNT, and TBS. 

On opening night of the playoffs, for example, there will be 
doubleheaders on ESPN and ESPN2 with staggered start times. There 
will also be playoff doubleheaders on TNT and TBS later in the 
postseason. 

Through the first two rounds, games from a series could be on either an 
ESPN or Turner broadcast, while the conference finals will be exclusive 
to one network and the Stanley Cup Final will be on ABC this season 
before going to TNT in 2023. 

The first games of doubleheaders will take precedence if they go to 
overtime and continue to air, while the second game will start on an 
ancillary channel. In other words, you will not need to change the channel 
if a game goes to overtime. 

The ancillary channels are ESPNU, ESPNNews, TruTV, and HLN, so 
you’ll need to find where they are located on your channel guide because 
it will vary depending on your television provider. ESPN’s plan is to use 
ESPNU as the primary overflow for overtime situations, while Turner will 
focus on TruTV, giving you a reason to find the channel after March 
Madness. 

Ok, but what about ESPN+ and can I stream games? 

ESPN+ and Hulu exclusives were only for the regular season. All playoff 
games will be aired on traditional television. 

When it comes to streaming games, you need to remember the following: 

If a game is on Turner it’ll be available in the TNT or TBS app, and 
TNTDrama.com and TBS.com. The caveat here is that to view those 
games, you’ll need an account with a TV provider. 

An ESPN or ESPN2 game will be available in the WatchESPN app, and 
once again you’ll have to use your TV provider login to view. 

If a game is on ABC, it’ll be simulcast on ESPN+ as part of your ESPN+ 
subscription. 

ESPN+ will continue to house the replays of all games, no matter which 
network they initially aired on, as it did during the regular season. 

What about local coverage? 

Regional sports networks (RSN) still have broadcast rights in the local 
market in the first round, but there is a change from the prior setup with 
NBC. 

Under the NBC deal, games on NBC Sports would be blacked out in the 
local market and in-market viewers would be required to watch on the 
RSN. Starting this season the game will be playing on both the RSN and 
the national channel, like how NBA playoff viewing has been set up, 
meaning you could switch from watching the first period on TNT to 
watching the second period on your local RSN. 

After the first round, all games will be on national TV, and the RSNs will 
no longer carry them. 

What about NHL Network? 

NHL Network will not be carrying any games during the postseason. 
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A season-ending Top 16, plus a look back at the rankings, Gold Plan 
standings and more 

 

Sean McIndoe 

 

We made it. After seven months, we’ve reached the 29th and final edition 
of the 2021-22 weekend rankings. The season is over, the standings are 
set, and we know everything there is to know. 

Well, except for the whole “who wins the Stanley Cup” thing. We’ll get to 
that. 

First things first, let’s talk about Friday. The NHL wrapped up its season, 
or at least planned to, with a 15-game slate that was meant to be the big 
finale. It didn’t end up that way, partly because the Jets and Kraken still 
had Sunday’s makeup game to get through and mostly because none of 
the 16 playoff spots were on the line. You’d have been forgiven for taking 
the night off, much like several star players did. But if so, you missed one 
of the most weirdly entertaining nights of the entire season. 
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Let’s summarize. You had the Predators needing a win to avoid the 
mighty Avalanche, going into Arizona for the last game at Glendale and 
pummeling the Coyotes on the way to a 4-0 lead, and then 
incomprehensibly blowing it to lose 5-4 and provide this year’s “first-
round matchup that literally 100 percent of the experts will predict the 
same way except for that one contrarian guy” series. Nice work, 
Nashville. 

We had an EBUG playing for the Ducks, then casually revealing that he 
was blind in one eye. We had another goalie singing the national anthem. 
We had some bad blood and a potentially serious injury in Minnesota. 
We had the worst team in the league smoking the best team by a 10-2 
final because why not. We had a (possibly long-overdue) coach firing. 
And we had one final call from the legendary Rick Jeanneret. 

For a bunch of games that mostly didn’t matter, that’s a pretty fun night. 

OK, let’s get to the rankings. As is tradition, we’ll dump the top-five format 
this week and give you a full 16-team rundown of all the playoff teams. 
We’ve been mostly wrong all year, we might as well go out with the 
opportunity to be super wrong. 

First, some facts and figures. We finished the year with 12 different 
teams having cracked the top five, 11 more appearing in the bottom five, 
and nine who didn’t show up on either list. In a sign that I wasn’t 
completely out to lunch, this year didn’t see any teams pull off the feat of 
appearing on both lists, and I’m not sure anyone came all that close. 
Looking back on both lists, I don’t see anything that jumps out as a truly 
awful call, even in those dangerous first few weeks when it’s way too 
early but we do it anyway. 

Only one top-five team missed the playoffs, and that was the Golden 
Knights, who showed up a few times, although never higher than fifth 
after week one. That’s not a great call, but I don’t think we’re alone on 
misjudging the Knights (and before you say you saw it coming all along, 
remember I have your contest entries). None of the bottom five teams 
made it, although the Canucks at least made us pay attention down the 
stretch. 

Of the nine no-shows, the one that sparked the highest volume of, uh, 
constructive feedback was the Maple Leafs, who hovered in the top five 
discussion all year but never got an invite thanks to what many of you 
saw as transparent reverse-homerism. The Bruins also had a case on a 
few occasions, while the Kings, Predators and Stars all made the 
playoffs. I showed some restraint in keeping the Islanders out of the 
bottom five during their early struggles, and the Red Wings somewhat 
surprisingly never got the call either, along with the Sharks and the Jets. 

Just two teams held a top-five spot in every single week of the rankings, 
with the Panthers and Hurricanes being the only permanent fixtures. (The 
Avalanche, despite holding down top spot more than any other team, got 
a one-week timeout in early November.) Meanwhile, the Coyotes were 
the only consistent presence in the bottom five, holding down the one or 
two-spot every single week. Montreal didn’t debut until week three and 
then stayed all season, tying the Kraken for most bottom-five 
appearances by a team that wasn’t Arizona. 

On to the Top 16… 

Road to the Cup 

The five sixteen teams with the best chances of becoming the first 
franchise in three years to win a Stanley Cup that we have to admit 
probably counts. 

Last year, the NHL had already played a few playoff games by the time 
we did this, which made it a lot easier. Not easy enough for me to get it 
right, but at least I had the eventual champions in the top three. Also, I 
wrote that “Montreal isn’t my pick to come out of the North, but it’s not all 
that hard to picture it, and it wouldn’t even require anything all that crazy 
happening”, so… yay? 

A full 16-team ranking based on their chances of winning the Stanley 
Cup, two sentences per team, let’s do this. 

16. Nashville Predators – With a healthy Juuse Saros, they’re probably a 
few spots higher, and with a better matchup they’re at least not dead last. 
They have neither of those things, so they’re screwed. 

15. Los Angeles Kings – There’s no such thing as a team that’s just 
happy to be here, and the first-round matchup certainly isn’t terrifying. 
But while the Kings are a young team that’s gaining valuable experience 
here, it’s hard to imagine them winning more than a round or two. 

14. Dallas Stars – All Western teams so far, which confirms how top-
heavy the conference is. The Stars have a puncher’s chance against the 
Flames and the path through the Pacific is certainly better than the one 
through the Central, but a long run is hard to imagine. 

13. Washington Capitals – If they beat the Panthers, the onslaught of 
“You have to know how to win” takes will be horrific. Let’s just say I’m not 
all that worried. 

12. Pittsburgh Penguins – They’ve been my most confusing team all 
season long, and I’ll admit that Josh Yohe’s pessimistic view is pretty 
convincing. Still, the Rangers don’t feel like an immovable object, and I’m 
not willing to go too far out on a limb against Sidney Crosby and friends 
in what could be their last run together. 

11. New York Rangers – Igor Shesterkin will look like a .935 goalie and 
they’ll have a decent chance against anyone they run into, or he won’t 
and they won’t. That’s way too simplistic, but I’m not completely sure it’s 
actually wrong. 

10. Edmonton Oilers – This is higher than you thought, right? Maybe, but 
they’ve got the perfect first-round matchup to generate some momentum 
and confidence, and nobody wants to face Connor McDavid with 
something to prove. 

9. St. Louis Blues – If we went all Custance and did this in tiers instead of 
a basic ranking, there would be a big gap between ten and nine. That 
won’t be enough to placate Blues fans who’ll be furious that they’re not 
much higher, and they’re not necessarily wrong, but winning two road 
series in the Central is a big ask. 

8. Boston Bruins – Spoiler alert, but a whole lot of the so-called experts 
are going to pick them to upset the Hurricanes. I might be one of them, 
but when it comes to their Cup hopes, the question is whether Patrice 
Bergeron can make it through a two-month war of attrition. 

7. Tampa Bay Lightning – You could absolutely argue that the two-time 
defending champs deserve more respect than this. With Toronto and 
Florida looming, I’m just not sure who you bump them ahead of to get 
them back into the top five. 

6. Toronto Maple Leafs – See, Leaf fans, they were sixth all along! The 
pressure is immense, the team is arguably the best in the history of the 
franchise, the path out of the Atlantic is brutal, and they’ll either 
emphatically slay the first-round dragon by eliminating the champs or fail 
yet again in what could be the last chance this core will ever get, so no 
pressure. 

5. Carolina Hurricanes – The goaltending worries me and the Bruins are 
a very tough matchup. This might be too high, but I’m trusting Rod 
Brind’Amour here, maybe a bit too much. 

4. Minnesota Wild – They took care of business in wrapping up home-ice, 
and the sense of urgency should be high. Colorado in Round 2 will be a 
massive challenge, but they’ve known that all year and have built a team 
designed to give the Avs all they can handle. 

3. Calgary Flames – They’re clear favorites in the Pacific, and rightly so. 
The Oilers in Round 2 would worry me a bit because the long-awaited 
return of the Battle of Alberta would be bracket-shattering insanity, but 
since when have the hockey gods let us have nice things. 

2. Florida Panthers – The early plan is pretty simple: Take care of 
business against the Capitals and then sit back and watch the Leafs and 
Lightning bash each other into a pulpy, exhausted mess. Also, win the 
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Stanley Cup while having every game end 6-5 and save the NHL from 
itself. 

1. Colorado Avalanche – No surprise here, as I’ve had them in the top 
spot of my rankings for 14 weeks in a row. Dom has them at nearly even 
odds to come out of the West, which is stunningly high for the parity era 
and yet doesn’t really seem all that wrong, so the pressure is on for this 
team to finally break through and live up to the hype. 

Not ranked: Vegas Golden Knights – LOL. 

The bottom five 

The five teams headed toward the best lottery odds and a shot at Shane 
Wright. 

We don’t need to do a season-ending bottom five because the whole 
point of this section is to predict the final standings, and now we have 
them. The correct answer turned out to be: 5. Devils, 4. Flyers, 3. 
Kraken, 2. Coyotes and 1. Canadiens. Did I have that exact ranking even 
one time all season long? I did not. Look, I’m bad at this, I don’t know 
what else to tell you. 

But just for fun, let’s end the season of bottom-dwelling with the answer 
to a question I know a lot of you wonder about each year: What would 
the race for top pick have looked like if the NHL used the vastly superior 
Gold Plan instead of encouraging open tanking? 

The short answer, as always, is that we can’t know. The whole idea 
behind the Gold Plan, in which teams that are eliminated from the 
playoffs begin accumulating points toward the top pick (giving a head 
start to the worst teams but still forcing them to try to win down the 
stretch), is that it would change how teams behave. How many extra 
wins would each team get if they were actually trying? We don’t know, 
but probably at least a few, to go along with a massive increase in late-
season excitement. Instead, we have a system that makes rational fans 
have to think stuff like this. Ah well. 

All that aside, here’s how the Gold Plan standings would have finished 
based on this year’s final weeks: 

2021-22 Gold Plan standings 

Rank Team GP Record Points 

1 

Senators 

13 

7-5-1 

15 

2 

Sabres 

11 

6-5-0 

12 

3 

Kraken 

15 

6-9-0 

12 

4 

Coyotes 

16 

5-9-2 

12 

5 

Canadiens 

18 

5-12-1 

11 

6 

Devils 

15 

3-8-4 

10 

7 

Blackhawks 

12 

4-7-1 

9 

8 

Jets 

5 

4-1-0 

8 

9 

Sharks 

9 

3-4-2 

8 

10 

Red Wings 

10 

4-6-0 

8 

11 

Flyers 

15 

4-11-0 

8 

12 

Ducks 

8 

2-4-2 

6 

13 
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Islanders 

3 

2-1-0 

4 

14 

Blue Jackets 

4 

2-2-0 

4 

15 

Golden Knights 

1 

1-0-0 

2 

16 

Canucks 

2 

1-1-0 

2 

So the Senators’ annual late surge earns them Shane Wright instead of 
dropping their odds, the Canadiens losing nine straight in regulation is no 
longer a good thing, and Sunday’s Kraken-Jets matchup is huge because 
it determines the second overall pick and Winnipeg moves up from 11th 
to 8th, instead of barely mattering. But sure, definitely keep the status 
quo, wouldn’t want any excitement to seep into half the league down the 
stretch. 

And with that, we’re done. Thanks for another year of following along, 
demanding to know why your team isn’t in the top five, angrily insisting 
your team should be in the bottom five, tweeting at me to call me a 
coward, misunderstanding what the “not ranked” section means, and 
being completely confused about how a team that beat another team can 
be ranked behind that team. It’s fun, and I wouldn’t have it any other way. 
Can’t wait to start all over again in October, when it will be way too early 
but we’ll be doing it anyway. 
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NHL playoff predictions unplugged: A scout, coach and executive pick 
the first-round winners 

 

Eric Duhatschek 

 

If you like chaos, drama and unexpected twists and turns then your 
wishes were granted on the final full night of the NHL regular season. 
That’s when a full-fledged collapse by the Predators against the Coyotes 
shuffled the NHL playoff deck one final time. 

If this is what the 2022 postseason might look like, then buckle up. 

Annually, we reach out to a trio of long-time NHL personnel – a coach, a 
scout and an executive – who’ve all put in their 10,000 hours of watching 
and evaluating games to get their thoughts on what may lie ahead. 

Spoiler alert: Long-time NHL personnel rarely go out on a limb, or feel 
compelled to pick a wild upset. But there were a few surprises. Let’s dig 
in. 

Eastern Conference 

Panthers vs. Capitals 

The Panthers, who are trying to win a playoff series for the first time 
since 1996, have the No. 1 offensive team in the league, led by Jonathan 
Huberdeau, who finished second in the scoring race. Three other 
Panthers (Aleksander Barkov, Sam Reinhart and Anthony Duclair) also 
had 30 goals and Sam Bennett produced 28. Acquiring Claude Giroux 
from Philadelphia at the trade deadline was Florida’s most visible move 
and Giroux fit in seamlessly, with 23 points in 18 games. 

“You have to respect what Florida does offensively,” said the coach. “You 
watch them play — they don’t miss. A lot of other teams get the same 
scoring chances, and the puck doesn’t go in for them. When Florida gets 
those same chances, boom, it’s in the back of the net. Their first-round 
series last year against Tampa Bay was probably the most exciting of the 
playoffs – up-and-down the ice, run-and-gun. 

“My thing with Florida is: Can they outscore their defensive mistakes in a 
seven-game playoff series? On paper, their defense is pretty good – and 
they’ve been doing that without (Aaron) Ekblad, who’ll help when he gets 
back.” 

Washington, meanwhile, played the final week without Alex Ovechkin, 
out with a shoulder injury. If it ends up being a run-and-gun series, the 
Capitals cannot afford to be without the most accomplished goal scorer in 
the game. They will be the heavy underdog, but the coach said don’t 
sleep on the Capitals. 

“They went into Colorado a few weeks ago and it wasn’t like Colorado 
wasn’t trying, but they bullied them around. Washington’s a bit of a 
sleeper for me.” 

But not enough to eke out a victory. 

“Florida is having one of those magical seasons,” said the scout. 
“Regardless of whether Ovechkin plays, they will win.” 

Executive: Panthers in 6 

Coach: Panthers in 5 

Scout: Panthers in 5 

Consensus: Panthers advance 

Maple Leafs vs. Lightning 

Arguably the most intriguing first-round series, featuring the defending 
champs against a Leafs’ team that has shown far greater collective 
maturity than in the past. Part of Auston Matthews’ Hart Trophy 
campaign centers on his increasingly important defensive role. On paper, 
it could be a last-goal-wins sort of a series. Tampa Bay has had a good, 
not a great, regular season, but they only had a good, not a great, regular 
season last year. And there is that great Tampa Bay X factor – 
goaltender Andrei Vasilevskiy. 

“When I watch Tampa, there are times when they look disinterested,” 
said the coach. “But I also remember the Blackhawks, when they were in 
their Cup runs, some nights in the regular season they looked 
disinterested, but they also knew when it was time to dial it up. When 
Tampa’s engaged, they’re a completely different team. 

An under-the-radar factor to Tampa Bay’s success, especially in a 
match-up against Matthews, is Ryan McDonagh. 

“He’s a key guy there, someone who never gets talked about there, but 
they missed McDonagh when he was out, and he makes Erik Cernak 
better,” the executive said. “They’ll be the key against Matthews.” 

Toronto’s hopes will hinge on the play of goaltender Jack Campbell, who 
was in the Vezina Trophy conversation during the first half of the season, 
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faltered a little, and then ran into injury issues. At his best, Campbell can 
be exceptional. In last year’s playoffs vs. Montreal, he only gave up 13 
goals in seven games and had a .934 save percentage. If he can 
duplicate that performance, then the Leafs have a puncher’s chance. 

“I would compare the Leafs to Florida,” the executive said. “That top line 
can score. I think they match up against Tampa pretty well offensively. I 
think Tampa’s defense is better collectively and I’m not sure about 
Toronto’s team defensive game. I’m not saying it’s horrible. I just think 
Tampa’s is better.” 

Thankfully, there was a dissenting vote, from the coach, who said: “I 
worry about the Leafs’ goaltending, but I think their offense has been 
very impressive the last half of the season. They have lots to prove to the 
doubters.” 

Executive: Lightning in 7 

Coach: Maple Leafs in 6 

Scout: Lightning in 6 

Consensus: Lightning advance 

Hurricanes vs. Bruins 

Every analyst polled here had some version of the same question 
offering a thought on the Hurricanes’ chances: “How’s Freddie?” 

Carolina goaltender Frederik Andersen was in the midst of a possible 
Vezina Trophy-winning season before missing time at the end of the 
season with an unspecified injury. If Andersen can’t go, then the 
Hurricanes will turn to Antti Raanta and Pyotr Kochetkov, both of whom 
played well behind Carolina’s defensively sound team defense. 

The Bruins won’t have the reliable playoff stalwart David Krejci to fall 
back on this year but Patrice Bergeron is in the midst of another 
exceptional season, Brad Marchand has a knack for scoring big goals 
and David Pastrnak, after a slow start, has been very good. These teams 
met in the 2019 and 2020 playoffs and Boston crushed the Hurricanes 
both times. 

“Depending upon how bad Andersen’s injury is, Carolina’s another team 
you have to pay attention to,” said the coach. “People will talk about 
Boston’s experience, but a lot of Carolina’s guys have been through the 
wars the last few years. I think that match-up is really good.” 

Ultimately, it wasn’t defense or goaltending that cost the Hurricanes 
against Tampa Bay last year. It was the lack offense. 

This is our lone upset special. 

From our scout: “(GM) Don Sweeney’s trade for Hampus Lindholm was 
the best trade nobody’s talking about. People forget how good Lindholm 
was for Anaheim between 2015 and 2017. He and Charlie McAvoy make 
a very good Boston defense even better. It will be difficult for Carolina to 
get as many scoring chances as usual.” 

From the executive: “It could be Bergeron’s last stand. The Bruins are 
close to healthy – and the Hurricanes goaltending is scary.” 

Executive: Bruins in 6 

Coach: Hurricanes in 6 

Scout: Bruins in 6 

Consensus: Bruins advance 

Rangers vs. Penguins 

The Rangers were the only newcomer to the Eastern Conference playoff 
party this season and they’ll face a battle-tested Penguins’ team that 
added Rickard Rakell at the trade deadline to supplement what is already 
a potent offense led by Sidney Crosby, Evgeni Malkin, Jake Guentzel 
and from the blue line, Kris Letang. But the Rangers have a wild card that 
could potentially tip the scales their way – goaltender Igor Shesterkin, 

who is favored to win the Vezina and will get some Hart Trophy 
consideration. 

“Their goalie’s been their biggest means of defense all year,” said the 
coach. “He’s been fantastic. Everybody needs that, but he’s been off-the-
charts good. I’m not sure about their defense – and when I say that, I’m 
talking about team defense, and not necessarily just their defensemen. 
But Shesterkin can steal games. Their four lines are balanced. They’re 
pretty deep throughout the lineup. They’re not going to get pushed 
around in any series. For me, it’s can they win that tight game, without 
always relying on their goalie?” 

Pittsburgh’s Tristan Jarry was having an excellent first half, but he 
faltered in the second half and then got hurt and it’s been Casey DeSmith 
of late. On paper, that’s a mismatch. If it turns out to be a mismatch on 
the ice too, then the Penguins’ scorers will need to widely outplay their 
Ranger counterparts if they want to offset Shesterkin’s possible impact 
on the series. 

“It’s hard to bet against Crosby and Malkin, but both teams have stars on 
offense, and one team has far better goaltending,” said the scout. “It 
might be a shorter series than you think.” 

Executive: Rangers in 5 

Coach: Rangers in 7 

Scout: Rangers in 5 

Consensus: Rangers advance 

Western Conference 

Avalanche vs. Predators 

It’s a matchup of the two top candidates for the Norris – Nashville’s 
Roman Josi and Colorado’s Cale Makar. The Avalanche clinched the 
conference championship and home ice advantage some time ago, and 
were coasting down the stretch, not looking all that sharp. Mikko 
Rantanen missed some time with an illness, Nazem Kadri was just 
getting his legs under him again after recovering from injury, and Gabe 
Landeskog, who underwent surgery to repair a nagging knee problem, 
was back up and skating and projected to return for the opener. 

The coach noted that for all their talent, the Avalanche have stumbled in 
playoffs past. 

“I’m concerned about their defense a little,” said the coach. “The other 
thing for me, with Colorado, is (Nathan) MacKinnon’s body language. I 
think that has a big effect on that group. When it’s not going MacKinnon’s 
way, his body language can be awful. Some of that leadership they 
brought in can help him get through that. They’re deep, they have pretty 
much everything. But like Florida, you wonder: Have they learned from 
years past? Their management has. They got bigger and harder to play 
against. But the players still have to go out there and get the job done.” 

Apart from Josi, the Preds also have an exciting, top-heavy first line, 
which features a pair of 40-goal scorers, Filip Forsberg and Matt 
Duchene. But the big question mark is in goal, where Juuse Saros’s 
availability is in question. 

Assuming Saros won’t be available at the start, then David Rittich is the 
next man up. According to the executive, Rittich needs to live up to his 
nickname, Big Save Dave, for Nashville to have any hope. 

“Colorado is just too deep. Nashville’s only chance if is they are the more 
physical team. But the Saros injury puts their team in doubt.” 

Executive: Avalanche in 5 

Coach: Avalanche in 5 

Scout: Avalanche in 5 

Consensus: Avalanche advance 

Wild vs. Blues 
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If Toronto-Tampa Bay is the Eastern Conference’s marquee first-round 
matchup, then this is the Western Conference equivalent. Two teams 
with a genuine rivalry, both of whom have been revving on all cylinders 
the last month or more. 

But let’s start in goal because there’s a weird potential dynamic at play 
there. Each team has a Stanley Cup winning goalie that’s likely to start 
the series on the bench – Marc-Andre Fleury for Minnesota and Jordan 
Binnington for St. Louis. Fleury generates far more confidence than 
Binnington if either ever had to switch to their No. 2s. But if it’s Cam 
Talbot vs. Ville Husso, head-to-head, the coach says he gives Husso the 
edge, even if Husso has limited playoff experience. 

Kirill Kaprizov vs. Vladimir Tarasenko is an interesting subplot. Kaprizov, 
who established franchise scoring records, against Tarasenko, who didn’t 
want to be with the Blues at the start of the year, was exposed in the 
expansion draft, but turned in a strong show-me season, proving that his 
shoulder issues were finally, firmly in the past. 

Minnesota added pieces up front (Nic Deslauriers), on the blue line 
(Jacob Middleton), and in goal (Fleury) to bolster their playoff chances, 
though the key will be to see if Kaprizov, Kevin Fiala and the slightly 
banged up Mats Zuccarello can continue their torrid scoring ways. 

This series elicited a divided response from our experts. One predicted it 
could go the distance and that every game could get to overtime. 

The scout took the Wild: “I give Minnesota the edge based on home ice 
and because Kaprizov seems to be the missing ingredient the Wild have 
been looking for, for years.” 

But the exec picked St. Louis: “A heavyweight fight, but the Blues’ depth 
is the key. You wonder if the Minnesota goaltending situation could 
become a distraction.” 

Executive: Blues  in 6 

Coach: Wild in 6 

Scout: Wild in 7 

Consensus: Wild advances 

Flames vs. Stars 

It’s a rematch of the 2020 bubble playoff series, in which Dallas 
eliminated the Flames on the way to an appearance in the Stanley Cup 
Final against Tampa Bay. Much has changed with the Stars since then – 
a new No.1 line, featuring Joe Pavelski, Jason Robertson and Roope 
Hintz may not have been as dynamic or productive as their Calgary 
counterpart (Johnny Gaudreau, Elias Lindholm and Matthew Tkachuk), 
but they can pose a significant threat. 

“The Flames are a complete team, while the Stars need a miracle. 
Calgary’s team is driven by its best players. Dallas can’t compete 
physically,” the executive said. 

The tweaks made to the Calgary roster, in the offseason and then again 
at the trade deadline, were designed to bring in reinforcements that can 
play the Darryl Sutter way: Fast and smart. Blake Coleman brings 
championship pedigree from Tampa Bay. Tyler Toffoli was in the final 
last year for Montreal. 

“They check for their scoring chances,” said the coach of the Flames. 
“They don’t give up anything for free. Their goalie is really good. Darryl 
has this unique way of creating roles for guys. So, you look at (Erik) 
Gudbranson and (Nikita) Zadorov – he’s really helped round out their 
games. Zadorov is a much quieter player than he was in Chicago and 
Colorado. They’re a good pair. Darryl gets guys to buy into their roles. 
They’re built for the playoffs.” 

Still, Calgary carries a lot of psychological baggage going into the 
playoffs. Only one series win since qualifying for the 2004 final, a 
memorable unexpected run that came with Sutter behind the bench. He’ll 
likely win the Jack Adams as coach of the year for what he’s done with 
the Flames. 

Executive: Flames in 5 

Coach: Flames in 5 

Scout: Flames in 5 

Consensus: Flames advance 

Oilers vs. Kings 

Edmonton boasts two of the most talented scoring centers in the game: 
Connor McDavid and Leon Draisaitl. Los Angeles counters with two of 
the best defensive centers in the game: Anze Kopitar and Phillip Danault. 
It sets up an intriguing chess match between the two head coaches, Los 
Angeles’s Todd McLellan and his former protégé, Jay Woodcroft. 

“Woody’s gotten them to buy into the checking part and it’s shown in their 
game,” said the coach. “I don’t care if (Oilers goaltender) Mike Smith is 
40, he’s playing well. There’s a belief system there that now is maybe 
their time to get moving in the right direction because there’s been so 
much negativity for so many years. L.A. has to be careful not to get into 
penalty trouble because Edmonton’s power play can be lethal. The more 
looks they get, they’ll eventually break you down. 

“They’ve got a lot of mileage out of Evander Kane. Whatever you may 
think of him as a person, he creates some mismatches. On the ice, he’s 
a power forward.” 

The Kings will have to get by without their top defenseman, Drew 
Doughty, out for the season following wrist surgery, but the Oilers could 
be without their top defenseman, Darnell Nurse, at least early in the 
series, because of injury as well. 

McDavid’s impact is obvious, but the coach believes Draisaitl might be 
the key. “When Leon gets going, not only does it free up McDavid a little, 
he’s hard to handle. Those two, they’ve been through some negativity, 
and they’re tired of all the coaching changes, and they’ve got experience 
now – which makes it more difficult than in the past to defend against 
them.” 

The goaltending matchup features two intense competitors, Smith and 
Jonathan Quick. Quick moves so well side to side. Smith’s strength is his 
ability to play the puck, which takes pressure off the defense. 

“There isn’t another goalie who plays the puck as well and acts as a third 
defenceman and that makes it more difficult,” said the coach. “But it isn’t 
just the way he’s handling the puck, it’s the way he’s stopping the puck. 
At 40 years old, that’s impressive.” 

But our scout suggests: “LA has a much better team than people realize 
and Quick is going to outplay Smith. That sets up the potential for an 
upset. I’m still picking Edmonton, but I think it’ll go the distance.” 

Executive: Oilers in 6 

Coach: Oilers in 6 

Scout: Oilers in 7 

Consensus: Oilers advance 
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Stanley Cup tiers: Anonymous GM, executives and scout rate every 
playoff team 

 

Sean Shapiro, Harman Dayal 02/05/2022 

 

There was a pretty clear divide between the haves and have-nots during 
the 2021-22 regular season. 
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Sure, there was some drama for the wild card in the Western 
Conference, but across the NHL — especially in the East — there’s been 
a clear cut line for months of which teams would likely be planning for the 
postseason. 

“It was pretty straightforward,” one NHL executive said. “You could see in 
the East which eight teams it was from almost November. The West took 
longer, but really, you saw there were like eight or nine teams on a 
different level than the rest of the conference.” 

And now we get to separate those top 16 when the playoffs start next 
week. 

Speaking with five active NHL executives, four from teams in the playoffs 
and one with a team outside the playoffs, we asked them to separate the 
16 playoff teams into tiers from 1 to 5. With the 1s being the select teams 
that should be in “Stanley Cup or Bust” mode, down to the 5s, who 
should be just thrilled to get an invite to the dance. 

Let’s dive in. 

Tier 1 

Colorado Avalanche 

Average rating: 1 

Rating Colorado was one of the easiest exercises for our pollsters. 

“I feel like some teams you don’t need to even ask,” one NHL executive 
said. “And what else can be said about Colorado? They are the team to 
beat.” 

When it came time to nitpick, which we asked executives to do, they 
pointed at the goaltending, almost begrudgingly, as a reason the 
Avalanche might not have an advantage in a series. 

“I’m a Darcy Kuemper fan, but how many years has he been a starting 
goalie? Goaltending-wise they’re at a disadvantage against Minnesota, 
they’re at a disadvantage against Calgary, they’re at a disadvantage 
against Nashville, they’re at a disadvantage against L.A. The only team 
their goaltending is favoured against is Edmonton and Dallas. You could 
argue that Colorado is the best, most complete team in terms of forwards 
and D — they have superstars, grit, talent — and you can win without 
top-level goaltending but that’s the anomaly rather than the standard.” 

Another executive did point out that they were interested to see the 
mental fortitude of the Avalanche. 

“I’d pick them to win, they are picking themselves to win and they know 
what everyone else thinks about how easy it’ll be to paint this season as 
a failure if there isn’t a parade at the end of the season. That to me is a 
bigger piece of pressure than any opponent can put on Colorado.” 

Florida Panthers 

Average rating: 1 

The Panthers have proven themselves as the class of the league during 
the regular season, and were a unanimous Tier 1 selection for our 
panelists. 

“No doubt, one of the favorites,” one executive said. “Just such a deep 
team all around.” 

For the Panthers, the concerns from our panelists come with goaltending 
— which version of Sergei Bobrovsky will show up in the postseason? — 
and will the high-flying offensive showcase survive the more stifling 
postseason? 

“It’s going to come down to Bobrovsky, if he can do it, but they’re just so 
deep, they score so many goals. I think they’re a hungry team and they 
want to prove ‘We can win this thing’ and I think with the way they play, 
they definitely have the depth. The one area I would be concerned about 
is their defence. I’m not completely sold on their defence but it’s been 
solid all year — they’re not the big names — but they seem as a group to 
get the job done.” 

Florida pushed and battled with Tampa Bay last season, a series that 
one panelist marked as a learning moment the Panthers could use, and 
likely will use, as a building block heading into this postseason. 

“It’s hard to win until you’ve gotten close but that being said, they’re 
strong everywhere. Barkov’s as good as anybody in the fucking league, 
they add Giroux, they got Reinhart at the beginning of the year, 
Huberdeau. And then you look at Lundell as a rookie, Luostarinen on the 
fourth line. If Ekblad is back, they’re the favourite for me. If Ekblad isn’t 
that’s a pretty big hole, but I still think they’re good enough to be a Tier 
1.” 

Carolina Hurricanes 

Average rating: 1.2 

Our panelists love Carolina’s talent, speed and depth. Frederik 
Andersen’s status for the first round is unknown due to injury so that 
could throw a wrench into these ratings. 

“I love their coach, he gets the most out of every guy and they just play 
well as a five-man unit all the time,” said one executive. 

Another panelist said Carolina’s the most talented team he’s seen other 
than Colorado this year but that the Canes remind him a bit of Tampa 
Bay before they added size and heaviness that led them to the Cup. 

“Carolina’s problem — and it’s not quite the problem Toronto’s faced, 
maybe it’s the problem Tampa faced before they broke through — I’ve 
seen Carolina get pushed out of games this year. It took Tampa two 
years of not getting over the hump before they bring in Blake Coleman, 
Patrick Maroon, Zach Bogosian in a limited role. I don’t know why they 
wouldn’t have gone out and gotten a Nic Deslauriers. 

“This team’s going to be all about matchups, they need to avoid the right 
teams. If Carolina plays a motivated Boston team, I’d be worried. The 
Carolina dream matchups are Toronto, the Rangers and maybe 
Pittsburgh. They’re Tier 1 for me, but with an asterisk that the wrong 
matchup is a real problem.” 

Tampa Bay Lightning 

Average rating: 1.4 

The two-time defending champions are well respected, have the best 
goalie in the world, and even with some pieces moving on from 2021, the 
team is built to contend again. 

“It’s a Tier 1 team, end of story,” one executive said. “I know they didn’t 
win the division or anything like that, but fuck, how can you pick against 
that team and the goaltending they have?” 

One thing that could hold up the Lightning, which multiple panelists 
mentioned specifically, is the fatigue of long playoff runs finally catching 
up to them. 

“Fatigue’s a factor and it’s already creeping up on them. They’ve got no 
real weaknesses — they’ve lost a couple of important guys — but it’s 
hard to overstate the fatigue. But Toronto’s a great matchup. They can 
just go there and skate and even though it’s a tough matchup talent and 
ability-wise, if they’re not getting involved in a (physical) war like the 
Florida series, that’s important.” 

“The only reason I’ve got them in Tier 2 is because I think they’re tired,” 
said another panelist. “They’ve played so much hockey over the last two 
years. Those guys they lost (Coleman, (Barclay) Goodrow, (Yanni) 
Gourde) were a big part of it. With that said, what if they say ‘we can do 
something special, catch a second wind and take off.’ I still think they’ve 
got the best goalie in the world because he’s proved it in the playoffs 
along with Hedman, and the core.” 

Tier 2 

Calgary Flames 

Average rating: 1.6 
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Trading for Tyler Toffoli and getting it done earlier in the season, not 
waiting for the deadline, impressed some pollsters who believe the 
Flames have a real chance to break Canada’s long Cup drought. 

“Many times, teams make a big trade or add a guy at the deadline and 
have waited to do so,” one executive said. “Calgary said, ‘fuck it, we are 
going to set the bar,’ and they did with that trade. From that point on, you 
knew they would be a team to beat and with that division, I think the path 
is great.” 

Calgary also has facets that old coaches often love about with a potential 
Stanley Cup champion: size and grit. This only works well enough if the 
hulking defense corp is also quick enough. 

“Their defense is gigantic and that’s a huge positive. You look at that D, 
and you look at playoff hockey and how Tampa was built, you’ve got 
Hanifin, Gudbranson, Zadorov (as three huge bodies). But Gudbranson 
and Zadorov aren’t the most fleet of foot guys, it’ll be interesting to see 
them against a speed-based team.” 

Speaking of speed, there are some who look at Johnny Gaudreau as an 
X-factor. Will he fade against a heavier brand of hockey that inevitably 
starts in the postseason? 

Minnesota Wild 

Average rating: 1.8 

Trading for Marc-Andre Fleury boosted the Wild in the minds of NHL 
executives for multiple reasons. 

It was a statement type move, the one NHL GMs love to point to as an 
example of how they’ve gone “all in” for a group. And, of course, it was 
also an upgrade in goal to a goalie with championship and Vezina-
winning pedigree. 

“I liked them before the trade for Fleury, I wouldn’t put them in Tier 1, but 
I at least thought about it after seeing them with Fleury,” an NHL GM 
said. “That’s not a slight against Talbot, even though it might seem that 
way, but I think you need two goalies now to win.” 

Kirill Kaprizov drew rave reviews, in particular, for how unfazed he is by 
physical pressure. 

“Minnesota’s a team that’s grown on me. I didn’t realize how good 
Kaprizov was/ I have a new respect for how good he is. We tried to play 
him hard and he just doesn’t back away from that, he actually just plays 
better.” 

Tier 3 

Edmonton Oilers 

Average rating: 2.6 

This is a rating of teams, not players, but one executive quickly wanted to 
make it clear that having the best player in the world should make you a 
Stanley Cup contender and a Tier 1 for this exercise. 

“If I had the best player in the world, I’d better be one of the three or four 
teams that can win the cup every year … So the Oilers have to be a Tier 
1. That’s the expectation that comes with having Connor McDavid on 
your team.” 

Others don’t have nearly as lofty expectations for the team around 
McDavid. 

“This team’s really flawed. Their whole season rests on the fact that Mike 
Smith cannot be a 40-year-old for two months. Smith has shown the 
ability to get really, really hot in short sequences of the season when he 
hasn’t been hurt. So a) he has to stay healthy and b) those hot 
sequences have to be long, it can’t be like when he’s hot for four games 
and bad for four games because then playoffs are over for them. 

“Their D with Tyson Barrie, Darnell Nurse, Duncan Keith … I don’t see 
this team winning more than a round. McDavid and Draisaitl have not 
shown the willingness to play two-way hockey in their career yet. It took 

Tampa a long time to learn that and maybe this is the year they learn, but 
so far, McDavid and Draisaitl haven’t done what it takes to win in the 
playoffs.” 

There is an old narrative in the NHL that a team has to learn how to win, 
and one executive surmised that this is the postseason where McDavid 
and Draisaitl do just that — even if it doesn’t mean a championship this 
season. 

Toronto Maple Leafs 

Average rating: 2.8 

It might be surprising to see Toronto rated behind Edmonton — if only by 
the slimmest of margins — but this is where our panel weighed first-
round matchups heavily. Edmonton gets to play a Kings team with low 
expectations, while the Leafs will likely go toe-to-toe against the back-to-
back Stanley Cup champion Lightning. 

“It’s going to be the toughest road to make it, this is crazy,” said one 
executive. 

“I feel bad for Toronto. This year they could be great, lose in the first 
round and it’s not their fault,” added another panelist. 

In terms of the actual roster, there were pretty similar assessments 
across the board: an elite forward group, doubts about Jack Campbell 
and a question of whether Toronto’s two biggest stars can rise to the 
occasion. 

“They have so much talent up front, their goaltending’s a mess, bringing 
in (Mark) Giordano was good but they have a problem with toughness 
and heaviness. I don’t see how they get past Round 2 and they might not 
even get past round one with Tampa.” 

“I love Jack Campbell, but he’s not a playoff No. 1 for me,” said another 
executive. 

One panelist, who was most bullish on the Leafs, had a strong conviction 
that Auston Matthews and Mitch Marner are finally ready to be playoff 
stars. 

“They probably have the best player in the league right now in Auston 
Matthews. I feel like Matthews, Marner they’ve all taken a step in the 
physical side of their game and it’s not deterring these guys.” 

New York Rangers 

Average rating: 2.8 

New York was just as divisive of a team as Edmonton. 

“That power play and goaltending is how you win playoffs,” said one 
executive who rated them in Tier 2. “Chris Kreider’s having an amazing 
year, Panarin’s as good as anybody in the league. You watch their 
power-play movement and they just score highlight goals every night and 
they just have a belief in themselves. If that power play can stay hot and 
Igor Shesterkin can continue playing this well, they’ve got a legit chance.” 

Some see the Rangers as a team with elite top-end talent and MVP-
calibre goaltender and think they can go on a real run. Others look at 
those same ingredients and see a team that’s far too dependent on 
Shesterkin, the Vezina favorite, and whose star players can be pushed 
around. 

“Fake. They’ve been leaning on that goalie all year. He was playing 
otherworldly, but when you’re stopping that many goals above 
expectation, it’s just not a sustainable model for success. To do that for 
28 games (for a full playoff run) — he’s got to do that four times out of 
seven in every series for them to have a chance. You can push Panarin 
out. You can push Zibanejad out. I think you can probably push Fox out. I 
think they can win a round but that’s it for me. I can’t see how they could 
beat Carolina, Toronto, Tampa and Florida.” 

St. Louis Blues 

Average rating: 2.8 
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The Blues and Wild have been virtually locked into a first-round series for 
much of the season, and the Blues have had a decisive edge in the 
season series, but St. Louis doesn’t have nearly as many backers as the 
Wild when it comes to putting them into an echelon of a potential 
champion. 

“I haven’t loved their team as much this year. But they play well, they’re 
battle-tested, they have the guys that have won before. It’s going to come 
down to goaltending for me. I think with Jordan Binnington not going the 
way I thought, he might have lost the net, but the other guy (Ville Husso) 
has been outstanding.” 

Goaltending, either negative or positive, is the buzzword when it comes 
to polls like this. The other buzzword which GMs in particular love is 
experience or pedigree, and with a Stanley Cup championship banner 
raised in 2019 the Blues are always going to draw at least some respect. 

“They know how to win,” one GM said. “That can’t be overstated, they 
know how to win and they know how to win when they aren’t expected to 
win. That’s literally what happened in 2019. So while I see flaws with this 
team, I don’t see as many flaws as I saw in that 2019 team and that team 
won the whole thing.” 

Pittsburgh Penguins 

Average rating: 3 

The Penguins were close to a consensus when it came to tiers, with one 
pollster moving them up to Tier 2 and another dropping them to Tier 4. 

It’s a team with two generational players in Sidney Crosby and Evgeni 
Malkin, a goaltender that prompts some questions, and not enough depth 
to establish a ton of confidence. 

“For every reason you want to count them out you can also count them 
in,” one exec said, who had the Penguins as a third-tier team. “Do you 
want me to say a team with Crosby and Malkin won’t be in the mix? I 
have a hard time saying that, even if I think the East is too strong for 
them this season.” 

Another executive shared similar thoughts. 

“Tristan Jarry being the young goalie is going to be interesting, but it’s 
hard to count out Crosby, Malkin, Kris Letang. They still have that core 
group together and I love Bryan Rust. Jake Guentzel plays well. The road 
to get there for them is going to be a little more difficult. I’m just 
wondering if they have enough behind-the-top guys.” 

Boston Bruins 

Average rating: 3.2 

Our panel’s view of Boston followed a very similar narrative as 
Pittsburgh: Proven stars that nobody wants to count out (Patrice 
Bergeron, Brad Marchand, David Pastrnak), goaltending that has 
potential but gives pause and a roster that isn’t as deep as the East’s top 
contenders. 

“They’ve done so much better than I thought they were going to this 
year,” said one executive. “My question is after those guys (Bergeron, 
Pastrnak, Marchand), how does that group come through? I love 
McAvoy, I love Hampus Lindholm but it’s going to come down to Linus 
Ullmark and the supporting cast after the top guys.” 

Everybody agreed that Boston will be a tough out with legitimate upset 
potential. 

“They’re a hard team, they’re a heavy team. Their D is good, but a little 
small with someone like Matt Grzelcyk playing the minutes he is. Getting 
Lindholm was a big, big thing. I don’t think they can sustain it the whole 
playoffs but they can give teams fits for two rounds. If Swayman doesn’t 
let the pressure get to him like Jarry did a couple years ago, he’s a wild 
card. It’s a lot of pressure for a young guy like that, he’s handled it very 
well this year but if you’re facing Carolina, that’s tough.” 

Tier 4 

Nashville Predators 

Average rating: 3.6 

This is the tier where we get to older, experienced teams that have gone 
deep in the playoffs before but may not have the same oomph they once 
used to. Opinion was split on just how tough of a run they can give a 
contender in the first round. 

“Nashville’s a scary team, they can upset somebody. The goaltending is 
solid and they might have the best D core in the league,” said one 
executive — before Juuse Saros was injured on Tuesday and his playoff 
status became questionable. “And surprisingly their forwards have 
bounced back. With them, they could make some noise in the playoffs 
because they have great goaltending, they play good defense and their 
forwards have turned it around this year.” 

Others weren’t buying it. One of our panelists argued that Nashville 
doesn’t have the elite top tools to take games over that’s required to have 
success in the playoffs. 

“This team would be really lucky to win a round. I think they overachieved 
a little this year and I don’t know that they can find another gear once the 
playoffs start. You watch these teams that do really well in the playoffs 
and they raise their level of play once the playoffs start. I think Tanner 
Jeannot’s good but he’s topped out, I don’t know what more Mikael 
Granlund can do, what more Eeli Tolvanen can do, I don’t know what 
more Ryan Johansen or Colton Sissons can do. Matt Duchene is maybe 
the one who can raise his game the most. After Roman Josi, it’s just a 
solid, unspectacular D core.” 

Dallas Stars 

Average rating: 3.6 

Dallas is a divisive team when it comes to categorizing them. 

On one hand, the Stars are an incredibly top-heavy team offensively and 
have an unproven goalie situation. Two things that come up as red flags 
when it comes to slotting them in the playoff hierarchy. 

“What happens when the Joe Pavelski line gets checked out of a game? 
What happens when Jake Oettinger faces NHL playoff pressure for the 
first time?” one exec said. “When that happens and I’ve just lost a lot of 
faith in Tyler Seguin and Jamie Benn. Will anyone else show up?” 

On the other hand, Dallas is a veteran team with a strong defensive 
corps. The roster was effectively built for playoff hockey as opposed to 
the regular season, which makes them a prime candidate to frustrate and 
potentially beat some of the top teams. 

“They are the only team in the West I think I would actually consider 
picking against Colorado. I’d still be picking Colorado, to be clear, but 
Dallas to me is the team style-wise and roster-wise that can knock off the 
Avalanche. If you can knock off No. 1 potentially you have to be taken 
seriously,” an exec said. 

Colorado and Dallas met in the playoffs in 2020 in the bubble in 
Edmonton, that past history, however, should be thrown out according to 
one pollster. The Stars won that series. 

“Dallas and Montreal — never in the history of hockey would either one 
of those teams have made the Final if COVID didn’t happen. They got 
lucky in a perfect storm of an incomplete season and a fake run to the 
playoffs. Kudos to Dallas for getting to the Stanley Cup Final, but it was a 
fluke, it was a one-off. You saw them last year, you saw them this year.” 

Washington Capitals 

Average rating: 4 

There wasn’t a lot of love for the Capitals. It’s not that our panel thinks 
Washington’s a bad team, it’s just that they look overmatched relative to 
the stacked field of contenders in the East. 
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“Sometimes I watch them like, ‘Oh my god these guys are good, they just 
look like world-beaters.’ And then I’ll watch them the next week and go 
‘that doesn’t even look like the same team,'” said one executive. “They’ve 
got young goaltending (which is a concern). I feel like their year has been 
a bit of a roller coaster but they’ve still got Alex Ovechkin, Tom Wilson’s 
there so they can play that big, rugged style but I don’t like the matchups 
they’re going to have to play. Even in the last couple first rounds, I didn’t 
think they looked great.” 

One panelist, who rated Washington as Tier 3, said he had a good 
feeling about them but most felt the team is too inconsistent and loses 
too many positional battles on paper. 

“This feels like a throwaway year for Washington. They seem to have 
those years they just don’t seem to really care about the playoffs, and 
then use it as motivation in the next season.” 

Tier 5 

Los Angeles Kings 

Average rating: 5 

“Tier 5 should just be labeled the L.A. Kings Tier, right?” 

That pretty much sums up how our pollsters looked at the Kings, who 
surpassed nearly all expectations to be in the postseason in 2022. That 
includes internal goals — the Kings front office have been rather honest 
with themselves behind closed doors that competing for the postseason 
was a couple of seasons away with the expected timeline for the rebuild. 

It’s something that makes L.A. one of the most interesting teams in these 
tiers. They are by far the least expected to make any noise in the 
postseason, but also one of the most universally praised at the same 
time. 

“I didn’t think they were going to make the playoffs. I think it’s a huge 
accomplishment that they got in — I love Kopitar — I love some of the 
guys they have, but without Doughty, you just watch their D and they’re 
young, they’ve struggled down the stretch. The goaltending’s played 
really well this year but I just think on the back end they’re still young. 
And even up front, they had the one line with all the young kids so they 
have some young forwards that are still figuring it out. I just don’t think 
they have enough.” 

“All credit to them to even being in the spot that we are even talking 
about them, if anything I think it makes them even more dangerous. That 
team has zero playoff expectations, someone with nothing to lose, that 
can catch people off guard.” 
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Wheeler: U18 World Championship notebook, quotes, and tournament 
all-star and MVP ballot 

 

Scott Wheeler 

 

The biggest scouting event of every hockey season came and went over 
the last two weeks in Germany, this year’s host of the U18 World 
Championship. 

Over nine days and 20 games in the two host cities (Landshut and 
Kaufbeuren, about equidistant north-east and south-west of Munich), 
most of the best prospects eligible for the 2022, 2023 and even 2024 
draft classes took to the international stage. When it was over, Sweden 
had stunned USA in the gold medal game, and Finland had defeated 
Czechia for bronze. 

I was at Landshut’s Fanatic Arena (which played host to Group A, two of 
the quarterfinals, both semifinals, and both of the medal games) for all 12 
of its games and, as of writing this, have watched all but one (Switzerland 
versus Latvia) of the eight games played in Kaufbeuren on tape. 

Here’s my tournament notebook, plus some quotes I gathered along the 
way as well as my media all-star team and MVP ballot. 

Team USA 

RW Gavin Brindley (2023): Quick hands (some of the quicker hands in 
the draft). Good inside edges. Small-area passes/touch. Good 
skater/extensions. Darts through holes. Fit right in on the second line with 
Isaac Howard and Frank Nazar as an underager and the only kid on the 
team who isn’t a part of the national program. 

Here’s Team USA coach Adam Nightingale on Brindley: “Gavin’s a 
winning hockey player and he plays 200 feet. He does a lot of things that 
maybe don’t show up on the scoresheet. This is his third time coming to 
play with us and I think he helps our group exponentially.” 

C Logan Cooley (2022): There’s not much more you can say about this 
kid. The transition game into the offensive zone. The vision off the wall. 
He can play interior or exterior. He’s incredibly crafty in control. He can 
stickhandle in a phone booth. He scored a Michigan goal just for fun. But 
I was particularly impressed this week by the challenges he created for 
defencemen attacking on angles and shifting and maneuvering at speed. 
Cooley’s silky. 

Here’s Nightingale on Cooley: “He does a lot of things away from the 
puck and he’s a guy that’s keyed on by other teams and he finds a way 
to be great on both sides of the puck on every shift.” 

C/LW Will Smith (2023): Smart with the puck. Cerebral. Makes plays. 
Liked him in a very limited role. 

LW Cutter Gauthier (2022): Inside body positioning in battles. Excellent 
catch and release. Just keeps growing on me. Only thing I didn’t like from 
him this week: a little too trigger-happy. A lot of shots that either missed 
the net or were taken from low-percentage areas. Looks like an NHLer, 
though, that’s for sure. 

LW Isaac Howard (2022): Loved Howard’s effort level. He was hounding 
it. He was attacking the middle in control. He was sticking with it. He was 
always open. Made a lot of plays under the triangles of defenders’ sticks. 
Dynamic with the puck. Always open without it. His skating was really 
backing off defenders (underrated quality of his game, he gets through 
his crossovers quickly). Filled the net, could have had several more. 
Early in the tournament, it felt he had a scoring chance almost every time 
he was on the ice. 

RW Devin Kaplan (2022): Kaplan was darn good on USA’s fourth line. 
He’s a smart player, he’s got a quick release and an accurate shot, he’s 
strong over pucks (already built like an NHLer). One of USA’s more well-
rounded players (and there are a few of them). 

LW Ryan Leonard (2023): I really like this kid. He’s got a motor and he’s 
scrappy, but he’s also got quick hands, some craftiness, a nasty shot and 
fast crossover patterns. USA had five 2023s and was their best by a wide 
margin. 

Here’s Nightingale on Leonard: “He brings energy, he brings physicality, 
he brings compete, he brings smarts.” 

Just about sums it up. 

RW Cruz Lucius (2022): There may not have been another player 
(maybe Julian Lutz) who could have benefited from a strong performance 
here more than Lucius, given how wonky his season was. And then he 
rose to the challenge alongside Rutger McGroarty on USA’s dominant 
third line. He was involved. He showed great patience with the puck, 
waiting for plays to develop and then picking them apart. He flashed his 
sneaky release (puck comes off the blade early). He’s still got that 
pitchfork stride but he was great. He’s a second- or third-rounder. 
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Here’s Nightingale on Lucius: “He’s a special player. He’s a team guy, for 
one. He’s very cerebral to a unique level. I know it was a challenging 
year for him injury-wise but it’s a testament to his character that he 
stayed with it. Because it took him some time and he hasn’t played a ton 
of games, but he’s confident in his ability and he should be. We’re 
excited that he’s playing his best hockey now.” 

And here’s Lucius on how he’s feeling after all of the lost time: “When I 
was hurt, the communication was great, I worked hard, I did the right 
things to get back to be game-ready, and that’s what I’m doing. (I’m) 
getting rewarded. It’s a good feeling. I think I’m progressing every game. 
I’m finding both my shot and my passing now again. It’s been good. Part 
of my game is holding onto the puck and trying to find my teammates, 
whether I’m getting rid of it faster or holding on. That’s what I’ve got to 
keep doing: (creating) openings for my teammates.” 

And here’s Lucius from a conversation last year, before the injuries: “I 
would describe my game as definitely a playmaking sniper, a shooting 
playmaker. I think that I can make the right plays and I know where guys 
are. Even if people may think that they’re not open, I can find them. But I 
can also finish.” 

LW Rutger McGroarty (2022): McGroarty has particularly mastered the 
net drive into a high rotation away from coverage that brings him back to 
around the net. And then when he gets there, he’s got the strength to 
shoot from bad postures/off-balance. Love his interior mindset. Shots 
always seem to be into good locations, too. Just above the goalie’s pad 
and off his stick quickly. His skating still isn’t great but he sure works hard 
to compensate, too. Big fan. 

C Frank Nazar (2022): Noticeable early in the tournament, then he 
cooled off, and then he really came on again. Few dash around and 
playmake like Nazar does in this draft. 

RW Jimmy Snuggerud (2022): Uses space well. Quick catch and 
release. Make a lot of plays off of his backhand. Sees the ice well. Hard 
on the forecheck. 

C Cole Spicer (2022): Spicer was a borderline standout while playing on 
the fourth line (and the power-play unit he has played on all year despite 
not being a top point producer for the team). 

C Charlie Stramel (2023): Pushes into space. Good hands when he 
pushes through the middle. Puck comes off his blade hard. But a bit 
heavy from a standstill through his first few strides and I thought he was 
outplayed pretty clearly by Leonard. 

RHD Hunter Brzustewicz (2023): Reads the play tactically. Not a ton new 
to add on Brzustewicz. 

RHD Seamus Casey (2022): Casey’s had a peculiar season that has 
scouts in very different corners on him, but he finished on a strong note. 
There’s such a flow to his game. Walks the line effortlessly. I thought he 
showed improved problem-solving and instincts. He handles the puck like 
a forward. A few big stops defensively one-on-one. His best game of the 
tournament was the finale too. He’s still clearly a first-rounder for me. 

RHD Ryan Chesley (2022): Chesley was really impressive. After a slow 
start to his year, he really came on late and played his best hockey when 
all eyes were on him. Like him in neutral ice on both sides of the puck. 
Great stick. Can really shoot it. Balanced skating mechanics. The 
Chesley-Lane Hutson pairing was USA’s best and most used. He’s 
beloved in the private sphere and I think he didn’t get that same shine 
publicly largely because he wasn’t on the power plays and his point totals 
weren’t there. 

Chesley and Howard have known each other since they were 10, so I 
asked Howard about his team’s assistant captain. Here’s what he said: 
“He’s a really good, two-way, physical, big defenceman who thinks the 
game at a high level. I think my favourite part about his game is his gap 
control. It’s super elite in his gaps and that’s huge for a defenceman. 
He’s really hard to get around.” 

LHD Tyler Duke (2022): This kid is all about the little 10-foot plays and 
he’s going to be a mid-round pick because of it. Just goes about his 
business and drives results. The king of the tape-to-tape pass. 

LHD Lane Hutson (2022): Shimmies. Adjust, adjust, adjust. There are 
times when he needs to hurry up the play or risk getting burned at the 
offensive zone blue line (which happened more than once) but you take 
that give for everything he takes. Great east-west vision. Sees through 
bodies to pick up passing options faster and more often than others. He 
made a couple of plays up the left-wing board with a man on him, riffling 
a pass across the ice to hit someone in stride. Fakes (head, shoulders, 
hands, feet, eyes). He just uses his feet and then finds guys. 

RHD Charlie Leddy (2022): Did his job and imposed himself physically. 
Good backward skating helps him steer opposing players to the outside 
one-on-one. Probably not a draft pick for me though. 

LHD Seamus Powell (2022): Moves really well. Great gaps and angles. 
Fringe consideration. 

G Trey Augustine (2023): Good glove hand. 

G Tyler Muszelik (2022): Plays the puck well. 

Team Sweden 

RW Jonathan Lekkerimaki (2022): Lekkerimaki’s four-point gold medal 
game pushed his tournament total to 15 in just six contests to finish as 
this year’s leading scorer. One of the quickest catch-and-release motions 
in the draft. Shifty. Threatening in the offensive zone. Just hangs onto 
pucks and makes things happen as soon as an opening presents itself. 
You want the puck in his hands. 

C Noah Ostlund (2022): Silky smooth in possession (grades out at the 
very top of the draft in that regard) and he’s got an airy stride to 
complement it. Outstanding neutral zone player/primary carrier on 
entries. Double shifted when Leo Carlsson went down with an injury and 
they moved to three centres. Named a top-three player by the team. He 
was outstanding and in many respects the catalyst on a line with three of 
the best players in the tournament. 

Here’s Swedish head coach Magnus Havelid on Ostlund: “We have three 
centres and he’s my best faceoff guy and he’s on the PK, so he gets a lot 
of ice. He’s a playmaker but he works hard and he can help us play in the 
defensive zone as well. He’s very important.” 

LW Liam Ohgren (2022): Was really struck by how much his shot popped 
in person (it’s evident on tape, but it’s just not the same). He rocks it back 
into his stance and lets it go. Biggest and strongest of the three 
Djurgardens kids and that showed, too. Lekkerimaki and Ostlund had 
generated more attention going into the gold medal game (Ohgren had 
played well but he hadn’t been the star), but Ohgren came up huge when 
it mattered, with two goals in the gold medal game. 

LW Otto Stenberg (2023): Liked how involved he was. He’s going to 
show out at this tournament next year, I’d wager. 

C Filip Bystedt (2022): Big boy but he moves well (especially when he 
builds a head of steam through the neutral zone). Good puck 
control/protection tools for his size. 

RW Oskar Pettersson (2022): He can shoot it! That’s been evident all 
year in J20 and it was evident on a few shots this week (even when they 
didn’t go in). He’ll get picked late because of it I’d guess, too. 

C Fabian Wagner (2022): Noticeable and on the puck despite missing 
the production. Really strong north-south skater. 

RW Rasmus Rudslatt (2022): Plays to inside. Good skater/hands. Hard 
shot. Liked what I saw. One of Sweden’s better depth players. Going to 
make more time for him before the draft. 

RHD Mattias Hävelid (2022): Proficient at everything. Heavily leaned 
upon. Tight gaps. Confident in control. Poise. No indecision in his game 
at all. Knows when to pick his spots to attack and then has the tools 
(including a great wrister) to make things happen. 
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LHD Theo Lindstein (2023): Solid in a lesser role. 

LHD Calle Odelius (2022): Heady. Good first pass. Impressive control to 
his game. Calculating. Comfortable carrying. Great posture. Looked good 
on his off side. 

RHD Elias Salomonsson (2022): Salomonsson was suspended one 
game for a check from behind, missing the semifinal, and I thought he 
was fine the rest of the way. That’s kind of been the story of his season, 
too — fine. He just hasn’t progressed like most of the other kids who 
were “names” coming into this year. His problem is that his actual tools 
are better than the way he utilizes them. Second-rounder for me at this 
point. 

G Hugo Hävelid (2022): In a draft class that is seriously light on goalies, 
Havelid playing better than the field as the backbone of the Swedes 
matters. His size (5-foot-10) will mean that if he’s picked, it’s very late, 
but I love the package as far as tiny goalies going. Great footwork and 
movement. Holds his angles. Good hands. Battles. He stole the gold 
medal game. Worth a flier in my books. 

Team Canada 

C Connor Bedard (2023): In flashes with the puck, Bedard was Bedard. 
Singular. There was the pinpoint accuracy from tough angles. He always 
seemed to be open, even when his linemates couldn’t find him. He used 
delays to get to his spots. But I also found him to be very undisciplined 
and far too engaged in post-whistle antics. Chippy and mouthy 
throughout. Took some bad penalties, etc. He was wearing the “C” and it 
looked like he was trying to get too involved in everything as a result. It 
seemed to pull the entire team off keel. 

C Adam Fantilli (2023): Always impressed by just how good his skating 
is. Balanced, powerful when it needs to be on a drive, light and 
adjustable when it needs to be on a cut or curl. Going to be a transition 
monster. Puck on a string at times. Physical. Dominant in the faceoff 
circle (led Canada at 63.2 percent). Would like him to use his linemates 
more because he does have good vision. Shot selection suspect at times 
(wasn’t surprised when the tournament was over and he’d taken a team-
high 25 shots but had shot just four percent). I think some selfishness 
crept in when he realized he had to do things himself. Something to work 
on for an otherwise brilliant player. 

Here’s Chicago Steel head coach Brock Sheahan on Fantilli from a chat 
pre-tournament: “I feel like he has just gotten better and better. He has 
benefitted from the work he puts in because he puts in the work. He has 
come a long way and he’s just getting started, man. Next year will be 
great for him (at Michigan) but to me, it’s about what his five years from 
now is.” 

LW Tanner Howe (2024): Youngest player on the team. Howe made a 
number of small area plays (little five-to-10-foot passes through feet and 
sticks under pressure) but was mostly unremarkable despite playing on 
the top line with Bedard. I understand why he started there, given they 
played together in Regina, but I think among the many adjustments the 
Canadian coaching staff failed to make was not moving off of that 
combination. I wasn’t surprised when I’d look down at the scoresheet 
after each of the games and his name wasn’t on it. Not worth reading into 
at his age though. Very good prospect. 

C/RW Nick Moldenhauer (2022): Some nice vision/playmaking instincts. 
Used in all situations. Relied upon. Canada needed more depth scoring 
after Bedard and Fantilli than they got, but I thought Moldenhauer 
stepped up. In the conversation as their third-best forward (with Rieger 
Lorenz). 

RW Josh Davies (2022): I like his hustle but Davies was a scratch in the 
opener and I thought his impact was limited when he got in. 

LW Kocha Delic (2022): One of the only Canadian depth forwards who 
likely helped his stock. Impressed by how quick his feet are. As soon as 
he touches ice, he’s through a quick extension and back into a gallop. He 
can fly. High energy. Good on PK because of his speed and willingness 
to sacrifice his body to lay out and block a shot. Goes to the dirty areas. I 

have often questioned the upside with him, though. He’s going to be a 
very good junior player in Sudbury. Not sure whether that will progress 
further. Late-round consideration nonetheless though. 

C Matthew Ward (2022): Agile. Soft hands. Not shy despite 5-foot-8 
frame. Too cute at times (in both ends). Overhandling. Needs to move it 
faster. Rounds 5-7. 

C/LW David Goyette (2022): Noticeable in transition. Some highs (the 
second game) and some lows (the first game and a costly turnover in the 
third). Liked him with Lorenz once he got moved there. First to a lot of 
50/50 pucks. Kept cycle sequences alive in the offensive zone by 
routinely gaining inside positioning. Still a huge fan and suspect a so-so 
performance in a lesser role than his skill set and season warranted on 
this team (he should’ve been in the top six instead of on the third line) 
gives him even more value on draft day. Excellent second-round target. 

RW Brayden Schuurman (2022): Super choppy, stomping stride for a 5-
foot-9 player. Some nice little plays. Around net. Played well. Probably 
wouldn’t draft. 

C Connor Hvidston (2022): Goes to the front of the net. In the mix, trying 
to make something happen on every shift. Quick decisions. Surprised me 
with how effective he was in a mostly-limited role. Sept. 11 birthday 
makes him one of the youngest players in the draft. Clear he has lots of 
room to grow into his frame, too (skinny kid). Intrigued. 

LW Rieger Lorenz (2022): Good job finding second and third options (my 
biggest takeaway with him). Consistently drove net in control and won his 
lanes. Like him on the forecheck/in puck protection. Made his lines 
better. Team Canada outscored their opponents 6-0 at five-on-five with 
Lorenz on the ice, so he wasn’t the problem! Remains a second-rounder 
for me. 

Here’s one AJHL source on Lorenz: “He’s a big rig that’s skilled and can 
play.” 

RW Matthew Wood (2023): Like Goyette, I thought Wood was grossly 
underutilized. He played almost exclusively as the 13th forward and a 
power-play guy, even after he began producing points and chances 
(including a goal in the opening loss against USA that didn’t result in 
improved minutes). Hands flashed. Tall but he can drop pucks back into 
his stance quickly (really liked what I saw here). Scored a beautiful curl-
and-drag goal that was called off because Bedard interfered with the 
German goalie (which would have given him three goals in the 
tournament, the second-most on Canada to Bedard). He’s 6-foot-3 but 
he’s not a power forward and he’s still got plenty of room to bulk up. 
Plays more of a finesse game. At this stage, he’s a potential top-10 pick 
next year for me. 

RHD Michael Mastrodomenico (2022): Presence felt physically, which is 
helped by his balanced posture and his timing on closeouts. Showed 
some real confidence with the puck, which was nice to see given his 
vanilla statistical profile. Looked very comfortable making the first move 
off the point. Late-round pick for me. Committed to Notre Dame. 

LHD Matthew Morden (2022): This was a big jump for Morden, a 6-foot-5 
Harvard commit out of St. Andrew’s College in Canada’s prep school 
circuit. He looked a little rushed with the puck early on, but he wasn’t shy 
(especially for his size) to join the rush or look to get involved deep in the 
offensive zone as the tournament went on. Surprised me with his 
confidence. There was some sloppiness, but it was nice to see him feel it 
out. Late-round pick. 

RHD Lukas Dragicevic (2023): Big thing I continue to notice with 
Dragicevic is that while he’s got good edges, he lacks straight-line foot 
speed. He wants to join the rush and he’s comfortable carrying the puck 
up ice, but he could use an extra step. He’s good though. One of the 
better defencemen in a 2023 class that is thin on them, even if I’m not in 
love with him. 

RHD Kalem Parker (2023): Parker was scratched in the opener and then 
drew in for Game 2 and made a name for himself with some big blocked 
shots and a lot of them. This kid is fearless. His game offensively needs 
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some polish but scouts love his competitive fire and it’s not hard to see 
why. 

RHD Grayden Siepmann (2022): Siepmann helped his draft stock for 
sure. I think most teams viewed him as a fringe guy coming in. He’s 
always had a good first pass and has played a smart, well-rounded 
game. But it was nice to see him make some bigger plays. He’s going to 
be higher on NHL Central Scouting’s final list than his midseason No. 
139 slotting among North American skaters. If he plays like he did in this 
tournament next season, he’ll break out. I thought he was Canada’s best 
D at five-on-five and the results (six goals for, one against) seem to 
reflect that. 

LHD Spencer Sova (2022): His touch isn’t always there but he’s a good 
skater and he can move with the puck. Crisp, leading passes on outlets. 
He’s a mid-to-late round pick for sure, and there are scouts and OHL 
folks that are fond of him, but that he was on PP1 was a clear indication 
of the talent deficiency on Canada’s blue line this year. 

LHD Owen Pickering (2022): My takeaway with Pickering is the same as 
it always is: What an effortless skater. One of the smoothest gliders in 
the draft. Still more of a second- or third-rounder for me than a late first 
(which some in the public and private spheres believe he is) though. 

G Reid Dyck (2022): Athletic. Battles. Better than his numbers (in this 
tournament and the WHL). But too many holes. 

Team Czechia 

RW Jiri Kulich (2022): No player helped or solidified their stock more than 
Kulich in this thing. He was one of those classic 25-50 guys coming in 
and I wouldn’t be surprised if he’s picked in the teens now. He was on 
top of pucks. He’s sturdy. I was impressed by his positioning off the puck 
(always in the right spots within the structure/flow of play). He did a good 
job taking pucks off the wall to the inside. And then he pounded one-
timer after one-timer into the net on a Czech power play that looked 
unstoppable until the bronze medal game. Love his drive. Good skater. 
Quick release. Hard shot. Some creativity in possession. Soft hands. 
Broke a couple ankles. Great feel around the net. Expect him much 
higher on my final board than where he was on my midseason list (No. 
41). 

Jiri Kulich during the 2021 Hlinka Gretzky Cup. (Jaroslav Svoboda / CTK 
via AP Images) 

LW Eduard Sale (2023): Noticeable in transition, weaving up ice. Great 
vision. Love him on the half-wall/point on the PP with his ability to hit 
east-west seams. Sliced up coverage. Sees every lane and opening. Can 
slow it down and dissect or hurry up his passes through holes. Big plays 
at big moments. Clockwork seam pass off the left flank to Kulich. Less 
impressive at five-on-five but he’s fun. 

C Matyas Sapovaliv (2022): Sapovaliv’s shielding puck protection really 
caught my eye. Opposing players had a tough time taking the puck off of 
him. Upright stance. Long stick. Puck on his stick a lot. Poised. Really 
knows how to use his body to hold positioning. Mid-round pick. 

LW Dominik Rymon (2022): Good touch/playmaking feel. Drove the net. 
Like the way he supports the play off the puck. Accurate shot. Fringe 
consideration. 

C Dominik Petr (2023): Petr showed good hands and a heady offensive 
game before he was stretchered off the ice in the second game of the 
tournament with a leg/knee injury which put him on crutches. 

LHD Tomas Hamara (2022): A number of smooth neutral-zone passes 
throughout. Little exits with his feet, pushing through sticks. Patient under 
pressure. Love his ability in distribution at the top of the umbrella. Did get 
beat one-on-one a bit too much, but that was my only nitpick. He just 
looked like a general back there. He also left Tappara during their Liiga 
semifinals to play in this, too, so credit to him. The Czechs don’t beat 
Canada and get a favourable quarterfinal matchup to make it into the 
medal games without him. Played more than 24 minutes a night, more 
than any other player in the tournament by about three minutes on 

average. Hamara was the lone player to make the media all-star team 
who wasn’t on my ballot, but his inclusion was absolutely warranted. 

Here’s Czech head coach Jakub Petr on Hamara: “He’s (an) all-way 
defenceman. He can handle the puck. He’s the kind of defenceman I like. 
I talked to him and I’m so proud of him so far. He’s a good prospect.” 

LHD Jakub Dvorak (2023): Do not like. He’s a big kid and I kept an eye 
on him because he’s 16 and they really like him but I thought he looked 
like he was in way over his head. Stride a little short. Stilted handling it. 
Sees only what’s immediately in front of him. I thought he slapped it 
around. 

Team Finland 

RW Joakim Kemell (2022): I thought, despite his impressive production, 
that Kemell ran hot and cold throughout offensively. He was physically 
engaged all tournament long, so I had no qualms there. He can sling it. 
Wrister and one-timer both pop. Two goals at the front of the net in the 
bronze medal game when they needed him most. But he also forced it 
with the puck on his stick at times. 

LHD Aron Kiviharju (2024): This kid isn’t just good, he looks like a star. 
Top pairing as a double underager. Looked to influence the game 
whenever he could. Rose to the moment. Crosses over to walk the line 
effortlessly. First touch always in motion. Clever. Knack for shaping his 
shots through to the net. Sees things that others don’t. Processing. 
Escapes and evades under pressure so easily. 

Here’s Finnish head coach Mika Marttila on Kiviharju: “He’s a very smart 
player and very skillful. He will have a bright future in the NHL.” 

LW Aleksanteri Kaskimaki (2022): I was expecting a little bit more from 
Kaskimaki, who was the clear third wheel on Finland’s top line. His hands 
flashed, as they usually do, but he wasn’t particularly impactful. 

LW Kasper Halttunen (2023): Halttunen was better earlier in the 
tournament (clearly one of the best players for Finland in the group 
stage) than late, but he was one of their top forwards regardless. He’s 
Finland’s best prospect for 2023 and it showed. I like how he plays to the 
inside and then he’s got the skill needed to make plays in traffic/around 
the net, even at 6-foot-3. 

Here’s Marttila on Halttunen: “He’s a power forward, he’s physical, he’s a 
big guy, he’s got a good shot, and he’s one of our top players in this 
tournament.” 

RW Jani Nyman (2022): Nyman was a standout for me. Playmaking feel. 
Good instincts on and off the puck. Moves well. Great hands. Hard shot 
(especially out of his curl and drag). If he can get a little quicker from a 
standstill, he’ll have a good chance to put it all together. Not a lot to 
dislike otherwise. Worthwhile second- or third-round pick. 

C Topi Ronni (2022): Executed some tough passes. He’ll be on my list as 
a mid-to-late round guy. Doesn’t excite me but he might find a niche as a 
depth guy down the line. 

C Jere Lassila (2022): Lassila was a great story for the Finns. He wore 
the “C,” centred the top line and really staked his claim as a draft pick 
with his effectiveness with Kemell. He’s just good at everything and 
tended to spend his shifts in the offensive zone. 

LW Tuomas Uronen (2023): Uronen caught my attention. He’s skilled 
with the puck. He’s built really stocky over his low centre of gravity. He 
likes to have the puck and he isn’t afraid to try things. When he does 
have it, he’s a workhorse who stays around it or above it in a good 
position to support. He had a few shifts where he just had the puck. I’m 
looking forward to watching him next year. 

RHD Kasper Kulonummi (2022): Kulonummi played alongside Kiviharju 
on the top pairing and led the Finns in ice time throughout the 
tournament. He benefitted from playing with Kiviharju (who is incredibly 
easy to play alongside) but he still played well in his own right and I quite 
liked him on exits and entries (both carrying and passing going north and 
also defending back the other way). He’s a solid mid-round guy. 
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LHD Elmeri Laakso (2022): Laakso made some nice finesse plays from 
the back end, and I thought he was good overall, but I don’t think he 
moved the needle on his draft stock. He’ll get picked, and deservedly so, 
but I wouldn’t take him in the first third of the draft. 

Team Germany 

LW Julian Lutz (2022): Smooth, balanced skater on his outside edges to 
twist and turn and maneuver his way around the ice or away from 
coverage. Strong middle-lane drive. High energy. Involved. Finishes all of 
his checks. Can shoot it (one-timer or wrister). Double shifted at times. 
Clearly Germany’s best player. Still a second-rounder. Lutz spoke this 
week about how he had both pressure and motivation to perform after 
losing five months of his season to injury, and then he delivered. 

C Luca Hauf (2022): Wide base. Patient with the puck. Strong. Plays 
through bumps. Played well. Clearly Germany’s second-best player. 
Worthwhile late-round pick/bottom of final draft board consideration. 

G Simon Wolf (2022): Good tracking through traffic. Can lose his posts 
when he’s scrambling on his knees. Played well despite .876 save 
percentage. 

LW Veit Oswald: Oswald was a nice story for the Germans. He’s EV 
Landshut’s top prospect, so getting to play at his home rink, with an “A” 
on his sweater, was a big deal for him. He led Germany’s top U20 junior 
level in scoring this season with 51 points in 31 games and while his 
odds at getting drafted remain long (it’s hard for Germans that don’t play 
pro and he’s not ranked by NHL Central Scouting), his puck skill and 
finesse caught my attention. He played playmaker off the flank really 
well, led the team in shots (13 in four games), had the puck on his stick a 
lot, and didn’t look out of place once he was moved onto Lutz’s line. He’s 
also a skinny kid and a late-August birthday, so there’s clearly a lot of 
runway for him to improve. At the very least, he’s on my radar now as 
someone I’ll pay attention to. 

Team Latvia 

RW Sandis Vilmanis (2022): Assistant captain. Smooth crossover 
patterns. Quick hands for a big boy (he’s only 6-foot-1 but he’s clearly 
heavyset). Danced American D a couple of times in the quarter. Plays 
with Lulea’s J20 team. Their most impressive player offensively, even if 
he only showed up with three points in five games (led them in shots by 
three with 11, so he was really one of the only players who consistently 
created looks). Fringe consideration. 

C Dans Locmelis (2022): Assistant captain. Slick hands. Like the way he 
sees the ice east-to-west. Made some nice cross-ice plays through 
coverage to find the backdoor guy or pick up on a target I didn’t expect 
him to. Also plays in Lulea with Vilmanis and was actually the first of the 
two to get an SHL audition. Probably not a draft pick, but not far off being 
one either. 

LHD Alekss Simanovics (2024): A little scrambled. Skating sways side to 
side too much and needs some work. Watched him closely because of 
his age, but this level looked like it was too much for him. He also just 
turned 16 in February, so that’s fine! 

My All-Star Team and MVP ballot 

Note: Ballots had to be turned in by the first intermission of the gold 
medal game. 

F Jiri Kulich (Team Czechia/MVP) 

F Jonathan Lekkerimaki (Team Sweden) 

F Logan Cooley (Team USA) 

D Mattias Havelid (Team Sweden)* 

D Lane Hutson (Team USA) 

G Hugo Havelid (Team Sweden) 

More from Germany: 

How David Goyette blazed his way to the top of the 2022 NHL Draft 

Behind Logan Cooley, the 2022 NHL Draft’s — and Pittsburgh’s — 
humble star in the making 

After facing down ‘devastation’, 2022 NHL Draft prospect Nick 
Moldenhauer is making up for lost time 

With top 2022 NHL Draft prospect Isaac Howard, they don’t ask ‘how?’ 
— they ask ‘how many?’ 

With a quiet drive and ‘second to none’ speed, top 2022 NHL Draft 
prospect Frank Nazar has arrived 
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Sportsnet.ca / Marner dispels drought in Maple Leafs' bloody Game 1 
blowout vs. Lightning 

 

Luke Fox 

 

“It’s a new year. It’s a new series.” —Auston Matthews 

TORONTO – On the morning the 2022 playoffs opened, happy-go-lucky 
Mitch Marner stood at the podium before of a room busy with media 
types, many of whom had pointed out his lack of production over the past 
two post-seasons. Objective failures both. 

The fun-loving superstar was wearing a buttoned game face like a face 
shield. He answered a flurry of questions directly but without elaboration 
or nuance. All business. 

Marner described his mood as “excited.” While he said this, he looked 
excited in the way Keanu Reeves feels excited to avenge his dog’s 
murder. 

Get 4 Months of SN NOW for Only $50. 

SN NOW has launched a new pass in time for the Stanley Cup Playoffs. 
Save 17% by signing up for a 4 Month SN NOW STANDARD pass and 
stream every game of the Stanley Cup Playoffs, Blue Jays & MLB, 
Raptors & NBA and more. 

MORE DETAILS 

Absolutely the 24-year-old star, much like this entire hardening Toronto 
Maple Leafs core, has been driven by the pain of the past. What he is 
striving to do, what he has been working all season, is to not dwell on the 
history or the haters. 

To clear from his mind the agonizing 1,118-day, 18-game, 49-shot 
drought since his last playoff goal: April 11, 2019, against Boston. A goal 
that was three lost series and one $65-million contract ago. 

Or the fact, heading into Game 1 against the mighty Tampa Bay 
Lightning, he had as many delay-of-game penalties as he had goals in 
his 32 career playoff appearances (five). 

“Can't think about those,” Marner said. “Gotta be here in the moment. 
Gotta be ready for what comes tonight.” 

What came was overwhelming and relieving, penalty-filled and, in the 
messy end, downright bloody. 

Marner — a top penalty-killer, power-play threat, and hungry minute-
muncher — and the Maple Leafs dominated on special teams, defended 
with determination, and shut down the Lightning to the tune of 5-0. 

(So decisive was the victory, the Lightning felt compelled to goon it up 
late, and the Leafs obliged.) 
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Coming in hot off his career-best 35-goal regular season, Marner 
quenched his personal drought with a patient cut to the slot, waiting out 
an Alexander Kerfoot decoy and zipping the puck through a scrambling 
Andrei Vasilevskiy. 

Gotta See It: Marner scores vs. Lightning to break 18-game playoff 
goalless drought 

“Go back to last season. That's the kind of play and the kind of look he 
got I don't know how many times in the Montreal series — but a lot. And 
it didn’t go for him. Tonight, it did,” said coach Sheldon Keefe, 
encouraged by his stars’ splashing of the scoresheet. 

“That's really important. I mean, those guys have scored at such a high 
level all season. It's a new season here now – you want to get rid of the 
zeros as quickly as you can. So that's another thing tonight that just 
came up our way.” 

Marner added a pair of assists and played a starring role on Toronto’s 5-
for-5 penalty kill for good measure. 

“He was dialed in,” said goalie Jack Campbell, following his second 
consecutive shutout. 

“I knew it was just a matter of time. I mean, he wants it so bad. He’s such 
an elite player, and obviously this is the most fun time of the year, and it's 
most intense. 

“Just really happy for him because he's putting in so much hard work and 
he's done so well for our team. Since I've been here, it's just been fun to 
watch him grow, and it's a great step in a pretty amazing direction.” 

Marner pleased with Maple Leafs' effort in Game 1 win vs. Lightning 

Current Time 0:00 

/ 

Duration 1:31 

Marner has tried to put on a brave face, but the digital slings and arrows 
directed at the talented kid from his own hometown fans stung. 

He has welcomed the addition of motivational speaker and elite-athlete 
mental coach Greg Harden as a sounding board. 

“When you call him, you can talk to him about anything,” Marner 
explained recently. "It's been a lot of relief. Everyone's got that kind of 
[idea], athletes in general, that we can handle anything by ourselves, and 
it's not true. 

“There's a lot of mental stuff that goes on behind the shades there that 
some people really hide. For us athletes, it's nothing to be embarrassed 
about or hide. You want to talk about some stuff. And it's been great to 
have Greg, for that reason, around.” 

Keefe puts the moment Marner is now living simply: “He's been waiting 
for this opportunity again, like our whole team has.” 

As dominant as Game 1 concluded, the Maple Leafs got off to a shaky 
start. 

What could’ve been a devastating blow early turned into a rallying point. 

Kyle Clifford took a reckless boarding major (plus a game misconduct) in 
the first period and granted the Lightning’s frightful power-play five 
minutes to work their magic. 

Alas, their wands were duds, and the Leafs’ swarming shorthanded 
scheme yielded the defenders better scoring chances. Tampa’s PP 
couldn’t get set up let alone muster a decent scoring chance 5-on-4. 

The Maple Leafs spent seven minutes killing penalties in the first period 
and still walloped the Lightning in high-danger chances 6-0 in the frame. 

So, it was fitting that stay-at-home defenceman Jake Muzzin — battling 
injuries and doubt and criticism all season long — was first to strike. 

His full-wind-up slapper from the point zipped through traffic and past 
Andrei Vasilevskiy, giving the Leafs a lead they would never relinquish. 

Auston Matthews scored twice, doubling his goal output in seven games 
against Montreal in the 2021 playoffs. And David Kämpf sniped a beauty 
on a shorthanded breakaway. 

The night regressed into fights and misconducts, somewhat predictably, 
as Toronto put the outcome out of reach. The penalty tally reached 113 
minutes as Pat Maroon and Corey Perry drew Toronto in. Colin 
Blackwelll, Wayne Simmonds and Ilya Lyubushkin all jumped in. 

Morgan Rielly pounded on Jan Rutta to the point where the Tampa 
defenceman’s blood needed scrapping off the ice and Rielly opened up a 
wound on his playmaking hand. It was Rielly’s first fight since taking on 
Alex Burrows in 2016. 

“The frustration was out of not scoring on the power play,” Lightning 
coach Jon Cooper said. “We’re better than that.” 

“Just not backing down,” Matthews said of the rough stuff. “Standing up 
for one another when it gets chippy like that.” 

Line brawl erupts between Maple Leafs and Lightning after Simmonds' 
hit 

The Leafs’ best stood up. More important, they scored goals and did not 
let up. 

“Those guys over there are probably extremely motivated because of 
what happened,” Lightning captain Steven Stamkos said. “We've had 
some failures, too, in the past, and it certainly motivates you. 

“You don't want to go through that again. You learn from that.” 

Judging by our 60-minute appetizer, Marner and the Maple Leafs have 
learned something. 

Now it’s time for the champs to take notes and respond from this blow. 

"It was a good night for us, but it’s one night. Put your head on the pillow 
tonight and enjoy it. When you wake up tomorrow, it’s done, it’s over,” 
Keefe said. 

“The Tampa Bay Lightning will be a far better team when they come back 
in here. We’ll have to be better ourselves.” 

Maple Leafs turn in near flawless performance in Game 1 against 
Lightning 

Fox’s Fast 5 

• Keefe spent time with fourth-line wings Clifford and Simmonds 
discussing their role heading into the series. Then Clifford went out and 
took an ill-advised boarding major on Ross Colton in the neutral zone on 
his first shift. He was booted from the game after just 49 seconds of 
work, leaving the Leafs with a short bench. 

“I didn’t like Cliff’s penalty. Cliff’s hit is not a hit you can make there,” 
Keefe said. 

Bet on Jason Spezza (or Michael Bunting?) to make his series debut in 
Game 2. 

• Andrei Vasilevskiy will carry a pristine 14-0 record following a playoff 
loss into Wednesday’s Game 2. He’ll be better than the .848 he posted 
Monday. 

• Referees Dan O’Rourke and Brian Pochmara seemed set on avoiding 
any borderline violence, calling 25 minutes’ worth of infractions before 
the series was 40 minutes old. 

“I heard the word ‘violent’ was thrown around earlier today… I think, 
c’mon,” Cooper said. “Maybe that gets in [officials’] ears to keep control 
of a series that hadn’t started yet. 

“But there were dumb penalties taken both ways. Both teams were 
dumb. It wasn’t their fault. They were calling what was in front of them.” 
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• Tampa's two healthy scratches, Riley Nash and Zach Bogosian, were 
both in Toronto's Game 1 playoff lineup last May. 

• The Maple Leafs have filled out their black aces: Nick Abruzzese, Joey 
Anderson, Pontus Holmberg, Dmitry Ovchinnikov, Alex Steeves, 
Kristians Rubins, Brett Seney, Mac Hollowell, Filip Kral, Nick Robertson, 
and Michael Hutchinson. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Smith's awful gaffe looms large as Oilers revert to bad 
habits in Game 1 

 

Mark Spector May 3, 2022, 2:33 AM 

 

EDMONTON — They cracked first. 

After all the wins on home ice, all the work on defensive structure and 
settling their game down to a style that can take them somewhere in the 
post-season, the Edmonton Oilers cracked first on Monday. 

“It was a 3-3 hockey game in the third period,” assessed head coach Jay 
Woodcroft. “We made one more mistake than they did (and) it ended up 
a 4-3 game.” 

One mistake. 

That’s like calling Mount Everest “one hike.” Like calling Connor McDavid 
“one NHL player.” 

With six minutes to play in a tight, 3-3 playoff game, The Big Mistake 
came, and it was made by Oilers goalie Mike Smith. A leader who should 
know better, a veteran who made a rookie mistake. 

Playing the puck the way he always does when an opponent dumps it in, 
Smith forced a pass up the middle that began a series of events that cost 
Edmonton the fourth goal in a 4-3 loss to the Los Angeles Kings. 

With plenty of time and a simple pass available to a defenceman waiting 
in the corner, Smith instead fired a puck right up the middle of the Oilers 
zone and right on the tape of the Kings' Alex Iafallo. Smith made a 
miraculous save to keep the ensuing chance out of the net, but within 
seconds Phillip Danault deflected a point shot home for the game-winner 
with 5:14 to play. 

Smith’s team never recovered, dropping the opener of its Round 1 series 
to Los Angeles, the seventh consecutive playoff loss for the Oilers dating 
back to the bubble in 2020. Their playoffs are one game old, and already 
the Oilers face a must-win game Wednesday night in Game 2. 

Smith 'disappointed' in his error that led to Kings' game-winning goal 

“Just trying to make something happen. Obviously trying to do too much 
there,” said a contrite Smith after the game. “In a tight game like that you 
can’t get afford to make mistakes like that, and it ended up costing us a 
game.” 

Look, you make the deal when you accept Mike Smith as your goalie. 

For all the zone exits you get from his stick-handling prowess, there are 
cough ups that end up in your net. 

This wasn’t one of those, however. 

This wasn’t a physical mistake, or a bobbled puck. This was mental — a 
player taking too big a risk at a time in the game when the safe play is 
the right play. A veteran player who should know that the playoffs 
requires patience. That you wait for your chance. You don’t try to 
manufacture it of nothing, or believe a 90-foot goalie pass up the gut will 
miraculously spring the winning breakaway. 

In the end, Smith was a microcosm of this Oilers team. His game has 
been flawless for the past two months, just like the Oilers, who have 
installed a structure and reliability that simply wasn’t there when the puck 
dropped in Game 1. 

Edmonton was behind 2-0 just 16:48 into their playoff journey, as nerves, 
emotions and the excitement of a sold-out playoff rink stole the structure 
from the home side's game. They looked nervous, like all the pressure 
rides on their shoulders. 

Oilers must recapture regular season form after Game 1 loss 

“There are lots of emotions with fans back in the building and I thought 
we just didn’t handle it all that well. They got the jump on us,” said 
McDavid, who willed his team back into the game with a goal and an 
assist. “Obviously we didn’t have a great start. We gave up a few 
chances and found ourselves down by two. It wasn’t a good enough start 
in our home building. 

“(But) I thought we did a great job of getting ourselves back in the game 
and giving ourselves a chance. Ultimately it’s one bounce.” 

There were some positives to Edmonton’s game, though not nearly as 
many the Kings will dissect when they break this game down Tuesday 
morning. The Kings line of Danault between Iafallo and Trevor Moore 
was unstoppable, with each player scoring and the line splitting up four 
assists. 

On Edmonton’s side, Ryan Nugent-Hopkins’ third line had a rough night, 
while Jesse Puljujarvi played just 7:52 and went minus-2. 

NHL Playoff Highlights: Kings 4, Oilers 3 

Somehow, an Oilers team that was playing sound, structured hockey 
down the stretch reverted to their former selves, holding a track meet 
against a Kings team that was licking their chops at the thought of a 
loose opponent. 

What happened to the structure? Emotions? Was it a mental thing? A 
physical thing? 

“A little bit of everything you just mentioned there,” said Woodcroft. 
“There are areas that we can be better. It’s hard to fault the players' 
effort. For me, it comes down to execution … and trusting what your 
structure is.” 

They’d better find it. Because if the Oilers thought the pressure was on 
them in Game 1, everybody knows what happens when a home team 
loses Games 1 and 2. 

It’s not something anyone wants to talk about right now. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Stanley Cup Playoffs takeaways: Raanta steps up with 
Andersen out 

NHL Playoff Highlights: Hurricanes 5, Bruins 1 

 

Mike Johnston May 3, 2022, 2:50 AM 

 

The Carolina Hurricanes now lead the Boston Bruins 21-2 on aggregate 
this season after a 5-1 victory on the opening night of the 2022 Stanley 
Cup Playoffs. 

The final score was not entirely indicative of the back-and-forth nature of 
most of Monday’s Game 1, however it was ultimately more of the same in 
the fourth installment of this season series dominated by Rod 
Brind'Amour’s club. 
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Carolina was backstopped by Frederik Andersen in all three regular-
season wins over Boston. The team’s star netminder was unable to go 
Monday as he continues to recover from a lower-body injury, so it was 
backup Antti Raanta that got the call. 

Raanta went 15-5-4, won the William M. Jennings Trophy alongside 
Andersen this season and the Rauma, Finland native shone in his first 
career playoff start. Raanta had appeared in five previous post-season 
contests in relief; his teams had lost all of them. 

The 32-year-old stopped 35 shots against the Bruins, was named the 
game's No. 1 star, and needed to be sharp early with Boston jumping out 
to a 9-1 lead in shots within the first six minutes of the first period. 

If you’re going to nitpick any element of Raanta’s performance, you could 
perhaps point to his imperfect rebound control. Even that steadily 
improved throughout the game, though, and he stayed calm as the 
Bruins pressed in the third period. 

“Obviously a little butterflies here and there,” Raanta told reporters after 
the game. “For me, I was just trying to focus on the things, how I've been 
able to be successful and what I've been doing to get to this point. It was 
working nicely, but it's only one game, one win, and now it's just 
regrouping and getting ready for Wednesday.” 

Andersen didn’t participate in Monday’s morning skate, which means a 
Game 2 return is unlikely, but after how steady Raanta looked there is no 
immediate need for Carolina or its fan base to fret. 

Linus Ullmark got the nod ahead of Jeremy Swayman for Boston at the 
other end of the ice. Ullmark, 28, was also making his first playoff start 
and he matched Raanta save for save for more than 36 minutes before 
the Hurricanes got on the board and began pulling away. According to 
the broadcast, it was just the fifth time in the past 40 years where two 
goalies made their first playoff starts in the same game. 

Unfortunately for Ullmark, the four goals he allowed got progressively 
more regrettable as the action unfolded. 

Ullmark had no chance when rookie Seth Jarvis tipped home a Jaccob 
Slavin shot and two minutes later the goalie was unable to locate the 
puck through a sea of bodies on Carolina’s second of the game. 

Those two tallies were encouraging goals for Carolina because they’re 
exactly the types of goals teams come to rely on during deep playoff 
runs. 

The goal that made it 3-1 was a stoppable shot, although credit is due to 
Vincent Trocheck for settling down a rolling puck nicely on the fly and 
feeding Teuvo Teravainen, who wired it top shelf past Ullmark. 

The fourth is one Ullmark will want back considering Trocheck was 
behind the goal line when he released the puck. 

How can Boston bounce back from this? 

Game 2 of the best-of-seven series is scheduled for Wednesday in 
Raleigh, N.C., with Boston needing answers to a handful of questions 
such as… 

Can they get an early lead? Colorado was the only team with more wins 
when scoring first than Carolina this season so Boston can’t afford to 
keep giving up the first goal. The Hurricanes, according to the broadcast, 
improved to 43-1-0 this season when leading by multiple goals so a two-
goal lead means curtains. Bruins coach Bruce Cassidy acknowledged 
after the game that Carolina doesn’t play the same when it isn't leading. 
Easier said than done. 

Who’s going to provide that offence? Patrice Bergeron was the lone 
Bruin to score against the Hurricanes in the regular season and the 
captain led his team, along with David Pastrnak, with five shots on goal 
Monday. Brad Marchand had an uncharacteristically quiet night and 
finished with a minus-3 rating. Taylor Hall scored Boston’s lone goal and 
seemed to find an extra gear in the third period. Can he carry that 
momentum over to Wednesday? 

Can Boston turn up the physicality for Game 2? Boston ranked third in 
the NHL in hits this season. The Bruins were outhit 48-42 in Game 1. 
Carolina’s 48 hits were a season-high for the Hurricanes. 

What can they do differently on the power play? Carolina’s No. 1-ranked 
penalty kill, which operated at a whopping 88.0-per-cent success rate this 
year, remained in typical elite form in Game 1. It was tested early when 
Brady Skjei took a delay of game minor three minutes into the opening 
frame. That one was killed off mostly thanks to Raanta. 

Boston could barely enter Carolina’s zone and couldn’t establish any 
meaningful attack on its second opportunity and once Ian Cole’s tripping 
call was killed off, the crowd at PNC Arena was on its feet cheering. 

They put on another PK clinic and killed off a Brendan Smith interference 
call that happened midway through the third when the game was still 
within reach. 

Playoff cohesiveness a factor as Blues blank Wild 

The other game not involving a Canadian team Monday saw the St. 
Louis Blues outclass the Minnesota Wild en route to a 4-0 win. 

A majority of St. Louis’s 2019 Cup-winning roster remains intact while 
about half of Minnesota’s lineup suited up for their first playoff game with 
the Wild, one of the busiest clubs leading up to the trade deadline in 
March. 

It showed. The Blues looked like the more comfortable team and they 
became the first team all season to enter the Xcel Energy Center and 
hold the Wild off the scoresheet. 

It was the most lopsided win from either team in this season series and 
the Wild frustration began showing late in the third, highlighted by Jared 
Spurgeon’s cross-check on the ankle of Pavel Buchnevich. 

Perron, Husso both set personal and franchise milestones 

David Perron notched the first playoff hat trick of his career and set a 
new franchise record in the process, while Ville Husso did the same. 

Husso stopped all 37 shots he faced to become the first Blues goalie to 
earn a shutout in his playoff debut. 

All three of Perron’s goals, one scored in each period, occurred when St. 
Louis had the man advantage. He is the 14th player in Blues franchise 
history to record a playoff hat trick and it is the first time in which all three 
goals were power-play markers. 

Perron added an assist on Ryan O’Reilly’s goal that made it 2-0 in the 
first period. Torey Krug recorded an assist on all three of Perron’s goals, 
the 16th, 17th and 18th of his post-season career. 
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Sportsnet.ca / TO SUCCEED WHERE OTHERS FAILED  

 

By Mark Spector 

 

Block by block, Jay Woodcroft built stability into the Oilers’ foundation. 
Now, there’s hope he may just be the one who ends their perpetual 
coaching carousel — and brings the Cup back to Edmonton. 

W hen it comes to coaches, the Edmonton Oilers have been the 
Cleveland Browns of the National Hockey League. From an old school 
hard-ass like Pat Quinn, to the new-age teacher that was Ralph Krueger, 
the Oilers have test driven them all. 

Time for an established coach? Step right up, Todd McLellan or Dave 
Tippett, Ken Hitchcock or Tom Renney. 
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How about the alumni? There you go, Ronnie Low. Have at it, Craig 
MacTavish. 

The running joke is that Ryan Nugent-Hopkins writes the name of the 
current head coach on the inside of his glove, just in case he can’t 
remember the new guy’s name. The Nuge has listened to nine different 
voices send him over the boards during his 11 seasons in Edmonton — 
including two more this season. 

Maybe it is because Jay Woodcroft is nearer the beginning of his NHL 
career — not in its twilight — that this hire has an aroma of longevity. 
Have the Oilers finally stumbled on to the man who will get them to that 
mythical place that this organization has not been since 2006 as a 
finalist, and 1990 as a Stanley Cup winner? 

Sure to be the recipient, along with assistant Dave Manson, of a new, 
long-term contract this summer, the sample size on Woodcroft’s work is 
like a six-ounce sirloin. Small, but meaty. 

Having stepped behind the bench for his first game as an NHL head 
coach on Feb. 11, Woodcroft takes the Oilers into Round 1 of the 
playoffs with a 26-9-3 record — tied for the most wins in the NHL since 
Feb. 11, tied for the second-best winning percentage (.724), tied for the 
fewest losses. 

His thing? Preparedness, and attention to details. It has left the Oilers in 
a head space we haven’t seen this group of players occupy, well, ever. 
Today, Edmonton sees itself as a “sound” team. With “structure.” In a 
town where those two adjectives have been AWOL over the past 30 
years, today we hear them all the time, from both friend and foe. 

“Structured. Detailed. Not getting rattled by giving up leads,” begins 
veteran Derek Ryan, the Oilers forward who has been around long 
enough to know. “The detail in our D-zone exits, our D-zone coverage, 
our neutral zone forecheck. Our O-zone forecheck. Just every little facet 
of the game.” 

Woodcroft sweats the details, something today’s player welcomes. 
“We’ve put a heavier emphasis on faceoffs, how we’re executing 
offensive zone faceoffs, how we’re trying to get out of our own zone 
defensively, on D-zone face offs,” gushes Ryan. “Just every little detail in 
the game [is] especially huge as you come down the stretch and play in 
the playoffs. Those details can win or lose your games, and I think that 
our team has gotten immeasurably better in all those little areas.” 

Woodcroft, a 45-year-old who made it far as the Central Hockey League 
as a player, has spent a lifetime in the game. Today, he is a puzzle with 
pieces courtesy the many who coaches who, inevitably, steered him 
away from an unlikely playing career to a coaching gig that suits his 
personality to a tee. 

“One of my favourite coaches was someone named Mark Reeds who 
played for the St. Louis Blues and worked his way up to the National 
Hockey League,” Woodcroft begins. “Going back to our staff in Detroit, all 
four members of that staff went on to become head coaches in the 
National Hockey League: Mike Babcock Paul MacLean, Todd McClellan 
[and me]. I’ve had the good fortune of working at some international 
tournaments where I created some friendships. Peter DeBoer is one. In 
terms of the team North America, Dave Tippet was there. John Cooper 
was there, Gerard Gallant. Each one left an indelible mark on me.” 

The soup must be rich to stand alone at this high level, in one of 32 NHL 
jobs. As such, there are inevitably many, many cooks who add an 
ingredient along the way. 

“Trent Yawney, Larry Robinson, Matt Shaw, Jim Johnson, Ian Herbers, 
Dave [Manson],” Woodcroft says. “What happens as you weave your 
way through your coaching career, is that different people have different 
influences on you and you take a little piece of each, each person. I’m 
fortunate because I’ve been around some really, really good people.” 

“It’s going to be very hard for a team to beat Edmonton in seven games, 
if they continue to manage and protect the puck the way they are now. 
They are a tough out.” 

The one area Woodcroft’s communication skills are lacking is when he is 
asked about himself. He funnels credit to his players like a man who is 
allergic to newspaper ink. 

His players, however, are not on the same page. More and more, the 
words you hear at the Rogers Place podium after games and practices 
bolster the decision that general manager Ken Holland made, when he 
reached down to the farm club in Bakersfield and replaced a coach in-
season for the first time in his managerial career. 

“His energy level is high always, which you feed off as a player,” says 
Nugent-Hopkins. “The way that he hammers on the details of every 
aspect of the game, you know exactly what’s expected of you. And if you 
struggle in one aspect of the game, you can fall back on the structure 
because we know exactly what we need to do to have success.” 

Nugent-Hopkins has seen it all. From “The Swarm,” a defensive system 
employed by former Oilers coach Dallas Eakins that somehow never 
caught on around the game, to the old school Tippett, who was uber-
prepared but guilty at times of not engaging the entire roster in his plan. 

“[The new structure] is something that Jay brought here and it’s going to 
go a long way when it comes to playoff time,” Nugent-Hopkins says. “You 
want to be able to fall back on something if you go through a rough 
game, or even a couple of rough periods. You want to be able to fall back 
on that structure, and have trust in that.” 

Woodcroft has only been behind Edmonton’s bench for two-and-a-half 
months. But this is more than just the “new coach bump.” Each week, 
Edmonton has looked a little bit more professional. The system is 
becoming entrenched, their style resembling the one in place when 
Woodcroft arrived — but not the same. 

“It was actually pretty gradual. He didn’t try to introduce too much right 
away,” defenceman Tyson Barrie says. “We would work on one thing, 
and as soon as he thought we had a good grasp on that, he would 
introduce something else. Even up to this week, we have been working 
on different things we haven’t before. He is just trying to add to our game 
in little blocks. I think we have done a good job grasping what he has 
been trying to lay down. We’ve put ourselves in a spot now where we 
have a good foundation of how we would like to play — and we are right 
on schedule.” 

You might recall Joe’s Shooting Club, a morning routine that became a 
big part of the San Jose Sharks back when Joe Pavelski and a young 
assistant coach took to the ice before every practice for some fine-point 
skills refinement. 

Soon, the other veterans joined in, and the coach they call Woody had a 
signature gig. 

“The timing was really important to our relationship,” says Pavelski, who 
was a third-year pro when Ron Wilson’s staff got blown out of San Jose 
and Todd McLellan arrived from the Detroit Red Wings with his trusty 
right-hand man, Woodcroft. “One thing about Woody, I always felt he 
really cared about the players. He wanted to help you; he wanted you to 
have a great year; he wanted you to get better. He was always thinking 
about you first. As a young player at the time, a player who was trying to 
get better, there were a lot of his experiences that I thought I could learn 
from, and try to apply.” 

It’s not every day that a veteran like Pavelski rings up a reporter in 
another country on a Thursday afternoon at the end of a season for a 
chat. But that’s how much he cares for Woodcroft. If we’re telling his 
story, Pavelski wants a bite out of that. 

As the teacher faces the student in Round 1 of the playoffs, with 
McLellan’s Kings drawing Woodcroft’s Oilers, the series pits two coaches 
against one another who know each other better than perhaps any two 
coaches in the NHL today. 

“If someone gets out-coached in that series it will just be about them 
getting their players to another level,” Pavelski says. “When I had Todd, 
and what I’ve heard about Woody, when it comes to the details, nothing 
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is going to be missed. Even in-game adjustments, they both have a good 
feel for who’s playing well, who’s going, and who should be out there in 
certain situations. They’re not going to miss a whole lot. It’s how they can 
challenge their players, and get them to respond. It’ll be an interesting 
series that I’ll keep my eye on, for sure.” 

So, let us in a bit here, Pav. How does a coach “challenge a player?” 

It can’t be like it is in the movies, can it? What really happens? 

“I remember Todd and Woody, when we [the Sharks] would be going up 
against Detroit, how they would be trying to motivate us,” he says. “The 
message was that it was more mental than it was physical. ‘You can 
skate as fast as this guy.’ ‘You’re as big as him.’ ‘You can shoot it better 
than him.’ Things like that. Then it was, ‘Now, you’ve got to go do it. 
You’ve got to earn it.’” 

When Woodcroft stepped off of McLellan’s NHL staff in Edmonton to 
become an AHL head coach four years ago, Ken Hitchcock’s 1,598-
game NHL career was 62 games away from completion. 

The old coach had an open line to the young one and, even when he left 
the Oilers, the two spoke, Woodcroft smart enough to know that 
Hitchcock’s experience would expedite his career. But quietly, the old 
coach knew he wouldn’t have to accelerate it very much. 

“I loved his attention to detail. I loved the way he ran practices. I loved 
the way he was able to dissect the game properly,” Hitchcock says. “He 
was one of those coaches that was very committed to getting the players 
to understand what a real 200-foot game was like — with and without the 
puck. I really thought that that could transition to the NHL. He never 
missed a step. He went back to the American League and gained the 
information that you need to be a head guy. To change from book smart 
to street smart.” 

A good assistant coach doesn’t always make the jump, however. 

“That’s the question you get,” says Hitchcock. “I think when he went 
down to Bakersfield, Edmonton was wondering the same thing.” 

Today, on an Oilers team that has watched its two superstars alter their 
game to become stiffer and more defence-oriented, Hitchcock believes 
Leon Draisaitl and Connor McDavid have been further transformed since 
Feb. 11. 

“They’re playing a sound, 200-foot game without the puck, and a 200-foot 
game with the puck,” Hitchcock says. “They’re checking with the puck — 
the way they protect it, the way they place it, and the way they control the 
lines on the ice. For players to buy that, it’s got to be sold properly. For 
them to embrace it, and not feel like it’s a punishment playing this way. I 
think what you’re seeing is a group that’s embracing it. They’ve 
convinced the players to play the proper way.” 

And so, here we are: that intersection between a team that’s been 
searching for the right coach for some 30 years, and a coach who just 
might be the right person to change things for good. 

We’ll learn a lot over the next two weeks, as Woodcroft tries to succeed 
where so many before him have failed. 

“It’s going to be very hard for a team to beat [Edmonton] in seven games, 
if they continue to manage and protect the puck the way they are now,” 
says Hitchcock. “They are a tough out.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Film Review: What we learned from dissecting all 60 
Auston Matthews goals 

Matthews joins elite group of players with 'amazing' 60-goal season 

 

Sonny Sachdevay May 2, 2022, 9:29 AM 

 

It's been another off-season of agony for the Toronto Maple Leafs 
faithful, and another regular season of cautious, hesitant optimism. Now, 
the blue and white find themselves staring down a tough first-round 
matchup in the Stanley Cup Playoffs, yet again. With the weight of the 
world on their shoulders, yet again. 

The disappointment of Toronto's string of early exits follows so closely 
behind all the club does, it's replaced their shadow. But if there’s one 
reason to think this might just be the year the Maple Leafs finally break 
through, it’s the gargantuan steps taken by the club’s leading duo, 
Auston Matthews and Mitch Marner — particularly the leaps taken by No. 
34, who followed up his Rocket Richard Trophy-winning 2021 by 
becoming just the third player in the past two decades to pot 60 goals in 
a season. 

The key now is ensuring those goals keep flowing, that the good times 
keep rolling here in the post-season when it matters most. 

And those goals won't come easy. They never do when the playoff grind 
arrives and the high-flyers get stuck in the mud. But it's not as simple as 
high scorers seeing their offensive ways nullified come playoff time. It's a 
matter of styles of play, of certain skill-sets thriving when the game gets 
tighter, and others drying up as the time and space out on the ice does 
too. 

The question for Toronto, then, is where exactly Matthews’ game falls on 
that spectrum, and how they can continue to put him in positions to do 
his thing when the stakes are at their highest. 

To get a better sense of how Matthews can keep scoring past Game 82, 
we have to first understand how exactly he piled up those 60 goals. So, 
with the playoffs looming, we went back and reviewed film on every 
single goal the Maple Leafs centreman scored in 2021-22, cataloguing 
each play, and stepping back to see what patterns emerged. 

Here’s what we learned. 

With historic 60th goal, Matthews takes throne as top sniper in today's 
NHL 

Hart Trophy Roundtable: Who is the NHL's MVP in 2022? 

The biggest misconception about Matthews from those who don’t watch 
him regularly might be that the majority of his goals look like the ones 
that comprise his highlight reel — the curl-and-drag wristers, those fluid 
power-play markers where he catches the puck and flings it on net in one 
motion, the game-breaking one-timers that end sequences with authority. 
In truth, that’s only half the story. 

The key that unlocked that 60-goal door for No. 34 this season was, of 
course, versatility. He piled up a hefty number of goals that few others in 
the league could score, goals that relied on his all-world release, but he 
added just as many that relied on an entirely different aspect of his skill-
set. Goals that leaned on his positional awareness, on his ability to get 
lost in coverage, floating into open pockets at just the right moment, or 
hanging back and rushing into a scramble to tuck in greasy rebounds. 

That latter collection, the goals he scored right in around the netfront, 
accounted for nearly half of Matthews’ 60-spot — shovelling in garbage 
goals, using his hands to deceive netminders in tight, redirecting hard 
passes through the crease up into the twine. On the other hand, only six 
of his 60 came from one-timers, only three from those signature curl-and-
drag wristers, only two off those catch-and-shoot tallies. 

It was the variety that let him loose, the unpredictability of the method by 
which he'd burn teams. And it wasn't only how he was scoring but where 
he was scoring from. Sixteen of his 60 came from the left side of the 
offensive zone, eight came from the right side, six came down the middle 
of the zone around the slot, and 26 came in tight, within a foot or two of 
the netfront (four empty-netters were dotted among the pile, too). 
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Putting it all together — how he was scoring, where he was scoring from, 
and how varied the approach was goal-to-goal — the dominance makes 
more sense. Just look at the first 10 goals Matthews scored this season:  

He kicks things off with a wraparound for Goal No. 1. Goal No. 2 comes 
on a power-play catch-and-shoot from the left faceoff dot. Nos. 3 and 4 
are back at the netfront, stuffing in rebounds. No. 5 comes as a power-
play one-timer from the top of the right faceoff circle, No. 6 on a wrister 
that punctuates him steaming into the zone down the right wing. No. 7 is 
back on the left side, another man-advantage catch-and-shoot, and Nos. 
8, 9 and 10 are back at the netfront — roofing a loose puck off his 
backhand, shovelling in another rebound, and deflecting a point shot out 
of the air. 

Tough to figure out how exactly to slow down an opponent when he’s 
coming at you from every direction, burning you every which way. And 
that variety in approach only continues the further you delve into 
Matthews’ 2021-22 collection. Let’s take a closer look. 

NETFRONT NUISANCE 

If we’re pinning down how exactly Matthews earned his 60, we have to 
start with the damage he did at the netfront. 

Matthews potted 26 in tight around the cage — 43 per cent of his total 
goal sum — and he tallied those 26 goals nine different ways. 

Six came from him using his quick hands in tight to deceive the 
netminder and create enough space to tuck one in — either coming 
across the netfront and going forehand-backhand to sweep the puck 
across the crease (Goal Nos. 34, 42, and 59), doing the opposite and 
sweeping the puck backhand-to-forehand (Goal Nos. 44 and 56), or via 
that unique sequence against Colorado, which saw him planted at the 
netfront facing away from the tender, then spinning around, handling the 
puck briefly, and whipping it top shelf (Goal No. 11). 

Five came from Matthews hovering around the netfront and cleaning up 
rebounds, either taking a shot and stuffing in his own rebound (Goal Nos. 
3 and 4) or being in position to capitalize on someone else’s attempt 
(Goal Nos. 9, 18 and 57). 

Four others came from Matthews getting lost in coverage close to the 
cage, his blade on the ice, as a teammate threw a hard pass through the 
crease for him to redirect into the twine (Goal Nos. 14, 36, 37, and 53). 

Three saw Matthews pick up a puck floating in a pocket of space near 
the net — getting there either from a pass across the crease (Goal No. 
16), popping out of a moment of chaos in front (Goal No. 8), or 
ricocheting off a skate before it made it to the cage (Goal No. 21) — and 
the Leafs centreman pouncing to backhand it top shelf. 

Twice he ended a scramble in front by rushing the cage and shovelling 
the puck in the net (Goal Nos. 30 and 49). Twice he tallied on a 
wraparound — once on the forehand to the netminder’s left (Goal No. 1), 
once on the backhand to the netminder’s right (Goal No. 40). Twice he 
deflected point shots out of the air (Goal Nos. 10 and 27). One came off 
a tap-in from a feed through the crease (Goal No. 23), and one came via 
Matthews carrying it right to the cage, outwaiting the tender, and tucking 
it home (Goal No. 12). 

He scored 16 of his 60 goals (27 per cent) from the left side of the zone, 
and once again, he put his versatility on display, collecting them seven 
different ways. 

Four of those 16 saw Matthews use his feet, carrying the puck up ice and 
either beating a defender (Goal Nos. 13 and 35) or finding a lane straight 
to the cage (Goal Nos. 17 and 58) and unleashing his lethal wrister. 

Three came off that tried and true curl-and-drag wrist shot Matthews has 
become known for (Goal Nos. 24, 51 and 52) while another three came 
from monster one-timers (Goal Nos. 25, 39 and 47). He tallied three 
times from the left side on the power play, all three coming off cross-ice 
feeds through the slot which Matthews collected before either catching 
and shooting it in one motion (Goal Nos. 2 and 7), or waiting a beat and 
scoring on a snap shot (Goal No. 41). 

Two others came off snap shots from the left side, with Matthews finding 
pockets of space, receiving a pass and getting a quick snapper off before 
the opposition could properly react (Goal Nos. 22 and 38), while he 
added one more from this side of the zone by putting away a juicy 
rebound that floated out away from the cage down by the goal line (Goal 
No. 46). 

Matthews’ eight tallies from the right side (13 per cent of his total sum) 
were collected six different ways. 

A pair came off one-timers (Goal Nos. 5 and 55), another two off 
Matthews floating in on the right side and potting a puck let loose by a 
scramble at the netfront (Goal Nos. 19 and 32). 

Four others came either from Matthews carrying the puck up ice and 
wiring one (Goal No. 6), him taking that power-play cross-ice feed on the 
opposite side it usually comes and putting it on net (Goal No. 15), him 
taking a pass near the right wall, drifting in and unleashing a wrister 
(Goal No. 26), or him steaming in down the right wing, taking a cross-ice 
feed and scoring off a snap shot (Goal No. 45). 

In the middle of the zone, higher up away from the netfront, the Maple 
Leafs pivot added six more (10 per cent of his end-of-year total), doing so 
four different ways. Three of those saw him receive a pass high in the 
slot and wire one (Goal Nos. 29, 31 and 54), two came from Matthews 
carrying the puck into that pocket himself and sniping (Goal Nos. 20 and 
60), and one came off a breakaway — which was, in fact, the 
centreman’s only breakaway goal of the year (Goal No. 33). 

Beyond the fact that he bagged goals every which way, he benefitted 
from another layer of unpredictability in terms of where in the zone the 
goals came from. 

On that left side, two came low in the offensive zone, one came further 
up near the bottom of the left faceoff circle, four came along the middle 
inside edge of that faceoff circle, six came right around the left faceoff 
dot, a pair came from the top of the circle, and one came high up in the 
zone, essentially at the left point.  

The spread is much the same on the right: three from the bottom of the 
right faceoff circle, one from the inside edge of the circle, three from right 
on that faceoff dot, and one from the top of the circle. 

And then there were the six that came high up in the zone in the middle 
of the ice, and, of course, the 26 dotted all along that area right around 
the netfront. 

EVERYTHING EVERYWHERE ALL AT ONCE 

Taking a step back and looking at all those methods together, it's clear 
why Matthews has taken the crown as the game’s most lethal goal-scorer 
— it's not simply because of that otherworldly release, but because he’s 
turned that signature weapon into simply one tool among many.  

When it came to creating scoring opportunities for himself, he tallied eight 
goals on plays where he relied on his quick hands to deceive, creating 
his own space to put the puck in the net. He scored seven goals off plays 
that saw him beat at least one opposing player en route to the net, and 
six more on plays that saw him carry the puck into an open lane and 
simply unleash. 

He was just as adept at finishing off scoring plays, potting six times off 
one-timers, four times from redirecting hard passes on the ice up into the 
cage, three times off of receiving a pass and letting loose his curl-and-
drag wrister, twice off catching and shooting the puck in one fluid motion, 
and twice off deflections out of the air. 

But he didn’t rely simply on those all-world plays. He put away seven 
goals by cleaning up rebounds around the netfront, and topped things off 
with four empty-netters — two of those fired in from his own zone. 

Past the how and the where, it was also when those goals came from 
those varied areas — another key facet of his unpredictability. We 
mentioned the variety seen in his first 10 goals of the season at the top of 
this piece. Here’s how the rest of his goals were spread out — we've 
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divided them into 10-goal segments, going down 1 to 10 from top to 
bottom, indicating where in the zone the goals came from. 

A quick glance shows Matthews was striking with fairly equal frequency 
from either side of the zone all year, while constantly returning to his 
bread and butter, the netfront. 

Also key in understanding how Matthews pieced together his 60 is 
understanding who exactly was out there with him, and how they were 
contributing. 

In reviewing each of those 60 goals, we noted which players directly 
contributed to the scoring plays that resulted in a goal from Matthews — 
that went past just registering an assist. It also meant, say, throwing the 
body behind the net to create a turnover that put the puck on No. 34's 
stick, or being part of a give-and-go to enter the zone, which sprung a 
Matthews rush to the net. 

Widening the lens out a bit past assist-getters to those who directly, 
meaningfully contributed to Matthews’ scoring plays in all possible ways, 
here’s how the list of his most important running mates broke down: 

Unsurprisingly, Mitch Marner led the way, directly factoring in on 23 of 
those goals (38 per cent). Linemate Michael Bunting was second, 
factoring in on 19 of them (32 per cent) — more impressive than it first 
seems, considering it took some time this season for the coaching staff to 
move Bunting onto that top line. 

Morgan Rielly and John Tavares were next up, factoring in on 13 and 
nine of Matthews’ goals, respectively (22 and 15 per cent), while William 
Nylander factored in on eight (13 per cent). No other Maple Leafs player 
contributed to more than five of No. 34’s goals. 

PLAYOFF POTENTIAL 

What does that mean for the Maple Leafs as they head towards Game 
1? A few things: 

First, it tells us what the club needs to do to get Matthews on the board 
— and, more specifically, what they don't have to do. It feels like we’ve 
seen plenty a skilled team tumble out of the post-season because of an 
inability to adapt their game to their opponent, or simply because of an 
inability to get goals in different ways. 

The Maple Leafs are known for their high-octane offence, for their speed, 
their silky smooth passes, setting up gorgeous highlight-reel goals. 
There’s a fair chance that all comes up against a brick wall in Round 1, 
where the team on the other side will try to simply run through them. 
Which is fine, because Matthews has shown he doesn't need to rely on 
getting a cross-ice feed to set up a one-timer, or finding enough space to 
bee-line to the net and beat the netminder one-on-one. 

He can do that if the opportunity presents itself, but if all else fails, he’s 
proven he's elite at cleaning up at the netfront. If every other avenue is 
shut down, just throw pucks on the cage, cause havoc in the crease, and 
there’s a boatload of evidence suggesting No. 34 will pick his moment 
and end the play with fist-bumps at the bench. 

Watching all these goals back also made clear one thing about the Leafs' 
personnel: they need Michael Bunting back in the lineup. 

Aside from Mitch Marner, no other Maple Leaf played a bigger role in 
spurring Matthews’ offensive success than the team's breakout rookie. 
While that impact sometimes took the form of a well-placed pass to 
Matthews' blade, here’s what the majority of our notes on how he 
factored in looked like: 

"Bunting forces a turnover by the opposing D with a hard forecheck, and 
the puck ends up on Matthews’ stick. " 

"Bunting deflects a shot on goal, creating a rebound that Matthews 
buries." 

"Bunting fights along the wall to win the puck, it ends up on the stick of a 
teammate who sets up Matthews for the goal." 

That isn't to say the top line will falter if Bunting's injury keeps him out. 
But it means if he isn’t ready to go in Game 1, it seems the best bet for a 
replacement isn’t necessarily another slick playmaker who can set up 
Matthews in Marner-esque fashion — rather, it’s someone who can go to 
the dirty areas and win battles, who can force the turnover that puts the 
puck where Toronto wants it. 

Above all else, what watching all these goals back tells us is that 
Matthews should have everything he needs to keep the goals rolling 
when the grind of Game 1 closes in. If he finds space to operate, he can 
make the most of it — in any part of the zone, with a quick shot or a rush 
to the cage or myriad other approaches. If he doesn't find that space, he 
can simplify, go to the net, and continue feasting there. And if the Maple 
Leafs' opponents do manage to suffocate No. 34 with defensive 
coverage, his 46 helpers this season suggest he has the vision to exploit 
the open space that must be available around one of his teammates. 

Whether it all shakes out quite so neatly remains to be seen. But take 
stock of everything Matthews has pieced together over these past 82 
games, and all signs point to No. 34 not going away quietly when these 
playoffs are all said and done. 
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Sportsnet.ca / “THE JOB’S NOT DONE”  

 

By Luke Fox 

 

After turning in the best regular season in franchise history, the Toronto 
Maple Leafs are either doomed or due as they enter the playoffs 

T he joy of the greatest regular season in the Toronto Maple Leafs’ 105 
years of existence will not be poured neat. 

No, sir. The intoxicating cocktail of this record-breaking 54-win, 115-point 
romp will be spiked with doubt and laced with fear, sprinkled with regret, 
and served by a ghost that’s been haunting the mecca for 55 years. It’ll 
be the kind of drink that requires a chaser. Maybe two. 

Some will say club president Brendan Shanahan and handpicked general 
manger Kyle Dubas have doubled down. Nah. They’ve sextupled down 
on this talented core of five — Auston Matthews, Mitchell Marner, John 
Tavares, William Nylander and Morgan Rielly — who, you may have 
heard, play for a team that has lost five consecutive first-round playoff 
series. Set their Stanley Cup ambitions aside for a second. These bright 
stars, most firmly in their primes, represent a proud organization that 
hasn’t celebrated a single series victory since Toby Maguire was the only 
Spider-Man of cinematic record. These Leafs, man. They’re either 
doomed or due. Destined to be demonized or determined to become 
dragon slayers. 

And there is zero doubt where Dubas, the stubborn/steadfast architect of 
the roster, lines up on that debate, set to be settled beginning Monday 
against the back-to-back champion Tampa Bay Lightning. “For better or 
worse, I believe in this group. I believe that they are going to get it done 
and that they are going to win,” Dubas stated over the summer, the sour 
taste of another Game 7 loss still on his lips. “I understand that this 
comes with certain doubts because we have not broken through in the 
playoffs. But it is my belief that they will. I believe in them as players. I 
believe in them as people. I know that the decision lies on me and the 
risk is for me in going ahead that way. 

“I am comfortable with it. I believe we are going to see the best version of 
this group next season that we have seen yet. I am willing to bet 
everything on that.” 
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“For better or worse, I believe in this group. I believe that they are going 
to get it done and that they are going to win. … I am willing to bet 
everything on that.” 

It’s impossible to contextualize the Maple Leafs’ success in 2021-22 
without acknowledging the collapse to Montreal the spring prior. How 
captain Tavares went down in sickening fashion, how top defender Jake 
Muzzin pulled up early with a torn groin, and how a couple of critical 
turnovers and an all-world goaltender swept the rug out. Ask former 
Canadiens defenceman and current thorn in the Leafs’ side Ben Chiarot 
why the Maple Leafs blew it last May, and the first two words out his 
mouth are Carey and Price. “He was incredible. Honestly, the series 
could have gone either way,” Chiarot, now representing the Florida 
Panthers, says. “I know they took it pretty hard. 

“Being in Toronto, having a season that they had and then losing in the 
first round, media, everyone kinda comes down hard on the team. But 
that series could have gone either way. It was one shot. You know, any 
one of those games in overtime was one shot for them and it’s a different 
series. Carey Price was a big difference-maker.” 

The gutted sadness of the Maple Leafs dressing room post-Game 7 was 
captured and crystallized in the Images of Matthews and Marner alone 
among the stalls, heads hung. 

Another lost year. 

Needing a retreat from the noise — all those damaged fans and told-you-
so pundits calling for heads and composing fake trades — Toronto’s 
quiet leader plotted a lakeside getaway. Tavares invited every Leaf living 
or training in Toronto to flee north. Players only. He hosted them at his 
Muskoka cottage. They trained during the day, found some ice to stay 
sharp. But they also mixed in some fun on the water and drinks on the 
dock before drilling down to business. The captain provided a casual 
space where the veterans could mingle with the rookies, the leadership 
crew with the latest cluster of Dubas’s bargain-bin free-agent finds. They 
got to know each other better as men, as teammates. 

Perhaps most importantly, they tackled the elephant in the boathouse. 
They unravelled their 3-1 series collapse to the lowest-seeded team. 
“Yeah, 100 per cent,” Wayne Simmonds says. “That was one of the main 
things in going to Johnny’s house. We had a great dialogue with one 
another — and we kept it real. We got to address what happened last 
year head-on, and we’re not hiding from it. It’s for us to learn from and 
get better and to mature as a team.” 

By the time training camp rolled around, disappointment had morphed 
into resolve and a touch of fury. “Guys were pissed off. We came into 
camp to work. It wasn’t just to go through the motions; it was to get 
better,” Muzzin, a rare Leaf with a ring, said at the time. “There was a 
little anger in some guys.” 

To channel the heartbreak in a positive direction, Dubas brought in 
renowned peak performance coach Greg Harden, an expert motivator 
credited with helping Michael Phelps and Tom Brady reach such lofty 
athletic heights. Behind closed doors, Harden would be available to all 
throughout the season, and was spotted during the Leafs’ most recent 
road trip. His heavy lifting would be with Marner and starting goalie Jack 
Campbell, who took the brunt of the playoff disaster upon themselves. 
“He’s amazing,” Campbell says of Harden, choosing not to detail their 
sessions. “He just really gets you to want to be the best version of 
yourself.” 

Even with the team building, extra fire and added support, though, 
spring’s adversity bled all the way into October, like an unshakable viral 
symptom. Marner — ripped for failing to get a single puck past Price in 
the Montreal series — dragged his career-worst goal slump through the 
first eight games of the season. Matthews, recovering from off-season 
wrist surgery, needed three games off and four more on to get his record-
breaking shot in order. Petr Mrazek, Toronto’s most handsomely paid 
goaltender and free agent, tore his groin two periods into his first start. A 
four-game losing skid in late October felt like it could spiral into pink slips. 

“I have a lot of thoughts. Not many good ones,” coach Sheldon Keefe 
said in a post-game pall after Oct. 23’s 7-1 thrashing by a depleted 
Pittsburgh Penguins squad. “The biggest thing to manage right now is 
just the mood and the belief of the group. It’s easy to start doubting and 
questioning things when things aren’t going your way.” 

“Almost to a man, we’ve had guys having career years here offensively 
and defensively. I think we’re feeling good.” 

When Shanahan showed up mid-trip in Chicago to watch the winless 
Blackhawks take a 2-0 lead over his team, multiple beat reporters drafted 
news stories of Keefe’s firing (just in case). The Maple Leafs rallied with 
three consecutive goals that dramatic, cathartic night, the final one by 
Nylander in overtime. And if you’re looking for an in-season turning point, 
stop the search. 

Spats of injuries, the Nick Ritchie misfire, Mrazek’s third groin pull, 
basically the entire squad getting COVID, all those losses to lottery 
teams, the late-winter goaltending crisis… “I don’t think anything really 
compares to how we started the year and having to find our way through 
that,” Keefe says, looking back. 

Hardened by playoff scars and emboldened by surviving that early 
season swoon, the Maple Leafs — like most of the happy top half of the 
Eastern Conference — have essentially been on cruise control for 
months now. They wield the best power play in hockey, threaten with the 
second-most explosive offence, and defend with a vastly improved top-
seven penalty kill. Matthews authored history with his 60-goal, 106-point 
MVP campaign. Since returning from a January quarantine, Marner has 
been playing the best hockey of his life. The injured Michael Bunting — 
hopeful to return for Round 1 — is not only one of the sport’s best 
bargains ($950,000 cap hit), he’s a candidate for the Calder Trophy. 

All three members of Toronto’s top line burst into the Lightning series hot 
off their most productive NHL seasons. The same can be said for 
Nylander, Alexander Kerfoot, Pierre Engvall, Ilya Mikheyev, Justin Holl, 
David Kämpf, Timothy Liljegren, Rasmus Sandin, Ilya Lyubushkin and 
Nick Abruzzese. Rielly crushed a new personal best with 58 assists. 
“Almost to a man, we’ve had guys having career years here offensively 
and defensively,” Keefe says. “I think we’re feeling good.” 

Those whose best individual stat lines are behind them will still have 
plenty to draw on — wisdom, desperation, and hometown pride. Tavares 
left Long Island to make good on these moments, and was robbed of one 
a year ago due to fluky injury. Jason Spezza, Mark Giordano, and Wayne 
Simmonds are all local heroes who arrived late to the Leafs. All own 
silver sticks. None have touched the silver mug. “We’re guys that have 
had established careers, and we’re not scared of the moment,” Spezza 
says. “I look forward to it. That’s why I play the game. You go through 82 
games to get to the playoffs. And those are the moments that I think I can 
help the most.” 

Fifteen years have passed since Spezza, 38, went to the Stanley Cup 
Final with the Ottawa Senators. He doesn’t have a contract for next year, 
and it’s not a crazy stretch to imagine this chance as his last. As the last 
for this Leafs core, as currently constructed. As Dubas’s or Keefe’s last in 
this city. “I was very focused last year. But I think you learn something 
from every year, and you learn something from every loss, and we feel 
like we blew a great opportunity last year. That’s definitely been in the 
back of our minds all year,” Spezza says. Vintage candour. “We all feel 
the burden of losing that series. So, I think that drives us.” 

“Unless you do some winning come playoff time, it’s hard to look past 
anything other than that. The team is deep, yeah. But you gotta do 
something with it.” 

The Maple Leafs needn’t look any further than their gilded Round 1 
opponent, threepeat-chasing Tampa Bay, to see how losing can drive a 
bunch of ticked-off men in blue-and-white. Since following up 2018-19’s 
record-breaking 62-win season with the embarrassment of getting swept 
by the underdog Columbus Blue Jackets in Round 1, the Lightning have 
won eight consecutive series. They won’t hold home ice, but many will 
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still slot them as favourites over the Maple Leafs — a great regular-
season team and the best version of themselves. 

And, until proven otherwise, that’s it. 

“Unless you do some winning come playoff time, it’s hard to look past 
anything other than that,” says Rielly. “The team is deep, yeah. But you 
gotta do something with it.” 

Asked to describe the mood of his room heading into this post-season, 
Keefe thinks a beat before he answers. “Focused,” the coach replies. 
“Focused and confident. The guys really believe in what we’re doing, 
they believe in each other, believe in themselves.” 

Not unlike their fanbase, the Maple Leafs are bracing for hardship but 
hopeful for a breakthrough. For a make-good on Dubas’s bold bet. The 
82-game dress rehearsal has wrapped, but this is no time to party. The 
show is about to start, for real. “Knowing what we’re preparing for and 
knowing that it’s going to be extremely difficult for quite some time,” 
Keefe says. “We’ve been preparing for difficult times all season.” 

And on the night Matthews flipped in goal 59 and whistled goal 60, he 
tried to speak not of what he had done but what his team had yet to do. 

“We’re obviously working toward something bigger,” Matthews said. “The 
job’s not done. The work’s not finished.” 
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TSN.CA / Flames’ culture change hits the playoff spotlight starting 
Tuesday 

 

Salim Valji 

 

March 2021 has set the stage for April 2022. 

Darryl Sutter readily allowed that when he was hired as the new head 
coach of the Calgary Flames midway through last season, he did not 
think the team would make the playoffs.  

He was right. The Flames finished fifth in the all-Canadian North Division 
– four points back of the Montreal Canadiens for the final playoff spot – 
after the pandemic-shortened 56-game 2020-21 season. 

A self-admitted “Flames fan” before he was repatriated, Sutter’s objective 
over that stretch was instead to remake the culture of a franchise that 
had won just a single playoff series since making it to the 2004 Stanley 
Cup Final (a team Sutter himself coached). That culture transformation 
included how the players practiced and prepared, nutritional habits, and 
off-season fitness. The results of this metamorphosis, Sutter hopes, will 
be on full display for the hockey world during the 2022 playoffs. 

Tuesday marks the next phase of the Flames’ culture remake – one that 
began 13 months ago and, Sutter, the diehard fan, hopes ends with a 
Stanley Cup parade. The Flames face the Dallas Stars in Round 1, with 
Games 1 and 2 set for Tuesday and Thursday in Calgary. 

Sutter summed up the franchise’s shift recently as the group went from a 
relief mindset (relieved when they won) to a belief mindset (believing they 
could win) – and achieving sustained success would not come by 
outscoring opponents night after night, but in playing effectively away 
from the puck night after night. 

“You have to have a foundation of accountability and checking and, at 
the same time, there still has to be freedom for the players in terms of 
using their skillsets,” he said. 

“If you’re not a well-trained organization, you won’t make the playoffs. 
That’s No.1. It doesn’t matter if you think you’re the best player in the 

National Hockey League or wherever you think you fit if you’re not well-
trained. It’s the one advantage you give yourself every night; you can be 
one shift better, five per cent energy better, that’s an advantage anyone 
can give themselves. That’s why guys have bad years that are top guys.” 

Calgary leading scorer Johnny Gaudreau said Sutter and former Flames 
head coach Bob Hartley are similar when it comes to how much they 
expect from their players. 

“I don’t think we’ve had a coach like him in Calgary for a long time,” he 
said. 

“Demanding of their teams, expect a lot out of players…he’s done a great 
job with our team and brought our group together.” 

“I think coming to work every day and expecting to win, preparing to win, 
practicing to win,” defenceman Chris Tanev said recently of changes 
from last season.  

“I think he’s changed that all dramatically. Every day is a new day. 
Regardless of what happened yesterday, you move forward and expect 
to win the next day…When you’re at practice, you’re expected to make 
tape-to-tape passes, work hard, skate, and then prepare for the next 
game,” said Tanev. “It just becomes a big cycle where you play, reset, 
and expect to win and try to get better every day at what you can improve 
on what the team can improve on. ” 

The dramatic changes in Calgary this season have caught the attention 
of other NHL players. 

“I look at Calgary this year and their coach there, and I don’t know what 
people say about him, that he might be hard-nosed, but he holds guys 
accountable there,” Winnipeg Jets forward Paul Stastny said, 
unprompted, when asked what the Jets need to change going forward.  

“You look at those guys there, they play a whole different game than they 
did last year. They’re a more dangerous team and play a complete team 
game. When a good team game follows, all the individual success goes 
along with it.” 

SPARKS OFF THE FIRE 

-While the Flames and Stars met in the bubble during the 2020 playoffs, 
Dallas head coach Rick Bowness is not looking at film from that series, 
saying that this Calgary team with Sutter at the helm is entirely different. 
Beyond the coaching change, he pointed to the signing of goalie Jacob 
Markstrom, saying it was a “huge and great move.” 

-Calgary is far from a one-line team, with depth scoring top to bottom. 
One player that’s flown under the radar is Dillon Dube, who has quietly 
put together a solid season on the third line. He ended the season with 
eight goals in 10 games and, as Darryl Sutter put it, is a big-game player. 
He’ll start the playoffs on the third line with Calle Jarnkrok and veteran 
Blake Coleman, and get some power-play time, and that role seems 
likely to grow. 

-At times during the regular season, Sutter had Trevor Lewis on the 
second line with Mikael Backlund and Coleman, including games against 
high-offensive teams in Colorado and Edmonton. That trio gives the 
Flames a different defensive matchup option, and could be 
reunited…especially at home where the coach can dictate line matchups. 

-Similar to Dube, Nikita Zadorov and Erik Gudbranson have quietly 
blossomed away from the spotlight. At 6-foot-6, 235 pounds and 6-foot-5, 
222 pounds, respectively, they’ll be a force for opposing players and 
have a greater impact the deeper Calgary goes.  

Expected Calgary lineup for Game 1: 

Forwards 

Gaudreau-Lindholm-Tkachuk 

Mangiapane-Backlund-Toffoli 

Dube-Jarnkrok-Coleman 
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Lucic-Lewis-Ritchie 

Defencemen 

Hanifin-Andersson 

Kylington-Tanev 

Zadorov-Gudbranson 

Goaltender 

Markstrom 

Expected Dallas lineup for Game 1 

Forwards 

Robertson-Hintz-Pavelski 

Benn-Peterson-Seguin 

Kiviranta-Faksa-Gurianov 

Raffl-Glendening-Radulov 

Defencemen 

Suter-Heiskanen 

Klingberg-Lindell 

Harley-Hakanpää 

Goaltender 

Oettinger 
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TSN.CA / Marner not dwelling on past playoff failures 

 

Mark Masters 

 

Is Mitch Marner motivated by past playoff failures?  

"Definitely, but can't think about those," the 24-year-old winger said. 
"Gotta be here in the moment. Gotta be ready for what comes tonight." 

Marner has gone 18 straight playoff games without a goal dating back to 
Game 1 against the Boston Bruins in 2019. He has the same number of 
goals (five) as delay-of-game penalties during his 32 playoff starts.  

"The past is the past," Marner said. "Nothing you can do to change it. 
We're just excited to be here and it's [about] the here and now." 

"All our top guys have been different players this year," stressed veteran 
forward Wayne Simmonds. "That stuff's in the past. We're not going to 
look at the past. We look to the present and the future and that's all I 
have to say about that." 

Marner should be feeling good about the recent past. He scored like 
never before – a career-high 35 goals in just 72 games – during the 
regular season. And he finished strong. Marner posted 76 points in 46 
games after returning from the COVID protocol on Jan. 15. That was tied 
with Calgary's Johnny Gaudreau for most in the league down the stretch. 

"He's been waiting for this opportunity again like our whole team has," 
said coach Sheldon Keefe, "but you have to play the 82 games. You got 
to get to this point, and you have to earn your way here and Mitch has 
done a terrific job of leading us here." 

Marner's running mate, Auston Matthews, scored just one goal in the 
seven-game loss to Montreal in last year's playoffs.  

"Those guys over there are probably extremely motivated because of 
what happened," observed Lightning forward Steven Stamkos. "We've 
had some failures too in the past and it certainly motivates you. You don't 
want to go through that again. You learn from that. Obviously, being in 
this market, the stakes are even higher." 

Tampa Bay got swept out of the playoffs in 2019 despite winning 62 
games in the regular season. They've won eight straight series since.  

"They've found the recipe," said Simmonds, "and it's up to us to figure it 
out as well and come into this series full of confidence and getting ready 
to slay the beast." 

"There's moments that it's easy to say, 'It's too hard,'" Stamkos reflected, 
"but it's the teams that can go past that and maybe even surprise 
themselves a little bit that get to the end." 

On the 55-year anniversary of last Cup win, Leafs not bothered by 
lingering drought 

Today marks the 55th anniversary since the last Leafs Cup win in 1967 
and it's a drought that has followed the team for a long time. Growing up 
in Toronto, Wayne Simmonds has heard all of the chirps but says he is 
'not too fazed by it.' Head coach Sheldon Keefe says that statistic is not 
at the forefront of his team's thoughts as they prepare for Game 1. 

Ondrej Kase returns to the Leafs lineup on Monday. It will be the winger's 
first game since suffering a concussion on March 19.  

"I would've loved if things lined up and he could've played last week," 
said Keefe, "it just didn’t work out that way. He just wasn't comfortable at 
that point ... he needed to go through a process there."  

Kase took part in his first full practice since the injury on Sunday. He took 
part in one other practice last week but was wearing a red no-contact 
sweater. 

"He's at the point now where he feels good and he feels comfortable," 
Keefe continued. "We were going to put him in at some point and we may 
as well start right now because he is a difference maker on our team. 
"We'll evaluate it day to day, game to game, with how he's doing and how 
our group is doing but we think we're a better group when he's in and 
playing. He's been looking good in our practices of late. I've watched that 
very closely. He looks like a guy who's ready to come in and help us." 

Leafs Ice Chips: 'Difference maker' Kase gets the green light to jump 
right into Game 1 

When Ondrej Kase suffered a concussion on March 19 in Nashville, it 
seemed like his seaason may be in jeopardy but he has quietly worked 
his way back and skated on the second line with John Tavares and Ilya 
Mikheyev on Sunday. Sheldon Keefe revealed he will play in Game 1 
and the Leafs head coach spoke about why he feels comfortable putting 
him in right away. 

---  

At age 32, Stamkos posted the first 100-point season of his career.  

"If you told me he was getting 40 goals and 100 points, if you told me that 
literally two and a half weeks ago, I would've said, 'No way,'" admitted 
Tampa coach Jon Cooper. "And here he is with 106 points and 40-plus 
goals." 

Stamkos is currently firing on all cylinders while playing alongside Ondrej 
Palat and Nikita Kucherov. Stamkos had 10 goals and 16 assists over 
the final nine games of the regular season. Kucherov had 10 goals and 
13 assists in that stretch since April 14.  

"Stammer, Kuch and Palat, let's be honest, they're on a bit of a historic 
run," said Cooper.  
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"You want to be feeling good about yourself heading into the playoffs and 
I certainly feel that way right now," Stamkos said.  

But even before this hot streak, Stamkos had been producing. What's 
behind the surge this season?  

"You're still always trying to prove people wrong," he said. "There are 
different motivational tactics that you use." 

Stamkos only got into one playoff game during Tampa's run to the 
Stanley Cup in 2020.  

"After he didn't get to really play too much in that first Stanley Cup [run], 
he's kind of taken his game to another level," Simmonds noted. 

Cooper, who was in line to coach Canada's Olympic team before the 
NHL opted not to go to Beijing, believes Stamkos was also inspired by 
the opportunity to wear the Maple Leaf.   

"I don't think anybody gave that kid a chance to make the Olympic team 
and by the time the whole thing got called off, you'd be hard pressed to 
sit here and say he's not in the short group of guys that were going to 
make that team," Cooper noted. 

With Brayden Point and Kucherov out with injuries, Tampa's captain 
elevated his game early in the season.  

"We needed someone to carry us and keep us afloat until those guys got 
back and Stammer did just that," Cooper said. "I think that's kind of a 
different mode than he's ever been in throughout his career."  

After missing out on the chance to play inside the Toronto bubble in 
2020, Stamkos will now step into the playoff spotlight in his hometown.  

"I got to go over to my parents’ house for dinner so that's different," he 
said. "I haven't done that on the road in the playoffs before." 

But, overall, Stamkos insists the feeling is business as usual.  

"It's year 14, so you certainly weed out the people who are asking for 
tickets over 14 years," he said to laughs.  

Leafs will have their hands full with Stamkos, who has 'taken his game to 
another level' 

Steven Stamkos led the NHL in scoring from March 10 onward, racking 
up 43 points in his final 26 games and reaching the 100-point milestone 
for the first time in his career. His elevated play has not gone unnoticed 
by the Leafs, who know they will be in tough against the veteran. 

--- 

The Leafs feel like they need to get in the face of Andrei Vasilevskiy to 
have a chance of beating the Conn Smythe Trophy winner. That's easier 
said than done.  

"They have the puck a lot and they defend well," said Keefe. "A big, 
strong, physical defence that gets in the way, and they protect their net 
very well, which allows a goaltender of that calibre to get comfortable and 
feel good and make saves. We have a significant challenge to get to 
him." 

"It's just another obstacle in our way," said Simmonds. "[It] takes a lot of 
brain power and physicality and just being willing to take a beating to get 
in front of him. They've got great defencemen over there and big guys, 
strong guys. You know you'll get your licks when you go to the net but, at 
the same time, it's going to be worth it."   

Vasilevskiy posted a .937 in last year's playoffs to lead the NHL. 

Johnston on how Campbell will handle 'bright lights' of playoffs, 
Lightning's light mood 

Jack Campbell had a hot April after returning from a rib injury but the 
playoffs are a different beast. What can be expected from the Maple 
Leafs' netminder? What's the mood of the Lightning ahead of a high-

profile series in Toronto? TSN Maple Leafs reporter Mark Masters and 
TSN Hockey Insider Chris Johnston discuss. 

--- 

Projected Leafs lineup for Game 1:  

F 

Kerfoot - Matthews - Marner  

Mikheyev - Tavares - Kase 

Nylander - Kampf - Engvall  

Clifford - Blackwell - Simmonds  

D 

Rielly- Lyubushkin  

Muzzin - Brodie  

Giordano - Liljegren  

G 

Campbell starts  

Kallgren 
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TSN.CA / By the numbers: A first round playoff preview 

 

Travis Yost 

 

The National Hockey League regular season has closed, so our attention 
now turns to the first round of the Stanley Cup Playoffs. 

The Western Conference treated us to a compelling end-of-season finish, 
where the Dallas Stars and Nashville Predators nabbed the final two 
playoff spots. The Eastern Conference, of course, has been decided for 
months. 

This year’s first-round has an interesting dichotomy. Whether you are 
looking at the data, observing what oddsmakers are pricing in at 
sportsbooks, or just reaching out for consensus, there are clearly three 
heavy favourites: the Colorado Avalanche against the Nashville 
Predators (surely exacerbated now with Juuse Saros’ injury), the Florida 
Panthers against the Washington Capitals, and the Calgary Flames 
against the Dallas Stars. 

The other five series are a bit less clear. Oddsmakers, as one example, 
are giving the Edmonton Oilers a significant amount of respect in the Jay 
Woodcroft era. They also see the Boston Bruins, despite having finished 
32 goals back of the Carolina Hurricanes, as a serious threat to upset the 
top seed out of the Metropolitan. More on this in a moment. 

To break down these series and better understand where upsets may 
manifest, consider the full-year results for each team measured against 
one another. The below table shows each team with home ice’s expected 
advantage at even strength versus their expected advantage at special 
teams, which considers both performance and the rate of penalties 
drawn and taken: 

We have seen true underdogs not only compete but pull off staggering 
upsets in the first round in past postseasons. The NHL’s lower-scoring 
environment creates high intra-game volatility, and all it takes is some 
shooting luck or a goaltending heater to turn the math upside down. 
That’s what it’s going to take for Dallas, Washington, or Nashville to pull 
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off an upset. All three of these teams figure to be a half goal or worse 
than their opponent on a per-game basis, which is grim. 

I mentioned the lack of clarity in the other five series. Here’s why. Let’s 
overlay expected single-game results against the lines oddsmakers have 
established for each series, and then talk through each matchup 
accordingly: 

Western Conference: Minnesota Wild (2) vs. St. Louis Blues (3) 

It is easy to simplify, but the data suggests this series will be decided on 
special teams, or the lack thereof. 

The gap between the Wild and the Blues is significant at even strength, 
where nearly 80 per cent of games are played these days – Minnesota 
was +59 in goals, second only to the Stanley Cup favourite in Florida. 
And, if games were only played at even strength, we may be talking 
about the Wild in the same air as a few of these other teams. 

The Blues may not have the headline names as some of the other man 
advantages around the league, but their two units averaged more than 
10 goals per 60 minutes of play up a man, a number only topped by 
Auston Matthews and the Toronto Maple Leafs (+10.3 per-60). Five 
players – David Perron, Brandon Saad, Pavel Buchnevich, Ryan 
O’Reilly, and Brayden Schenn – combined for 42 goals, a total higher 
than 10 teams. 

The other side of special teams is the same story. Only three teams 
conceded fewer goals on the penalty kill than the Blues (5.7 per 60 
minutes), with both Ville Husso (89 per cent stop rate) and Jordan 
Binnington (86 per cent stop rate) erasing goals when their team needs it 
the most. What helps is an oppressive kill unit in front that does well to 
take away the interior from opposing power plays. 

(Via HockeyViz): 

If this series stays at even strength, or the Wild get decent enough 
results on special teams, Minnesota should cruise to victory. But if this 
series becomes a penalty fest, or the St. Louis power play does what it 
has done all year it will be a totally different story. 

Eastern Conference: Toronto Maple Leafs (2) vs. Tampa Bay Lightning 
(3) 

Is this the year the Leafs get out of the first round? 

The Maple Leafs had a record setting season and still find themselves in 
one of the toughest first round matchups against the back-to-back 
champs. The TSN Hockey panel breaks down the series between the 
Maple Leafs and Lightning and whether this is the year Toronto gets out 
of the first round. 

Back in January, I wrote that this year felt different for the Maple Leafs – 
long gone were the days of a top-heavy lineup or a battered and 
immature blueline that could spell doom against any credible offence 
come playoff time. This is as deep and talented a team as the Maple 
Leafs organization has iced in the modern era. 

And yet here we are, with the Maple Leafs locked in another de facto 
coin-flip series against an impressive opponent. How impressive? The 
Tampa Bay Lightning are trying to win their third Stanley Cup in as many 
years. That impressive. 

There are two concerns I think coming out of Leafs Nation: The first is 
whether this team’s depth can hold up against another fantastic 
opponent, while the second is goaltending. 

The worries about the depth seem little more than a boogeyman to me. 
For starters, in prior playoff exits, it was the top of the Toronto lineup – 
especially offensively – that failed to deliver when it mattered most. But if 
you look at the contributions each team realized this year (I’m using 
Goals Above Replacement to measure value; other measures show 
similar results), there’s little evidence Tampa Bay can overwhelm Toronto 
further down the lineup. 

The easiest way to summarize the two lineups: whereas Toronto had a 
dominant lineup with a handful of under-performers, Tampa Bay had a 
very strong lineup with only a couple of performance drags (Zach 
Bogosian, Brandon Hagel). 

Toronto counteracted having more performance drags throughout the 
lineup by having perhaps the best line in hockey, though an injury may 
force first-line winger Michael Bunting out of the lineup for the early part 
of the series. There’s little reason to not expect that to continue in the 
playoffs, and I think it’s the best argument there is that Toronto has the 
better of the two lineups entering the season. 

But the goaltending concern is real. Jack Campbell has been a nice fit in 
Toronto since being acquired from Los Angeles, but is it reasonable to 
think he could outplay Andrei Vasilevskiy in a series? It’s possible, but 
hardly something we would consider betting on. 

Below is a three-year retrospective of the two goaltenders. Is this enough 
to tilt the odds back in Tampa Bay’s favour? 

Western Conference: Edmonton Oilers (2) vs. Los Angeles Kings (3) 

Oddsmakers love the Woodcroft era Oilers, and for good reason. Since 
the coaching change, Edmonton has played to a 119-point pace, trailing 
only the Florida Panthers and Calgary Flames in that department. In 
many ways, this is a materially different team than the one we drew 
accustomed to under Dave Tippett – a team that, for inexplicable 
reasons, carried the NHL’s 17th best even-strength offence. 

The performance of the Oilers offence never seemed real or believable 
under Tippett. How could it when you have weaponry that starts with 
Connor McDavid and Leon Draisaitl? Oilers fans believe personnel 
changes and a more north-south transition game have lent themselves to 
unlocking an explosive offence. And, quite frankly, it’s hard to argue. 
They are seventh in even-strength scoring, and more importantly in this 
case, third in expected even-strength scoring. This isn’t a team riding 
some shooting luck. They are lethal in the offensive zone. 

How much you believe Woodcroft turned this team around is likely how 
much you believe there is upset potential here. The Kings are a very 
game and well-rounded club, but scoring is a chore, and most games 
end up gridlocked. Still, Edmonton’s performance for much of the season 
is reason for pause. 

Eastern Conference: Carolina Hurricanes (1) vs. Boston Bruins (WC1) 

The Carolina Hurricanes are another team that could make a serious 
argument they are the best team in the league, if not for persistent 
penalty problems. 

The Hurricanes live in the penalty box, spending more time there than 
any other team in the league, and by a considerable margin. They were 
able to win the Metropolitan Division in large part because of how 
effective their penalty kill is. In a bit of irony, the league’s most penalized 
team also happens to have the league’s most ferocious penalty kill (4.1 
goals conceded per 60 minutes). 

The good news for Carolina here is they have a favourable matchup on 
that front. Boston’s core strengths are obvious: they dominate the puck 
like few other teams do at even strength and score by generating heaps 
of volume. They also carry one of the league’s better penalty-killing units. 

But Boston is looking into the mirror a bit here. The Bruins may dominate 
the shot clock (fourth; +11 net shots per-60 minutes of even-strength 
play), but the Hurricanes are even better (third; +16 net shots per-60 
minutes of even-strength play). And if Boston’s 10th-ranked penalty kill is 
impressive, so too is Carolina’s 11th-ranked power-play unit. 

The Patrice Bergeron line can and likely will eliminate whichever 
opposing group head coach Bruce Cassidy is scared of the most, but 
Carolina is a four-line team that will be more than happy to trade goals 
with the Bergeron line over the course of this series. They have the better 
and deeper team, and their one risk area – their inability to stay out of the 
penalty box – is going to be a tough one to take advantage of for this 
Bruins team. 
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One other development to keep an eye on: Frederik Andersen is still 
battling a lower-body injury, paving the way for platoon option Antti 
Raanta to start the series in net for the Hurricanes. 

Eastern Conference: (2) New York Rangers vs. (3) Pittsburgh Penguins 

This series is priced interestingly by the oddsmakers. The New York 
Rangers have home-ice advantage and were playing much better hockey 
than the Pittsburgh Penguins were over the final stretch of the regular 
season. If we look at regular-season goal differential, you can see where 
Pittsburgh flatlined, and where the Rangers really turned up the heat: 

In some ways, the series reminds me a lot of the Lightning and the Maple 
Leafs, where one team (the Penguins) appear to have the stronger 
lineup, offset by a goaltending strength across the aisle (the Rangers). 

That part should not be discounted. Igor Shesterkin is the runaway 
Vezina Trophy favourite, stopping 93.4 per cent of shots and erasing 37 
goals (!) more than expected over the course of the regular season. 
Pittsburgh’s Tristan Jarry was good enough this year, but a 91.8 per cent 
stop rate and six goals saved above expected pales in comparison, and 
that was before a foot injury put his availability for this series into 
question. 

One thing to keep an eye on, especially in a series like this, is penalties. 
When teams are this close in talent, separated by four goals over the 
course of an 82-game regular season, it can be penalty imbalances (or 
special teams performance imbalances) that can break the proverbial tie. 
In this case, pay attention to the penalty box itself: 

The only series that figures to see a bigger penalty mismatch is between 
Colorado and Nashville, and we don’t expect that series to go particularly 
long. 

Can the Penguins take advantage of some incremental power-play 
opportunities and neutralize the Shesterkin advantage? That, I think, is 
the operative question heading into this matchup. 

Enjoy the playoffs! 
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USA TODAY / Ugly brawl breaks out as Toronto Maple Leafs rout Tampa 
Bay Lightning in Game 1 

 

Mike Brehm 

 

An ugly performance by the two-time defending champion Tampa Bay 
Lightning led to an ugly brawl in a 5-0 loss to the Toronto Maple Leafs on 
Monday on the opening night of the Stanley Cup playoffs. 

With the game out of hard midway through the third period, Tampa Bay's 
Corey Perry tried going after Toronto's Wayne Simmonds. Nothing 
happened there, but Perry and Ilya Lyubushkin went at each other. 

While ESPN2 cut away for a commercial, Simmonds shoved Lightning 
star Victor Hedman and fights broke out, including Perry and Lyubushkin 
throwing punches and Toronto's Morgan Rielly punching Tampa Bay's 
Jan Rutta. Rutta left the ice with a big cut on his face.  

"I thought we handled their physicality well," Maple Leafs coach Sheldon 
Keefe told reporters, "both in making plays and keeping the puck moving 
and not getting rattled by it, and then just standing our ground when the 
nonsense starts late in the third." 

Perry ended up with 23 penalties in the game. Rutta had 17 and 
teammate Pat Maroon had 10. Lyubushkin had 16 minutes for the game, 
Simmonds 10 and Rielly 15. 

Toronto's Kyle Clifford also had 15 minutes, but that was because he was 
ejected for a boarding major against Ross Colton that could draw the 
interest of NHL Player Safety. 

What should have been a golden opportunity for the Lightning ended up 
setting the tone for the Maple Leafs. 

Toronto shut down that five-minute power play and other ones as the 
Lightning made numerous giveaways against an aggressive penalty kill. 

"They did a good job of executing early on those PKs and gained some 
momentum and it could have been a really different game if we had 
scored early on that," Lightning captain Steven Stamkos told reporters. "It 
was a missed opportunity for us."  

The Maple Leafs, meanwhile, got a 5-on-3 power play goal from 60-goal 
scorer Auston Matthews (Keefe had called a timeout to rest the first unit) 
and a short-handed goal from David Kampf. 

Game 2 is Wednesday night in Toronto. 

"The Tampa Bay Lightning will be a far better team when they come back 
in here," Keefe said. "And we're going to have to be better ourselves." 

Mitch Marner ends playoff drought 

Toronto's Matthews and Mitch Marner had one goal between them in last 
season's first-round loss to the Montreal Canadiens. 

Matthews scored twice on Monday and Marner also scored. That ended 
an 18-game playoff goal drought for the Maple Leafs star. 

Marner said it was "great" to score, but he wasn't letting the drought 
bother him. 

"I can't do anything about the past," he told reporters. "I'm here to focus 
on the now. I'm here to focus on what I can do to help the team win." 

Cross-checking penalty 

NHL Player Safety could have a busy Tuesday. ESPN reports that the 
department is reviewing this cross-check by Minnesota Wild defenseman 
Jared Spurgeon on the ankles of St. Louis Blues forward Pavel 
Buchnevich. 

Spurgeon received two minutes. 

The Blues won 4-0 in Game 1 on a David Perron hat trick and a 37-save 
shutout by Ville Husso. 

Tuesday's games 

Penguins at Rangers, 7 p.m. ET, ESPN 

Capitals at Panthers, 7:30 p.m. ET, ESPN2 

Predators at Avalanche, 9:30 p.m. ET, ESPN 

Stars at Flames, 10 p.m. ET, ESPN2 
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USA TODAY / From Nazem Kadri to Alex Ovechkin, one major question 
for each team in 2022 NHL playoffs 

 

Mike Brehm 

 

The Stanley Cup playoffs start Monday and the biggest question is 
whether the Tampa Bay Lightning can become the first team since the 
1980s New York Islanders to win three Stanley Cups in a row.   
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At times, it looked like the answer might be no. They had a 2-6 slide in 
March and lost four in a row in April. Nikita Kucherov had one goal in 15 
games and Steven Stamkos had an eight-game goal drought. Goalie 
Andrei Vasilevskiy wasn't as dominant. 

Now, they appear to be heading in the right direction, winning seven of 
their final nine games, routing first-round opponent Toronto and ending 
the Florida Panthers' 13-game winning streak. Kucherov scored 23 points 
in that stretch, including an eight-game goal streak, and Stamkos scored 
26 points to top 100 points for the first time. 

With trade deadline acquisitions to rebuild their third line, the Lightning 
remain a danger in the playoffs. 

Here is one question for the other 15 playoff teams: 

Colorado Avalanche 

Can Nazem Kadri have an incident-free playoffs? 

He has been suspended in the first round in three of the last four 
playoffs, including eight games last season for a check against Blues 
defenseman Justin Faulk. The Maple Leafs traded him after his second 
suspension. Kadri is an unrestricted free agent and has a career high in 
assists and points. A suspension-free, productive postseason could lead 
to an even bigger payday. Expect him to play with an edge but not cross 
it. He has missed a few practices because of an illness. 

Calgary Flames 

Is this Johnny Gaudreau's last season in Calgary?  

The Flames and Gaudreau's camp have said little publicly, but general 
manager Brad Treliving told Hockey Night in Canada After Hours in April 
that he would "move heaven and earth" to bring back the unrestricted 
free agent, who recorded a career-best 115 points this season. 
Gaudreau is from the Philadelphia area, but the Flyers are rebuilding. 
Calgary will give him a better chance at a Cup. The Flames also have to 
re-sign restricted free agents Matthew Tkachuk, Andrew Mangiapane 
and Oliver Kylington. 

Minnesota Wild 

How will they split their goaltending? 

The Wild can't go wrong with newcomer Marc-Andre Fleury or Cam 
Talbot. But they didn't acquire Fleury, a three-time Stanley Cup 
champion, to be a backup. He started four of five games down the 
stretch. Last year, Fleury started 16 of 19 playoff games for the Vegas 
Golden Knights, but he's 37, so a more even split could happen. Coach 
Dean Evason isn't announcing his Game 1 starter. "We're excited about 
the opportunity to have both guys available if we need it, and we 
probably will," he said. 

St. Louis Blues 

Is this team better than the 2019 champions? 

Yes, that team had one 70-point scorer and three 50-point scorers. This 
one has four and eight, respectively. Robert Thomas, Jordan Kyrou and 
Ivan Barbashev have bigger roles. Offseason acquisitions Pavel 
Buchnevich and Brandon Saad are thriving. Defensemen Alex 
Pietrangelo and Jay Bouwmeester are gone, but Torey Krug, Faulk and 
Nick Leddy are playing well. The big difference is 2019 goalie Jordan 
Binnington has been up and down this season, but Ville Husso has been 
solid. Husso will get the Game 1 start. 

Edmonton Oilers 

Can they make up for last season's playoff disaster? 

Connor McDavid and Leon Draisaitl were shut out in the first two games 
of the Winnipeg Jets' eventual first-round sweep. The Oilers have added 
Zach Hyman (27 goals) and Evander Kane (22 goals in 43 games), 
meaning the team doesn't have to put its superstars on the same line. 
The coaching change helped. Jay Woodcroft is 26-9-3 since replacing 

Dave Tippett. The last three Finals have featured a team that made a 
midseason coaching change. 

Los Angeles Kings 

Can they send Dustin Brown out a winner? 

Brown, an 18-year veteran, will retire after the playoffs. Will the Kings win 
another Stanley Cup? Probably not, even though there's a good mix of 
youngsters and veterans. But Brown will retire a winner. He had an 
impressive career that includes leading the Kings in career regular-
season games and serving as captain from 2008-09 to 2015-16, 
including the team's two Cup wins. His number will be retired eventually. 

Nashville Predators 

Has Juuse Saros played too many games? 

Saros played 67 games this season, picking up 38 wins. But he recorded 
13 sub.-900 games in his last 29 games. He didn't play the last two 
regular-season games because he limped off the ice in the third period 
on April 26. Predators coach John Hynes told reporters on Monday that 
Saros would miss the first two games. Hynes wouldn't say whether David 
Rittich or Connor Ingram would start Game 1 on Tuesday. 

Dallas Stars 

Do the Stars have another surprise run in them? 

The Stars reached the Final in the 2020 bubble and they're facing the 
Flames again in the first round. But another run seems unlikely this time. 
They're essentially a one-line team (a very impressive line) and Calgary 
is much better this year. Goalie Jake Oettinger might be able to steal a 
game or two, but a first-round exit is likely. 

EASTERN CONFERENCE 

Florida Panthers 

Will Claude Giroux win his first Stanley Cup? 

The former Flyers captain made a solid choice on where to go when 
waiving his no-trade clause, picking up 23 points in 18 games. The 
Panthers have been aggressive in remaking their forward lines since the 
2021 trade deadline. With injured defenseman Aaron Ekblad expected 
back, they're one of the top contenders. 

Carolina Hurricanes 

What's their goalie situation? 

Frederik Andersen and Antti Raanta won the Jennings Trophy for fewest 
team goals allowed, but Andersen is injured and won't play in Game 1. 
Raanta started and won Thursday after leaving early with "a little tweak." 
Pyotr Kochetkov has three wins in three games. Raanta is expected to 
get the Game 1 start.  

Toronto Maple Leafs 

Can they finally get past the first round? 

They haven't done that since 2004 and have to face the Lightning, who 
routed them 8-1. Though the Maple Leafs were unable to upgrade their 
goaltending at the trade deadline, they added defensemen Mark 
Giordano and Ilya Lyubushkin. Plus, Auston Matthews scored 60 goals. 
He had three goals and seven points in three games against the 
Lightning. 

New York Rangers 

Do they have enough playoff experience? 

New York has a lot of younger players, but it brought in playoff veterans. 
Barclay Goodrow won two Cups. Coach Gerard Gallant went to the 2018 
Final with Vegas, and Ryan Reaves was on that team. Justin Braun went 
to the 2016 Final and Andrew Copp went to a conference final. They join 
Chris Kreider, the last Ranger left from the 2014 Final team. 
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Boston Bruins 

Will the power play get back on track? 

The Bruins had no power-play goals in 12 games before scoring three in 
their final two games. Forward David Pastrnak and defenseman Hampus 
Lindholm were injured for a big chunk of that time, so their return should 
help. Hurting their cause: The Hurricanes have the top penalty kill in the 
league. 

Pittsburgh Penguins 

Is this the last of the Big Three? 

Sidney Crosby, Evgeni Malkin and Kris Letang won the Stanley Cup in 
2009, 2016 and 2017. Malkin and Letang are unrestricted free agents 
this summer. It's possible one won't be back, especially with the 
Penguins also needing to re-sign Bryan Rust. The Penguins, meanwhile, 
will enter the playoffs without No. 1 goalie Tristan Jarry for at least a 
couple games, coach Mike Sullivan said.  

Washington Capitals 

How effective will Alex Ovechkin be? 

He missed the final three games with an upper-body injury after tripping 
and slamming into the boards. He has been practicing and has never 
missed a playoff game. Asked Sunday whether he would play in Game 1, 
he said, "We'll see." But he added that he could have played last week 
had it been the playoffs. Coach Peter Laviolette said Monday that 
everything "is moving in the right direction" for Ovechkin. "He's had two 
really good days," he said. The team is 1-4 without their captain in the 
lineup this season.  
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USA TODAY / NHL playoff predictions: With first round starting Monday, 
who wins Stanley Cup? 

 

Jimmy Hascup Mike Brehm Jace Evans USA TODAY 

 

Will the Tampa Bay Lightning take their first step toward a third 
consecutive Stanley Cup or will the Toronto Maple Leafs pick up their 
first playoff series win since 2004? 

Will the Edmonton Oilers get their first playoff win since Todd McLellan 
coached the team or will McLellan's Los Angeles Kings stop them? 

Can the West-leading Colorado Avalanche bounce back from a 1-5-1 
finish to the season? Will the Florida Panthers be the first Presidents' 
Trophy winner since 2013 to win a Cup? 

Those are among the questions that will be answered when the NHL 
playoffs get underway on Monday night. 

Jimmy Hascup 

Florida vs. Washington: Panthers in five. The best team in the regular 
season will have no problems taking down a team that is too reliant on 
one player, Alex Ovechkin, (yes, an all-time great) to carry the offense.  

Carolina vs. Boston: Bruins in seven. In a battle of two of the best 
coaches, Boston gets the nod because of Patrice Bergeron still being at 
the height of his powers and a more stable goalie situation.  

Toronto vs. Tampa Bay: Lightning in six. Tampa Bay played this season 
like a team that knew it could make the playoffs without playing its best 
but would ramp up again in the postseason.  

N.Y. Rangers vs. Pittsburgh: Rangers in six. The Rangers lost the first 
meeting with the Penguins then won the next three and just seem to be a 
more complete team. 

Colorado vs. Nashville: Avalanche in five. There seems to be too much 
doubt about goalie Juuse Saros' playoff availability and missing him will 
sink Nashville even quicker in this series. 

Calgary vs. Dallas: Flames in five. The Stars are too reliant on the Joe 
Pavelski-Jason Robertson-Roope Hintz line and haven't shown enough 
secondary scoring to compensate against a deeper Calgary team. 

Minnesota vs. St. Louis: Blues in seven. The Wild had more points (113-
109) but the Blues had six more regulation wins (43-37), and I like their 
defensive depth more. 

Edmonton vs. Los Angeles: Kings in seven. Perhaps the most lopsided 
series on paper, what's the NHL playoffs without some chaos to start? 
Los Angeles is better than you think. 

Stanley Cup Final: Panthers vs. Flames 

Champion: Panthers in six. Florida has a well-rounded team with elite 
players (Jonathan Huberdeau, Aleksander Barkov, Aaron Ekblad), 
dangerous depth, a strong defensive core and a goalie (Sergei 
Bobrovsky) who had a strong season (and depth there, too, if he 
struggles).  

Conn Smythe winner: Aleksander Barkov, Panthers. 

Mike Brehm 

Florida vs. Washington: Panthers in five: The Panthers are a deep, 
powerful team and the Capitals will have trouble shutting them down, 
especially with their inconsistent goaltending. 

Carolina vs. Boston: Hurricanes in seven. Both are well-coached and it 
will come down to Carolina coach Rod Brind'Amour having home ice for 
Game 7. 

Toronto vs. Tampa Bay: Lightning in six. The Lightning's offense is back 
on track. They won't romp like they did in a recent 8-1 win vs. Toronto, 
but their championship pedigree will win out. 

N.Y. Rangers vs. Pittsburgh: Rangers in six. Rangers No. 1 goalie Igor 
Shesterkin will win the Vezina Trophy. Penguins No. 1 goalie Tristan 
Jarry is hurt. 

Colorado vs. Nashville: Avalanche in six. It will be fun to watch Norris 
Trophy candidates Roman Josi and Cale Makar. The Avalanche will be 
healthier than the team that stumbled down the stretch. 

Calgary vs. Dallas: Flames in five. Goalie Jake Oettinger might get the 
Stars a win in Dallas. But two-time Stanley Cup-winning coach Darryl 
Sutter has had the Flames playing playoff hockey.  

Minnesota vs. St. Louis: Blues in seven. This will be the best series of the 
first round. The Blues' offense has several lines that can hurt an 
opponent, and Minnesota's Mats Zuccarello and Marcus Foligno are 
coming off injuries. 

2022 NFL draft steals: Nakobe Dean, Andrew Booth Jr. among players 
who were taken too low 

ESPN's Sage Steele, Elon Musk and the ever-growing Grievance 
Industry 

12 biggest questions facing NFL teams with draft complete 

NFL draft winners, losers: Contenders rise, but bad news for some stars 

Early NFL draft 2023 rankings: QBs star, but not at No. 1 

Edmonton vs. Los Angeles: Oilers in six. The Oilers will be keen to make 
up for last year's playoff embarrassment and coach Jay Woodcroft has 
them playing to their potential. 

Stanley Cup Final: Avalanche vs. Hurricanes 
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Champion: Avalanche in six. This is the third consecutive season that I 
picked the Avalanche. They addressed their weaknesses at the trade 
deadline. If they can just get past the second round, they will win it all. 

Conn Smythe winner: Cale Makar, Avalanche 

Jace Evans 

Florida vs. Washington: Panthers in five. The Capitals' unsettled 
goaltending situation seems like a major liability against the best offense 
in the NHL. 

Carolina vs. Boston: Hurricanes in seven. This is a true toss-up series 
and though I worry about the Hurricanes' goaltending to an extent, their 
system is so sound as to help alleviate those worries.  

Toronto vs. Tampa Bay: Lightning in seven. I have been burned too 
many times by the Maple Leafs to trust them to get their first series win 
since 2004 against the two-time defending champs.  

N.Y. Rangers vs. Pittsburgh: Rangers in six. The Penguins have plenty of 
playoff experience but they'll be without their All-Star goalie for at least 
the beginning of the series while the Rangers have the best goaltender in 
the NHL by far this season.  

Colorado vs. Nashville: Avalanche in four. I'm not worried about their 
closing stretch of play: The Avalanche were a machine most of this 
season and they have taken care of business in the first round three 
years in a row.  

Calgary vs. Dallas: Flames in five. The Stars are the only team in the 
playoffs with a negative goal differential. The Flames' plus-85 trailed only 
the Presidents' Trophy-winning Panthers for the best mark in the NHL.  

Minnesota vs. St. Louis: Wild in seven. The Wild have a true superstar in 
Kirill Kaprizov and home ice. Marc-Andre Fleury is also 9-2 since coming 
over to Minnesota. 

Edmonton vs. Los Angeles: Oilers in six. Edmonton is hardly a pillar of 
consistency thanks to shaky goaltending and questionable depth, but the 
Oilers have two of the best offensive players in the league and the Kings 
are missing their No. 1 defenseman.  

Stanley Cup Final: Flames vs. Lightning 

Champion: Lightning in six. In a rematch of the 2004 Stanley Cup Final, 
Tampa Bay will cement its place as an all-time great team and remove all 
talk of "asterisk championships" with a third consecutive title. The 
Lightning are deep, talented and – most important – they know what it 
takes to win.  

Conn Smythe winner: Nikita Kucherov, Lightning 
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